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Introduction  

“Given the centrality of innovative forms of learning to Foundation Degrees it is 

confounding to find that the learner’s experience of engaging with the new 

qualification is so under examined” (Beaney 2006 p. 3). 

The current study aims to contribute to addressing this need to examine the 

experiences of Foundation Degree (FD) students. It was conceived with the intention 

of focusing on one phase of the student experience, the transition to full degree 

study. It will present a grounded theory that understands and explains this transition 

from the students’ perspectives. 

The decision to concentrate on this area of research was prompted by a number of 

factors.  

Significant expansion in the number of students accessing higher education via this 

route has occurred. In Wales, there was a five-fold increase in the number of 

students who enrolled on Foundation Degrees between 2002/2003 and 2010/2011 

(Higher Education Funding Council for Wales (HEFCW) 2011). Although the rate of 

increase has slowed, the rise in numbers persists.  

Emphasis has been placed on the importance of Foundation Degrees as ’stepping 

stone qualifications to encourage future progression opportunities’ (Graystone 2012). 

‘For Our Future’ (WAG 2009b p. 16) outlined the objective that the award should play 

a significant role in creating a ‘clearer gateway’ to higher education. HEFCW (2009 

p. 4) reiterated its commitment ‘to ensure equity, opportunity and success in higher 

education, to enable all learners of all ages, who face the highest social and 

economic barriers, to fulfil their full potential as students….. ’  

Foundation Degrees, particularly those offered through partnerships between 

universities and further education institutions (FEIs) have retained enthusiastic 

government support. However, previous researchers (Parry and Callender 2012)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

indicated that this area of higher education provision is not well understood. They 

suggested that the ‘high degree of complexity in a relatively small segment of the 

higher education system’, accounted for difficulties in researching this area (Parry 

and Callender 2012 p. 23). The ‘intricate character’ of the delivery attracted less 

focus than mainstream, full-time undergraduate education. 

Understandably, the distinctive features of the award have been the focus of most 

research. This has generated studies that have concentrated on the development 

and structure of the award (Foreman-Peck and Middlewood (2005), Green (2006), 

O’Docherty (2006); employer engagement (Benefer 2007); work-based learning 

(Higher Education Academy (HEA) 2008); and the extent to which FDs can 

contribute to widening participation (Roodhouse 2007). Far fewer studies have 

aimed to gain the views of students moving through the award and progressing to 

another higher education course. 
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Harvey (2011) drew attention to the difficulties some students experienced when 

moving to full degree study, and called for further research to explore precisely this 

issue. He also suggested that the characteristics and circumstances of students 

should be examined in relation to their experiences of transition.  

Foundation Degrees typically attract non-traditional students. Research is needed 

into the FD/degree transition experiences of these students to evaluate the suitability 

of existing strategies and initiatives. Many of these practices had been developed in 

relation to traditional student groups. It was important to ascertain whether they were 

appropriate to meet the needs of a different type of student cohort who were likely to 

be mature, study part-time and have little previous experience of higher education.  

The current study was conducted with groups of students who were studying at four 

different sites across South Wales; three further education colleges and their partner 

university. All of the students were studying Childhood Studies on a part-time basis, 

either at Foundation Degree or Honours degree level. At the end of their Foundation 

Degrees some students progressed to a degree programme at the University. Other 

students elected to continue their degree studies within their further education 

colleges.  

It was not the intention of the current study to directly compare the experiences of 

students who continued to study in their FEI with those who chose to move to a 

university. The FEIs and the University were involved in a partnership that provided 

students with the option of taking either route to achieve an Honours degree. It was 

important for all partners to gain an understanding of the best ways to manage the 

transition, whether it was made within an institution or across institutions. A 

comprehensive overview of the process should contribute to enabling students to 

achieve a successful transition, irrespective of the mode of study they wished to 

pursue.  

The aim of this research study was to obtain in-depth understanding of the transition 

from FD to degree study from the students’ perspectives.  A qualitative methodology 

was identified as the most appropriate approach. The choice of research 

methodology should be determined by the aims of the research study, the 

phenomenon under examination, the scope and scale of the project and the nature 

of the information required.   

Previous FD student cohorts within the partnership had typically been very diverse in 

terms of age, previous experience and the level of responsibilities that they held 

outside college/university life. Kember et al (2008) outlined the benefits of qualitative 

methodology in exploring disparate views. He believed this was especially valuable if 

the existing literature had been largely based on allied, but different target groups, as 

was the case in this study. Feinstein and Vignoles (2008 p.131) highlighted the need 

for policy makers to acknowledge the existing and increasing heterogeneity of 

student cohorts to ensure that the HE experience was ‘beneficial and appropriate for 
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all’. The need to recognise and respond to heterogeneity was anticipated to be 

particularly pertinent to the current study. The research methods needed to be 

capable of reflecting the complexity of student groups.  

The numbers of students that were anticipated to be involved in the current study 

were relatively small. The primary aim was to supply usable information that could 

inform strategies to manage transition within the participating institutions. Therefore, 

it was crucial that the methodology accurately reflected any comments or concerns 

that the students expressed.   It was hoped that the research might provide insights 

that had potential for wider application.  

A variety of qualitative approaches were explored initially. However, the eventual 

decision was to opt for a grounded theory methodology. One of the main tenets of a 

grounded theory approach is that it does not aim to prove or disprove existing theory, 

but rather to build detailed, logical conclusions directly from the data gathered during 

the course of the research.  

This decision had implications for the chronology of the research study. Some 

grounded theorists believe that recourse to the literature during the early stages of 

the research process will inevitably lead to the data being forced to accommodate 

pre-conceived ideas (Glaser (2001) and Holton (2010)).  However, there is a growing 

acknowledgement among many exponents of the method (Kelle (2005), Suddaby 

(2006), and Fendt and Sachs (2008)), that an awareness of concepts across a range 

of disciplines, derived from the literature, may enhance theoretical sensitivity and 

consequently, the quality of grounded theory research. 

This researcher took the decision to consult the literature she judged was necessary 

to ascertain that the study was feasible, the format outlined was appropriate and to 

ensure that it was not replicating existing work. Grounded theory differs from many 

other approaches in that data collection and data analysis are not separated. The 

two processes run concurrently and each should stimulate and reinforce the quality 

of the other. As themes emerged from the data, if the researcher believed that her 

limited knowledge base undermined her understanding, then she would refer to the 

literature. This approach was also adopted in respect of the work relating to 

grounded theory methodology and methods. 

The early chapters offer a broad overview of the literature, some facets of which 

were later found to be relevant to the grounded theory. These were explored in 

greater detail during the more extensive exploration of literature that was undertaken 

after the grounded theory had been developed. At this stage, it became apparent 

which aspects of existing work were relevant to the grounded theory and required 

further discussion. 

Chapter 1 presents an overview of the ethos and development of the FD 

qualification, with particular emphasis on its intended role to encourage progression, 

and to increase and widen participation in higher education. Some of the policy 
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initiatives that impacted on HE were briefly explored. It was considered to be 

important to understand the particular context in which the transition was taking 

place. 

The students who participated in the current study were progressing through higher 

education at one of the most turbulent times in recent education history. They were 

not only coping with alterations in their personal academic careers, they were being 

asked to evaluate the worth of HE qualifications in ways that had not previously been 

necessary. They were studying in institutions that were coming to terms with 

significant changes.  

The majority of literature concerned with HE transitions has concentrated on the 

initial entry to undergraduate programmes made by traditional students. Many 

students who access degree study via Foundation Degree programmes, almost by 

definition, do not conform to this image. Students who move from an FEI to a 

university often have to contend with very different institutional cultures and require 

an understanding of the process of transition that is relevant to their specific needs.  

Chapter 2 introduces literature relating to transitional theory and transitions within 

education. A brief, general overview was undertaken to develop the researcher’s 

theoretical awareness of transition, with the intention of increasing her sensitivity to 

nuances in the way that individuals interpret their experiences during periods of 

change. She considered that broadening her knowledge in this way would reduce 

the risk of imposing preconceived ideas on the data. The eventual relevance of the 

literature was determined by the developed grounded theory. 

An account of the qualitative approaches that were contemplated is presented in 

Chapter 3. The grounded theory approach has been identified as being particularly 

suited to understanding the ways in which individuals and groups interpret and 

create meaning from ‘inter-subjective experience’ (Suddaby 2006 p. 634). Birks and 

Mills (2011 p.16) suggested that grounded theory was indicated when there was little 

known about the specific subject and when the intention was to generate a theory 

with ‘explanatory power’. It was also recommended when a study sought to 

investigate ‘an inherent process’ that was situated within the research, as is the case 

with the process of transition.  

Grounded theory was considered to have the necessary dynamism and flexibility to 

facilitate examination of transition. It had the potential to reflect the different 

meanings and emphases that participants might attribute to the process, and to 

respond to the evolving nature of these attributions during transition.  Grounded 

theory offered an approach that would provide the opportunity to strive for both 

explanation and abstraction to theory. 

The beliefs and values a researcher might hold, and the assumptions he/she might 

make can have a significant influence on the course of a research project. In view of 

the potential impact, it is imperative that they are represented honestly and 
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transparently. There should be consistency between the methodology selected and 

the ontology of the researcher. A detailed account of this researcher’s philosophical 

stance is presented in Chapter 4.  

The current study is underpinned by a social constructivist approach. This theoretical 

perspective adheres to the idea that social reality is formed through interactions 

between people, and as such, is subject to variations in particular situations and 

circumstances. The parameters which assess and evaluate meaning and sense are 

socially constructed by individuals who are actively involved in creating the meanings 

which influence these social processes. Individuals and groups are constantly 

interpreting, evaluating and revising social phenomena in the light of their interactive 

experiences. 

Chapter 4 outlines the design of the study and justifies the choice of data collection 

methods. These consisted of biographical data sheets, group and individual 

interviews. The biographical data sheets were distributed to all students. Their 

purpose was to obtain information relating to age, family circumstances and previous 

education achievements in order to ascertain whether the students might accurately 

be described as non-traditional. 

Group interviews were conducted with students in each of the three further education 

institutions towards the end of their FD courses. These interviews were planned with 

the intention of discovering what students expected from degree study. Once they 

had moved to their degree programmes, further group interviews were organised 

with the same groups of students towards the end of the first semester to discover 

how they perceived the reality of degree study. This schedule was planned to allow 

students enough time to settle into their new course and to begin to formulate their 

opinions about the move to degree study. 

Some of the students who were involved in the group interviews agreed to 

participate in individual interviews. These enabled students to contribute personal 

views and provided a more private forum in which to express their opinions. Group 

interviews with lecturers in each of the settings were also undertaken after the 

interviews with students had been completed. These interviews were delayed in 

order to prevent them from encroaching on the primary focus of the study, the 

students’ perceptions of transition. 

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 detail the analysis of the data and the application of grounded 

theory methods. They chart the progression from raw data to initial coding decisions 

through to the development of focused codes. These chapters aim to discuss the 

analysis in a transparent manner which allows an assessment of the process to be 

made. 

Commentators (Suddaby 2006), (Fendt and Sachs 2008), have criticised some 

grounded theory studies for failing to adequately demonstrate the stages of theory 

generation. As a novice grounded theorist, this researcher was anxious to record her 
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engagement with the methodology, so that the logic and validity of the decisions she 

made could be assessed. The researcher wanted to increase her knowledge relating 

to the FD/degree transition, and therefore her ability to respond to the needs of 

students undertaking this process. However, she also viewed her understanding and 

application of the methodology as a learning experience and was anxious to 

maximise this opportunity. 

The grounded theory is presented in Chapter 8. This chapter charts the development 

of the conceptual categories and demonstrates the ways in which comparison of the 

relationships between these categories progressed to the integrated grounded 

theory. 

Chapter 9 seeks to place the grounded theory in context and to discuss it in relation 

to existing literature. This discussion will refer back to some of the themes introduced 

in Chapters 1 and 2. However, the methodology dictates that extensive reference to 

the literature should be delayed until after the presentation of the grounded theory. 

Consequently, additional literature relevant to the developed grounded theory is 

introduced and discussed. This dialogue highlights some of the strengths and 

limitations of the current study. The chapter will also outline the researcher’s claim to 

originality. 

Chapter 10 concludes the study and summarises the research findings. It presents 

proposals that arose from the grounded theory in respect of issues that might 

contribute to managing the FD/degree transition and to the evaluation of existing 

strategies. It offers the researcher’s brief reflective account of the learning 

experience she gained from using the methodology. The chapter also highlights 

issues that were outside the scope of this study and indicates areas that would 

benefit from future research.   

In summary, this study aims to: 

• explore and accurately reflect students’ views and perceptions relating to 

transition and to generate a grounded theory that can offer support as 

students move from Foundation Degree to Honours degree study 

• produce a grounded theory that is sufficiently integrated to permit the 

emergence of valid proposals which have the potential of practical application 

• explore grounded theory methodology in order to comprehend and apply the 

methods in a manner that fully acknowledges and respects the participants’ 

contributions.  

 ‘Students are more than passive consumers of learning, they are active contributors 

to improving the learning environment and, collectively, to being a force for influence 

and change’ (WAG 2009a). 
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Chapter 1  

The Background and development of Foundation Degrees 

The process of moving from one life phase to another may often involve a complex 

series of adjustments. These may occur as a direct result of external influences that 

shape the way an individual engages with the change process or be concerned with 

the realignment of personal attitudes, ideas and commitments.  

When students make the transition from Foundation Degree to full degree study, 

they have to negotiate a number of academic and institutional changes, as well as 

managing practical arrangements and personal expectations. This may be the case 

whether they continue their studies in a further education institute or make the 

additional change to a university environment. 

In order to place the transition from FD to degree level study into context, this 

chapter briefly considers the aims of the Foundation Degree, with particular 

emphasis on its function as an entry route to degree study and as an initiative to 

increase and widen participation. It also seeks to highlight some of the possible 

differences in studying higher education in a further education college as opposed to 

a university. 

It is not the intention of this study to focus on the many challenges presently facing 

the higher education sector in Wales and across the UK. However, the changes that 

are being proposed will, in all probability, have long-term consequences for those 

deciding to study higher education courses. The practical effects of these changes 

may well be felt by students currently following degree courses. The prominence of 

the media coverage devoted to the proposed changes may also have some bearing 

on students’ attitudes towards their studies. Therefore, a brief overview of policies 

relating to the delivery of HE in Wales is included.  
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1.1 Aims of Foundation Degrees 

The UK government announced the launch of the Foundation Degree programme in 

2000. The new award had two major aims; to increase participation for economic 

competitiveness and to widen participation for social inclusion (DfES 2004). 

At that time, the UK had relatively few people qualified to intermediate level in 

comparison with other developed countries. The UK also had a far greater number of 

people with no qualifications at all. Wales had still lower levels of achievement 

across all types of qualifications when compared with the UK average, although this 

overall figure obscured marked regional differences (Steedman, Mackintosh and 

Green 2004). 

Foundation Degrees were established with the intention of playing a key role in the 

creation of a well-qualified, highly skilled workforce that would enable the UK to 

respond to the demands of a competitive, dynamic, global economy. In order to 

address the perceived skills gap and to boost employability, it was proposed that the 

programmes should be developed through unprecedented collaboration between 

education providers and employers. In Wales, as elsewhere in the UK, this would 

allow for regional variations in the nature of provision according to local differences 

in employment patterns.  

Together with the recognition of relevant prior experience and training, flexible 

delivery was another key component of Foundation Degrees. It was hoped that these 

features would remove some of the barriers to learning that were thought to deter 

non-traditional students, and that FDs would provide a realistic entry route into 

higher education. 

The Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE 2000) declared that the 

aim of FDs was to attract people with a ‘richer mix of backgrounds than ever before’, 

and to make higher education ‘more affordable, accessible and appealing to a wider 

range of students’. In this way they hoped to stimulate lifelong learning and widen 

participation. 

Institutions were directed to offer prospective students clear and accurate 

information about the professional, academic and career opportunities that FD 

programmes could afford.  The simplification of the entry and progression processes 

in higher education was thought to be an important factor in encouraging students to 

take the decision to return to learning. Unambiguous details about the possible 

benefits that could accrue were also seen as powerful incentives for potential 

students. 

In Wales, the Webb Review (2007) echoed the recommendation for the expansion of 

FD programmes that had been advocated in the Leitch Review (2006). Webb saw 

the award as an important step towards achieving improvements in skills levels and 

suggested that the acquisition of meaningful qualifications could be a factor in the 
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‘social cohesion’ of the nation and play a part in shaping a confident, vibrant, Welsh 

culture. 

‘One Wales’ (WAG 2007) set out the aspiration of transforming Wales into a healthy, 

prosperous society built on two key policy themes, social justice and support for a 

buoyant economy.  It outlined a vision of an adult learning sector that placed 

colleges and universities at the centre of their communities, contributing significantly 

to the economic, social and cultural life of the areas they served. Widening 

participation in higher education was seen as central to the development of a 

learning culture that would empower the population and play a crucial role in 

combating poverty and disadvantage. 

‘For Our Future’ (WAG 2009b) recommended a regional approach to the planning 

and delivery of higher education. It was hoped that collaborative partnerships 

between education providers would eliminate the unhelpful competition that existed 

between institutions, and would eradicate duplication of provision. This would 

improve responsiveness to regional needs and priorities, and provide an increased 

number of access points to higher education.  

However, from the outset, concerns were raised about the ability of FDs to fulfil 

these ambitious aims. Some commentators (Brain et al 2004) doubted the 

compatibility of measures that aimed to simultaneously address the skills shortage 

and widen participation. Little (2005 p. 144) pondered whether FDs would be able to 

‘establish their distinctiveness and status’, particularly in the light of many employers’ 

reluctance to become involved in their development. 

Raddon and Quinn (2007) discovered that awareness of the FD qualification was 

low. Even within sectors that recognised the award, employers and employees were 

unclear about their relevance. This represented a significant challenge for education 

providers who sought to establish partnerships with employers and called into 

question claims that FDs enhanced employability. 

Notwithstanding these important issues, supporters of FD provision have pointed to 

its role in contributing to the ‘professionalisation’ and modernisation of the workforce, 

particularly in education and children and young people’s services. Edmond et al 

(2007) highlighted the large numbers of FD programmes within these areas and 

suggested that they met the widening participation criteria because of the mature, 

part-time, female students they tended to attract. 
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1.2 The role of Foundation Degrees in widening participation   

In addition to increasing participation, FDs were also designed to widen participation. 

The Coalition of Mainstream Universities (CMU 2007, now Million +) called for policy 

initiatives that matched the ‘reality and diversity of lives’ suggesting that part-time, 

non-traditional qualifications such as FDs would be critical in attaining that goal. This 

expansion of measures to attract older, part-time and work-based students would 

contribute to addressing issues of inclusion and social justice. 

In Wales, the Assembly made a commitment to widen participation in HE and to 

embrace new approaches that ‘tackled poverty and disadvantage’ (WAG 2007b). 

Foundation Degrees were seen as playing a central part in these ‘different ways of 

experiencing HE’, and in addressing ‘inconsistencies in access and opportunity’ that 

still prevailed in some parts of Wales.   

The Foundation Degree Benchmarks (Quality Assurance Agency for Higher 

Education (QAA) 2010) listed several defining characteristics of the awards: 

employer involvement; accessibility; articulation and progression; flexibility; and 

partnership (QAA 2010 p.7). The guidelines acknowledged that these attributes were 

not unique to Foundation Degrees but that their inclusion in a single qualification, 

together with the emphasis on work-based learning was distinctive. It was hoped that 

the emphasis placed on acknowledging prior experience and practical knowledge 

would ease the entry into education and build confidence in students with few formal 

qualifications. 

The flexible learning opportunities offered by FDs meant that they were eminently 

suited to meeting the needs of a student group that was traditionally under-

represented in higher education. HEFCW (2009) stressed the need for ‘clear 

articulation and progression pathways into HE’ in its Strategic Approach and Plan for 

Widening Access to Higher Education.  

The role of FDs in widening participation was not universally supported. Gorard 

(2005) called for a greater degree of clarity in considering why people were excluded 

from higher education. His study concluded that measures such as means-tested 

grants, fee waivers and bursaries would be of limited value if effective educational 

engagement was the primary problem. 

Gorard called for adult and compensatory education to be targeted, an area he 

considered would show great improvement for relatively little cost. Without this, he 

believed that current policies to widen participation could paradoxically result in 

greater polarisation between the majority involved in HE and a decreasing minority 

who are destined to be ‘forever excluded’.  

Warmington (2003) also suggested that there was a need to focus on the ‘root 

question’ of why mature people returned to education in the first place. He 

characterised qualifications as ‘cross-cultural passports into education and work’ and 
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contended that it was crucial that students imbued their studies with sufficient value 

in order to sustain them during the often difficult process of re-engagement with 

education.  

His ethnographic study found that students held the widespread conviction that a 

lack of qualifications was a certain barrier to desirable employment. They perceived 

that social inclusion was inextricably linked to employment status. The desire to 

access quality employment provided the motivation necessary to enter and remain in 

higher education. 

The work-based element of FDs was intended to provide further opportunities to 

formalise and legitimise practical training. The opportunity for close links with 

employers increased the prospect of creating network contacts that might otherwise 

be difficult to access. It was hoped that students would be well placed to capitalise 

on future job opportunities. Situating academic studies within the context of high 

quality work placements was also thought to be a particularly significant facility for 

non-traditional students. However, despite the emphasis on employability in the 

marketing of FDs, Wareing (2008) suggested that evidence to support claims of 

workplace progression was inconclusive. He found that the data available was 

insufficient to adequately substantiate these assertions. 

The intended aims of FDs had to be weighed against confusion about the purpose of 

the award. Rhodes and Ellis (2008) found that few prospective students understood 

that FDs were developed with employer involvement or that they were an academic 

qualification in their own right. This uncertainty had the potential to impact adversely 

on engagement with the award. Walsh (2006) was also concerned that a focus on 

work-based learning might reinforce some of the gender stereotypes that existed in 

established work environments. 

The part-time nature of many FD programmes was considered to be an important 

factor in widening participation. For many students, practical considerations played a 

significant role in the decision to enter higher education. Mature students and 

students with work or family commitments needed to be certain that they could 

manage competing responsibilities before committing to study.  

Research (Winn et al 2006, Tierney and Slack 2005) highlighted the deliberations 

that non-traditional students go through when deciding whether to undertake a HE 

programme. Students often had to negotiate the delicate balance between short term 

uncertainties involved in undertaking a HE course, against the longer term gains of 

achieving a HE qualification. Dunne et al (2008 p. 55) argued that widening 

participation involved consideration of broader issues such as the ‘sacrifices, 

challenges and conflicting commitments’ that characterised working, mature students 

engagement with higher education.  

Lyons (2006) drew attention to the more complex pastoral needs of many students 

from non-traditional backgrounds. He found that many lecturers felt ill-equipped and 
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under-resourced to provide the level of support some students needed to succeed.  

His study discovered that many of the teaching practices in HEIs – large seminar 

groups, for example – made engagement difficult for students studying part-time and 

juggling work and family life. These reservations were shared by others. Harvey 

(2011) argued for pedagogic models that encouraged self-initiation, and were 

therefore more appropriate to equip students to integrate the transferable skills, 

academic and personal development that were emphasised on FDs. 

A study conducted by Barber et al (2006) concluded that students needed to be 

shown rather than informed about the range of support and learning resources that 

were available to them. Walton et al (2007) highlighted students’ preference for on-

going interaction to support their studies rather than the impersonal communication 

relating to support services that was a feature of many part-time programmes.  

These considerations meant that students from non-traditional backgrounds were 

‘significantly more expensive’ to support through their HE careers than the ‘traditional 

norm’ (Universities UK 2002). A study into student support and retention in Wales 

(Thomas and Jamieson-Ball 2011) found that issues included poor preparation for 

higher education, lack of social integration, financial concerns and complicated 

personal circumstances. This study did not focus solely on FDs. However, the issues 

raised were pertinent to the needs of part-time, non-traditional students.  

Closely allied to improving access to higher education was the issue of student 

retention. Laing et al. (2005) commented that widening the accessibility of HE was 

not only about entering HE but ‘staying in and emerging in good standing’. This was 

particularly relevant to mature, non-traditional students returning to education, who 

were statistically more vulnerable to early withdrawal (HEFCW 2011). The need for 

on-going support to improve retention and attainment has been highlighted by 

researchers (Hampton and Blythman 2006). Dodgson and Witham (2005) found that 

among mature, non-traditional students, the personal lecturer system was considered to be 

the most valuable support service.  

There has not been unanimous acceptance of Foundation Degrees as the answer to 

widening participation in HE (Brain et al 2004, Ainley 2003). However, the policies of 

both national and Welsh governments continue to demonstrate their intention to 

expand provision. Indeed, HEFCW (2010) stated that as the number of entry routes 

into higher education grew and became more diverse, the distinction between 

traditional and non-traditional qualifications was becoming less relevant. 
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1.3 Studying higher education in a further education institution 

There has been consistent UK and Welsh government commitment to encouraging 

partnerships between the further and higher education sectors. HEFCW (2008) 

viewed Foundation Degrees as particularly appropriate for higher education in FEIs 

and its enthusiasm was reflected in funding mechanisms that promoted HE within 

FEIs. HEFCW outlined the  benefits of this provision which included local access, 

improved opportunities for progression routes and perhaps most importantly, a 

proven track record in attracting people who might otherwise not contemplate higher 

education.  

Young (2006) suggested that studying within a FEI might provide an easier transition 

to higher education for some students. She argued that the terms ‘further’ and 

‘higher’ carried identities and boundaries that ‘limit as well as enhance people’s 

expectations and possibilities.’ She speculated whether some of these ideological 

identities might be detrimental to developing an educational policy that stressed 

inclusion, participation, and lifelong learning. This view was endorsed by Smith and 

Betts (2003) who pointed to difficulties in collaborative partnerships that emanated 

from differences in culture, pedagogy, resources and status, and ‘cynical 

exploitation’. 

A study initiated by Burkill et al (2008) called for the sharing of pedagogic 

approaches between the HE and FE sectors. Harwood and Harwood (2004) 

emphasised the possible differences in culture between HE and FE and highlighted 

concerns regarding the level of ‘scholarship and specialisation’ required for HE 

teaching, qualities not traditionally needed in FE.  

Young (2002) picked up on this theme of specialisation, noting that FE lecturers’ 

professional identity tended to be solidly based in teaching rather than in subject 

disciplines.  She also described the ‘anti-academic, managerialistic culture’ of FEIs, 

as demonstrated in the career structure, with promotion available through 

management roles only. 

Many FE colleges and their partner universities had devoted considerable time to 

developing close working relationships to ensure the ‘equivalence of student 

experience’ demanded by QAA (2012). However, Brand (2007) questioned the ‘lack 

of congruence across the sectors’ and identified this as a barrier to satisfactory 

continuing development of staff in FE. He contended that these differences were 

likely to ‘be unstable in the long term.’  Prabhudas (2006) called for a range of issues 

to be addressed concerning the delivery of HE in FEIs. These included opportunities 

for monitoring, reviewing and evaluating higher education provision and time for 

preparation, scholarly activity and research. 
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There is some evidence that these disparities have continued. Parry and Callender 

(2012) found that college lecturers had more contact hours and fewer holidays than 

their university counterparts. The focus on teaching meant that there was little 

expectation that lecturers would undertake research, although this study revealed 

that many college lectures would welcome the time and opportunity to ‘engage in 

scholarship and participate in disciplinary communities’ Parry and Callender (2012 p. 

183). They found that staffing costs in FEIs were lower, primarily because there were 

fewer high-grade posts available. Colleges were regarded as ‘more managed 

environments’ and consequently, lecturers enjoyed less freedom in the organisation 

of their work.  

Bowers-Brown and Harvey (2004 p. 19) compared what they termed ‘elitist’ and 

‘democratic’ views relating to higher education and concluded that elitists wanted a 

‘clear distinction’ between academic and vocational institutions. Hoelscher et al 

(2008 p.140) stated that ‘the connections made in policy discourse….are not 

necessarily realised in practice.’ Mindful of the tendency for non-traditional students 

to follow vocational courses, they argued that for students from non-traditional 

backgrounds, fair access must be considered across all subjects. They believed that 

to encourage access only to certain subject groups would continue the 

academic/vocational divide. 

Burkill et al (2008) found evidence of stereotypes being perpetuated. Several HEI 

managers alleged that some of the newer universities widened participation by 

lowering standards and that the supposedly more prestigious universities were 

reluctant participants. There was anxiety that more vocational, shorter courses such 

as FDs might dilute academic standards. Harvey (2011) noted that there were 

concerns that the promotion of FD programmes, often delivered in FEIs, might lead 

to the potential ‘dumbing down’ of the concept of degrees. However, many 

institutions worked to dispel these impressions, emphasising instead the promotion 

of equal opportunities and inclusive practices.    

Smith et al. (2005) identified different tensions between education providers. For 

example, funding mechanisms had encouraged competition between HEIs and FEIs 

for student numbers. These institutions were now being required to collaborate on 

projects and in some cases suspicion about possible hidden agendas had pervaded 

the relationship. In Wales, it was anticipated that regionalisation might ameliorate 

this situation. 

Regionalisation was expected to encourage the establishment of productive 

collaborative partnerships between institutions allowing many more students to study 

close to home. Davies et al (2008) reflected that the need to get and retain part-time 

work was an important consideration in the decision to study locally. Part-time work 

had an impact on the time available to study, but for some students, particularly 

mature students and those students from economically deprived backgrounds, 

working while studying was essential. Studying locally also eliminated many of the 
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costs associated with a long commute or living away from home. Attendance at a 

local institution also meant that students with dependents were able to continue to 

meet their responsibilities. Social background was very strongly related to a decision 

to study at a local institution. More than 90% of the students who were categorised in 

the study as ‘socially disadvantaged’ made this decision. Many of these students did 

not equate the ‘full student experience’ with a need to move away. Retaining close 

contact with existing social groups was deemed to be just as important.  

In addition to geographical and financial constraints, students’ decisions were 

influenced by ‘academic safety’ (Parry and Callender 2012). They were attracted to 

the familiarity of the FE environment and the level of support they believed they 

would receive, although courses delivered in FEIs did not offer substantially 

increased contact hours that were usual in HEIs.  

This survey also reported that although the experience of studying higher education 

in a further education college was distinctive, the students shared many of the 

attributes, attitudes and concerns of students studying in HEIs. These included a 

lack of knowledge and awareness relating to differences between university and 

college study. Choices were generally based on second hand, anecdotal evidence. 

This emphasised the reliance on personal recommendation and prompted the 

authors to speculate whether students were making adequately informed choices.  
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1.4 Changes to the higher education sector in Wales 

In the present volatile economic climate, the necessity of developing a highly skilled 

workforce remains a priority. The vital role of universities in engendering social 

mobility and lifelong learning was highlighted by the Department of Business, 

Innovation and Skills (BIS 27.9.09). There was also an acknowledgement that 

initiatives to respond to the needs of people from under-represented groups might 

place different demands on the university system.  

Measures to deal with the effects of the global recession have begun to be felt 

particularly in the realm of public expenditure. The UK coalition government will be 

judged, at least in part, on its ability to manage stringent cuts in public spending. This 

has undoubtedly presented challenges for those entering higher education and will 

probably continue to do so.  

In his Spending Review (HM Treasury 2010), the Chancellor announced that higher 

education spending in England would be cut by 40%, with an 80% decrease in the 

teaching budget assigned to universities. In Wales, the distribution of resources 

across services was not ring-fenced which allowed slightly more flexibility in their 

allocation. However, the higher education sector still saw the largest reductions in 

financial support across the education department, although the scale of the cuts 

was considerably smaller than that imposed in England.  

The Draft Budget 2010 – 2011 (WAG 2009c) reiterated the intention to remain 

committed to the core values of ‘One Wales’ in the face of ‘the most challenging 

financial times since devolution’. It emphasised that this approach did not 

predetermine any budgetary implications which might arise from policy decisions, 

including the WAG response to the Browne Report (2010).  

The Browne Report’s remit was to determine the most effective way of ensuring that 

teaching at HEIs was sustainably financed and that the quality of the provision was 

protected in the light of increasing student demand. The Report concluded that the 

cap on tuition fees should be removed and that a greater proportion of the financial 

burden should be borne by students. It recommended that higher education should 

be free at the point of entry and that a package of financial aid should be developed 

to ensure that HE remained accessible to all. It also suggested that part-time fees 

should be charged in the same way.  

The proposals were welcomed by the Russell Group universities which believed that 

the increase in charges would enable them to compete with top universities in other 

countries. Newer universities with highly–specialised vocational courses were also 

confident of their ability to attract higher-paying students. However, Million+ 

described the funding plan and ongoing cuts as a ‘double whammy’ (Coughlan 

2010). They speculated whether students at new universities, disproportionately 

expected to be from poorer backgrounds, would be able or inclined to pay up to 

£9000 per annum. Professor Sir Deian Hopkin, speaking on BBC Wales (07.11.10) 
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acknowledged that current figures indicated that graduates were likely to earn 

£100,000 more than non-graduates over the course of a career. However, he 

suggested that increasingly, this might be seen as a less attractive prospect when 

balanced against debts in excess of £60,000 that media reports claimed were 

probable on exiting a degree programme. 

Ryan (2005) indicated that students from non-traditional backgrounds would be more 

likely to suffer from ‘debt-aversion’. He referred to ‘sticker shock’ to describe the 

reaction to the nominal debt likely to be incurred over the duration of a course that 

would dissuade students from applying.  

Gerrard and Roberts (2006) looked at hardship incurred by student parents who 

experienced severe levels of stress because they were not able to contribute 

financially. Mature student parents perceived themselves as inadequate parents as a 

direct result of their studies. They did not have the ‘safety net’ of parental aid which 

left them feeling vulnerable, especially with children to support.  

In Wales, the decision has been taken to contribute to tuition fees in the form of a 

Welsh Government (WG) grant. Leighton Andrews AM, (13.09.12) announced that 

Welsh domiciled students electing to take higher education courses would pay 

approximately £3500 per annum whether they studied in Wales or elsewhere in the 

UK. He stressed that WG was committed to a HE system where decisions would be 

based on economic, social and cultural benefits which deserved state intervention 

and protection. 

Despite these measures, unease has been expressed in some quarters that 

uncertainty relating to HE funding could have a detrimental effect on the number of 

people deciding to enter higher education. The Confederation of British Industry 

((CBI) 2010) warned that the undisputed imperative of cutting the budget deficit had 

to be balanced against employers’ concerns that they will be unable to recruit 

students with the requisite skills as the economic recovery gathers pace.  Given the 

increasingly competitive employment market, the ability to access high quality, 

flexibly delivered, widely recognised qualifications would seem to be ever more 

crucial.   

The effects of the fundamental changes to higher education funding mechanisms 

have not yet fully played out. Figures released by the Universities and Colleges 

Admission Service (UCAS) in January 2012, indicated that the number of 

applications received by Welsh universities was down by 9.3%. In Wales, to ensure 

that HE remained a viable option irrespective of an individual’s financial 

circumstances, the funding allocated to an institution was dependent on a fee plan 

that detailed the ways in which students from economically deprived backgrounds 

would be supported. However, there is some evidence to suggest that the message 

is not being adequately communicated, or perhaps not being adequately received.  
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The Graham Report (WAG 2006) recommended the introduction of part-time fee 

levels that reflected the pro rata equivalent of full time fees. This represented a 

considerable increase in the cost of part-time study, although a fee support package 

equivalent to that offered to full time students was envisaged to reassure the 27,000 

part-time undergraduates in Wales. To date, the proposed increase in part-time fees 

and the accompanying financial support have not been implemented. However, 

plans to introduce the scheme have been delayed rather than abandoned. 

The aim of both the UK and Welsh administrations has been to develop and support 

a qualification that improved access to higher education, and provided planned 

progression routes to degree study that were particularly suited to student groups 

traditionally under-represented in HE. In Wales, concerted efforts have been made to 

convince communities that higher education has a significant role to play in the 

regeneration of deprived areas and the creation of improved job opportunities for 

local people.  

As a result of the unprecedented changes currently taking place in higher education, 

student transitions will be made against the backdrop of organisational transition 

across the HE sector in Wales. It remains to be seen whether these wider changes 

will have a direct effect on students or perhaps a more subtle influence on the 

parameters of their choices.  

 

This chapter has briefly outlined some of the policies, academic and institutional 

structures which may exert an influence on students as they move through higher 

education. It has provided a wider context from which to explore students’ 

experiences of educational transition. The changes faced by students do not occur in 

a vacuum but are shaped by both external and internal factors. The extent to which 

these factors influenced the process from the students’ perspectives will be 

investigated during the research study. The complexity of their personal responses 

to transition will become apparent in subsequent chapters. 
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Chapter 2 Theories of transition 

This chapter aims to look at transition theory and relate it to engagement with higher 

education. It will focus on factors that appear to be relevant to non-traditional 

students and will briefly consider some strategies designed to meet, adapt to, and 

overcome the demands that may occur during the change process.  

The terminology used to describe a group of people may carry certain connotations 

which can colour perception. Non-traditional students may be described as having 

the population characteristics not normally associated with entrants to higher 

education. They have been portrayed as coming from social classes, ethnic groups 

or age groups that are under-represented in HE (Harvey 2009). Morey et al. (2003) 

suggested that non-traditional students include mature students; those from lower 

socio-economic backgrounds; first generation undergraduates; students from ethnic 

minorities and students with disabilities. The phrase can be used as a convenient, 

shorthand description of a student group. However, the set of assumptions 

associated with a particular expression may imply that such a group is homogenous, 

rather than reflecting the breadth of differences within. Waller (2006) warned against 

making simplistic generalisations that he contended characterised much of academic 

literature. He believed that this attitude continued to influence policy makers and the 

work of practitioners, often to the detriment of students. He concluded that their 

experiences were ‘too complex, too individually situated, for meaningful 

representation otherwise’.  

A large proportion of the literature on educational transitions has centred on initial 

school entry or movement through the various stages of compulsory education. This 

may be due, at least in some part, to the fact that compulsory education represents a 

reasonably fixed point in society in terms of chronology. The nature of transitions 

within higher education is becoming increasingly diverse, and as highlighted in the 

previous chapter, policy measures are likely to encourage and intensify this diversity. 

The experience of transition is necessarily individual at any age and is dependent on 

a range of factors. However, initiatives to ease transition between educational stages 

for non-traditional adult learners not only have to take into account individual 

circumstances, but do so often without the ‘anchor’ of a common age range.  
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2.1 Theories of transition in adulthood 

Merriam (2005 p.3) described transitions as ‘periods of change in our lives that seem 

to alternate with periods of stability’. She regarded change as a fundamental part of 

adult life that provided the opportunity to learn and develop as an individual. During 

the settled phases of life, a person’s life structure would be confirmed and 

consolidated. Changes provided the impetus to question and reassess the direction 

of one’s life.  

Transition may be considered as a single event marking the end of one stage and 

the beginning of another or it can be seen as an on-going process that focuses on 

the interactions of a number of complex factors. Some people may regard the 

process of change as satisfying and fulfilling and view the prospect of new 

opportunities with great excitement. Others may find it challenging and stressful, 

requiring adaptation over a long period of time. Many people going through a period 

of change and reassessment in their lives will vacillate across the range of these 

emotions, often on a daily basis, depending on the context in which they are being 

experienced.  

A number of theories have been proposed to gain a better understanding of the 

nature of the adult transition process. These may be broadly separated into four 

categories; developmental, contextual, life span and transitional. However, these 

divisions, although convenient for discussion, are essentially artificial and there is 

considerable overlap between the theories. 
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2.2 Developmental theory of transition 

A developmental approach to understanding transition examines a person’s life as a 

series of sequences. Individuals are required to negotiate these stages in order to 

accomplish a successful progression through adulthood. The developmental 

approach can be further sub divided into age; the resolution of particular issues; and 

factors connected with establishing an adult identity, although again there is a great 

deal of common ground between all areas.  

Levinson (1985, 1996) was primarily concerned with the developmental perspective 

of transition that is closely related to age. He conducted numerous research studies 

and identified six stages of development ranging from ‘Leaving the Family’, through 

‘Becoming One’s Own Person’ to ‘Restabilisation’, each signifying a period of 

readjustment and a change in a person’s character. The ’leaving the family’ stage for 

example, is typified by an alteration in the relationship with family members as young 

adults strive to establish their own place in the world.  

A criticism of this theory is that it is too dependent on chronology. Further criticism 

has centred on Levington’s emphasis on the male perspective (Minter and Samuels 

1998), later mitigated by an exploration of the female perspective (Levinson and 

Levinson 1996). Levinson conducted his research at a time when there was 

generally less variation in the timing of life events. Macmillan (2005) echoed 

Buchmann (1989) and Shanahan (2000) when he asserted that the direct result of 

increased state control through measures such as employment law and compulsory 

school attendance had eroded the variation in individual experience.  

For many young people, entering higher education has been viewed as a natural 

progression in their academic lives. It may be described as a developmental stage 

that continues to be overwhelmingly undertaken around the age of eighteen. Figures 

published by the Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA 2011) showed that 

young full-time undergraduate entrants made up 78% of all full-time entrants in the 

2009/10 intake. The percentage of young students admitted to the majority of the 

Russell Group of universities during the same period was in excess of 90%. Of the 

66,000 full-time undergraduate students enrolled on HE courses in Wales, the 

majority were young, middle-class people who had completed ‘A’ levels immediately 

before starting a HE programme (WAG 2008). However, there are some indications 

that a growing proportion of HE entrants falls outside this demographic. 

A press release (HEFCW 31.03.11) reported that in Wales, success rates for 

attracting under-represented groups into higher education were slightly higher than 

in England. Statistics showed that over 25% of full-time entrants were mature, and 

that the number of students who had no previous experience of HE and who came 

from geographical areas of low participation area also increased.  

Colegau Cymru/Colleges Wales (2012) highlighted the fact that 21 FE colleges 

across Wales offered HE provision, and that this sector had a tradition of attracting a 
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high percentage of part-time mature students, with 84% of all students attending on 

a part-time basis. Of these 75% were over the age of 19. This appeared to indicate 

that aligning the experience of transition within higher education too closely with 

chronological age alone would not be entirely helpful, and might indeed mask the 

complexity of the issues involved.  

A characteristic of Levinson’s work was an emphasis on the reappraisal process that 

occurred during the transition between different stages, when an individual took 

stock of his or her life before moving on. The ‘key insight’ of Levinson’s work has 

been described as an acknowledgement that an individual must have structure in 

life, which would be determined by a complex range of bio-psycho-social 

imperatives. As these imperatives change, the structures are likely to become less 

relevant and will require modification (Basseches 1984). It is probable that 

readjusting to changes in life structures would dominate a person’s attention at 

intervals throughout the life-span. 

Erikson (1950) described an eight stage developmental theory that identified a series 

of specific events that a person was required to resolve before the individual could 

move on to the next. If an individual was unable to successfully negotiate a 

‘psychosocial crisis’, the person could have a tendency to gravitate to either of the 

extremes of the stage and would be less equipped to deal with subsequent changes. 

Erikson acknowledged that some stages might overlap and that it was possible to 

return and re-engage with an unresolved crisis later in life. His theory has been 

criticised, particularly in feminist literature for largely ignoring emotional 

development, preferring to focus on confrontation from a male perspective. Erikson 

placed some emphasis on the importance of a person’s social and cultural 

background in determining how prepared an individual might be to meet the 

challenges. However, Hakola (2009) has argued that the theory was not as culturally 

neutral as it purported to be and suggested that it was laden with moral values.  
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2.3 Contextual theory of transition 

Vaillant (1993) proposed a theory that inserted the significant stages he considered 

were missing from Erikson’s theory. One of these stages, ’career consolidation’, 

usually experienced between 20-40 years, required four components: contentment; 

compensation; competence; and commitment. This was the phase when adults 

became centred on the value of their careers. However, for a range of reasons, 

many people do not consider that they are on track to attain this goal at the expected 

chronological age. Indeed for some non-traditional students, this appears to be a key 

motivating factor in entering and progressing through higher education. 

The concept of re-assessing previous experiences has been explored in a number of 

research studies. Mercer (2007) investigated the experiences of 31 mature students. 

Her study highlighted the phenomenon of ‘resolving the past’. This referred to 

achieving something that the participants believed should have been accomplished 

earlier had circumstances and life roles not determined otherwise. Mercer (2007 

p.27) described education as providing students with the opportunity to ‘reclaim 

something that had been missing from and affecting their sense of self for many 

years previously.’  

This study pointed to the transformative potential of education. Returning to 

education as a mature student can be viewed as a period of ‘profound self-

development, change and growth’. Mercer discussed ‘reflexive awareness’ the 

central tenet of which was the concept that an individual can be an ‘active intentional 

agent’ with the capacity to set goals. Students would move from being passive 

‘players’ who were unable to influence the course of their lives to becoming 

autonomous individuals with the ability to take control and to overcome feelings of 

intimidation and inadequacy in a way they had failed to do in the past.      

Kegan (2000) examined the principle of transformative learning, defining learning as 

genuinely transformative if the learning elicited an epistemological change, rather 

than merely an increase in knowledge base or range of behaviour. He talked about 

the ‘learning past’, the fund of prior knowledge that affected present and future 

learning which was recognised and valued by enlightened teachers.  

Bee and Bjorklund (2004 p328) described ‘age-graded experiences’, as being most 

easily assimilated into an individual’s existing experiences.  These were shared 

changes which occurred at a socially determined stage in a person’s life. They 

suggested that experiences outside the expected stages offered the greatest 

potential for personal development, but also posed the greatest threat to a person’s 

equilibrium. 

Generally, non-traditional students are undertaking degree study outside the 

expected societal ‘norms’. Their past experiences might also impact negatively on 

their ability to engage with education. The initial decision to embark on a HE course 

could be regarded as a balance between perceived benefits and perceived risks. 
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The choice to continue to full degree study might require on-going assessment to 

ensure that this delicate balance was maintained. Previous educational achievement 

has been described as crucial to an individual’s perception of the magnitude of risk. 

Students who had experienced academic ‘failure’ in the past could be sensitised to 

the spectre of future underachievement and might be particularly susceptible to self-

doubt during periods of transition. 

Jackson (2003) pointed to the relationship between academic achievement and the 

perception of self within an academic context. Her study found that women were 

more likely to underestimate their academic ability than their male counterparts, 

irrespective of actual academic attainment. Jackson cited Marsh et al (1995) in 

concluding that an explanation for this was the different ways that the genders 

interpreted information about themselves. The ability to be sensitively attuned to 

social interactions is a hugely important skill, often regarded as more highly 

developed in women. However, the study suggested that this capability might also 

render a person more vulnerable to self-doubt. 

Despite greater emphasis being placed on the role of individual agency and diverse 

pathways in shaping a person’s life course, Macleod and Lambe (2007 p.403) 

highlighted the persistence of ‘age norms and age related behaviour’. Jackson and 

Warrin (2000 p.381) discussed society’s ‘shared ideas’ of the student role and 

described the importance of  an individual fitting in with these role expectations, at 

least to some extent, if a successful transition to degree study was to be made. 

Conforming to role expectations could prove to be a significant issue for students 

undertaking the FD/degree transition in the current study. They were mature part-

time students, the majority of whom had substantial work and family responsibilities. 

These obligations kept them firmly anchored to roles that were not easy to relinquish 

in the manner that might be necessary to achieve a successful transition. Jackson 

and Warrin (2000) did not explore the consequences that might arise if the student 

role conflicted with other facets of an individual’s persona.   

Thorpe et al (2007 p.15) investigated the ways in which non-traditional students 

erroneously underestimated their own abilities and proposed that this was a ‘key 

behavioural obstacle’, especially prevalent among mature students. They deduced 

that the decision to progress in HE depended not only on individual characteristics, 

but equally on the environment, and how easily a person might imagine his/herself 

inhabiting the space.  

The concept of ‘belonging’ was examined by Read, et al. (2003). She suggested that 

the middle class ‘norm’ was embedded in ‘academic culture and socially dominant 

discourses of academic life’. Only students who deviated from this norm were made 

aware of their difference, and had their right to ‘belong’ questioned (Read et al 2003 

p263).  
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Thomas (2012) compiled an overview of the most effective ways to nurture a sense 

of belonging. Her report on behalf of the HEA concluded that this was achieved 

through providing an HE experience that was relevant to the students’ future goals 

and which promoted confidence in an identity as a successful HE learner. The 

importance of peer relationships and staff and student interaction was also 

highlighted. Image: 

Lyons (2006 p.331) explored factors that might affect a student’s ability to ‘fit in’. He 

maintained that there was an imbalance between the ethos of many universities and 

the requirements of students from non-traditional backgrounds that was not being 

adequately addressed. His research drew attention to the lack of tolerance towards 

commitments outside university. He criticised rigid, inflexible systems that inhibited 

engagement with learning, and called for a ‘more egalitarian system of learning’.  

Although universities and other higher education providers have acknowledged the 

gradual numerical decline in the eighteen year old age group, many institutions have 

displayed a reluctance to adapt to changes in student cohorts and have delayed the 

development of adequate support strategies to ease student transition (Davies et al 

2008).  

As the remit of higher education widened, Goodlad and Thompson (2007 p. 2) 

contended that higher education was being marketed as ‘an essential commodity for 

realising future dreams’. They argued that ‘elite’ employers would look for elite 

graduates from prestigious universities, thus replicating the existing inequality and 

stratification found within HE. They stated that the emphasis on employability within 

marketing materials could mask the fact that a degree did not necessarily guarantee 

employment. Gorad et al (2006) developed this theme further, maintaining that many 

qualifications would be unlikely to lead to graduate work with a graduate salary. 

Adnett and Slack (2008) concluded that the average rate of return to graduation 

disguised and over-estimated returns for non-traditional students and that, in fact, 

the expansion of HE within the UK had disproportionately disadvantaged this group. 

At a time of recession and economic uncertainty, the benefits of following a degree 

programme might not be clear cut, particularly for individuals with little practice in 

interpreting the nuances of the higher education sector. This could have significant 

impact on the experience of transition. The emphasis on employability could create 

unrealistic expectations. In addition, the prominence once given to the ‘softer’ 

outcomes of education could be perceived as having been down-graded and 

perhaps de-valued. Leathwood and O’Connell (2003 p. 611) drew attention to the 

importance of study producing an ‘end result’ for non-traditional students. They 

contended that it was ‘not an instrumentalism to earn a lot of money but rather a 

defence against getting nowhere and having nothing.’  Such students may be ill-

equipped to take a more long-term view of the value of higher education. 
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2.4 Life span theory of transition 

Ambiguity about the merit of pursuing a degree course could have a direct impact on 

an individual’s ability to engage positively with the process and the resultant changes 

that might occur. Life course theory aims to investigate the relationship between the 

macro and micro sociological standpoints, and has the potential to provide 

interesting insights when considering transitions in higher education. It aims to 

understand the connections between an individual’s presentation of self and the 

interpretation of everyday situations. These are set against influences exerted by a 

person’s status, role or contact with social institutions. It seeks to contextualise an 

experience by looking at the series of associations that occur throughout life, ‘the 

interplay of institutional and personal dynamics’ (Heinz and Krüger 2001p.29).  

Social institutions, such as higher education institutions, have the potential to 

replicate and perpetuate existing social ‘norms’, in some cases, long after the time 

when these norms might be considered to accurately represent society. Bathmaker 

and Thomas (2009) asserted that the HE sector in the UK was itself engaged in a 

process of transition as individual institutions were no longer placed in the sector, but 

had to strive to establish an identity in a higher education marketplace.  

They argued that as the sector endeavoured to respond to the need for an elite, 

mass and universal system, different parts of the system were functioning very 

differently. A more equitable system would not automatically be achieved by 

widening participation to include non-traditional groups. Instead, existing 

stratifications might be reproduced. Bourdieu and Passeron (1990) introduced the 

concept of higher education as a sorting machine that selected prospective students 

in accordance with implicit social classification, and then manufactured them along 

the lines of explicit academic categories. They suggested that these explicit 

categories were very similar to the implicit social classification and that they were 

maintaining and legitimising the social structure. 

Heinz and Kruger (2001 p.33) also looked at the contribution that societal sorting 

machines made to the repetition of social inequality. They drew attention to the 

‘institutional time-tables’ that determined an individual’s progression through HE, 

through mechanisms such as entry and exit requirements. They highlighted the 

significance of informal processes which influenced the ‘aspirations, self-identity and 

stock-taking of individuals’. They considered that an understanding of these time-

tables was crucial in recognising the relevance of age norms in structuring the life 

course. The discrepancies between societal norms and the individual experience in 

terms of timing, sequencing and duration of transitions were expressed as life course 

discontinuity.  

Kanter (1993) contended that opportunity structures rather than personal 

predisposition shaped behaviour by creating cycles of advantage and disadvantage, 

clearly demonstrated in the relationship of individual mobility to peer-group culture. 
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Her theory indicated that it was essential to unravel the intricacies of the distribution 

of power within an institution because this was what determined who benefitted, to 

what degree and whose interests were best served. Kanter suggested that low-

mobility peer groups needed to actively support the movement of some members of 

the group in order to allow those individuals to gain influence and to empower the 

group as a whole.  

This issue might have direct relevance to the transition experiences of non-traditional 

students within higher education. This group might have difficulty connecting with the 

subtleties of the HE system and might also lack the example of positive role models 

to follow. Some of the issues that non-traditional students may face when making 

transitions in higher education were described by Feinstein and Vignoles (2008) as 

‘psychic costs’. This referred to the lack of information on which to base decisions for 

individuals without a family background of graduation to inform their own choices. 

This deficit of knowledge was deemed to increase the risk of the transition process 

and to render the benefits difficult to quantify with any degree of accuracy.  

Although non-traditional students may not have a conventionally recognised 

knowledge base when entering HE they are able to draw on a number of other 

resources. Haggis (2004) found that in general non-traditional students had the 

ability to function ‘skilfully in a practical world’. She attributed this to valuable life 

experience and well developed problem solving skills, key qualities in negotiating a 

successful path through higher education. However, the students recognised that 

without formal qualifications these worthwhile skills would not be acknowledged.  

Haggis’ study highlighted a complex set of interconnecting ‘pressures, reactions and 

desires’ that, for some students, had the potential to create a new identity or self-

image. The interplay of these different elements could lead to the decision that 

higher education was ‘both meaningful and possible’ at a particular time in a 

person’s life. Murphy and Roopchand (2003) emphasised the informed educational 

decisions made by mature individuals as a result of a clearer perspective on the 

purpose of education developed through life experience. Reay (2002 p.403) 

described the tensions caused by the dichotomy of maintaining a ‘cohesive self’ that 

was in contact with the previous role and ‘investing in a new improved identity’, the 

compromise between ‘escape and holding on’.        

As the relationships between societal norms, life course patterns and individual 

agency have become increasingly complex and difficult to define; the responsibility 

for the construction of these new identities has largely fallen on the individual. The 

tendency towards individualisation has been described as the driving force behind 

the changes experienced by contemporary society (Anxo & Boulin 2006). Crises may 

be seen as individual misjudgements rather than being socially based. While 

individual autonomy might be viewed as bringing a degree of freedom from 

traditional expectations, it may also be said to place the onus firmly on individuals, 
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thus negating or diminishing the role of social institutions in providing effective, 

society-endorsed support systems. 

The response to transition in terms of personal reflection may often take time to fully 

emerge. A characteristic of the life course approach is the emphasis placed on the 

role of time in understanding both individual behaviour and structural changes in 

society. Biesta (2007) suggested that formative events can take time to become 

operative. Time might need to elapse for someone to become fully aware of the 

significance of an experience, or the response to an experience, in a way that had 

the potential to shape future understanding. 

Although the link between societal structures and personal trajectories has become 

more fluid, institutions still retain the power to structure the life course by backing 

individual decisions. Non-traditional students might be more likely to be undertaking 

higher education transitions according to a personal timescale rather than following 

the more accepted sequence of events. Consequently, they might not have the 

encouragement that can be gained from a transition experience shared with existing 

friends and family, and might take some time to establish strong supportive links with 

their higher education cohort. Merriam (2005) suggested that whether they were able 

to engage and learn from the transition was dependant on several factors. If the 

experience was deemed incompatible with previous life events, it might be rejected. 

Alternatively, if the experience mirrored prior episodes too closely then it may not be 

recognised as a vehicle for personal development.  

Past experiences might also result in an individual becoming highly sensitised to the 

change process in a way that precluded effective adaptation. Merriam (2005 p.10) 

drew attention to the ‘extraordinary demands’ on adults in terms of balancing home, 

family and working lives in modern society. She described the development from 

‘concrete views’ to ‘abstract frameworks’ followed by ‘dialectical thinking’ that 

characterised mature thought processes. It was this progression that allowed mature 

thinkers to ‘tolerate ambiguity, if not outright contradictions’, invaluable skills when 

coping with periods of change. 
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2.5 Transitional theory of transition 

Perception of a life event and the significance assigned to it is of crucial importance 

in the experience of transition. Goodman et al (2006) stated that a transition could 

only be defined as meaningful if it was perceived as such by the individual. 

Schlossberg (1995) classified transitions in adult life as being anticipated; such as 

finishing school or having children, unanticipated; which might include the loss of a 

job, or an anticipated change out of synch with the usual timing, and a sleeper 

transition; which involved a gradual, often initially unremarkable, process of change.  

For many non-traditional students the transition through higher education might be 

termed as unanticipated, in the sense that this group of students, by definition, are 

out of step with what might be considered their cultural norm. However, an individual 

moving through higher education might interpret things differently. A reduction in 

working hours, or getting used to a new environment might be classified as an 

anticipated change Unanticipated consequences might involve unforeseen 

engagement with college life, either positive or negative, or a reassessment of close 

relationships. The sleeper transition might be a growing recognition of the need to 

provide a positive role model for children, or the availability of adequate care 

arrangements for students with dependents. The effects of these changes, whatever 

their origins, eventually accumulate to allow engagement with education. 

Although the different categories provide a useful framework for the consideration of 

the diverse aspects of the transition process, Goodman et al (2006 p.30) 

emphasised that these variations should be viewed as ‘a change, no–change 

continuum rather than as discreet entities’. The key issue is the understanding of the 

impact the changes may have on the individual involved.  

All transitions, by their very nature, involve some degree of adjustment, even when 

the effects are not immediately apparent. A common feature of transition theories is 

the fundamental importance placed on an individual’s awareness of the change 

process and the resources they can draw upon to successfully overcome any 

feelings of uncertainty or disorientation that might be evoked. A person’s perception 

of the change is central. The successful management of a transition is contingent on 

the impact of the change, the support available, the perceived benefits, and the 

ability of the new identity to fulfil an individual’s expectations.  

Sugarman’s seven stage model (2004) focused particularly on the emotional and 

physical effects of dealing with unanticipated transitions and those events that fell 

outside expected chronological ranges. Sugarman believed that at the beginning of a 

transition, an individual would feel overwhelmed and uncertain of the best way to 

respond. In order to be able to act constructively, a person tended to underplay the 

scale of the change. The next phase involved liberation from existing roles and the 

trial of an altered persona. Towards the end of the process, the individual would 

actively seek some understanding of what had occurred before assimilating and 
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embracing the transformation. The impact of this was determined by individual 

perception of the process rather than other measures of the scale of the transition. 

There will always be some element of gain and loss involved in transition. Whether 

the process is deemed worthwhile depends on the balance achieved between the 

two extremes. Bridges (2004) described a three phase route that involved endings, a 

neutral zone and beginnings. Endings were characterised by disengagement, 

disidentification, disenchantment and disorientation, although each individual would 

experience these feelings to a different extent. The feelings that accompanied the 

‘ending phase’ resulted from the need to relinquish some elements of an existing 

identity in order to embrace a new challenge.  

If students gained confidence from successfully completing a Foundation Degree 

they might be reluctant to move on from that achievement in case their confidence 

was diminished. Feelings of loss could be engendered if devoting time to study 

involved a contraction of other valuable roles. Marandet and Wainwright (2010) 

investigated the experiences of university students with dependent children and 

found that many of the students struggled to cope with the feeling that they were 

neglecting family responsibilities. They found that many sacrificed personal, social 

and leisure time to balance competing commitments. However, as their courses 

progressed, several expressed enthusiasm for learning and were able to articulate 

the positive impact of studying on their family life.  

Bridges described the neutral zone which he regarded as being suspended between 

the old and the new. The phase represented a crucial breathing space before a 

feeling of energy returned and a new sense of purpose was reconstructed. This 

hiatus could equate to the period that often occurs midway through an academic 

course when the initial enthusiasm dips and the end seems a long way off.  The 

pace of transition through this phase was dependent on individual response.  

Schlossberg identified four factors that influenced the way in which a person coped 

with the change process, the situation, the self, the support and the strategies. The 

situation referred to whether the transition occurred at a convenient time or whether 

it coincided with other stresses. Once they commit to a programme of study, 

students have to adhere to academic timetables regardless of other events in their 

lives.  

‘The self’ was concerned with personal and demographic characteristics such as 

gender, age and stage of life, socio-economic status, all of which might have 

relevance for non-traditional students. Pearlin and Schooler (1978) examined 

psychological resources such as optimism, self-efficacy, commitment and values, 

and speculated that people from lower socio-economic groups might have fewer of 

these resources on which they could draw.   

Sclossberg (1995 p.67) identified ‘intimate relationships, family units, networks of 

friends and the institutions and/or communities’ as potential sources of support. Non-
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traditional students, because of their responsibilities were particularly in need of 

reliable support networks.  Cohen and Wills (1985) described the ‘buffering effect’ of 

support in terms of offering protection from the most destructive consequences of a 

stressful event. However, Schlossberg also noted that support could be detrimental 

to coping with transitions if advice given added to the stress, even when offered with 

the best intention. The strategies that constituted an individual’s preferred method of 

coping could also have a bearing on the success of coping mechanisms during 

transition.  
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2.6 Coping with transition 

Pearlin and Schooler (1978 p.1) defined coping as the ‘behaviour that protects 

people from being psychologically harmed by problematic social experience’. 

Individuals with a repertoire of different coping strategies were the most likely to 

adapt well. They proposed three coping strategies; responses that modified the 

situation, responses that controlled the meaning of the problem and responses that 

helped to manage stress after it has occurred. Factors such as positivity and self-

efficacy were central to the ability to cope effectively. 

Siefert (2004) argued that there was a correlation between self-efficacy and 

achievement-related behaviours. Students who were efficacious were more likely to 

be ‘self-regulating, strategic and metacognitive.’ Siefert also explored the role that 

attribution theory (Weiner 1985) might play in determining students’ motivations and 

their ability to cope with the challenges of higher education. Students who attributed 

their success to internal, intrinsic, controllable causes such as their own hard work 

and application were more liable to feel confident, be self-satisfied and to possess 

high self-esteem. Students who believed that any success or failure was due to 

external or extrinsic influences, such as the ability of the lecturer, or the cooperation 

of fellow students, did not experience self-enhancing emotions. They tended to view 

themselves as passive victims of circumstances that they were unable to direct. 

Even when successful, students with low self-esteem doubted their abilities and 

therefore remained unconvinced about their capacity to replicate the success in 

future.  

The locus of control was defined by Rotter (1966) and developed from the social 

learning perspective. It aimed to determine whether peoples’ beliefs about the 

relationship between behaviour and outcomes were governed by internal or external 

factors. Deci and Ryan (1985) developed the locus of causality which they 

contended took account of wider issues. They believed that an individual could also 

exercise control and autonomy when making an informed choice between extrinsic 

factors which could contribute to goal achievement.  

Self-determination theory made clear distinctions between intrinsically and 

extrinsically motivated behaviours. Intrinsically motivated behaviours derived 

satisfaction from the activity itself, such as learning for personal fulfilment. 

Extrinsically motivated behaviours were assumed for instrumental reasons, for 

example, achieving a degree to enhance employment prospects. Deci and Ryan 

(1985) contended that the ‘innate self’ which determined intrinsic motivational 

behaviours existed independently of the social world and was pre-eminent, the 

source of ‘authentic action’.  

Plimmer and Schmidt (2007) maintained that a strong image of a possible self could 

act as a powerful motivator during an unsettling transition. They believed that if a 

person was able to establish a clear goal, they would find the means through which it 
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could be achieved. They also believed that in times of adversity, a strong possible 

self could improve resilience and again allow the goal to be realised. Plimmer and 

Schmidt (2007 p.62) suggested that mature adults have a ‘narrower and more 

specialised sense of self’ than younger learners. They investigated the role of ‘ideal 

self’, the person an individual wants to be, and the ‘ought self’, the person that an 

individual believes they are obligated to be. Conceptually, they likened this 

distinction to the difference between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, described in 

self-determination theory (Deci and Ryan 1985).  

There have been criticisms of the ‘grading’ of motivating factors. Winn et al (2006) 

condemned the notion that extrinsic motivation was inferior to intrinsic impulses, 

suggesting that interaction with others was a powerful source of motivation. They 

pointed to ‘the transformative potential that exists between individuals’. They also 

identified problems if an artificial division was created between personal and social 

contexts of motivation. They suggested examining the ‘social dynamics in students’ 

lives’ to determine the factors that enabled them to cope (Winn et al 2006 p.78). 
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2.7 Stress appraisal 

Lazarus and Folkman (1985 p.141) defined coping as ‘constantly changing cognitive 

and behavioural efforts to manage specific external and/or internal demands that are 

appraised as taxing or exceeding the resources of the person’. Individuals evaluated 

circumstances in terms of the relevance and influence they might have on significant 

personal ambitions. This assessment could be categorised as harm or loss; threat; 

challenge; or benign.  

A harm or loss appraisal described the negative emotions induced by an injury or 

damage already experienced, perhaps as a result of previous academic under-

achievement. A threat appraisal referred to the potential for harm or loss, such as 

failure during an important academic assessment. A challenge appraisal stirred up 

pleasant emotions and was seen as an opportunity for personal growth or mastery, 

crucial to engagement with education. These categories generated a secondary 

evaluation which measured the controllability of the stressor and the resources and 

options available. A benign appraisal resulted in no further action being taken. 

The evaluation was dependent on a range of factors including commitment to the 

goal, the concept of control, and whether a similar stressor had been encountered 

and overcome during a previous event. Lazarus did not subscribe to the view that 

coping styles were largely determined by personality traits such as optimism or 

introversion.  

Krohne (1996) highlighted person-specific characteristics such as inhibiting 

emotional arousal, and reducing uncertainty as central to understanding the coping 

process. Lazarus and Folkman (1985) preferred to concentrate on problem-focused 

tactics which aimed to resolve the stressful event, and emotion-focused approaches 

which aimed to manage the unpleasant emotions that might arise. They maintained 

that both strategies could be used during the same experience and that no single 

strategy was inherently more effective. Success was dependent on the ‘fit’ between 

the situation and the strategy selected although some strategies were more stable 

than others.                                                                                                                                                  

Ntoumanis et al (2009) agreed that the link between motivation and emotions had 

been demonstrated. Significant emotions were evoked by the perceived likelihood of 

achieving an important personal goal. Their model adopted Lazarus’ theory of 

appraisals as goal evaluations. They also proposed that psychological need 

satisfaction could act as a precursor to such an interpretation. If an individual 

believed him/herself to be ‘autonomous, competent and related’ during a stressful 

event, then that person would be more likely to view the encounter as a challenge, 

with attendant positive emotions, rather than as harm or loss.  

The coping styles utilised by employed parents to manage the potential work-family 

conflict were explored by Somech and Drach-Zahavy (2007 p.16). Although the 

ability to cope with competing demands was ‘at least partially a function of the 
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individual’s capabilities’, they found very few formal societal supports. The 

researchers highlighted the importance of ensuring that there was a good match 

between the values of the individual and the strategy that was chosen. For example, 

a person who aspired to climb the career ladder might be dissatisfied with ‘being 

good enough’ at work, whereas someone who viewed their main role in life as a 

parent might be comfortable with that choice.  

This study might have relevance for non-traditional students negotiating a path 

through higher education. Almost by definition, this group of people often 

simultaneously balance a range of different roles. A person who regards their degree 

programme, at least on some level, as a route to self-fulfilment might become very 

frustrated at having to relegate their study to function in other capacities. In practice, 

the priority allocated to a certain role or goal vacillates according to the demands of 

complex sets of circumstances. Many people aim to achieve success in several, 

occasionally incompatible, areas of life. They might have to cope not only with a 

frequent shift of focus, but also the resultant irritation of not being able to concentrate 

fully on any facet.   

Stress is not necessarily detrimental to performance. Robotham and Julian (2006) 

highlighted the positive, enabling consequences of stress in formulating effective 

responses to situations. They explored the stress and anxiety experienced by higher 

education students and acknowledged the importance of individual perception in 

determining the level of stress experienced.  They also drew attention to the difficulty 

of defining and measuring stress, a problem they suggested was exacerbated by a 

heavy reliance on quantitative research methods to investigate this issue. They 

concluded that the research evidence available suggested that the scale of student 

stress was such that it should not be ignored.  

Briner et al (2004) called for a reappraisal of the accepted connections between 

stress and coping mechanisms. They suggested that an individual’s history, future, 

and desire to affect their circumstances were being overlooked, as was his/her ability 

to think deeply or reflexively about situations. They advocated considering the 

person and the environment in which they operated as fused, and exploring how 

they co-functioned rather than treating the two as separate entities. They speculated 

that viewing them as part of the same system rather than as different elements might 

present a more complete picture of the complexities of the process.  

Hunter (2006) recognised the need for higher education institutes to think 

strategically about the best ways to support transitional students, declaring that the 

attitude of allowing students to ‘sink or swim’ was now obsolete. She stated that it 

was essential that institutions made ‘deliberate and intentional efforts to assimilate 

new students’ into the institutional culture and environment’ if they were to fully 

embrace higher education opportunities. 
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Various initiatives have been developed to ease transitions through higher 

education. Laing et al (2005) described an online programme devised to induct 

students into the expectations of higher education study and to give an early 

indication of those who were finding the transition most challenging. This mode of 

induction was entirely appropriate for the target group of technology students. 

However, the researchers argued that because of the increasing diversity of students 

entering HE, a ‘one size fits all’ model of support was no longer acceptable or 

desirable. They called for personalised, targeted support services delivered in a 

‘proactive rather than a reactive manner’ and acknowledged the necessity of further 

research (Laing et al 2005 p. 253).  

 

This chapter has aimed to highlight some of the issues that might affect non-

traditional students as they progress through higher education The literature 

reviewed has indicated that the plethora of responsibilities that they often have to 

manage might render them particularly vulnerable to stress during transition. The 

need for a greater understanding of their experiences would appear to be an 

essential prerequisite to planning more effective, personalised services and therefore 

minimising the potential for stressful situations. 

The student perspective is the key factor in developing this understanding, and 

enabling higher education providers to ease transition and progression through 

degree programmes. The following chapter will provide justification for the grounded 

theory approach that has been chosen to investigate, interpret and represent the 

views of students who agreed to participate in the current study.  
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Chapter 3 Selection of methodological approach 

The selection of the most fitting research methodology should be derived from the 

nature of the questions being asked and the subject under consideration. The 

current study intended to discover rich data about the experience of transition within 

higher education from the students’ perspectives. Geerz (1973) described this 

comprehensive accumulation of information as ‘thick data’, most often obtained 

through a qualitative approach. Lyons (2006) paraphrased Eisner (2002) in 

describing the significance of qualitative research as having ‘much to do with making 

vivid what has been obscure’. 

The open characteristic of qualitative research accommodates a degree of flexibility 

and fluidity within the process. However, it is important that this should not result in a 

lack of focus. Richards (2005) advocated that a qualitative study should adequately 

account for the data collected, and synthesise the information in a way that would 

supply more insight than individual participants in the study could have contributed. 

Most importantly, it should provide a theory or explanation that could lead towards a 

new understanding, at least on a local level, and the outcomes of the research 

should be usable 

This chapter will set out the reasons for the choice of methodology used in the 

current study and offer a brief consideration of alternative qualitative approaches that 

were contemplated. It will discuss the key characteristics of the methodology and 

provide an overview of the development of the approach. An exploration of selected 

interpretations of the methodology, together with some of the criticisms of the 

approach will also be presented. 
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3.1 Consideration of qualitative approach 

Qualitative research is a collective term used to describe a number of different 

approaches to the collection, analysis and interpretation of data. However, 

regardless of the specific approach selected, qualitative methodologies share 

several core features in common. Flick (2011) suggested that these included three 

main elements: ascertaining the subjective significance of an issue from the 

participant’s perspective; uncovering the latent meanings inherent in a situation; and 

identifying social practices. Flick (2009) claimed that the approach was particularly 

pertinent to investigate social relations in a society which was becoming increasingly 

diverse. This required ‘locally, temporally, and situationally limited narratives’ that 

were able to interpret social contexts and interactions in a rapidly changing social 

landscape (Flick 2009 p. 12).  

Ashworth (2008 p.24) described ‘a unity, a qualitative sensibility’ that characterised 

qualitative research methods and prevailed even in the face of diverse 

methodologies. He contended that the complexity of the human condition meant that 

no single approach could adequately or reliably account for the entirety of 

experiences in every situation. 

Perhaps the starting point for the choice of a particular research methodology is an 

acknowledgement of the philosophical assumptions that underpin the rationale for 

that choice. These are implicit throughout the research study and have the potential 

to exert considerable influence. Indeed, the decision to conduct research using a 

qualitative approach in itself carries certain philosophical assumptions concerning 

the nature of reality, the value base of both the researcher and the researched, and 

the relationship between the researcher and the participants. In addition, the 

paradigm adopted by the researcher also has implications for the research process.  

The potential advantages of delaying the selection of the methodology until after 

initial data collection were highlighted by Reiter et al (2011) and included the 

opportunity for continuing comparison between approaches. However, in order to 

produce a research proposal, it was necessary to identify a methodological approach 

relatively early in the research process. The merits and limitations of three 

approaches, ethnography, phenomenology, and grounded theory, were considered 

before the eventual choice was made. Each offered the facility to reflect groups’ 

perceptions of a process such as transition, although they differed in their emphasis. 

A brief outline of the rationale for the choice follows. 
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3.2 Ethnography 

Ethnography has its roots in anthropology and began as an approach to studying 

remote cultures. Currently, ethnography is generally used to investigate specific 

aspects of seemingly familiar groups, with the aim of describing the ways in which 

they function and exploring the beliefs, language, and behaviours that characterise a 

particular sector of society. It is an appropriate method to select when examining 

issues associated with the power, resistance and status of specific groups with the 

intention of providing insight into their experiences.  

Few studies have concentrated on the experiences of students moving from 

Foundation Degree to degree level study (Goddard and Penketh 2007, Greenbank 

2007), possibly because of the comparatively recent introduction of the qualification, 

and the relatively modest numbers, when considered as a percentage of all higher 

education students. Ethnography has regularly been the approach utilised to 

investigate issues which have not previously been extensively studied, often 

because the group lies outside the mainstream of society. 

Hammersley and Atkinson (2007) suggested that the convoluted history of 

ethnography mitigated against a clear definition. The methodology had been 

influenced by a variety of theoretical positions and had therefore been 

recontextualised and reinterpreted on numerous occasions. However, rather than 

undermining its value, this emphasised the flexibility and wide application of the 

method. They proposed that ethnographic study should include several key features: 

the actions of individuals were studied in everyday contexts; data could be obtained 

from a range of sources; data collection was generally unstructured, with the 

categories of interpretation generated from data analysis; and the focus was usually 

small scale in order to facilitate in depth investigation.  

Ethnography requires the researcher to become immersed in the culture of a group 

as an active participant. The researcher begins with an area of interest, the focus of 

which is increasingly refined until a precise set of research questions is produced. 

These provide the framework for data collection. Gathering data in ‘natural’ settings 

is a distinctive aspect of ethnography and requires extensive time in the field. Access 

to the group under investigation must be negotiated and initially, the exact starting 

point for the research and the most illuminating sample to shadow might not be 

immediately apparent.  

Creswell (2007) highlighted the importance of respect between the researcher and 

the participants; the reciprocity that should ensure that the researcher reflected the 

participants’ views accurately. Data analysis should provide a ‘rich description of the 

culture-sharing group’ (Wolcott 1994), which could then be interpreted by the 

researcher and combined with the participants’ views to supply a holistic cultural 

picture. 
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Although ethnography utilised many of the skills necessary to make sense of 

everyday life, it required a more considered, deliberate approach than was usual to 

interpret the diversity of data discovered during the research process. Ethnography 

demanded ‘intense reflection, including critical assessment of competing 

interpretations….attuned to the specific purposes of producing research knowledge’ 

(Hammersley and Atkinson 2007 p. 4). 

The primary goal of ethnography is the detailed description of different cultural 

groups and their beliefs and social mores from the emic perspective. The 

methodology has tended to actively avoid the abstraction and reduction of these 

accounts into explanatory theories. Ethnographers have been inclined to regard 

theory generation, as advocated in grounded theory studies, as an over-

simplification of social processes which do not reflect the complexity of life. However, 

the objective of presenting a naturalistic, literal representation of a societal group has 

attracted criticism on the grounds that claims of realism are elusive, given the 

researcher’s construction of the social world through interpretation. Ethnography has 

also been criticised for ignoring the politics of social research, and for perpetuating 

the political status quo as outlined by Foucault (Gutting 1994). 

Many elements of ethnography study appeared to be appropriate for the 

investigation of the experiences of FD students as they progressed through higher 

education. Foundation Degree courses have typically attracted students who are  

frequently mature, often without previous history of academic success, and who 

access higher education via non-traditional routes on a part-time basis. 

Characteristics such as these might be regarded as ideal for an ethnographic 

approach. 

The wide range of data sources that could legitimately be included in the study 

appeared to offer the opportunity to achieve a comprehensive understanding of the 

issue. Equally appealing was the fact that the approach encouraged creativity of 

interpretation while still emphasising the importance of rigorous, organised data 

analysis. The ethnographic approach towards open acknowledgement of the impact 

of the researchers’ views during the research process also seemed logical. 

However, there were several concerns that ultimately proved to be crucial in 

rejecting the option of an ethnographic study. The process of data collection required 

prolonged field work. It was considered that it might be too time-consuming to 

collect, collate and analyse the depth and breadth of data that would be necessary in 

order to formulate a high quality ethnographic format. This was undoubtedly an 

important consideration, but of paramount concern was the potential impact of 

conducting an ethnographic study with a group of students for whom the researcher 

was the course coordinator. In addition, it was the students’ experiences of transition 

that were the primary concern of the research, rather than a focus on the culture of 

the group itself. 
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The researcher was course lecturer for one group of students included in the study. 

In all probability, this would influence student behaviour. She was not convinced that 

it would be possible or desirable to achieve the necessary extent of immersion in the 

lives of these students. It would also prove almost impossible to gain a similar 

degree of access to the other student groups included in the study. She was not 

persuaded that students would accept the inevitable blurring of roles that would 

result, particularly as she would continue to administer and teach on the course. The 

researcher believed that it imposed on the student groups and could alter the 

lecturer/student relationship to the detriment of group dynamics. 

Fetterman (2010) described the fine balance between encouraging cathartic 

expression and the exploitation of a vulnerable individual during interviews, of 

particular concern if individuals were interviewed repeatedly. Informed consent is an 

essential element of ethically responsible research. However, the relationships 

formed as a researcher attempts to become part of a cultural group to gain the 

insider perspective, could render the process more complicated to manage, 

particularly for an inexperienced researcher. Fetterman also warned against 

oversensitivity, which could paralyse the research process.  

The researcher was anxious that having established an identity as a lecturer, it 

would be difficult to override this persona and be accepted as an insider by the 

student groups. This change of role, if pursued, would effectively deprive the 

students of a course lecturer to some extent. At the very least, it could result in a 

confusion of role and perhaps compromise the confidence of the students in terms of 

their requirements for course management. The researcher believed that a 

structured, more distanced approach would be appropriate for all concerned. 

Crucially, the research aimed to investigate social processes and perspectives rather 

than the shared patterns of a culture. 
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3.3 Phenomenology 

Whereas ethnography is concerned with cultural groups, Creswell (2007 p.60) 

suggested that phenomenology was concerned with understanding ‘several 

individuals’ common or shared experiences of a phenomenon’. This deep 

understanding of an issue could form the basis for developing improvements in 

future policies and practices. Phenomenology appeared to be an appropriate 

approach to consider when exploring individual students’ transition experiences.  

Phenomenology has its origins in philosophy. Creswell (2007) suggested that to 

successfully undertake a phenomenological study, the researcher required a degree 

of understanding regarding the philosophical stance underpinning the research, and 

the need to recognize and communicate these assumptions.  

Perhaps the greatest influences on the development of this method have been the 

contributions of Husserl and Heidegger. Husserl advocated transcendental 

phenomenology with its emphasis on abstraction of the researcher from the world to 

gain a clearer understanding, and on rich description. Heidegger favoured a more 

interpretive, analytical approach that sought to explain the phenomenon. Rapport 

and Wainwright (2006) identified the key distinctions between the two viewpoints as 

the extent to which understanding could predate conscious knowledge (Heidegger), 

and the possibility of a person being able to suspend their prior knowledge and 

beliefs and ‘bracket’ their usual perceptions (Husserl). 

The concept of intentionality within Husserlian phenomenology was unavoidable. It 

referred to the recognition that where there was consciousness, there had to be 

something of which to be conscious. Consciousness could not exist within a vacuum 

(Berry 2011).  

Although Heidegger’s consideration of the meaning of being differed from Husserl, 

Gorner (1997) argued that it was a misinterpretation to suggest he had rejected 

those ideas completely. Heidegger constructed the concept of ‘Dasein’, which 

proposed that humans alone had the capacity to understand the meaning of their 

own being, the being of entities that were not consistent with them, and the concept 

of being itself. Rapport and Wainwright (2006 p. 235) agreed that the two 

approaches offered ‘different but complimentary foundations for research 

methodologies’. 

Gibbs (2010) referred to ‘circumspection’, Heidegger’s term for the understanding 

that makes sense of the world. He suggested that circumspection enabled an 

individual to interpret their circumstances in an environment that permitted action, 

rather than in a theoretical sense.  

Giorgi and Giorgi (2008) asserted that phenomenology encapsulated a phenomenon 

through the detailed exploration of the first hand experiences of those who had lived 

through it within its situational context. They contended that although an individual’s 
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awareness of a phenomenon was shaped by their ‘lived experience’ it was rarely in 

complete accordance with what had happened. A person’s ability to live through 

something was not necessarily matched by an understanding of why they had 

responded in a certain way. Analysis of these first hand experiences had the 

potential to provide highly informative insights into the phenomenon.  

A key method of data collection in phenomenological studies is the in-depth interview 

or series of interviews. Moustakas (1994) advocated the use of two general 

questions within the interview, although these might be supplemented. The first 

question should relate to what had been experienced, which would provide the data 

for the textural description. The second question should elicit information about what 

had influenced or affected the experience. Moustakas (1994) recommended the 

inclusion of verbatim examples from the transcribed interviews to ensure that the 

descriptions remained as faithful as possible to the experiential raw data.  

The selection of the sample is crucial in phenomenology. All participants must have 

experienced the phenomenon first-hand and must be in a position to accurately 

articulate their experiences. If the characteristics of the group are too diverse, it is 

difficult for the researcher to determine common experiences and the essence of the 

phenomenon for all participants. Many phenomenological studies are restricted to a 

single site for this reason, although it is possible to extend studies to other areas.  

The current study into transition within higher education had decided to capture the 

experiences of student groups from four connected but separate institutions. This 

researcher was concerned that the experiences of the student groups might be too 

varied to produce a coherent phenomenological report. In addition, although the 

focus of the research was to elicit the views of students, the researcher believed that 

data from sources other than those who had experienced the phenomenon might 

provide valuable insights into the transition process. The selection of a 

phenomenological approach would restrict this option. 

Wimpenny and Gass (2000) compared interviewing in phenomenology and 

grounded theory and concluded that there were many similarities. However, they 

contended that the phenomenologist concentrated on obtaining participants’ 

experiences to reveal the phenomenon. The grounded theorist, after an initial 

phenomenological approach, might move on to other data collection methods to 

saturate categories and develop the theory. 

Gelling (2012) detected similarities in the interpretive approaches used to investigate 

real-life issues and the high degree of researcher and participant interaction common 

to phenomenology and grounded theory. Both methodologies endeavoured to 

represent participants’ perspectives without the imposition of preconceived ideas. 

However, significant differences were identified. Grounded theory had its origins in 

sociology and considered all data sources that might contribute to theory generation. 
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Grounded theory also sought to include contradictory cases to challenge and 

ultimately strengthen the emerging theory.  

It was the combination of a wider range of data sources and the possibility of 

formulating a theory that culminated in the decision to choose grounded theory in the 

current study.  This researcher was interested in the impact that disconforming cases 

might have on the eventual findings of the research study and was concerned that 

reflecting alternative views might be more problematic in a phenomenological study.  

This researcher believed that the phenomenological approach favoured the 

production of more homogenised findings whereas grounded theory welcomed 

exploration of the unusual. This is not to imply that phenomenology cannot, and does 

not, reflect a complex range of issues. However, this inexperienced researcher 

decided that the emphasis on constant comparison in grounded theory would enable 

her to focus on ensuring that the analysis accounted for the data, and that the theory 

reflected and met the challenge of encapsulating the responses of all participants. 

Achieving the high degree of personal bracketing or ‘epoche’ necessary within some 

phenomenological studies was also a concern for this researcher. Moustakas (1994) 

advocated the inclusion of an autobiographical statement detailing the researcher’s 

interest in and previous experience of the issue under investigation. This emphasis 

on reflexivity alleviated the anxiety to some extent.  

Although phenomenological methods are suited to describing the experiences of 

individuals from their own perspectives, and capturing the essence of a lived 

phenomenon, the purpose of the current study was to develop a theory that provided 

an understanding and explanation of the experience of transition within higher 

education. The possibility of achieving this aim cemented the choice of grounded 

theory methodology. 
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3.4 Selection of grounded theory 

Ultimately, the choice of a grounded theory approach was determined by the focus 

and intent of the current study. It was important that there was a consistent 

relationship between the ‘building blocks of research’ – ontology, epistemology, 

methodology, methods and sources (Grix 2010 p.68).  

Douglas (2003 p.216) summarised the importance of grounded theory methodology 

as providing detailed answers to ‘socially purposeful questions of what is happening 

and why’ from the participants’ perspectives, as was the aim of the current study. 

Grounded theory methodology was indicated when the intention was to generate a 

theory with explanatory power. It was appropriate when little was known about a 

specific topic. Birks and Mills (2011) suggested that grounded theory had the 

capacity to address situations that could not be explained by studies undertaken in 

related but dissimilar circumstances. They believed that grounded theory could 

produce relevant and significant knowledge. The specific context of the FD/degree 

transition in the current study had not been researched. Without further investigation, 

it was difficult to ascertain whether existing studies into HE transitions, conducted 

with disparate groups, would be relevant to the non-traditional students in the current 

study. 

Charmaz (2006) defined grounded theory as a way of learning about the studied 

phenomena, and a method of developing theories to understand them. She 

emphasised the role of process, viewing it as present in all aspects of life rather than 

being confined to a narrow phase or stage. Identification of the precise nature of the 

FD/degree transition process was a key feature of the current study. 

This researcher was influenced by Charmaz’s social constructivist approach to 

grounded theory. She held the ontological position that individuals and groups are 

constantly interpreting, evaluating and revising social phenomena through their 

interactive experiences. The belief that people have the ability to construct their own 

social realities is in contrast with the objectivist view that social phenomena and their 

connected meanings exist independently. This researcher believed that the current 

study would construct and present a particular version of reality, influenced by the 

choices that she made throughout the process. The findings would be coloured by 

her interpretations rather than representing a definitive or comprehensive picture.  

This researcher considered that the acquisition of knowledge was based on the need 

to differentiate between the natural and social worlds. She concurred with Bryman 

(2012 p.12) that it ‘requires the social scientist to grasp the subjective meaning of 

social action’. The researcher identified with the interpretivist view that knowledge 

was ‘theoretically and discursively laden’ and that in the light of the values, attitudes 

and opinions a researcher carried, objective analysis, free from value judgement, 

was impossible (Grix 2010 p.84). 
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A feature of an interpretivist stance was the emphasis on understanding rather than 

explanation. Grounded theory methodology appeared to offer an approach that 

would provide an opportunity to strive for explanation and abstraction to theory while 

remaining consistent with the stance outlined above. Also in keeping with the 

philosophical and methodological choices, was the use of an inductive approach to 

reach conclusions. This was consistent with the intention of being able to generalise 

from specific to wider contexts and to develop theory by identifying patterns and 

relationships within the data rather than seeking to prove or disprove a hypothesis. 

This emphasis on the meaning of social life and interaction highlighted the 

importance of language in the construction of reality. The data collection methods 

identified in the research proposal relied heavily on both group and individual 

interviews. Charmaz (2006 p.32) described the constructivist approach to 

interviewing as ‘eliciting the participant’s definitions of terms, situations, and events 

and trying to tap his or her assumptions, implicit meanings and tacit rules’. Interviews 

were the major method of data collection in the current study. The researcher 

wanted to avail herself of the widest possible range of sources, rather than being 

restricted, to reflecting the views of those who had lived through the phenomena. 

Grounded theory, with its ‘all is data’ mantra (Glaser 1998) appeared to supply the 

facility to explore an extensive range of data sources if it was deemed relevant.    

The researcher made a value judgement that grounded theory had the potential to 

produce a quality research study suited to the phenomenon identified. This 

researcher accepted that the course of the research process might ultimately 

demonstrate that this choice was flawed. This researcher also accepted that 

alternative findings might emanate from different methodologies.  

Considering the merits of various methodological approaches may often lead to 

false, crudely drawn distinctions being made between them. Comparing and 

contrasting methodologies may result in decisions based on the more extreme 

aspects of the approaches, particularly by inexperienced researchers. In the hands 

of skilled practitioners there may very well be greater congruence between differing 

methodologies than might be initially apparent.  

Suddaby (2006 p. 641) suggested that grounded theory was appropriate to 

comprehend the ways in which individuals interpreted their own lives. He 

emphasised the role of grounded theory in being ‘attentive to issues of interpretation 

and process’ without adhering to ‘long-standing assumptions’. The sociological 

origins of the method contributed to its suitability to investigate and offer an 

understanding of the social processes that were taking place. Its flexibility allowed it 

to respond to dynamic social processes and identify emerging social frameworks. 

These reasons summarised the suitability of a grounded theory methodology to 

investigate transitions within higher education, the focus of this research study. The 

chapter will now identify the core features of grounded theory. 
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3.5 Key characteristics of grounded theory 
 
Grounded theory has been described as a research method which allows for the 

identification and description of the main features of an issue. It enables the 

researcher to consider the psychological and sociological changes that occur, and 

‘particularly when used with a symbolic, interactionist theoretical lens’, it permits not 

only the identification and record of a change, but also an understanding of the core 

processes that contribute to that change (Morse 2009 p. 13). It is an eminently 

suitable method to utilise when examining a process such as transition. 

Grounded theory is an interactive, comparative method that looks for patterns in data 

that highlight the complex interactions between different aspects of a phenomenon. 

These patterns are analysed and categorised in order to lead to a deeper 

appreciation of the matter under investigation. The data is separated and sorted 

through the process of coding. The naming of a code should encapsulate the 

essence of the information in a way that makes comparison with other segments of 

data possible and meaningful.  

An important element of the grounded theory method is memo writing, an annotated 

account of the researcher’s responses to the data. Memo-writing is the critical bridge 

between data collection and the drafting of the findings. It encourages the researcher 

to engage fully with the data, embark on detailed analysis early in the study, and 

provides a chronological account of the analytical process. Memo-writing enables the 

researcher to identify any gaps in the information that require further data collection, 

and allows the development of the analysis to be charted in a way that is transparent 

and open to challenge. In addition, a personalised, internal dialogue is set up 

between the researcher and the data, in a manner that promotes expression. This 

clarifies and intensifies understanding and can act as a springboard for greater 

abstraction of analysis.  

The iterative process of comparison, coding and memo-writing becomes increasingly 

refined until conceptual categories are defined. The theory generated emerges 

directly from the data, and is grounded in the data, rather than confirming or 

disproving preconceived theory. Theoretical sampling, undertaken to steer analysis 

towards completion, intensifies the analysis of the categories by adding detail until 

no new properties emerge. At this stage, theoretical saturation can be said to have 

been achieved. Corbin and Strauss (2008 p.263) stated that theoretical saturation 

was signified ‘when all categories are well developed in terms of properties, 

dimensions, and variations’. They argued that although variations might always be 

discovered following further data collection and analysis, at this stage, if the theory 

was fully integrated, then very little would be added to the conceptualisation.  

Integration is the phase during which the delineation of relationships between 

concepts is refined and the theory is constructed. The resultant theory should 

accurately account for the data analysis and provide the most plausible explanation 
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for the issue under investigation. Charmaz (2006) argued that grounded theory had 

the potential to delve straight to the heart of studied life and to ask questions of it.  

She suggested that when theorising took place ‘you reach down to fundamentals, up 

to abstractions, and probe into experience’ (Charmaz 2006 p. 135). 

Theory has been described as explaining the how, what, when, where, and why of 

an issue (Corbin and Strauss 2008). To fully realise its potential value, the theory 

should be coherent and should provide greater insights than might have been 

feasible for the participants. It should have practical application and should make 

sense to those in a position to implement any changes indicated by the findings. 

Corbin and Strauss (2008) reminded researchers that although the theory should be 

derived directly from the data, it was a construct of the analyst. Stern (2009) 

observed that in common with other researchers, a grounded theorist makes 

choices. She acknowledged the problem of replicating grounded theory because a 

different population, emphasis or researcher might generate a different theory. 

This matter was further explored by Irwin (2006) who advocated combining methods 

in order to build up a more comprehensive, balanced picture of a particular issue. 

She recommended that researchers needed to bear in mind that the data they 

gathered offered a specific kind of evidence, rather than ‘all-revealing slices’ through 

the topic under research (Irwin 2006 p. 3).  

Glaser (2002a) declared that regardless of the source or the combination of data 

collection methods, everything that happened in and around the research scene 

could be regarded as data. He rejected the view that data could be biased, 

misinterpreted, objective or subjective in grounded theory. He considered that all 

information should be received by the researcher and therefore be open to 

interpretation. Glaser drew a clear distinction between grounded theory and 

qualitative data analysis. He stated that while grounded theory offered freedom by 

abstracting the theory from the constraints of time and place, qualitative data 

analysis was limited by a preoccupation with accurate description.  

There has been on-going, often heated, debate about the defining qualities of 

grounded theory since its inception in 1967. A schism has occurred between 

researchers who consider that they are using a ‘pure’ form of grounded theory, and 

those who believe that all approaches should evolve and be open to interpretation. A 

brief deliberation of the history and development of the method will now be 

presented. 
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3.6 The development of grounded theory 

Grounded theory methodology and methods were first described by Barney Glaser 

and Anselm Strauss in ‘Awareness of Dying’ (Glaser and Strauss 1965), which 

explored attitudes towards death and the process of dying. Their research 

contributed to challenging the existing approaches towards end of life care, which 

they viewed as detrimental to the social and psychological wellbeing of patients, their 

families and their care givers. This book set out the belief that substantive theory 

which remained true to empirical research could not be created by the application of 

a formal theory. The substantive theory must first be constructed to determine which 

elements of the diverse array of formal theories would lead to improved 

understanding of the topic under consideration. Subsequently, the substantive theory 

could extend the formal theory and might even produce ‘new formal theory grounded 

on careful comparative research’ (Glaser and Strauss 1965 p. 276). They 

acknowledged that the grounded nature of the theory might be specific to a certain 

area, but suggested that it also had the potential to be of wider significance.  

These themes were developed in the seminal text ‘The Discovery of Grounded 

Theory’ (Glaser and Strauss 1967). This book has been regarded, at least in part, as 

a reaction against the emphasis on theory verification and the over-reliance on 

scientifically testable research that was prevalent in sociology in the late 1960s, 

particularly in America. That approach was encouraged by advances in quantitative 

methods which provided the means to test unconfirmed theories with apparently 

factual, reliably verifiable data. Qualitative research projects, in the main, were 

relegated to the role of exploratory studies, undertaken to indicate the direction of 

quantitative studies, or to fulfil the function of quantifying qualitative data. 

Glaser and Strauss (1967) claimed that one of the reasons for this demise was that 

qualitative research methods were underdeveloped in terms of their ability to ensure 

accuracy and reliability. They were anxious to indicate that a clash between 

qualitative and quantitative methods of data collection was by no means inevitable or 

desirable. They maintained that each had its place, not in testing the veracity of the 

other, but rather to be used in comparison to generate theory.  

Glaser and Strauss asserted that new sociological situations called for innovative 

interpretations and methods that were able to respond to and embrace changes in 

society. The motivation to write ‘The Discovery of Grounded Theory’ had been 

prompted by the pressure exerted on ‘all sociologists to clarify and codify all 

research operations’ irrespective of the type or intention of the study (Glaser and 

Strauss 1967 p. 16).  

They maintained that theory based on data would be hard to refute or replace and 

ensured longevity, although modifications might occur in the event of new 

information being uncovered. Glaser and Strauss contended that it was not possible 

to create an adequate theory independent of the process that generated it. They 
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contrasted the deductive methods of many sociologists with their own inductive 

approach that was central to grounded theory. 

Generating a theory meant that concepts or hypotheses were derived from the data 

and developed systematically in relation to the data. They recognised that outside 

sources could provide conceptual insights, but these needed to earn incorporation 

into the theory if a disparity between the empirical world and the theory was to be 

avoided. Crucially, the theory should fit the data, rather than the data being 

manipulated to fit the theory. 

Glaser and Strauss stressed that the collection, coding and analysis of data should 

be concurrent, and should ‘blur and intertwine continually, from the beginning of an 

investigation to its end’ (Glaser and Strauss 1967 p. 43). They believed that any 

separation of these activities would hamper the generation of theory as opportunities 

to pursue analytical ideas stimulated by new data or codes would be lost or at least 

curtailed. 

They suggested that planning further data collection in advance of the emerging 

theory was a common feature of research preoccupied with verification and 

description and should be avoided. Data sampling and investigation should be 

indicated according to theoretical criteria. They rejected the idea that judging non-

comparable groups should be discouraged as a misguided attempt to eliminate the 

variables that could affect accuracy. Instead, they advocated theoretical sampling as 

an approach that would maintain the focus on the purpose of the research, rather 

than on the rules of evidence. 

‘The Discovery of Grounded Theory’ suggested four interrelated features for the 

practical application of grounded theory. The theory should fit the substantive area 

where it was to be employed, and should be readily understood by people working in 

that area. The theory needed to be general enough to be relevant to a diverse range 

of situations and it should allow whoever used the theory to exert a measure of 

control over the structures and processes of the situations over time. Glaser and 

Strauss made it clear that although the theory should be understandable and could 

be applied by laymen, it could only be developed by professionally trained 

sociologists. 

Perhaps the book’s over-riding theme was the need to refute the claims that 

qualitative research did not produce credible findings.  They called on social 

scientists to resist the temptation to move towards ‘a compulsive scientism’ (Glaser 

and Strauss 1967 p. 227). They aimed to demonstrate that credible, plausible 

research findings could be produced through accuracy of data and a fully integrated 

theory. They insisted that, in contrast to physical science, sociologists were 

investigating rapidly evolving social structures, and needed to explore, and 

sometimes discover, emerging structures. The emphasis on ‘being scientific’ was 

inappropriate in this environment. 
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The authors were clear that although the tenets of grounded theory were extensively 

discussed, ‘The Discovery of Grounded Theory’ was never intended to be an 

exemplar. From the outset, they emphasised that the book was a starting point. They 

offered examples rather than ‘clear-cut procedures and definitions, because…we 

believe our slight knowledge makes any formulation premature’ (Glaser and Strauss 

1967 p.1). 

In spite of these protestations, the book was hugely influential and continues to exert 

enormous influence today. Bryant and Charmaz (2010 p. 4) contended that Glaser 

and Strauss had left ‘indelible marks’ on the method they founded, to a much greater 

extent than was usual with other innovators of research methods. The manner of 

their professional break up, and subsequent disagreements over the direction the 

method should take, also aroused great interest and debate.  

Their initial collaboration occurred at a time when both Glaser and Strauss were 

recovering from the death of a close family member. In the aftermath of these 

events, they may have been motivated by a common desire to unravel and make 

sense of their experiences, in a way that perhaps was difficult to sustain in the long-

term because of their differing backgrounds. Glaser was a student of Paul Lazarsfeld 

and Robert K. Merton at Columbia University where the emphasis was on 

quantitative, scientific research into sociological issues. Strauss was a member of 

the Chicago School which took the stance that qualitative methodologies were the 

most appropriate to study social phenomena, and was heavily influenced by Mead, 

Dewey and Peirce.  

The dichotomy of their approaches to grounded theory, following the severance of 

their professional partnership, contributed to the differing interpretations of the 

method that now abound. Bryant and Charmaz (2010 p. 9) drew attention to the 

ways that Glaser and Strauss had ‘changed, modified, or eliminated major 

methodological strategies’. They suggested this had led to uncertainty about the core 

features of the method. Many practitioners questioned whether their own 

interpretation was a valid contribution that demonstrated the flexibility of the method, 

or a ‘hybrid’ that challenged its integrity. They expressed concerns over whether the 

method should be viewed as ‘prescriptive, advisory or heuristic’. Bryant and 

Charmaz (2010 p. 10) contended that ‘the subsequent trajectories’ of Glaser and 

Strauss discouraged researchers from viewing their books as ‘a basis for a sustained 

and seamless understanding’ of the grounded theory method. 
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3.7 Selected interpretations of grounded theory 

Discussions regarding the range of approaches to grounded theory methodology 

have dominated many research papers, leading some commentators to write about 

‘a growing fundamentalism’ in grounded theory research (Suddaby 2006 p. 638). He 

indicated the widening disparity between those who wrote about grounded theory 

and those who actually used the method.  

Suddaby emphasised that he did not wish to condemn any aspirations to improve 

the method. He recognised the need for a tension between pure methodologists and 

practitioners if the method was to develop. However, he expressed concern about 

books which outlined a simplified, streamlined approach to grounded theory and 

appeared to ignore the ‘pragmatic core’ of the method. This had the potential to 

impact on the practical application of the method which was, and should remain, at 

its heart. 

Bryant and Charmaz (2010) referred to the contested status of grounded theory 

which incorporated differing interpretations and applications of the method. Birks and 

Mills (2011) emphasised the difference between a methodological framework 

supported by philosophical principles that influenced the entire research study, and 

methods, the practical procedures used to collate and analyse data. They suggested 

that a criticism that could legitimately be levelled against Glaser and Strauss, was 

that initially at least, they did not adequately consider the ‘methodology/methods 

package’ but instead confined themselves to describing strategies and techniques 

(Birks and Mills 2011 p. 5). 

Perhaps the most marked divergence of approach to grounded theory has been 

between practitioners who followed the Glaserian interpretation of the method, and 

those who adhered to the version outlined by Anselm Strauss.  

Glaser has continued to focus on what he considers to be ‘traditional’ or classical 

grounded theory and has rejected any stance that he deemed might restrict the 

potential of the emerging theory. This appears to have been predicated on his desire 

to move researchers away from the focus on description that he considered 

overshadowed qualitative data analysis.  

Glaser declared that conceptualisation, achieved through the constant comparative 

process, could also be regarded as ‘timeless. It had the effect of increasing the 

applicability of a theory, whereas descriptions would soon date. He made the rather 

provocative statement that ‘….in putting a constraint on conjectural 

theory……grounded theory gained theoretical leverage for social psychology in 

generating theory that could be trusted as fitting and relevant to the data’ (Glaser 

2002b p. 32). He argued that grounded theory had made social theory accountable, 

and had ‘rescued’ it from the growing hostility it attracted. He believed this had been 

caused by the impenetrability and irrelevance of much research which meant that 

laypeople struggled to realise its potential.  
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Perhaps unsurprisingly, rhetoric of this sort caused alienation among many sectors 

of the research community. Kelle (2005) highlighted the ‘exaggerated truth claims’ 

made by Glaser that served to accentuate the differences between ‘traditional’ 

grounded theory and other forms of qualitative data analysis. Thomas and James 

(2006) disputed the status of the theory produced during grounded theory inquiry 

and were sceptical about the assertion that it could be discovered. They challenged 

the claim that grounded theory produced better ’predictive and explanatory 

outcomes’ than alternative methods and warned that grounded theorists ran the risk 

of squandering the best elements of qualitative research. 

Latterly, Glaser has concentrated on encouraging the focus on conceptualisation and 

abstraction, and advocating the development of formal grounded theory (FGT) which 

he defined as the ‘conceptual extension of the general implications of a core 

category’ (Glaser in Bryant and Charmaz (Eds) 2010 p.111). Glaser (2011) 

emphasised the necessity of conceptualisation in achieving a theory that could be 

abstracted from any one substantive area. He accused the procedures detailed by 

Strauss and Corbin of forcing descriptions on the theory in the misguided belief that 

this would provide context. Glaser maintained that in losing abstraction, the 

generalisability of the theory was also lost. 

Fundamental differences between Glaser and Strauss concerning the coding system 

developed and described by Strauss and Corbin provided the catalyst for the 

professional split that occurred. Strauss recognised that many researchers, 

particularly inexperienced researchers, had difficulty in generating genuine 

categories. He was motivated to create a less complicated way of encouraging 

engagement with the grounded theory methods to which he was so committed.  

Strauss and Corbin devised a coding paradigm which aimed to provide researchers 

with a framework that would enable them to code, categorise and negotiate a way 

through the plethora of data without becoming overwhelmed by the process. The 

coding paradigm was designed to be used during the axial coding stage to support 

the researcher to ‘think systematically about data and to relate them in very complex 

ways’ (Strauss and Corbin 1990 p. 99). Axial coding defined the dimensions of a 

category and identified its relationships. This process allowed data that had been 

fragmented during analysis to be reconstituted into a coherent entity. 

Glaser accused Strauss of betraying the ethos of grounded theory, alleging axial 

coding and the use of a coding paradigm would not allow categories to emerge, but 

would force categories on the data, manipulating the emerging theory.  

Glaser used coding families to develop theoretical sensitivity. Kelle (2006) suggested 

that although Glaser’s accusation of forcing could not be entirely dismissed, the 

criticism had been overstated. He maintained that the benefits of Glaser’s approach 

were limited because Glaser’s ‘unsystematic list of theoretical terms’ were of little 

help to novice researchers, while established, experienced practitioners with broad 
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theoretical knowledge would have little need for the coding family list (Kelle 2006 p. 

12).  

Corbin and Strauss (2008) argued that analysts had concentrated on the specifics of 

the coding paradigm rather than focusing on its utility and the logic behind its design. 

Corbin contended that a preoccupation with strategies in data ‘rigidifies the analytic 

process’, resulting in technically correct findings, but without the ‘creativity and 

feeling that give qualitative research its soul’ (Corbin and Strauss 2008 p. 90). 

Glaser and Strauss acknowledged the contribution of creative inspiration that had 

always been a feature of grounded theory. They advocated a combination of insights 

generated by the research, which was close to the data, aligned with existing 

awareness gained from the literature. They discussed the ‘precarious balance’ 

between reading extensively beforehand, avoiding the literature until after the 

fieldwork, and periodically consulting the literature for stimulation. Subsequent 

grounded theorists appear to have heeded the warning that covering all the literature 

before commencing research ‘increases the probability of brutally destroying one’s 

potentialities as a theorist’. Perhaps fewer have paid attention to the invitation to 

formulate their own approaches ‘there is no ready formula of course: one can only 

experiment…’ (Glaser and Strauss 1967 p. 253). 

Kelle (2005) identified crucial differences between the approaches of Strauss and 

Glaser.  Glaser’s academic background had provided a wide range of theoretical 

concepts that allowed him to integrate, relate or dismiss theories without reference to 

external sources. As a co-founder of the method, he also had a clear vision and an 

intimate knowledge of how the method could and should be used. However, many 

inexperienced researchers required time to begin to develop this ease with grounded 

theory methods. They were in need of the procedural ‘safety net’ of the coding 

paradigm to provide the confidence to engage with the complexities of the data, and 

the space to acquire the requisite skills to utilise grounded theory methods.  

Corbin and Strauss (2008) believed that social research should reflect the complexity 

of the issue it sought to explore, although they acknowledged that capturing 

everything was impossible. Strauss recognised the tension between representing the 

complexity of social phenomena and the need to conceptualise. ‘How not to avoid 

the complexity nor distort interpretation of it by oversimplifying it out of 

existence?....Abstraction (theory) inevitably simplifies, yet to comprehend deeply, to 

order, some degree of abstraction is necessary’ (Strauss 1993 p. 12). 

Many second generation grounded theorists acknowledge their debt to Glaser and 

Strauss. Charmaz (2006) described her social constructivist approach to grounded 

theory as being inspired by the grounded theory emphasis of Glaser, and the ‘fluidity’ 

of Strauss, which she believed derived as much from social interactionism and 

pragmatism as grounded theory.   
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Charmaz (2006 p. 179) suggested that the focus on the ‘cloak of objectivity’ had 

diverted attention away from the ‘interactive strength’ of the method. Glaser’s 

positivist, objectivist perspective had explained and expanded basic grounded 

techniques but had resonated with fewer researchers than the methods developed 

by Strauss, and Strauss and Corbin. These versions appeared more accessible, and 

had gained a wider following, but they had also resulted in a method that was 

significantly more concerned with technique and procedure.  

Charmaz (2006) advocated adopting a more reflexive stance that would maintain 

interaction with the data and would encourage abstract interpretation. This approach 

acknowledged and combined the best of Glaser and Strauss’ original work. She 

regarded grounded theory as a systematic but flexible methodology, governed by 

general principles rather than formulaic rules. Charmaz perceived grounded theory 

research as essentially open-ended, with the emphasis on fluid, interactive 

engagement with the data. She believed that abstraction would be promoted through 

a process of comparative analysis. 

Central to Charmaz’ methodological philosophy was the importance of the 

researcher’s interaction with the entire process. This relationship established the 

direction of the analytical process and the interpretation of the emerging analyses 

rather than external sources. She firmly believed that the researcher could not, and 

should not, be separate from what was being studied. Loftland and Loftland (1995) 

also discussed the necessity of the researcher being personally and emotionally 

engaged with their research study. They did not underestimate the methodological 

and ethical difficulties that might arise as a result of this engagement, but they 

vehemently believed that without it, the quality of the study would be put in jeopardy.  

Glaser viewed the role of the researcher as a variable that needed to be taken into 

account and declared that constructivism was another way of legitimising forcing of 

the data. Charmaz argued that the vision of the observer shaped everything within 

the study. Values and facts were intrinsically inter-related in a way that Glaser’s 

research methods had not reflected.  

Considerable controversy has been caused by the role, extent and timing of the 

literature review within grounded theory. The debate has polarised between those 

who advocate an early literature review, on the grounds that it can increase the 

possibility of theoretical sensitivity, and those who warn that this potential benefit is 

overshadowed by the risk of preconceived ideas manipulating the data.  

Suddaby (2006 p. 634) declared that a grounded theory approach was ‘not an 

excuse to ignore the literature’. He suggested that embarking on research without 

the clear structure that a literature review could provide would result in unstructured 

manuscripts that would fail to meet the criteria for publication, thereby nullifying the 

potential dissemination of the findings. He believed this represented a serious 
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misreading of the seminal texts and was dubious that prior knowledge and 

experience could be disregarded in any meaningful way.  

Glaser and Strauss (1967 p. 63) appeared to acknowledge the contribution that 

literature might make to theory development. ‘The researcher only has to discover 

the voices in the library’. They advocated an approach that allowed for the discovery 

of accidents, stating that a researcher ‘ought to permit himself time to browse in 

unfamiliar journals…’(Glaser and Strauss 1967 p. 175). 

Sensitivity to subtleties in the data was enhanced through awareness of numerous 

theoretical codes (Glaser 1978). Charmaz (2006) posed the question of whether 

these codes could be applied effectively if little was understood about the work from 

which they were derived.   

Charmaz viewed the function of a literature review as providing clarification of the 

researchers’ ideas, enabling the reader to enter the theoretical dialogue and a 

means of increasing theoretical sensitivity. It allowed the researcher to demonstrate 

where the work was situated in the existing literature, identifying points of 

agreement, contradiction and extension of previous contributions.  

This view was echoed by Corbin and Strauss (2008) who suggested that previous 

work could point to under-explored areas or highlight contradictions or anomalies 

that could benefit from further development. Bryant and Charmaz (2010) noted that 

the advice to delay an exploration of the literature until the theory was sufficiently 

grounded usually emanated from experienced researchers who had developed an 

extensive knowledge of key concepts.  

Inexperienced researchers could encounter difficulties during data analysis if anxiety 

about imposing prior knowledge or forcing the data resulted in ‘an insurmountable 

mass’ of information (Kelle 2010 p. 196). Potentially, every word could adopt 

significance, thereby paralysing rather than facilitating analysis. Kelle suggested that 

refraining from forcing data through the application of preconceived concepts, and 

using theoretical sensitivity whilst doing so, were hard to reconcile.  

The discussion relating to the literature review highlights just one debate regarding 

the evolution of grounded theory methodology. The apparent inconsistencies 

inherent in grounded theory methodology have motivated some commentators to 

question the merit of the methods. At times, discussions concerning the minutiae of 

the methodology have seemed to dominate the conversation, overshadowing the 

value and application of the research findings themselves. A brief consideration of 

some of these criticisms will now be presented.  
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3.8 Criticisms and limitations of grounded theory 

Commentators have raised concerns about data handling and the apparently 

cavalier attitude towards the accurate representation of the participants’ voices. 

Glaser (2004) discussed the need to ‘transcend the strictures of worrisome accuracy’ 

in the pursuit of abstraction. He considered that the conceptual aims of the grounded 

theory method would be downgraded if too much attention was focused on the need 

to accurately reflect participants’ voices. Strauss also warned against a 

preoccupation with the accuracy of interview data. He advocated the use of field 

notes which captured the researcher’s impressions rather than over-reliance on line 

by line analysis which ran the risk of developing a description of social processes 

rather than a theoretical overview.  

Bryant (2003) pondered the potential incompatibility between the need for grounded 

theory to have ‘fit’ and relevance, and the apparent dismissal of the importance of 

accuracy. He concluded that Glaser in particular had been motivated by a desire to 

‘drive a conceptual wedge’ between grounded theory methods and other forms of 

qualitative data analysis.  

There was unease about the researcher’s assessment of significance taking 

precedence over the contributions of participants who were actually experiencing the 

phenomenon under investigation. It could be argued that an inherent tension might 

exist between this stance and the maintenance of researcher neutrality that remains 

a feature of classic grounded theory methodology. 

Strauss (1987) considered the coding process encouraged fracturing of data that 

allowed the researcher freedom from description and encouraged abstraction. Other 

observers were less certain of its benefits. Robrecht (1995 p.171) declared that the 

emphasis on coding shifted the focus from the data towards procedures, 

encouraging researchers ‘to look for data rather than look at data’.  

Suddaby (2006 p.638) referred to a ‘neurotic overemphasis on coding’. He believed 

that a rigorous, mechanical application of procedures might represent diligent 

adherence to methods. However, without creative insight, the resultant research 

would be unlikely to be of high quality. He also suggested that without considerable 

interpretive concentration at the coding stage, open codes, categories and 

conceptual or theoretical codes had the potential to become increasingly removed 

from both the data and the original focus of inquiry.  

Suddaby acknowledged that grounded theory methodology was never conceived 

around the presentation of ‘raw’ data. The stories of individual participants, although 

interesting, were not in themselves the centre of the investigation. These narratives 

were valued for the insights they might provide regarding the social processes under 

examination, and therefore should be subject to abstraction and conceptualisation.  
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Schatzman (1991) considered the tendency of grounded theory research to focus on 

discovering a single social process to be an over-simplification of the rich diversity of 

processes that might reflect the social situation more accurately. He believed that 

conceptualising too early in the research process would result in a less 

comprehensive view of the phenomena. Delaying conceptualisation could reduce the 

possibility of distance emerging between the data and the researcher and might also 

prevent the premature closure of analysis. 

The criticisms of Thomas and James (2006) were of a more fundamental nature. 

They questioned whether it was possible, or more pertinently, desirable to 

commence a study without preconceived ideas. They believed that a priori 

assumptions were unavoidable and determined whether research was meaningful or 

realistic. They took the view that grounded theory procedures might diminish ‘the rich 

complexity of a situation to relatively safe external causal relationships’ (Thomas and 

James 2006 p.783).  

They also took exception to the concept that the narrative needed to be fractured in 

order for the real meaning to emerge. They believed that this was in direct contrast 

to the respect and sensitivity that qualitative researchers should display towards the 

subtle nuances of individual stories.  They raised concerns that grounded theory 

methods undermined the prominence given to those who might not otherwise have a 

voice, a central tenet of qualitative research. Thomas and James (2006 p.791) 

resented the implication that the knowledge of the participants needed ‘in some way 

to be sanitised for it to become transparent to rational people’.  

Some of the denigration of grounded theory methodology has originated from 

researchers alienated by the grandiose claims made for the method. Much of the 

debate has centred on doubts concerning the nature of the theory generated. Layder 

(1998) considered grounded theory procedures highlighted the obvious at the 

expense of more subtle social connections. He believed that theory development 

should be guided by the data and not limited by it. The assertion that grounded 

theory should be recognisable to the study participants constrained the analysis 

because it would exclude interpretations that they might not be expected to make.  

There has been dispute over the legitimacy of evidence claiming that theory 

generation was superior to everyday observation. Thomas and James (2006) 

suggested that the methodology failed because it promised too much and doubted 

whether ‘ground’ with its connotations of fixedness and solidity could be reconciled 

with the interpretive, mutable, flexible qualities that they believed should characterise 

qualitative inquiry. Attempting to transform participants’ narratives via complex 

procedural devices that sought to achieve neutrality and distance undermined 

qualitative inquiry. 

However, grounded theorists might argue by that if the outcome of the research was 

intended to improve the fortunes of the participants, a degree of distance would be 
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necessary in order to translate, conceptualise and abstract their contributions into a 

form that could be utilised. The crux of the debate was whether or not that form 

constituted ‘theory’. 

Some critics, including Thomas and James (2006), contended that for true discovery 

to take place, it needed to be unfettered by procedural constraints. They suggested 

that it was curious that grounded theory methodology should continue to be so 

attracted to method while natural science had become more reflexive and less 

certain about its benefits. However, it would be an overstatement to imply that 

science had rejected method wholesale. Many ground-breaking discoveries have 

been enabled by long periods of painstaking, often tedious procedure. Perhaps what 

was important to remember was that the procedural process should not become 

more significant than the outcome.  

Many second generation grounded theorists, (Charmaz (2006), Clarke (2005)) did 

not advocate strict adherence to procedural rules. They proposed that theory should 

be constructed flexibly, taking account of the researcher’s standpoint. Some people 

have questioned whether this could be regarded as grounded theory or whether it 

constitutes method slurring. Others (Dey 2010, Stern 2009) suggested that it was 

essential that any research methodology should evolve if it was to keep pace with 

the changes taking place in the social situations it was attempting to investigate. This 

was not a rejection of previous approaches, but an acceptance that approaches 

might require modification to meet current and future challenges in qualitative 

research.  

Cautionary voices have been raised regarding grounded theory procedures even 

from researchers not philosophically opposed to coding and theory generation. 

Goulding (1999) warned of potential problems if care was not taken to explore the 

ways in which categories related to one another during theoretical coding processes. 

She suggested that it would be eminently suited to exploring process and changes in 

behaviour because the methodology was equipped to cope with ambiguity, but 

doubted whether the methodology would be welcomed by researchers who were 

uncomfortable with uncertainty.  Goulding highlighted the need to recognise that the 

methods were time-consuming, often frustrating, and that the research could be 

taken ‘in a number of different directions before a plausible theory starts to emerge’ 

(Goulding 1999 p.19). 

The consideration of some of the potential limitations connected with grounded 

theory methodology has highlighted some concerns about the approach. Many of 

these anxieties have related to grounded theorists’ respect for the processes 

involved, with regard to the rigour and credibility of the method. Critics might interpret 

this as a failure to embrace the fundamental features of qualitative research, 

resulting from an over-preoccupation with procedure and extravagant claims that 

cannot be defined or substantiated. Detractors would allege that this has undermined 

the salient features of qualitative research. 
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Confusion regarding the relative merits of differing grounded theory approaches has 

clouded the debate. Experienced grounded theorists have been caught up in the 

controversy surrounding some of its features, resulting in often vitriolic 

disagreements between exponents of classical grounded theory and those who 

advocate a different approach. Goulding (1999) called for transparency in outlining 

the stance adopted by grounded theorists. She advocated that researchers should 

specify exactly which approach to grounded theory they had adopted to avoid 

misunderstandings over terminology and procedure. 

Awareness of the criticisms and possible pitfalls inherent in any methodological 

approach is crucial. This knowledge should provide the opportunity to avoid, design 

out, or at least ameliorate some of the potentially contentious aspects of the method. 

The information should enable the researcher to identify and address any personal 

ambiguities towards the research methodology selected. These can be made explicit 

to allow an informed judgement of the merits and limitations of the study, and an 

appreciation of the values that may have influenced the process.  

 

This research project has adopted a social constructivist approach to grounded 

theory methodology. The influence of the researcher on those procedures is 

acknowledged, and an account of the grounded theory approach employed in the 

current study is presented. The design, methods and processes of the research are 

discussed and explored in greater depth in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 4 Design of the research study 

This chapter will document the stages of the research process and the reasons for 

the decisions that were taken. It will detail the ethical issues that were considered to 

ensure that the study respected the well-being of the participants. It will briefly outline 

data collection methods before discussing the specific approaches that characterise 

a grounded theory research study: memo writing; coding; categorising; and theory 

generation. This chapter intends to justify and explicitly acknowledge the reasons for 

the particular interpretation of grounded theory methodology adopted by the 

researcher and the impact that this interpretation may have on the course of the 

research. 
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4.1 Geographical context of the current study 

 

 FD Childhood 
Studies 

BA (Hons) top-up 
Childhood Studies 

BA (Hons) top-up 
in related subject 

FEI 1 ✓  - - 

FEI 2 ✓  ✓  - 

FEI 3 ✓  - ✓  

University - ✓  - 

 

Fig 2 Foundation Degree/Honours degree provision 

 

The current study was conceived with the aim of exploring the experiences of groups 

of non-traditional students as they negotiated the transition between Foundation 

Degree and full degree study. The research was conducted with groups of students 

in four different sites across South Wales, the validating University, and three partner 

colleges, FEI 1, FEI 2, and FEI 3. All students were studying Childhood Studies, 

either at Foundation Degree or Honours degree level. 

The colleges were selected because each student group had the potential to offer a 

different perspective on the transition process. On successful completion of their FDs 

some students opted to utilise their qualification in the workplace, often formalising 

many years of practical experience. Many others regarded it as the stepping stone to 

acquiring a full degree. Former Foundation Degree graduates had been successful 

in accessing a variety of different programmes, including social work, psychology, 

nursing and teaching. However, the most popular option with previous student 

cohorts had been to top-up to an Honours degree in Childhood Studies or a related 

subject such as Social Care Studies. 

The University co-ordinated, administered and validated the Foundation Degree in 

Childhood Studies but did not deliver the course. However, it did provide a part-time 

qualification which allowed eligible students to ‘top-up’ to an Honours degree in 

Childhood Studies. The University and its partner colleges met together regularly to 

ensure standardisation and to enhance effective working practices. The University 

was undoubtedly the senior partner, and the differences in working practices 

between HE and FE sectors that were highlighted by Parry and Callender (2012) in 

Chapter 1 were in evidence. However, the meetings encouraged open dialogue 

between the partners in a supportive environment, partly as a result of the personal 

relationships that had developed. Foskett (2005 p. 355) commented that while trust 

between organisations was rare, trust between individuals was the ‘cement in the 

relationship’ that ensured sustainability.  
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FEI 1 delivered the FD in Childhood Studies at its campus, approximately 8 ½ miles 

away from the University, but did not offer any Level 6 courses within the institution. 

Perhaps because of its geographical proximity to the University, students from this 

college who wished to obtain a full degree usually decided to study at the partner 

University.  

FEI 2 was the longest standing partner of the University and had written the original 

Foundation Degree programme in Childhood Studies. The college was situated 

approximately 95 miles away from the University. As a consequence of the 

considerable distance, this college had established its own part-time top-up Honours 

course which many of its students elected to follow. 

FEI 3 offered the Foundation Degree but not the full degree in Childhood Studies, 

although a long established part-time Level 6 programme in a related subject, the BA 

(Hons) Social Care Studies, existed within the college. FEI 3 was situated 

approximately 55 miles from the University. However, the transport infrastructure 

ensured that the journey to the University was far more viable for FEI 3 students than 

for students from FEI 2, particularly when studying on a part-time basis. It had 

proved to be a feasible choice for previous student cohorts. 

The researcher worked within FEI 3, a further education college which offered a 

range of higher education provision in partnership with the University. The impetus to 

embark on the research study was driven by a number of imperatives.  

The University had become increasingly active in encouraging close links with its 

partner colleges resulting in greater prominence being given to the challenges of 

meeting the needs of higher education students within a further education 

environment. Welsh Government HE policies continued to support Foundation 

Degrees. This support, together with rising tuition fees, had raised the profile of FDs 

as a cost effective route to a degree. FD graduate numbers were expected to 

continue to expand. Therefore, understanding the key features of this particular 

transition process would become increasingly important. 

Crucially, although past students had progressed successfully from Foundation 

Degrees in Childhood Studies and had achieved Honours degrees, anecdotal 

impressions suggested that this was an easier process for some students than for 

others. There had not been any research conducted across the partnership to 

understand the nature of the transition. Information that might provide a more 

comprehensive understanding of the process had not previously been collated. 

Therefore, it was difficult to ascertain whether this important process was being 

managed as effectively as possible.  
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4.2 Initial planning  

A detailed proposal was submitted to ensure that the design of the current study was 

suitable for the small-scale research that had been outlined (Appendix 1). It was of 

paramount importance to ensure that ethical considerations were central from the 

outset. The British Educational Research Association (BERA 2011 p.5) stipulated 

that ‘Individuals should be treated fairly, sensitively, with dignity, and within an ethic 

of respect and freedom from prejudice….’ BERA recommended that the ‘ethic of 

respect’ should apply to the researcher and any individuals participating in the 

research, directly or indirectly. The proposal was provisionally accepted by the 

University in November 2009. The documentation was sent to the Faculty Ethics 

Committee and approval was granted in May 2010.  

A detailed plan had to be submitted for scrutiny to adhere to registration and ethics 

regulations.  However, grounded theory demanded that researchers should enter the 

field without preconceived ideas. The schism between Glaser and Strauss had been 

related to this issue. Glaser remained convinced of the merits of ‘abstract 

wonderment’ (Glaser 1992 p.22). Corbin and Strauss (2008) took a more pragmatic 

view that acknowledged the pressure of producing a focused research topic from the 

very beginning.  

Charmaz (2006 p.30) raised concerns that providing comprehensive descriptions of 

the planned research was ‘inconsistent with the emergent nature of qualitative 

research in general and grounded theory methods in particular’.   She advocated 

couching the research question(s) or aim(s) in the broadest possible terms. This 

would avoid being restricted to a narrow area of study that might interfere with 

grounded theory methods and could also provoke criticism from grounded theorists 

who might review the work. The research proposal was drafted in accordance with 

this advice. 

The ‘fluid, dynamic nature’ of grounded theory inquiry offered great flexibility to 

define the core features of a phenomenon (Birks and Mills 2011 p.25).  However, this 

could not be viewed as an excuse for ignoring the vital role of planning within 

research design because of its potential effect on the quality of the completed work. 

However, this did not preclude frequent refinement of the original proposal during the 

project. Charmaz (2006) argued that if the design was too rigid new theories would 

be unlikely to emerge, and confirmation or rejection of previously determined beliefs 

would result. However, planning is not inevitably synonymous with an inflexible, 

tunnel vision approach. Failure to identify the parameters of the work may result in 

an imprecise topic which may produce disparate, unfocused outcomes. Cohen et al. 

(2011 p.73) stated that everyone involved in research or utilising the findings should 

have the expectation that it had been conducted ‘rigorously, scrupulously and in an 

ethically defensible manner.”  
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4.3 Ethical considerations 

Before embarking on data collection it was essential to consider the ethical issues 

relating to the process. Identifying ethical issues at the beginning of a grounded 

research study can prove to be problematic because its core feature relies on on-

going data analysis to determine the direction of the study thus making it difficult to 

accurately predict the necessary data sources or sample size.  

The research project was conducted with groups of students from the three further 

education colleges, and students in the University. Permission was sought from the 

Principals of each of the colleges. Each Principal required a letter giving an outline of 

the project and details of the student groups who were being asked to participate. 

Each Principal was informed that the researcher was seeking approval from the 

relevant Ethics Committee at the University. The Ethics Committee at the University 

requested full details of the proposal, the completion of an Ethics Approval form, the 

chronology of the study, and draft copies of all documentation to be circulated during 

the project (Appendices 1-6). 

Following submission of the research proposal, the Ethics Committee required 

further clarification regarding two matters. The Committee wanted to be certain that 

data would be stored in a secure manner. All physical data was to be held in a 

locked filing cabinet. All electronic data was stored on password-protected 

computers. Both types of data were subject to the Data Protection Act 1998. After 

the study, the information was to be archived in accordance with the University 

guidelines. The Committee also sought reassurance that participants would be 

notified that their recorded interviews would be transcribed, and that these 

transcriptions would be subject to similar security measures. 

Both issues were related to the crucial importance of protecting a participant’s 

confidentiality. Cohen et al. (2011) underlined the need to make participants aware 

of the boundaries of confidentiality, given that total anonymity was difficult to 

guarantee in life studies. If participants were considered to be too easily identifiable 

Nachmias and Nachmias (1992) recommended altering the data. These adjustments 

included constructing ‘average persons’ rather than supplying individual details, and 

deliberately introducing errors while leaving the aggregate data intact. Care was 

required to ensure that these changes would not affect the results in any substantive 

respect. 

Closely allied to the need to respect confidentiality was the need to obtain a 

participant’s informed consent prior to any involvement in the research. BERA 

(2011p.5) stated that it was essential that researchers made sure that ‘all 

participants in a research study understand the process in which they are to be 

engaged’. It was recommended that this understanding extended to the reasons for 

their participation in the research and the dissemination of any findings. 
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An information sheet was circulated which explained the aims of the research project 

and the extent of the participant’s involvement. The sheet stated that any personal or 

professional details provided would be regarded as strictly confidential. They would 

not be used for any purpose other than that outlined. If, in future, the results of the 

study were presented at professional meetings, or published in a professional 

journal, the participant’s name or any other identifying information would not be 

revealed. It was emphasised that prospective participants were under no obligation 

to continue involvement in the study, even if consent had initially been given. 

Withdrawal from the project, at any stage, would not result in penalty. The right to 

refuse to answer any question, written or oral, was stressed. These assurances were 

reiterated verbally before distribution of the information sheet, consent form, 

biographical data sheet, and prior to both group and individual interviews. 

Prospective participants were given the relevant documentation two weeks before 

consent was sought in order to allow time for a considered response. Contact details 

of the researcher were supplied so that any queries or concerns could be explored in 

more detail on an individual basis. They were also given contact details of someone 

independent of the study, who could be contacted if they wanted to discuss any 

aspects of the project further. Central to the concept of informed consent was that 

the terminology used in any documentation was well defined and unambiguous. It 

was hoped that in view of the nature of the courses they were following, students 

who were asked to participate in the current study would have an appreciation of 

consent and confidentiality. However, this was not assumed to be the case and 

understanding was confirmed.  
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4.4 Pilot Study 

To ascertain whether the documentation was clear and would elicit the range of 

responses anticipated, a pilot study was conducted with three members of staff and 

a group of 16 HE students who were studying within FEI 3, following a course in a 

different subject area. Cohen et al (2011) advocated the inclusion of a pilot study to 

confirm whether questionnaires, information sheets and consent forms were 

readable, unambiguous and the content appropriate.  

The feedback was positive. One student raised a concern that the biographical data 

sheet might not be inclusive, stating that questions 1 and 6 did not include an option 

to state that a person had a registered disability or was living with a carer. After 

discussion with the group and with colleagues, it was felt that the existing format 

allowed for this information to be provided and the documentation was not altered. 

The outline schedule for the semi-structured group and individual interviews was 

also scrutinised before data collection commenced. An individual interview was 

conducted with a colleague, using the schedule. The recording was reviewed by an 

experienced qualitative researcher. The interview technique was assessed and 

found to be satisfactory. Silverman (2013) suggested that piloting interviews allowed 

a researcher to practice interview technique and to ascertain whether the vocabulary 

and sequencing of questions was appropriate. However Silverman also contended 

that where a constructivist approach was used, the advantages of piloting were 

limited, as the emphasis was on the co-construction of meaning between the 

interviewee and the interviewer. 
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4.5 Potential for bias 

An important issue that needed to be addressed was the potential for bias that might 

occur if the person conducting the research was also involved in teaching the 

students, as was the case with the students in FEI 3. Even though the researcher 

was not directly involved with the other groups of students, she was known to 

lecturers in the colleges and the University and her job role was not hidden from any 

student group. However, the Ethics Committee granted approval, reflecting, on 

balance, that allowing the involvement of the researcher as outlined in the proposal 

provided a valuable learning opportunity and that reasonable steps to mitigate bias 

had been taken. 

BERA (2011) recognised the particular challenges of negotiating the dual role of 

teacher and researcher and urged careful consideration of the possible impact on 

students and colleagues. To overcome these concerns, written assurance was given 

to students that they would not be pressurised to take part in the study. If a student 

initially chose to participate and later reconsidered the decision, this withdrawal 

would not be penalised in any way.  

The researcher made clear distinctions between the research project and the 

courses on which she taught. As with the other student groups, the documentation 

was distributed by a person who was independent of both the study and teaching 

team two weeks before consent was sought. The students were also given details of 

a person independent of the study with whom they would be able to discuss any 

concerns. Throughout the course of the current study, the researcher did not refer to 

the study outside the interview sessions. The ground rules preceding these sessions 

stressed that their content was confidential and completely separate from the course. 

Therefore, it was logical that any discussion was confined to those fora. 

These steps did not guarantee that students would feel sufficiently empowered to 

refuse to co-operate. It later transpired that the response rate to the biographical 

data sheet was considerably higher than might have been expected, evidence 

perhaps of a desire to please the lecturer or of concern about the possible 

repercussions of non-compliance. Either reason had the potential to distort the 

findings. Throughout the current study, the researcher was mindful of the possible 

conflicts that a dual role might cause. Greenbank (2007) recognised the tensions 

that might arise due to actual or perceived hierarchical power structures existing 

between student and lecturer. However, he suggested that efforts to operate in a 

more democratic manner often redistributed power differentials rather than 

eliminating them. Initiating a research project could be viewed as an act of power in 

itself. 

Kvale (2007 p.22) advised that dialogue between researcher and participants was 

not ‘egalitarian’ but emanated from a ‘specific power asymmetry’ determined by the 

interviewer and used for his or her purposes. Gaventa and Corneall (2006) 
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recognised that knowledge and power were often connected to the position an 

individual occupied, such as the lecturer role, if not in the person themselves.  

Foucault (1980) did not view power as residing within a specific aspect of a job role. 

He regarded the exercise of power as an action an individual could take rather than 

an implicit possession. He believed that knowledge and power were inextricably 

inter-related and that power could be productive rather than merely repressive. 

Foucault (1980 p.52) stated that the ‘exercise of power perpetually creates 

knowledge and conversely, knowledge constantly induces effects of power’. He 

refuted the belief that science and rationality were independent of constraints and 

that true knowledge could only flourish if power was renounced.  

Foucault’s philosophy regarding the interaction between power and knowledge 

appeared to indicate that a relationship between researcher and participants could 

be established on a reasonably equal basis. He believed that where there was 

power, resistance also existed. The balance of power would shift from one party to 

another. In certain circumstances, the participant, as the holder of knowledge about 

his or her perspective would be the more powerful actor. In other situations, the 

researcher, as interpreter of that knowledge might be described as holding the upper 

hand because of the potential to emphasise certain aspects. Power could also be 

exercised by withholding information, or refusing to adequately reflect the 

significance of specific facets of the picture.  

Endorsement from an ethics committee, or an equal power balance, did not in itself 

reduce the potential for unethical behaviour on the part of a researcher. Foucault 

drew the distinction between moral codes, which he regarded merely as collections 

of rules, and ethics. Ethical behaviour constituted the dialogue a person had with 

themselves and was ‘defined by the relationship of self to self’ (Foucault et al 2005 

p.221). He contended that the freedom to take decisions or to act in a certain way 

was an essential prerequisite for ethical behaviour.  

Foucault highlighted the importance of self-reflection and self-development in 

defining four elements of ethical behaviour. These included an individual’s focus for 

their moral conduct, and the motivation to acknowledge moral obligations. It was 

related to the vision of the person an individual aspired to be and the ways in which 

people transform themselves. 

Juritzen et al (2011 p.649) echoed Foucault’s idea that power was ‘omnipresent’ and 

operated at every level of society. It could not be ‘avoided, circumvented or 

neutralised’. They called for the scrutiny and analysis of power within research 

ethics, and an honest assessment of its possible influence.  

An assessment of this nature called for a high level of awareness on the part of the 

researcher. Bourdieu (2004) advocated that researchers should implement a critical 

examination of their own internal values and experiences and the effects these might 
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have on any studies. He maintained that this was the only way that a researcher 

might monitor any prejudices and prevent them from distorting a research study.  

Bourdieu claimed that reflexivity allowed assumptions that could manipulate the 

inquiry to be judged. He regarded reflexive sociology as being particularly valuable in 

maximising the chances of ‘attaining truth by increasing the cross controls’. He did 

not regard this as ‘pursuing a new form of absolute knowledge but of exercising a 

specific form of epistemological vigilance’ (Bourdieu 2004 p.89). 

The importance of assessing and acknowledging the existence not only of power 

relationships, but also other potential influences on the research process, was 

apparent to this researcher. Adopting a reflexive stance towards all aspects of the 

study was central to the accurate recording of the research procedures and will be 

discussed within the relevant sections of this paper. 

Charmaz (2006) explicitly recommended reflexivity at all stages of the process. This 

attitude was by no means universal among grounded theorists. Glaser (2002b p.47) 

rejected reflexivity as being ‘paralysing’ and ‘self-destructive’. Mruk and Mey (2010 

p.518) argued that a reflexive account would help to sensitise readers to ‘research 

as an iterative decision process, requiring continual reflection’. Dey (2010) 

advocated that the reflective emphasis should be on methodological assumptions 

rather than a more narrow focus on procedure. 

Olesen (2010) suggested that the seminal texts were silent regarding ethical 

concerns inherent in grounded theory. She drew specific attention to the potential to 

manipulate the coding and sampling processes, and the written account of the 

research. Olesen argued that she was not inferring that the omission was deliberate, 

but contended that it was related to a lack of reflexivity. She advocated explicit 

acknowledgement of the influence of researchers’ emotions and backgrounds on the 

research process, together with a detailed explanation of the management of 

practical and analytical issues. She recognised that many research publications did 

not allow sufficient space to include these features. There was also the danger that 

the researchers’ experiences might supersede those of the participants, and 

dominate the research findings. 

BERA (2011 p. 6) stated that all educational research ‘should be conducted within an 

ethic of respect for: the person, knowledge, democratic values, quality of educational 

research and academic freedom’.  

The current study has embraced these values. It has taken account of the need for 

voluntary, informed consent and participants’ rights to withdraw from the study 

without penalty. Those involved in the research were treated with fairness, sensitivity 

and their right to confidentiality and anonymity was respected. Any data arising from 

the current study was stored in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. The 

methods selected were deemed suitable to produce valid, reliable findings within the 

context of the chosen methodology. 
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4.6 Sampling strategy 

A purposive sampling strategy was used in the current study. Morse (2010 p.231) 

drew attention to the need to locate ‘excellent participants to obtain excellent data’ 

and contended that excellent qualitative research was ‘inherently biased’ in respect 

of the selection of the most appropriate participants. 

Morse (2010) suggested that once the process under investigation had been 

identified, grounded theorists should use purposive sampling in order to gain rich 

descriptions from individuals who were experiencing the process. Cohen et al (2011) 

stated that this type of sampling was effective in deliberately targeting people who 

might be expected to have in-depth knowledge of the issue. 

Charmaz (2006) also advocated focusing on the quality of the data when selecting 

participants, reminding researchers that grounded theory was not concerned with 

generalizability, but with reflecting feelings, opinions and intentions. Therefore, 

aiming to select a group that represented the wider population was a mistaken 

approach which might diminish the value of the data obtained. 

The researcher judged that in order to gain the depth of data she required, she 

would include Foundation Degree students about to make the transition to a degree 

programme who might provide an insight into the expectations of degree study; 

current degree students who were placed to comment on their experiences of 

transition; and lecturers who might be able to give their perceptions of transition 

based on several cohorts of students. 

 

 FEI 1 FEI 2 FEI 3 University 
Biographical 
Data Sheet 

17 12 8 37 

Group 
Interviews 
Students 

10 8 6 17 

Individual 
Interviews 
Students 

- 5 9 10 

Group 
Interviews 
Lecturers 

- 3 3 2 

 

Fig. 3 Research sample 
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4.7 Data collection methods 

The proposal submitted to the Ethics Committee detailed the initial plan for data 

collection as follows: 

• biographical data sheets were to be distributed to all students participating in 

the study; 

• group interviews were to be conducted with students within each of the three 

partner colleges towards the end of the Foundation Degree, to obtain their 

views about why they had chosen to continue their studies, (or not), and what 

they thought degree study would be like; 

• group interviews were to be undertaken with the same students at the two 

colleges who offered degree programmes, (FEI 2 and FEI 3) and at the 

University; these interviews were timed towards the end of their first semester 

of degree study to ascertain whether transition had been as they had 

anticipated, and to gather their impressions of the move to degree study; 

• following the group interviews, individual interviews were to be conducted 

with students at each of the three institutions to further explore the transition 

process; 

• interviews were organised with lecturers at FEI 2, FEI 3 and at the University. 

 

Combining several methods of data collection within a research study can highlight 

different perspectives and offer a more comprehensive picture. This combination is 

termed triangulation. Some qualitative researchers have regarded it as having the 

potential to improve reliability (Silverman 2013 p.136). Richards (2005) suggested 

that triangulation needed to be carefully planned and that a simple juxtaposition of 

different data sources would be unlikely to provide comparable data. Freebody 

(2003) asserted that although different methods might inform an investigation in a 

variety of ways, because they were based on different premises, their ability to 

discover something new in combination was limited. However, he conceded that a 

blend of different methods achieved ‘a broader consensus’ as the mix of approaches 

had the potential to reach, inform, and influence a greater range of people (Freebody 

2003 p.52). 

This researcher decided to collect information about the process of transition within 

higher education using several methods. A selective review of literature was carried 

out throughout the stages of the research project, to develop theoretical sensitivity. 

Biographical data sheets, and group and individual interviews were also used to 

collect information. It was judged that these approaches were in keeping with the 

ethos of grounded theory to embrace all data sources that might shed light on the 

issue under investigation. 
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4.8 Biographical data sheet 

After the students had provided their written consent, biographical data sheets were 

distributed. 

The biographical data sheets consisted of twelve questions (Appendix 5). The first 

part was designed to gather background information about the students taking part in 

the study. The questions related to age, gender, ethnicity, disability status, family 

structure and what the person had been doing immediately before starting his/her 

degree course. The focus of the questions that followed was concentrated on the 

individual’s experiences of education. The final two questions gave the individual the 

opportunity to raise issues that had not been previously covered in the preceding 

questions or to augment answers they had already given.  

Some of the information acquired would have been obtainable from other sources 

within the University and colleges. However, not all of it was collated by the 

institutions. The biographical data sheet was deemed to be the most efficient way of 

acquiring this information.  

The information obtained from the biographical data sheets enabled the researcher 

to ascertain whether the student participants could be accurately described as ‘non-

traditional’, as might have been expected because of the route they had taken to 

access higher education.  

Together with obtaining consent for participation in future interviews, this was the 

main function of the sheet. The researcher regarded any other information attained 

as a bonus that could contribute to identifying areas for further investigation. 

Collating and analysing the data from the biographical data sheets allowed a broad 

framework for the interviews to emerge. Key areas that emerged from this process 

were later addressed in the interviews. Crucially, the significance of these was 

determined by the participants rather than the researcher, albeit in response to 

questions. The researcher was aware that framing questions might impose certain 

parameters on the interviews, with participants being unwilling to explore topics other 

than those identified on the sheet. To counter this, some emphasis was placed on 

open-ended questioning. The final two questions and the interviews that followed 

provided the opportunity for students to comment on aspects of their experience they 

felt had not been covered, or on which they wished to elaborate. 

The use of biographical data sheets, or other forms of surveys, has not been 

unanimously accepted by grounded theorists. However, Charmaz (2006 p.134) 

claimed that the use of ‘elicited texts’ might encourage honest disclosures that a 

person might be reluctant to reveal in an interview situation. She suggested that that 

surveys worked best if the individual had a vested interest in the subject matter, 

relevant experience and regarded the questions as important. Birks and Mills (2011) 

identified additional benefits, suggesting that used as a precursor to an interview, 
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elicited texts would provide an opportunity to reflect on the subject matter and the 

potential to maximise the quality of the interview from the perspective of both the 

participant and the researcher.  

In total, 74 biographical data sheets were distributed. They were given to students 

across the three FEIs who were nearing the end of the final year of their Foundation 

Degree. The data sheets were also given to students on the BSc in Childhood 

Studies within the University who had not completed one at the end of their 

Foundation Degree.  

The sheets were given out following the final submission of the course work, at 

sessions held to make certain that all outstanding course administration had been 

completed. The rationale for this timing was to ensure that the research study did not 

place an extra burden on students as they rushed to meet submission deadlines. It 

also allowed some distance to be placed between course content and assessment, 

and the research study. It was essential that the researcher did not delay too long 

because student attendance usually becomes more intermittent once the course 

work has been handed in.  

The administration sessions were invariably well attended as students confirmed that 

all elements of their studies had been finalized. The researcher hoped that a large 

number of students would be targeted, thereby increasing the number who might 

agree to become involved. She hoped that the ‘feel good factor’ of finishing the 

course work might enhance the likelihood of student participation. The end of a 

course was considered to be the stage at which students might be reflecting back on 

their current course, perhaps looking forward to the next, and when they might 

welcome the chance to voice their thoughts. 

58 completed sheets were returned to the researcher, representing a 78% response 

rate. Cohen et al (2011) suggested that response rates were often high when sheets 

were distributed to students within a class environment. A number of students 

agreed to take part in a group interview to discuss what they were planning to do at 

the end of their Foundation Degree. 10 students in FEI 1 took part in a group 

interview, 8 students in FEI 2 agreed to be involved, and 6 students from FEI 3 also 

agreed to be interviewed in a group session. 17 students in the University agreed to 

take part in the group interview. The University group was larger than the optimum 

size of a group interview. However, difficulties in scheduling the session determined 

that rather than split the group, the entire group participated.  
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4.9 Interviews 

Interviews for the current study were conducted in private, on the respective college 

or University premises, at mutually convenient times. The researcher endeavoured 

to create a relaxed, welcoming environment that would put interviewees at ease and 

would be conducive to discussion. At the beginning of each interview, the purpose of 

the research study in general, and the interview in particular, was reiterated. The 

participant was reminded that he or she might withdraw from the process at any time 

without penalty, and could refuse to answer any question. Assurances were given 

that any information obtained during the course of the interview would be treated as 

confidential. It was essential to establish the ground rules at the beginning of every 

session to ensure that all participants felt comfortable that their contributions would 

be valued and that they would be treated with respect. 

A constructivist approach which gave prominence to the participant’s definitions of 

significant events, circumstances and implicit meanings was adopted. The 

researcher was aware of the importance of non-verbal communication in interpreting 

subtle nuances of meaning. This was an advantage of conducting face-to-face 

interviews, a discourse Mishler (1986 p.7) described as being grounded in and 

dependent upon ‘culturally shared and often tacit assumptions about how to express 

and understand beliefs, experiences, feelings, and intentions’.  

Charmaz (2006) highlighted the need for the researcher to understand that while 

their role was to investigate the issue, participants might be motivated by different 

agendas. This researcher wanted to retain focus on the experience of transition, 

while being careful not to manipulate the data. Interview questions were arranged in 

a logical sequence so that the interviewee would be encouraged to engage with the 

process from the beginning. It was equally important to ensure that participants were 

not left in a vulnerable state at the end of a session, by finishing the interview on a 

positive note and allowing time and space for a thorough debriefing session and 

further follow-up sessions if necessary.  

This researcher used an unscripted interview schedule that indicated the areas she 

wished to explore, in a way that should not curtail or limit the interviewees’ 

contributions.  Corbin and Strauss (2008) advocated unstructured interviews. They 

argued that once data collection had commenced, the initial guide would be replaced 

by the need to explore concepts derived from analysis. Kvale (2007) regarded the 

time spent on pre-interview processes as potentially extremely valuable. Charmaz 

(2006 p.32) advocated thorough preparation to avoid ‘researcher-speak’ and to 

retain a balance between ‘asking significant questions and forcing responses’. 

Asking a participant about ‘the coping strategies they used to deal with transition’, for 

example, ran the risk of assuming that a person had defined their experiences as a 

transition, that it was a process that necessitated coping, or that they had 

consciously adopted a strategic approach. The wrong emphasis, as well as the 

wrong question had the potential to force the data. 
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4.10 Group interviews 

Wilkinson (2008) described group interviews as a flexible method of data collection. 

Although not bound to one specific theoretical framework, they should be conducted 

in a manner consistent with the researcher’s ontological approach. Group interviews 

are an effective way to access a large amount of data relatively quickly. However, 

organising a convenient time and venue often requires time consuming planning. 

Effective management is also crucial to the quality of the data collected.  The 

researcher needs to moderate the session to encourage the group interaction that 

has the potential to extend the discussion and allow in depth reflection. 

Group interviews typically contain a range of modes of communication and have 

been categorised as a naturalistic approach that closely mirrors everyday 

conversation. They are an appropriate choice when the purpose of the research is to 

elicit understanding of a process. Although different groups might not be entirely 

representative, Glaser and Strauss (1967) suggested that ‘non-comparability’ of 

groups was irrelevant and might even hinder theory generation. 

This researcher had concerns about managing the group sessions in terms of the 

difficulties that might be encountered in recording information, and the inability to 

adequately follow theoretical leads within the group interview format. However, she 

concluded that, the possibility of obtaining a broad range of different perspectives 

and experiences offered advantages provided that she remained aware of the 

inherent risks and planned accordingly to minimise their effects. 

Wilkinson (in Smith 2008 p.189) proposed that a social constructivist approach to 

group interviewing ‘does not assume pre-existing cognitions located inside peoples’ 

heads but rather presupposes that sense-making is produced collaboratively, in the 

course of social interactions between people’. Although this researcher wanted to 

explore individual perspectives on transition, these experiences were almost 

inevitably shaped in association with other students going through the process. The 

decision to conduct group interviews was motivated by the opportunity to examine 

the collective context in which transitions took place and to ascertain the impact that 

group relationships might have on individual perceptions.  

Wilkinson advocated that at least some of the participants’ own words should be 

preserved in transcription. This could be regarded as incompatible with the aspiration 

of grounded theory to conceptualise and abstract meaning rather than to record and 

describe. However, grounded theorists have often utilised participants’ in vivo terms 

to name codes. They can symbolise significant meanings within the group and can 

denote a perspective that might be specific to a particular group. However, in vivo 

codes need to be subject to the same degree of robust analysis as any other form of 

data and have to earn their place in an integrated theory. 

Within the current study, group interviews also indicated aspects of transition that 

were judged as significant by the students which would require further exploration 
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within individual interviews. This initial contact between the students and the 

researcher in a group situation, with support from fellow students, would provide an 

opportunity to alleviate anxiety regarding the research. This might reassure students 

about the nature of their involvement and encourage them to agree to individual 

interviews. Equally, students who believed that the group format had not allowed 

them to fully explain their position, those who were uncomfortable about expressing 

themselves in a group situation, or those who had strong opinions that had not been 

adequately reflected, might welcome the opportunity for an individual interview.   

The group interview schedule (Appendix 7) consisted of open ended questions to 

avoid directing the course of the sessions and preventing students from discussing 

what they considered was important. The students were asked what they had 

enjoyed about the Foundation Degree, which inevitably also broadened out into what 

they had not enjoyed. The group was asked why they had decided to progress to 

degree study and what they thought might be different on a degree programme. 

Other issues included the timing of their return to education, family support, work, 

and whether an individual had considered making a direct application to study a 

degree.  

As the group interviews progressed, the constant comparative analysis allowed 

topics raised in one session to be incorporated into subsequent sessions. This 

established whether these subjects were of general concern or limited to one cohort 

of students.  

The group interviews highlighted a number of issues that proved to be important to 

the organisation and analysis of the data and to the theory that eventually emerged. 

These subject areas are discussed in depth in the following chapter. However, the 

single most striking feature to emerge from the group interviews was the growing 

awareness of the importance of the group interaction itself, an issue which might not 

have been as apparent if group interviews had not been undertaken. 
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4.11 Individual interviews 

The individual interviews provided the opportunity to build on the relationship 

between the researcher and the participant that had been initiated during the group 

interview stage. In the original description of grounded theory, little attention was 

given to this relationship. Later, as grounded theory approaches evolved, Strauss 

and Corbin (1990 p.280) acknowledged the ‘degree of reciprocal shaping’ that 

occurred as a result of this interaction.  

The social constructivist stance adopted in the current research study placed 

emphasis on the co-construction of meaning developed during the interview process. 

It was striking when re-reading the transcripts of the interviews how often the 

language of the researcher and participant mirrored that of the other as they became 

more in tune with each other’s mode of expression. The language used by both 

parties appeared to adapt as if to subconsciously register the importance of finding a 

common understanding and the need to establish a genuine, albeit transient, bond.      

The researcher decided to transcribe each interview in the current study. As a 

relatively inexperienced researcher, the attention given to managing the interview 

process might move the focus from what was actually said. Carefully listening to the 

participants’ voices as the digital recordings were transcribed placed their 

contributions at the centre of the process. The hesitations, laughter, and emphases 

triggered vivid memories of the interview and enabled the researcher to recall not 

only what was said, but the way in which it was said. This approach was consistent 

with a constructivist grounded theory stance. 

Transcription of the recorded interviews highlighted several issues that the 

researcher had not been aware of during the interview itself and stimulated insights 

that influenced the course of subsequent interviews. It served to ensure that the 

researcher remained in close contact with the data. Although this researcher 

appreciated the danger of becoming lost in description, reducing the data too early in 

the analytical process presented an even greater risk of forcing it to fit any underlying 

preconceptions she may have carried. It might have effectively distanced her from 

the participants and would have been at odds with her constructivist stance. 

However, it is always possible that more experienced researchers would have been 

able to discern their participants’ meanings from an account based on their 

impressions. 
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4.12 Timing of the interviews 

The first round of group interviews took place with students towards the end of their 

Foundation Degree courses in each of the three colleges. During the following 

academic year, students who had decided to continue to full degree study were 

again asked to participate in group interviews. These sessions were held at the 

University, and in FEI 2 and FEI 3. Students on the Honours degree programmes 

who had not previously completed a biographical data sheet were asked to do so. 

The interviews were held towards the end of the first semester.  

This timing was chosen so that students would have had some experience of the 

transition, and to reflect on the process. Some of the degree students had opted to 

top-up to a full degree in one year, others had chosen to take two years to complete 

their degrees. It was hoped that the timing of the group interviews would allow 

enough space to conduct individual interviews over the course of the second 

semester, whether a student was following the one or two year pathway. 

Group interviews were planned with lecturers in each education institution at the end 

of the academic year. Their contributions offered another perspective on transition. 

However, these interviews were delayed until the student interviews had been 

completed to avoid interfering with the focus on students’ perceptions. Finalising 

convenient times and dates proved difficult so some of the sessions were held at the 

anticipated time, with others conducted at the beginning of the following academic 

year. 

As the data analysis of the group and individual interviews continued, the researcher 

decided that she had not fully explored some of the emergent themes that appeared 

to have significance. The researcher also considered that some of her ideas were 

unfocused and certain relationships between categories were not clear. It was hoped 

that theoretical sampling would prevent premature closure of incomplete categories 

and achieve a more precise, coherent theory than might otherwise have been 

possible.  

Glaser and Strauss (1967 p. 55) recognised the limitations of pre-planned data 

collection, particularly in terms of obtaining theoretically relevant data. They 

advocated the comparison of apparently non-comparable groups in ‘transcending 

substantive descriptions of time and place’ that would encourage conceptualisation, 

provided theoretical relevance was the governing reason. 

Additional interviews were undertaken with five former Foundation Degree students 

who were enrolled on part-time top-up courses based in FEI 2 and FEI 3. Changes 

to the relationships between institutions within higher education in Wales had taken 

place under the regionalisation agenda. Both colleges were no longer in full 

partnership with the University initially involved in the study. The data analysis that 

had already taken place indicated that there were aspects of the research that were 

deemed to require further exploration. These included group interaction and the 
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personal characteristics that facilitated the process of transition. The researcher 

made the judgement that these areas could be explored irrespective of the 

geographical location of the students, without adversely affecting the quality of the 

data obtained. Permission to undertake these additional interviews was sought and 

obtained. 

In the individual interviews, in vivo contributions were identified with pseudonyms 

and a brief description in order to preserve the participant’s anonymity. During the 

group interviews, individual participants were not identified. The researcher 

considered that to ask each contributor to provide their name before they spoke 

would interrupt the flow of the sessions and detract from the naturalistic, 

conversational approach. 
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4.13 Memo writing  

Memo writing has been described as the process through which the researcher 

sorts, codes, categorises, and analyses raw data. Lempert (2010 p.245) referred to it 

as the essential component that characterised grounded theory, the ‘methodological 

link…..through which the researcher transforms data into theory’. Charmaz (2006) 

believed that memo writing encouraged engagement with the data while 

simultaneously increasing the level of abstraction. The resultant grounded theory 

represented the integration of abstract analyses that were developed and refined in 

memos. 

Memos are essentially a written record of the researchers’ impressions and 

responses to the data. Initially, they are speculative and disconnected as the 

researcher questions the data. When they are compared in relation to one another, 

distilled into codes, and stimulate further conceptualisation they encourage a 

coherent theory to emerge. 

Writing memos served as a challenge to this researcher to critically analyse the 

complexities of the raw data, and to attempt to rationalise what was being 

communicated. This was achieved by coding the information in ways that made 

comparison possible. Memo writing forced this researcher to express her 

impressions in concrete form, in a more rigorous manner than would have been 

possible through an unrecorded, internal dialogue alone. The act of committing her 

responses to paper forced this researcher to adequately reflect the essence of what 

was felt about the data. The written response captured the thought and removed the 

transience of the idea, allowing it to be revisited and analysed in the light of 

subsequent data. Frequently, returning to previously analysed data with the benefit 

of later insights provided the opportunity for a greater understanding of the issue to 

emerge. Links were established that had not been immediately obvious.  

The process of writing memos facilitated familiarity with the data. Memos have the 

ability to capture a moment. Because the text is so personal, re-reading memos can 

transport the researcher back to the moment, vividly evoking what was felt at the 

time of writing. Lempert (2010 p.246) hoped that developing effective memo writing 

strategies would lead to grounded theories that were ‘richer, more complex, more 

nuanced and more reflective of multiple social realities’ than other approaches to 

research.  

Memo writing required allocating time to responding to the data. Crucially, it 

underlined the personal, reflexive nature of a social constructivist approach to 

grounded theory and reinforced the importance of the researcher’s philosophical 

stance on the outcomes of research. The written commentary placed the 

researcher’s choices at the forefront of the process, and explicitly acknowledged 

their influences. Decisions regarding the significance of certain issues were intensely 

personal and were determined to a large extent by the background, values and 

experiences of the researcher. These might not occur to others and conversely, this 
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researcher might dismiss or ignore observations of importance to another person. 

The eventual research might be equally valid, or equally invalid, but would almost 

inevitably be different. 

Memos provided a valuable log trail of the research which contributed to validating 

the integrity of the research. The conclusions reached at the end of the project would 

be more credible if evidence of the analytical process could be produced.  

There was a direct connection between memo writing and theoretical sampling. 

Charmaz (2006 p.103) described theoretical sampling as pivotal, ‘strategic, specific 

and systematic’. It allowed the researcher to delineate, develop and saturate 

categories. Memos provided the opportunity to identify gaps and inconsistencies in 

the data that required further exploration and to predict where the necessary data 

might be found.  

This researcher wrote memos throughout the research process, in response to 

participants’ contributions, and other data sources. Many of them ultimately proved 

to be irrelevant, but all were re-read during theory development. Corbin and Strauss 

(2008) highlighted the significance of memos in theory integration, when all the 

categories were linked and the grounded theory emerged. They viewed qualitative 

research as much an art as it was a science, with memos being an essential 

component of this creativity. 
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4.14 Coding 

Although memo writing and coding fulfil distinct functions within grounded theory 

research, they are not exclusive processes. They run concurrently and each element 

triggers insights and developments within the other. Naming and categorising data 

might highlight a connection that could be recorded, explored and analysed within a 

memo. Similarly, the discipline of memo writing might reveal a previously unidentified 

category that clarified the processes under investigation. 

Coding in grounded theory forms the link between collecting data and the emerging 

theory, with the aim of encouraging analysis from the very beginning. Charmaz 

identified two major coding phases she used within her projects, initial and focused. 

Initial coding usually took the form of word by word or line by line coding. 

Fragmenting the data in an arbitrary manner, that did not follow sentence structures 

or meaning, had the potential to prevent the researcher from becoming so engaged 

in the participants’ views that the analytical and critical ability was dulled. The second 

stage of coding, focused coding, concentrated on reconnecting the data in a more 

refined, abstract manner that would result in theory development.  

As with other features of grounded theory, different practitioners have adopted 

different techniques. Glaser (1998) championed the use of theoretical coding, which 

Stern (2009) declared was a method of looking at data from an abstract rather than a 

substantive viewpoint. Strauss and Corbin (1990) advocated the use of a coding 

paradigm, axial coding, to develop categories and sub categories. This facilitated the 

reconstruction of the data in a manner designed to prevent novice researchers from 

becoming overwhelmed by the volume of data they were generating.  

Charmaz (2006 p.61) disputed the necessity of axial or theoretical coding and 

suggested a simpler approach, believing that these frameworks could place a 

‘technological overlay’ on the data. This might act as a barrier to analysis and 

promote rigid thought processes. In later work, Corbin (2009 p.41) indicated that the 

over-emphasis on technique had been a misinterpretation of their original advice. 

She considered that analysis was ‘first and foremost a thinking process’, and as such 

should be ‘relaxed, flexible, and driven by insight gained with interaction with the 

data’. 

This researcher decided to be guided by the simpler analytical stages outlined by 

Charmaz. Information obtained from the biographical data sheets was analysed and 

coded, and incorporated into subsequent interviews. Following transcription, line by 

line coding took place. Initially, this researcher found it quite difficult to persevere 

with line by line coding, without automatically reading ahead to obtain the meaning. 

Charmaz advocated that the process should be fairly rapid and spontaneous. With 

practice, the approach became easier and helped to ensure that full attention was 

paid to the actual data, before the researcher rushed to interpretation.  
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In grounded theory, it is essential to retain firm focus on the data. This ensures that 

the data dictates the direction of the study and encourages unforeseen insights to 

emerge. The current study highlighted issues that many people working in higher 

education would have identified as significant. However, the concentration on 

participants’ contributions, and the subsequent analysis, resulted in prominence 

being given to issues that appeared to differ from those highlighted in other studies. 

This facet of the research illustrates the way in which literature was reviewed within 

the current study. The importance of the group was frequently mentioned in one form 

or another and was therefore worthy of detailed examination. Once the grounded 

theory had been established, the researcher then undertook a selective investigation 

of relevant literature. The purpose of this was to familiarise herself with some of the 

key features of the subject in order to appreciate what she was reading and to 

represent the students’ views from a more knowledgeable standpoint. The intention 

was never to impose existing theories onto the data. 

It was important that during coding, this researcher created a series of terms that 

accounted for the data, rather than reflecting her proclivities, as far as was possible 

within an essentially subjective activity. The terms used to name codes and 

categories needed to encapsulate the intensity of the experiences communicated by 

participants. Care was taken when naming codes because meaningful comparison 

between them was significantly reduced if the essence of the data was not 

adequately reflected.  

Gibson (2010) discussed the tendency to discover relationships that concurred with 

a researcher’s background, speculating whether psychologists would be predisposed 

to discovering basic psychological theories, or sociologists to recognising social 

structures. He highlighted the pitfalls that might be exacerbated if conceptual codes 

were presented as abstractions from their origins because this could mask the 

ideology that these codes expressed. Gibson (2010 p.451) advocated constant 

vigilance to ensure that researchers adopted ‘an attitude of radical doubt that the 

theory could always look different’.  

This researcher adopted a reflexive approach to guard against imposing her 

preconceptions on the data, using constant comparative analysis and ensuring that 

the data was organised. Creswell (2007) contended that good organisation was 

essential for practical reasons, such as ease of access, but also because the ability 

to track data would be highly relevant to testing the legitimacy of the findings. 

During analysis, the quantity of data and the multitude of decisions that needed to be 

made occasionally threatened to overwhelm the process. To cope with the volume of 

information, the NVivo software package was used. This researcher did not exploit 

the full potential of the software. She chose to use NVivo as a repository for the 

information collected, to organise and manage the data. The software enabled the 

researcher to retrieve transcriptions and memos, create categories, and to construct 
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graphs and diagrams. The most valuable tool was the facility to move quickly and 

efficiently from one set of information to another which undoubtedly helped constant 

comparison.  

Some researchers have raised concerns about the increasing use of computer 

packages within qualitative projects, with particular anxiety about decontextualising 

data which might result in the intensity of meaning being lost. Bazeley (2007) 

contended that computer use was not intended to supplant or detract from the skills 

of the researcher but rather to augment effectiveness. This researcher decided to 

harness the ‘computer’s capacity for recording, sorting, matching and 

linking……without losing access to the source data or contexts from which the data 

have come’ (Bazeley 2007 p. 2). 
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4.15 The grounded theory approach adopted for the current study 
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Grounded theory was chosen because it is eminently suited to investigate social 

processes such as transition. It allows the identification of the key features of a 

change and an understanding of its core processes in a manner that permits 

interpretation of the experiences of individuals undertaking the transition.  

This researcher decided to read widely around the substantive area. A number of 

reasons contributed to this conclusion. Familiarity with the area under investigation 

was necessary in order to ensure that the issue was worthy of scrutiny. There was a 

need to be aware of developments within the field to be able to engage with the 

current debates with some degree of understanding.  

The researcher continues to work teaching higher education in a further education 

institution. To fulfil professional obligations, it has been necessary to keep up to date 

with developments in the sector. It was considered better to read widely in an 

attempt to gain a more comprehensive knowledge base rather than to be influenced 

by a narrower range of anecdotal evidence. This researcher decided that reading 

around the subject and exploring a number of features might actually result in fewer 

preconceptions being retained.  

An extensive review of literature did not take place before data collection 

commenced, although a brief overview was necessary to ensure that the study was 

not attempting to replicate existing work. McGhee et al (2007 p. 335) made the point 

that the grounded theory approach was not linear, ‘but concurrent, iterative and 

integrative’. The exploration of literature was made throughout the study. The 

researcher reasoned that it was possible to do so while remaining receptive to the 

data that was emerging.   

This researcher appreciated the crucial importance of avoiding data manipulation. 

However, she believed that remaining emphatically and stubbornly impervious to 

previous good work might suggest a mind-set that would be equally unreceptive to 

the nuances of the participants’ narratives. The willingness to learn from previous 

work was a prerequisite to internalising and synthesising information and creating 

new ways of interpreting the data.  

This should not mean uncritical acceptance of other views or losing sight of the 

importance of remaining true to the data. It would be entirely possible for a 

researcher to commence a study without conducting a literature review, while 

holding rigid views about the analytical framework to be employed, perhaps derived 

from prior professional knowledge. A reflexive researcher, motivated by a genuine 

desire to respect and reflect the contributions of the participants, would be 

uncomfortable about the inclusion of preconceived ideas. 

In this light, reading extensively might be regarded as being incompatible with 

preconception, and viewed as playing an essential role in developing theoretical 

sensitivity. Experienced researchers with a range of theoretical concepts at their 
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disposal might not require this approach and might be in a position to adhere more 

closely to classical grounded theory methodology.   

This researcher recognises the importance of acknowledging that prior knowledge, 

values, tacit understanding, and experiences inevitably place parameters on 

understanding. She does not subscribe to the view that the researcher should 

remain neutral in a grounded theory study.  

Self-awareness and a reflexive approach are crucial to this recognition. However, 

McGhee et al (2007) cautioned against excessive reflexivity warning that it could 

lead to an inability to see anything outside the researcher’s own direct experience. 

The perspective of others could be relegated and creative interpretation could be 

stifled. 

Grounded theory methods have the potential to highlight the role of the researcher 

and the influence it exerts. Memo writing records the evaluative judgements made 

during the research process. Gewirtz and Cribb (2006 p.142) suggested that value 

judgements affected decisions regarding what constituted worthwhile research, 

desirable outcomes, and the responsibility for disseminating those outcomes. They 

considered that these were ‘rarely rigorously – and not even explicitly – articulated, 

defended or problematised’. They called for researchers to provide an account of the 

impact their personal involvement had the research.  

Naming codes and categories cannot be said to be a value-neutral activity. Although 

it was essential that the codes related to the data in an understandable way, the 

titles given to categories had the potential to change emphasis, and allocate 

significance, through the connotations they carried. Committing to a code’s title might 

be difficult if the researcher was constantly second-guessing whether the process 

was truly value-neutral.  

Knowledge of a substantive area might allow a researcher to discover the 

extraordinary in terms of accepted practice which might have been overlooked 

without significant subject knowledge. Many influential research projects were 

generated after prolonged exposure to the field, with researchers refining both the 

analysis and the parameters of investigation with experience. Some researchers 

have returned to similar subject areas over time and would have undoubtedly gained 

extensive understanding of the particular issue. Loftland and Loftland (1996 p. 15) 

advocated ‘starting where you are’ despite the accompanying difficulties that could 

arise. They suggested that this approach provided the connections between the 

‘personal and emotional on one hand, and the stringent intellectual operations to 

come…’. Without this interaction, they warned that ‘the rest easily becomes so much 

ritualistic hollow cant’.  

Grounded theory methodology has claimed innovation. As such, the methods 

themselves should not be immune to innovative interpretation, provided that the 
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research is conducted in a considered, rigorous manner that allows the suitability of 

its application to be judged.  

The current study has adopted a social constructivist approach that acknowledges 

that the views, actions and meanings individuals assign to a particular time, situation 

or process are developed through collective processes. The researcher’s interaction 

is integral to the research process and central to determining the eventual theory. 

Charmaz (2006 p. 10) likened grounded theory methods to a craft, and suggested 

that ‘practitioners vary in their emphasis on one or another aspect but taken together 

share commonalities’  She described her approach as an interpreted representation 

of the studied world, rather than an exact replica of it.  

Morse et al (2009 p.14) stated that using grounded theory was ‘primarily a particular 

way of thinking about data’ rather than a collection of methods. Crucially, the diverse 

experience and background of researchers meant that this thinking could not be 

standardised. Morse suggested that every time the methodology was employed it 

was adapted in some sense and declared that it could not be used in a formulaic 

way. Corbin and Strauss (2008 p.37) also accepted this feature.  Methodology ‘is a 

living thing in the sense that it has to be given credit for possessing the possibility of 

change’. 

The interpretation of the methodology must ultimately make sense to the researcher. 

Uncertainty in its application might inhibit its progress and the quality of the findings. 

This does not necessarily guarantee that the researcher has made an accurate 

assessment of the nuances of the methodology. However, a degree of confidence is 

essential for the completion of the study.   

Grounded theory methods intuitively felt ‘right’ for this researcher. The forensic 

sorting, coding and categorisation of data to discover unanticipated connections 

instinctively appealed. However, the case for the more rigid, mechanistic application 

of method was not as persuasive.  

Some grounded theorists might regard the failure to adhere strictly to aspects of the 

process in the current study as disrespectful, incompatible with the methodology as 

originally described, and therefore ineligible to be considered as grounded theory. An 

adaptive approach has generated criticism from some quarters (Glaser, Holton). 

Suddaby (2006 p.636) disapproved of the ‘sloppy practice of methodological 

slurring’. However, he embraced innovative interpretation, strongly advocating a 

‘devotion to transparency and rigor’ (Suddaby 2006 p. 641). 

The methodology has been criticised for an over-reliance on prescriptive rules. 

Coding and categorisation might be considered to be a natural, human, sense-

making activity. Dey (2010 p. 178) contended ‘we do not categorise and then 

connect; we connect by categorising’. A simpler approach to coding has been 

adopted for the current study this is consistent with the constructivist approach to 

grounded theory. 
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Perhaps the emphasis should be placed firmly on the quality of the research rather 

than the minutiae of the method. The latter might encourage introspection amongst 

social scientists, but does not necessarily encourage the production of innovative 

research with practical application. Provided the research is conducted appropriately, 

a degree of individuality in the application of research methods might be acceptable. 

 

This chapter has outlined the design of the current study, the data collection 

methods and the ethical principles that needed to be considered. The researcher’s 

interpretation of grounded theory processes has been discussed in terms of potential 

implications for the outcomes of the study. 

The following chapter will present and discuss the stages of analysis. It will chart the 

researcher’s use of the methodology and demonstrate the ways in which the data 

was interpreted, ordered and coded. Although this process will inevitably reflect the 

researcher’s interpretation and understanding of the methodology, it is hoped that 

the application of the analytical process will share sufficient commonalities with 

grounded theory methodology to be considered as a legitimate grounded theory 

research study. 
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Chapter 5 Data analysis 
 
5.1 Biographical data sheets 
 
Analysis of the biographical data sheets (BDSs) provided information which 

substantiated the view that the student groups within the research study could be 

described as non-traditional.  

The majority of people who agreed to complete the forms were in employment, either 

on a full time or part time basis. It was a stipulation of the Foundation Degree that 

students had to be able to complete 600 hours of work placement over the duration 

of the course. Two of the FEIs involved in the current study preferred prospective 

students to be employed in a childcare setting. The other college accepted students 

who could commit to substantial voluntary hours in an appropriate setting. 

Question 1 
What were you doing immediately before you started your higher education course? 

Category Number of students 

Employed 46 

Unemployed  8 

Attending school 2 

Other 2 

 

Fig. 5 Responses to Question 1 

 

The overwhelming proportion of students who agreed to participate in the study were 

female, to such an extent that ensuring anonymity for the males who took part in the 

study required the researcher to adjust the data, while maintaining the integrity of the 

information provided. Data collated by the Office of National Statistics (2012) 

confirmed that childcare was a female-dominated profession. Male teaching 

assistants accounted for only 8% of the total workforce, with the majority of these 

being employed in secondary schools. 3% of nursery nurses were male, with similar 

numbers of male workers classified as play workers. This gender imbalance was 

reflected in this research study. 

Question 2 
Do you consider yourself to be male or female? 

Category Number of students 

Male 4 

Female 54 
 

Fig. 6 Responses to Question 2 
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There was a wide age range represented in this study, with very high numbers of 

students classified as mature students. Even among the younger students, relatively 

few had enrolled on the Foundation Degree straight from school following A levels or 

an equivalent qualification.   

Question 3 
Please give your age at the start of the course 

Category Number of students 

18-25 12 

26-30 11 

31-36 14 

37-45 15 

45 and over 6 

 

Fig. 7 Responses to Question 3 

 

Few people in the survey described themselves as having a disability, perhaps 

because of the physical demands of a job working with children. Several individuals 

indicated that they had an existing chronic medical condition which might be 

expected in a group of this size with the age range that was represented. Some 

students described themselves as dyslexic.  

Question 4 
Do you consider yourself to have a disability, special need or medical condition? 

Category Number of students 

Yes 11 

No 47 

 

Fig. 8 Responses to Question 4 

 

Everyone within the survey described themselves as white, and either as Welsh or a 

British citizen. Given the locations of the participating FEIs, this might have been 

anticipated. Within Wales, the only areas with significant populations of ethnic 

minority groups are Cardiff, Vale of Glamorgan, Newport and Swansea (WG 2011). 

FEI 3 has attracted a small number of international students, several within the 

health and social care faculty. However, the majority of these students have studied 

on a full time basis. The profile of further education colleges in general and of 

Foundation degrees in particular, has remained relatively low with international 

students.  The majority of international students following a degree programme opt to 

do so within a university, on a full-time basis.   
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Question 5 
Please indicate your ethnic background 

Category Number of students 

White 54 

Indian 2 

Black 1 

Pakistani  1 

 

Fig. 9 Responses to Question 5 

 

Question 6 (BDSs) indicated the family commitments and responsibilities that the 

majority of students balanced with their work and studies. The ability to manage 

these responsibilities appeared to be directly linked to the most popular response to 

Question 7, the wish to study locally. Personal recommendation and whether the 

individual had previously studied at the FEI were also significant factors in the 

selection of a learning environment.  

Question 6 
Please give some details about who you share your home with 

Category Number of students 

Partner/spouse 6 

Parents  6 

Children under 5 5 

Children over 5 10 

Single household 3 

Other  0 

Partner/spouse/children under 5 years 5 

Partner/spouse/children over 5 years 19 

Partner/spouse/children under and over 5 years 6 

 

Fig. 10 Responses to Question 6 

Question 7 
Why did you choose to study at this college or university? 

Category Number of students 

Previously studied at the college 19 

Information given at Open Evening  5 

Local facility 16 

Content of the course 12 

Personal recommendation 18 

Studied at the partner college 21 

 

Fig. 11 Responses to Question 7 
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Question 7 responses hinted at an underlying anxiety that was related to reluctance 

to risk trying something new and unknown. It might have been a reflection of the fact 

that people with competing commitments have to feel certain that they know exactly 

what those commitments entail. They need to be able to measure themselves 

against factors which they are able to quantify and assess. The participants in this 

study chose to follow the example of previous cohorts of students within their 

respective FEIs. Where degree study in an appropriate subject area was available 

within the college, they elected to remain there to progress to degree level. 

 

Question 8 
Please give details of the highest qualification you achieved before starting your 
Foundation Degree 

Category  Number of students 

NVQ (QCF) level 2/3/4 22 

GCSE/O level 9 

Professional qualifications 8 

A level 7 

Other 12 

 

Fig. 12 Responses to Question 8 

 

The majority of people in the study were the first people within their family to study at 

degree or FD level. Some had partners who had studied as mature students in a 

FEI. Others had brothers or cousins who had obtained a degree. A couple of 

students had children who had completed degrees, and post graduate courses. 

However, they were the first members of their generation in their family who had 

undertaken a degree course. 

 

Question 9 
Has anyone else in your family taken a Foundation Degree or an Honours degree? 

Category  Number of students 

Yes 15 

No  43 

 

Fig.13 Responses to Question 9 
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Most of the people who agreed to be surveyed within the FEIs intended to move on 

to degree study. Students who wanted to progress were perhaps more interested 

and therefore more inclined to be involved in research that sought to investigate this 

issue. Some of the students who completed the data sheets while they were on the 

degree programme appeared to take the opportunity to register their general 

disenchantment, or perhaps fatigue, with studying. Comments such as ‘No way’ 

were not uncommon in response to the question of whether they hoped to study for 

another qualification. Other students appeared to retain their career goals, with 

PGCE the most popular award cited in this category. 

 

Question 10 
What do you hope to do at the end of your degree? 

Category  Number of students 

Take time out 10 

Work  24 

Further study 24 

Other  0 

 

Fig. 14 Responses to Question 10 

 

The biographical data sheets elicited comparatively little information outside the 

scope of the questions, with relatively few students taking the opportunity to enter 

comments on the continuation sheets. Those students who indicated that they would 

be prepared to participate in group interviews were more inclined to complete this 

section. The most popular response to the question of what influenced the decision 

to study at degree level was the aspiration to access a better standard of living and 

to ‘develop a career and not just get a job’. The differences between FD and degree 

study that were identified by the students included the difficulty of the work, logistical 

issues for those who were changing campuses, and the practical element of the FD 

which was not a component of the full degree programme. 

Every individual who completed a biographical data sheet was allocated a number. 

These numbers were entered into NVivo. This enabled the researcher to easily track 

which students had agreed to become involved in the interview phase. It also 

allowed her to ascertain whether the characteristics of the interview participants 

differed from the rest of the group or whether they appeared to be representative of 

the cohorts.  
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Fig. 14 NVivo Screen shot – individual interview transcription 

 

 

 

Fig. 15 NVivo Screen shot – nodes initial coding stage 
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5.2 Group interviews - Group Interview 1 

The first group interviews took place with students who were nearing the end of their 

Foundation Degrees in Childhood Studies at the three participating further education 

colleges. Each of the interviews took place at the respective college premises on a 

day the students would usually have attended. The location and timing of the 

interviews were chosen to minimise the disruption and inconvenience caused to the 

students who had agreed to take part. 

The aim of these group interviews was to obtain the students’ impressions of what 

might be entailed in following a degree programme, before they had actually started 

a degree course. Expectations can have a profound effect on determining whether 

an experience is ultimately perceived as valuable, enjoyable and relevant. The 

accuracy of the perception, and its relationship to reality, might often be less 

important in evaluating a process. Even before an event, if people define a situation 

or context as real, then the perceived consequences of that situation or context also 

have the potential to take on reality, exerting a powerful influence on the assessment 

of the process. 

The first interview was conducted with a group of six students that were well known 

to the researcher. She taught the group during the Foundation Degree and perhaps 

as a result of the small number on the course (8), they had built up a close 

relationship. It was important to establish, as far as was possible, a distinction 

between the researcher’ role as course lecturer, and her role in the research project 

so that the students felt able to express their views freely. The timing of the interview 

helped. The course work had been submitted and the students were looking ahead 

to their next programme. All of the students who participated in the group interview 

intended to continue on to degree level study. Two students decided not to attend 

the group interview. These students had both elected to work in the child care sector 

before considering whether they wished to continue their studies at a later date.  

The researcher did not want to appear to question their decision to decline to take 

part in the interview. This might have been interpreted as coercion, even if the 

inquiry was friendly. One consequence of this was that the researcher did not feel 

able to ascertain exactly why they did not want to participate. They might have been 

apprehensive about the research process and their involvement. They might have 

considered that because they did not intend to move to degree study at this stage, 

the research project was irrelevant to them. They might well have had far more 

interesting and pressing engagements. However, there was also the possibility that 

they might have been overwhelmed by the prospect of moving on to degree study 

and might have been able to provide valuable insights into the transition process.  

Gorard and Smith (2006) drew attention to the importance of contemplating the 

views that non-participants might possibly hold, and to speculate about the reasons 

for their reluctance to become involved. A fundamental tenet of ethically conducted 
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research is the right to opt out of the process without penalty. However, it was 

important for this researcher to be aware that, to a large extent, the participants 

constituted a self-selecting group. They might not represent a balanced or 

comprehensive range of views on the issue under investigation. However, they 

would provide insights specific to their experiences.  

This was not necessarily a barrier to formulating a relevant grounded theory. Many 

grounded theorists (Glaser 2002, Charmaz 2010) contended that although in the 

earlier stages of analysis, a theory may be situation-specific, if it is sufficiently 

abstracted, the theory should have wider generalisability. In many cases, people also 

reveal many of their underlying concerns by pushing a particular agenda, and rather 

than distort or conceal anxieties or motives, they might inadvertently render them 

more visible.   

The broad subject areas of the interview questions were based on the interview 

schedule that had been submitted to the Ethics Committee for approval, and the 

information derived from the biographical data sheets. At the beginning of every 

group interview the ground rules relating to confidentiality, respect and the right to 

withdraw were reiterated. It was important to create an environment that was 

conducive to encouraging group discussion. In each FEI, a quiet, private space was 

identified, where the interview was unlikely to be interrupted.  

The researcher began the interview with a question relating to what the students had 

enjoyed most about the Foundation Degree. This was considered to be a fairly 

neutral question that might relax the group and encourage conversation.  

The response to whether they had enjoyed their FD was overwhelmingly positive, 

perhaps to be expected when being interviewed by their course lecturer. It was 

disingenuous to suggest that the researcher could remain entirely neutral and not be 

drawn into the group interaction. It would have been equally unrealistic to imagine 

that this interaction did not impact upon the coding process. The researcher 

considered asking someone else to conduct the interview to avoid the possibility of 

bias, (explored in Chapter 4.32). 

However, the aim of the current study was to explore the transition to degree study, 

a process which would not directly involve the researcher. The students’ experiences 

of the FD, although significant in shaping their engagement with higher education, 

were not the focus. The researcher also wanted to take full advantage of the benefits 

of face-to-face interviews, the opportunity to interpret body language as well as 

dialogue. It was also consistent with a social constructivist stance to participate in the 

collaborative sense-making and to acknowledge the influence of the researcher. 

Several themes were identified during this first group interview. Students referred to 

the knowledge they had acquired on the FD, both in terms of the subject area, and 

the satisfaction that they had gained from being able to operate at a HE level. 
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 “It’s been really great. A lot of it has been our own research” 

“You look at things and get into them and then find out more. You find more than you 

need for an assignment but then it’s interesting because you have lots of different 

information.” 

“A really, really good experience.” 

The students expressed the opinion that the Foundation Degree had prepared them 

for further HE study. They were used to working to deadlines and had mastered 

many of the ‘building blocks’ of academic writing. However, the FD had also 

presented some challenges, particularly in terms of time management, and the 

necessity of combining their studies with work and family commitments.  

There was a long discussion about the personal benefits that they experienced as a 

result of being on the course. 

“I think I’ve got a lot more confidence in myself” 

“When I wasn’t doing anything…I was going to say just being a mum but that sounds 

horrible doesn’t it? I didn’t mean it to sound horrible but it was just daily routine all 

the time…..I just felt I was stuck then.” 

“I really wanted to do it as well as I felt like I should do it.” 

“You felt like you’d achieved something rather than just a normal day in the shop or 

something. You feel like you’re doing something quite worthwhile. Something that’s 

going to help me in the future..” 

Despite the increased levels of confidence that had apparently resulted from 

undertaking the Foundation Degree, and the genuine enthusiasm expressed about 

studying in general, there was considerable discussion centring on the students’ 

anxieties about moving to a University to complete the degree. One student, who 

had studied at the college before taking her FD voiced concerns about moving to a 

new environment.  

“I’m so used to it here. I’m so used to seeing you and K. It’s going to be different with 

all new lecturers. New, different environment, so far away from home as well. I know 

it’s not that far really but….I don’t know.” 

Certainly, the University could not be described as local. Equally, it was not much 

more than an hour’s car journey away and this particular student was used to 

regularly driving to Cardiff (a greater distance) for shopping and entertainment. She 

appeared to be referring to her perception of the gulf between the FEI and the 

university rather than the geographical distance. Her concerns were echoed by 

others in the group who worried about “having to start over”. 
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Everyone in the group interview was apprehensive about the level of support that 

might be offered in the University. They believed that they would not be able to 

contact lecturers as freely. The need for support did not seem to be connected with 

the level of study. The students acknowledged that the work would be harder, but 

this was less of a concern than being able to access reassurance. One of the most 

academically able students, who had achieved excellent results throughout her FD, 

and who in fact had required very little support, described her feelings. 

“I’ll question myself and I shouldn’t do it. But it really helps when somebody can say 

– yeah – you’re on the right track – keep going.” 

One of the other students whose brother was at university also shared this concern. 

“Listening to their horror stories. My brother just scares me.  He says ‘Oh they don’t 

help you, you just hand your work in. You’re on your own’”. 

Although they were worried about hearing other ‘horror stories’ and therefore 

becoming more anxious, the group decided that talking to people who had been to 

university might be a good idea. However, apart from the student who had a brother 

at university, no one else in the group had any relatives who had been through the 

university system. One person knew people who had just finished university, but she 

had not asked about their experiences.  

The students identified the closeness of their group as the main factor that would 

enable them to cope with going to the University. 

“At least if we’re all together we can help each other.” 

“We’ll be like a little family.” 

“I think if we pretty much all go together it’ll be easier to cope with. We’ll back each 

other up if anyone’s got problems.” 

“I suppose if we don’t all go then….it’ll be difficult.” 

When the students were discussing this issue, they appeared to be conscious of 

finding words that would provide reassurance for everyone. Articulating these 

sentiments also seemed to reinforce the positive message for the person herself. 

The students appeared to give and receive considerable strength from these 

comments. There was a great deal of eye contact; positive, encouraging body 

language; and murmured assent during this part of the interview. They rationalised 

the challenges of degree study by reminding themselves that although the level was 

higher, there were fewer modules on the degree programme. 

“I prefer that. To concentrate on one is easier, isn’t it?” 

The students were asked whether they had considered applying directly to a 

university to study before they did their Foundation Degree. All the members of the 
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group were mature students, and as such, might well have been able to obtain a 

place at university without the qualifications that might be expected of a person who 

had applied straight from school. No one within the group had considered a direct 

application to university.  

“I felt more ready for it now than when I was 18 but I did find it difficult to get back 

into study.” 

“Because I was more mature I was more determined to do better. When I was 18 I 

don’t think I would have put so much effort into it.” 

The reasons judged to be most important when selecting college rather than 

university were the convenience of studying locally and the financial burden of full-

time university study. Everyone within the group was in either part-time or full time 

work and no one felt in a position to risk giving this up to pursue a full time degree at 

university. There was also a reference to feeling at home in the college environment. 

“I think personally it’s helped me. It’s close to home and it’s been a cheaper option.” 

“It’s small and friendly and I knew people who had been here and been happy. I feel 

at home here.” 

Several students commented on the importance of fulfilling family expectations. 

“I’m the first to go to Uni so I’ve got a lot on my shoulders. A lot to prove. The weight 

of the family!” 

“I want to be a good role model for my daughter. To show her if I can do it, so can 

she. I don’t want her to settle for second best like I did for so long.” 

After the interview, the digital recording was transcribed in its entirety. This provided 

an accurate record of what was said. It also enabled the researcher her to recall how 

things were said, effectively evoking the memories of the actual interview. These 

nuances imbued the account with far more meaning than would have been gained 

from reading the words alone. 

Initial line-by-line coding was performed. At the end of the interview the researcher 

also wrote a memo of her impressions. This level of detail was not recommended by 

all grounded theorists. Glaser (1998) contended that the researcher’s account should 

capture the key features and, by its very nature, would begin the process of 

abstraction and reduction. Preoccupation with detail would place the focus on 

description. 

This researcher was reluctant to rely solely on her account to identify significant 

issues. She was aware that the volume of information gleaned from detailed 

transcription could confuse or paralyse the analytical process. However, she decided 

that attempting to conceptualise too early in the process risked importing her own 

preconceptions thus forcing the data. Her interpretations inevitably directed the 
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coding process. However, this occurred only after concentration on the data. The 

researcher wrote reflective memos charting her initial responses which 

complemented the issues highlighted by the participants. The boundaries between 

the transcriptions and the researchers’ personal accounts inevitably overlapped and 

both contributed to the eventual grounded theory. 

The decision to transcribe the interviews in full was strengthened after issues later 

emerged that had not been immediately apparent. The facility to return to the entirety 

of the interview data enabled the researcher to become immersed in the data. This 

process identified aspects that had not been sufficiently explored and allowed the 

researcher to return to them in subsequent interviews. 
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Fig. 17 Group Interview 1 – Initial Coding 

Initial codes 
 

Examples of in vivo data that suggested the 
codes 
 

Using FD experience as a 
basis for moving through 
higher education 

This has prepared us I think. Bit of a shock at the start 
I suppose (going to university) but you’ll just get used 
to it. 
I’ve learned such a lot here. 
Writing essays and things – I need to get better but 
compared to when I started…. 
 

Relationship with the group Because we’re such a close class. 
There’s only a few of us 
At least if we’re all together we can help each other. 
We’ll be like a little family. 
We got on really well from the start so it was alright. 
 
 

Relationship with the 
lecturers 

Having to meet new people, new lecturers. 
It’s going to be so different with different lecturers. 
We know you, we know what you expect. 
The woman (met on a visit to the University) said it 
was more like do your own thing. She’ll tell you but 
she won’t help. 
It’s nice as well because we’ve always had advice 
from you and the other lecturers. 
 

Relationship with the 
institution 

I like it here, I feel comfortable.  
I’m worried I’ll get lost (at University). 
It’s easy – it’s close to home. I’m not sure how I’m 
going to organise everything next year yet. 
 

Confidence I’m much more confident, in work and just generally. 
I’m not afraid to give my opinion which I was before. 
Before, I wasn’t pushing myself to do anything much 
and then I was coming here and the more work I was 
doing the more I got into it and made loads of friends. 
It just gave me a bit of confidence to think right yes 
I’m off to college. 
That’s another reason I enjoyed it because it gave me 
extra confidence.  
I’ve changed – for the better 
 

Knowledge about university It’s because we don’t know what to expect – I think it’s 
worse. 
I suppose we don’t know anything different. 
We don’t know what university would be like 
compared to here. 
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Family I want to be a good role model. 
My mother is so proud of me – she’s never been so 
keen to babysit. 
It’s hard but I couldn’t do it at all if my family didn’t 
support me. 
 

Investment in the future Something that’s going to help me in the future. 
It’s kind of what happens after Uni.  
What kind of jobs. 
I know what I want to do but how do I get there. That’s 
what I think about. 
 

Importance of feedback It’s nice if someone can look at it and say – yes, 
you’re going on the right lines and then I think that 
prepares you as well. 
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5.3 Group Interview 2 

Students who participated in the second interview intended to continue to degree 

study within their FEI. They highlighted many of the issues that the first group had 

identified as significant.  

The feedback relating to the Foundation Degree was similarly positive, although 

there was some criticism of the content and pace of the first year. 

“Sometimes it got a bit frustrating. My hopes were to have loads of discussions and 

have things to read, expand my mind. I thought how can this be foundation degree 

level when you are teaching me things I did at 16? Our essays were going to have to 

be up here and some of our lectures were down there, you know?” 

“I was a bit disappointed because I thought I was coming to a degree and we weren’t 

learning anything really at first” 

The second interview was initially analysed using the codes identified in the first as a 

starting point, to ascertain whether the groups shared common concerns. 
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Fig.18 Group Interview 2 – initial coding   

Initial codes 
 

Examples of in vivo data that suggested the codes 
 

Using FD experience as a 
basis for moving through 
higher education 

I suppose the content won’t be that different but it’s 
the standard of work. 
There’ll be a lot more self-initiated study next year. 
We’ve progressed through the years – we’ve gone up 
in stages. 
Personally, I think I’m ready to move up a notch. 
I hope the change won’t be too much of a shock. 
 

Relationship with the group You learn loads from other peoples’ ideas and 
discussions. Our group are very good at that. 
We are very good at supporting when we are stuck.  
We’ve got good friendships. 
There’s none of this thing I want to be the best and 
top of the class and I want to get the best marks. 
There’s none of that competition in our group  
Everybody just wants everyone to do the best they 
can and do well. 
 

Relationship with the 
lecturers 

Most of them are great but one or two….let’s just say 
they weren’t at the right level. 
But I think the others really have helped us to improve 
– get better from one assignment to the next. 
Some of the lectures weren’t at all relevant to what 
you had to produce at the end. 
The support is good – if you need it, it’s there. 
 

Relationship with the 
institution 

It’s alright – the resources in the library aren’t that 
good. 
I’m not that old but when I walk around the corridors 
and see the kids you think OMG I feel old.  
It’s so jam packed you can feel a bit…..outnumbered. 
I love it. I love coming to college. It’s nice and social to 
get together. 
We just live so far away from everywhere. It’s 
essential that the college does these types of courses. 
 

Confidence I’m more confident – I’ve really grown up a lot. 
Although I’ve been qualified for 15 years, I’ve always 
struggled with writing and I’m not an academic person 
at all but I wanted to do something for me. Part of 
having study support has been to point out I’m 
dyslexic. It’s been all these years without knowing and 
they pointed that out. It’s helped my confidence a lot. 
I feel like I’ve achieved. I was in care and stuff and it 
was all negative – ‘You’ll never go far, you won’t do 
well.’  
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Knowledge about university .My first lecture in the lecture theatre was massive. 
There were about 150 of us and I thought OK…. 
You are just one in a big number there, whereas here 
you talk to everyone and the lecturers. 
 

Family I need to stay at home. We’ve just bought our own 
house so I don’t want to be travelling…. 
I’m not getting in to debt. I haven’t got any bills from 
college – I couldn’t do that with a family. They support 
me enough as it is. 
I’ve got a family and just the thought of a long drive 
even just once or twice a week would be a nightmare. 
 

Investment in the future I want to work in social services – child protection or 
something like that. 
 

Importance of feedback You feel you’ve actually been listened to and you 
learn a lot. 
I’m doing things in the school I wouldn’t have 
dreamed of a year ago….and the feedback from them 
is good. 
 

 

 

In addition to the issues that were shared by both groups, albeit with different 

emphases, other significant topics were identified. Students in the second interview 

were concerned that the slow pace of the first year might be repeated at the start of 

their degree studies. These students intended to continue their education at the 

same institute. They appeared to be more anxious to ‘hit the ground running’, 

perhaps because they were not dealing with multiple transitions such as moving to a 

different campus, or getting used to new lecturers and new friendship groups.  

This group placed great importance on understanding exactly what was required to 

do well on the course. Group members had a variety of competing commitments to 

manage, and were therefore unwilling to waste time, as they perceived it. They had 

made a commitment to the course, and wanted that commitment acknowledged and 

matched, in the form of clear guidance that they could act upon.  

They were reluctant to allow time and space to gradually develop an understanding 

of their responsibilities, as might be usual for a traditional cohort of students on a full 

time undergraduate course. All of the students interviewed in the second session 

were mature students. When they returned to education they had a sense of making 

up for lost time. Perhaps when an individual enters higher education via a non-

traditional route, he/she needs to see a quick return on that decision in order to 

provide the motivation and reassurance to continue with the enterprise.  
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Students in the first interview had displayed some knowledge of what university 

study might entail. However, this knowledge was rather confused and fragmented. 

Students recognised that ‘fear of the unknown’ was unhelpful in moving forward but 

appeared reluctant to explore this topic. They gave the impression that they were 

anxious that further investigation might be even more detrimental to their confidence, 

if it suggested that they were unsuited to university life. 

A couple of the students in the second group had previously started a university 

course but for a variety of reasons had not completed. One student had a number of 

friends who had gone to university but although she had achieved the required 

grades at A level, she had elected to stay at home. They were acutely aware of 

some attitudes towards studying HE in a further education setting.   

A student who had previously started at university communicated her views. 

“I did find it a bit of a difference coming here. I think it’s the stigma as well. People 

say ‘Oh, so you’re here now’. It’s still a degree. Back off!” 

Following this comment there was a lot of laughter implying understanding and 

empathy. Another student commented on similar reactions from friends who went to 

university. However, one student pointed to the additional pressures and the 

additional skills that were demanded to study in the manner that they were doing. 

“They think they are so much better than you don’t they – just because they’ve gone 

away to do it!” 

“When you’re in university you’re there all the time and that’s all you’ve got to worry 

about. Here, you’ve got to worry about work, family, college…it’s juggling it all. If I 

was going to employ somebody, I’d employ one of us because we’ve proved we can 

do it all.” 

The importance of being part of a supportive group was again emphasised. Students 

referred to the advantages of being able to learn from their peers and the benefits of 

the emotional support that group members provided for each other.  

“We’ve all become friends after college now – we’re all texting and phoning now.” 

The group appeared to take on a single, homogenous identity at some points in the 

discussion. It was noticeable that the term ‘we’ was frequently used by an individual, 

not always the same person, to represent the views of the group. Individuals 

appeared to feel confident about being able to speak for the group without the fear of 

contradiction. 

“Because we’ve decided to do this for ourselves, we’re very much independent 

learners and we want to know exactly what it is we need to write and then it’s up to 

us to follow the lectures through and get the information.” 
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These students talked a great deal about the confidence they had gained during their 

FD programme and the personal development that had resulted. They discussed the 

changes that had occurred in the way that they thought about themselves and the 

effects this had on the way they operated.  

“For me, it’s just made me a whole better person. I don’t know. I think I respect 

people a lot more, appreciate what I’ve got a lot more and I don’t know whether 

that‘s because of the background I’ve had or just because of this course, but either 

way I definitely think I’m a better person for doing this course.”  

“I take things on that I wouldn’t have attempted before. I never thought I could 

survive the FD but if I can do well on that I can do other things.” 

These changes were also remarked upon by family, friends and work colleagues. 

“Everyone’s noticed. I’ve got the confidence to take things on more. Before I would 

have doubted myself” 

“My husband doesn’t know what’s hit him!” 

 

 

Fig.19 Additional codes identified in Group Interview 2 

Initial codes 
 

Examples of in vivo data that suggested the codes 

Clear guidance What clicked for me was when she gave us that 
assignment sheet and I thought ‘that’s it – now I know 
what I have to do’. 

Attitudes to studying HE in 
FEI 

They think that not all degrees are the same – they’re 
not – we’re working harder! 
It’s just that people don’t realise you’re doing a degree 
– you’re just here, a college student doing a childcare 
course – they don’t realise it’s through the Uni. 

Changes in self-image 
 
 

I would never have given my opinion in a meeting 
before – and what’s more, people actually listened 
and agreed. 
All my family say I’m different. I’m more confident and 
I can look at things from lots of angles. 
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5.4 Group Interview 3 

Students who participated in the third interview again stressed the importance of 

feedback in maintaining motivation and engagement with their studies. During this 

interview, students referred to the positive relationships they had with their lecturers. 

Receiving successful results helped to compensate for the stress caused by self-

doubt which they described as being as challenging as the work itself. Their results 

provided concrete evidence that they could achieve something, and an affirmation 

that they were capable of HE. 

The best thing – getting the results!” 

“When you pass it’s so nice to think you can do it.” 

Time management was described as more demanding than the level of the work. 

Many students expressed the view that co-ordinating the different facets of their 

lives, and submitting assignments on schedule was an on-going struggle. This was 

identified as a possible source of difficulty in the move to degree study.  

Many acknowledged the role that their partners had played in supporting them 

throughout the course, taking over additional responsibilities so that they could 

concentrate on their studies. This source of support was judged to be far more 

valuable than any support received from employers. 

Several members of the group were single parents. The rest of the group recognised 

the extra difficulties they faced in terms of organising childcare and adequate time to 

study. The entire group interview was characterised by a sense of warmth and 

camaraderie between the group members. In common with previous interviews, the 

women in this group emphasised the importance of the support offered by other 

group members.  They were so in tune that they frequently finished each other’s 

sentences, or interpreted and expanded on points if they judged that the meaning 

was not immediately apparent.  

The concept of the group as a family had been introduced in a previous interview. 

The members of this group appeared to display many of the features of a close 

family unit, the intuitive interaction, inter-dependency, collective responsibility, and 

an ‘us against the world’ attitude. The strength that was generated by these 

relationships seemed to maximise the collective resources of the group.  This was 

evident when the group discussed the imminent move to the University. One of the 

students had expressed anxiety about the size of the University compared to the 

college campus.  

“I was lost even just going in there”. 

Other group members quickly jumped in to reassure her. 
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“I thought OMG it’s massive then it just becomes smaller after a few days. You get to 

know the back ways.” 

“Yeah. And you’ll only go to where you’ve got to go, so you get used to it.” 

“The University sort of shrinks in size.” 

The group were very good at minimising any potential future hurdles to a 

manageable size. When one person communicated any uncertainty, the rest of the 

group joined together to find a solution. The collective voice of the group worked to 

prevent doubt from taking hold. The researcher speculated about what might happen 

if doubts surfaced when the individual was away from the group. The group talked 

about the importance of contact outside the one day a week college attendance. This 

group appeared to make use of the social networking site Facebook, as well as 

texting and telephoning.  

Perhaps because this FEI was geographically close to the University, the Foundation 

Degree had primarily been promoted as the first part of a degree course. Almost 

everyone in the group intended to move on a degree, with the vast majority opting to 

top up to the BSc in Childhood Studies.  

“We’ll have a full Honours degree instead of half a degree.” 

One student suggested that she might not continue her studies, but was overruled by 

the rest of the group; ‘we’ll hijack her if necessary’, and she good naturedly agreed 

that she probably would carry on. 

Overall, the group considered that University would closely resemble their college 

experience. Once this sentiment was expressed there was a great deal of agreement 

from everyone. Students appeared to derive comfort from the imagined similarities. 

Possibly, reservations might creep in if students believed that it would be very 

different from their college experience, and dissuade some students from moving to 

the University. Maintaining the coherence of the group appeared to be important to 

everyone. One of the students played down any potential problems and emphasised 

the constants, rather than any dissimilarities. 

“We’re not living there. We’ll just go there and then come home exactly the same.” 

The issue that caused the students most concern was the size of the group in the 

University. This was the first issue that the students really had difficulty in 

addressing. No one within the group had first-hand experience of university life. 

Consequently, no one appeared to be able to supply an answer that would provide 

comfort to the rest of the group. 

“If it’s going to be big then that’s a shock isn’t it?” 

“It would because in here it’s more personal.” 
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“I’m not sure about being in a big theatre.”    

Students in this interview thought that large numbers in the University might alter the 

nature of their relationship with the lecturers, but on the whole they did not seem 

overly concerned about this aspect of the change. 

“I’ve got a close relationship with the lecturers here so I feel easier going to talk to 

the lecturers here than I probably would in the Uni.” 

“I would think they are just as helpful and accommodating down there as ours have 

been here so….I don’t think it should be a problem. We’re mature students.” 

Students highlighted some of the positive aspects of attending the University. As 

part-time students who attended college in the evenings they had been disappointed 

in the facilities they could access, particularly in terms of the canteen and library. The 

focus on further education primarily for 16-18 year olds within the college made them 

feel like outsiders to an extent. They were eager to experience an environment 

focused on HE. 

One student mentioned the difficulty of coming to terms with the conventions of 

academic writing. Several other comments appeared to suggest a recognition that an 

individual might need to alter in some respects in order to successfully fit in to HE. 

These changes included modifying modes of speech in ways that had previously 

been unnecessary.  

“I have to put it down in a way that I don’t even speak. When you read it back you 

think, ‘God, did I say that?” 

“When I come here I put on my college head. You have to act differently here don’t 

you. We still have a laugh but I am definitely different.” 

Students referred to increased self-belief that enabled them to behave in a more 

confident manner, particularly in work related matters. Several students thought they 

were more assertive in every aspect of their lives, sometimes to the consternation of 

close family and friends. Some students felt that they were distanced them from their 

previous relationships to an extent. They felt and behaved differently, which had an 

unsettling effect on certain relationships. However, they believed that their positive 

self-image compensated for these alterations and appeared prepared for any 

consequences. 

“Some people expect you to always agree and they don’t like it if you don’t. But 

tough – my opinion is as good as their’s.” 

“I don’t think they were prepared for me to change – I don’t think I was to be honest 

but I feel better about myself.” 

“Some people think you are getting above yourself. I’ve had that from my own family. 

It’s a bit gutting. I’m doing it for them as well.”  
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Fig.20 Additional codes identified in Group Interview 3  

 

Initial codes 
 

Examples of in vivo data that suggested the 
codes 

Student group as a family We’re all in it together. 
We all get on well. We know we can give each other a 
ring if we need to. 

Importance of keeping the 
group together 

I might not go (on to University).  
Yes you will – we won’t take no for an answer.  
We’ll drag her by her hair! Mind, you said no last time 
and you’re still here! 

Size of degree group I’m not sure how many we’ll be. Will we have to go in 
a lecture theatre? 
I’m not sure I’ll be happy joining in if the group is big. 

Having to change to fit in 
with HE 

I find it difficult because I don’t talk like that. 
My God, Whoa, I didn’t know I knew that word. 
My family wouldn’t recognise me sometimes! 

Having concerns listened to I think they are taking that into consideration now. 
In fairness, S (lecturer) has written it all down so they 
can take note of it. 

Changes noticed by others 
 

They don’t like it when I won’t back down like I used 
to. 
I can see people looking at me in a different way. 
Most people think I’ve changed for the better, more 
confident, but I’m not so meek and mild either so not 
everyone likes that. 

 

The third interview concluded the group interviews conducted in the three further 

education colleges with students who were at the end of their Foundation Degrees. 
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5.5 Group Interview 4 

This interview was conducted in the University with students towards the end of the 

first semester of the degree course. Some of the students who participated in this 

group interview had been involved in the group interviews that took place in the FEIs. 

However, the University cohort also contained people who had taken their 

Foundation Degrees at other partner colleges, and a couple of individuals who had 

obtained comparable qualifications. These students completed biographical data 

sheets. Several indicated that they would be prepared to participate in both the 

group and individual interviews. Although these people had not been part of the 

initial student groups, the researcher considered that their views might offer a wider 

perspective on the transition process. 

Following the format of the earlier interviews, students were asked about their 

previous studies. They identified four elements that constituted a successful learning 

experience: it was enjoyable; they studied with a great group of people; they learned 

a lot; and they ended the course with a valuable qualification. 

Students emphasised the contrast between the FD and the degree. It was apparent 

that all of them had experienced some difficulties during transition. However, it was 

entirely possible that these difficulties were not shared by non-participating students. 

The researcher gained the impression that the students had met and agreed to use 

the interview as a forum to air their concerns about the course. As the interview 

proceeded, it became clear that the views expressed were not confined to one or two 

people, but were prevalent throughout the group. 

Several students discussed problems in settling on the course and had contemplated 

giving up. They cited students’ poor attendance on the degree as evidence of 

widespread dissatisfaction with the course. They explained that people who had 

attended every week on the FD had attended very sporadically since coming to 

University, or had stopped attending completely. This summary of the interview 

presents the reasons for their disillusionment with the course in the order in which 

points were raised. This order did not necessarily reflect a hierarchy in terms of 

importance. As the interview progressed, students became less guarded and their 

contributions became increasingly personal. 

The general consensus of the group was that there was not enough guidance on the 

course. They appreciated that degree level study demanded independent learning 

but did not believe that this was incompatible with clear guidelines. As part- time 

students, they did not feel that they had the luxury of time to discern what was 

required through a process of trial and error.   

In the FEIs, the anticipated size of the University group had been an issue. Now they 

seemed to be more concerned about the dropping numbers on the course. They 

alluded to the fact that the lecturers were ‘always going on’ about the large number 

of students that had been recruited onto the course in a negative way. Students 
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strongly felt that since people had been accepted onto the course, the University had 

to manage the consequences of that decision. 

Students described their overwhelming feeling as being undervalued. When they 

arrived at the University for their first session there had not been enough chairs for 

everyone. Some group members had clearly interpreted this as the University being 

unwelcoming and ill prepared. One student recalled a conversation between her and 

a lecturer. She had enquired about the timing of breaks.  

“She told me not to worry, that we could fit in a short fag break. I was really insulted. 

I don’t smoke. I have diabetes so I have to plan my meals quite carefully. You would 

think they would think of something like that here. It set the tone. Like I was someone 

who prioritised smoking over my work. A second class citizen just because I hadn’t 

gone straight to Uni at 18.” 

The recollection of this incident prompted other students within the group to express 

their anxieties of feeling unappreciated within the University environment. A number 

of students suggested that the problem might result from their course being 

insufficiently recognised within a Faculty that was dominated by health-related 

courses.  

“Totally devalued. They don’t know what our course is and they don’t know our 

names”. 

This theme of being in the ‘wrong’ Faculty seemed to have gained some momentum 

within the group, with many students stating that they did not fit in. Students were 

quick to acknowledge that their lecturers had good subject knowledge within their 

own field. However, the students believed that because the Childhood Studies 

degree was outside their lecturers’ usual teaching areas, they were not able to 

access and benefit from this expertise. There was considerable criticism of the level 

and content of some of the sessions. 

“It’s a mix of being taught at a lower level and then being left to your own devices. It’s 

not very motivating to say the least.” 

Disappointment with the content of the course was compounded by the cost of the 

fees paid. One student, backed by other members of her group, commented that she 

did not think that the course delivered value for money. A source of concern was the 

number of lectures that had been cancelled. They described the feeling of being 

“short changed”. Another student talked about the complicated arrangements that 

had to be made to allow her to attend University, which included re-organising shift 

patterns to cover her absence, childcare arrangements, and a lengthy car journey. 

One student pointed out that she still had to pay for after school care even if a 

lecture was cancelled and she was able to pick her children up on time.  

The financial outlay involved in undertaking the degree course provided a powerful 

motivation for continuing with the course, despite the considerable concerns that 
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were communicated. Students could not afford to waste the money they had already 

spent by failing to achieve their qualification. Another powerful incentive was the 

reluctance to give up on their personal and career goals, which they believed were 

inextricably linked with obtaining the degree. Students spoke about the need to 

demonstrate perseverance to present a positive role model for their children. Several 

students discussed the spectre of facing family and friends if they had to admit that 

they had given up.  

Initially, the researcher was surprised at the strength of feeling generated by 

memories of the first session. Some comments indicated that many of them were not 

completely confident of their entitlement to be in the University environment. 

Repeatedly, they referred to being in the wrong place, with the wrong lecturers, and 

expressed the wish that they could have continued their studies in their previous 

environment. On reflection, these students had invested considerable personal and 

professional capital in studying at degree level. Enrolment on a degree course had 

been the culmination not only of two years hard work on the FD, but also of longer-

held ambitions. Having to find their own chairs during that first session appeared to 

symbolise the unilateral preparation made by the students that they believed was not 

adequately reciprocated by the University. Some students appeared to believe that 

this lack of organisation confirmed that they were not worthy of equal commitment 

from the University. 

This discomfort regarding the University setting was indicative of the students’ 

underlying lack of confidence about inhabiting that environment. Whether the initial 

session would have been interpreted as negatively had subsequent sessions been 

more successful was uncertain. However, first impressions, particularly if they 

appear to confirm pre-existing insecurities, can be difficult to erase or overcome. The 

‘fag break’ incident served as a powerful reminder of the weight that can be placed 

on lecturers’ words, even when making a throw-away remark. Past experiences have 

the potential to sensitise individuals to any hint of rejection or of being patronised, a 

salutary lesson for any lecturer to learn. The ‘chair’ incident indicated the importance 

of attending to what might be regarded as a fairly minor point, but which could be 

interpreted as significant by students. Attention to such details might contribute to 

minimising or even eliminating the possibility of misunderstandings that could taint 

the education experience. 

Some students recognised that their expectations might be different from other, more 

traditional, groups of students.  

“Not all students want to go home early. It is hard staying here when it’s dark, but it’s 

what we want to do.” 

You have got so much else going on in your life. Work, family, organising everything. 

And the finances. I think it must be easier to do a course full-time and be able to 
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concentrate on that. Maybe that’s why we need more feedback. It takes a lot to come 

here. You have to give up other things.” 

Students also wanted more opportunities to behave as degree students. Some of the 

dissatisfaction relating to course content, clear guidance, and attendance emanated 

from the restrictions this placed on operating in a manner consistent with being a 

successful degree student. 

“On the FD I felt I was really learning and developing. Now I feel I’m standing still, 

and it’s difficult to get enthusiastic. We can’t improve if we don’t get the chance.” 

 

 

Fig. 21 Group Interview 4 – initial coding 

Initial codes 
 

Examples of in vivo data that suggested the 
codes 

Poor attendance I feel like a number not a person. I think that’s why 
attendance is so bad and so many people have 
dropped out. People who attended every week before 

Group size And they are always going on about the size of the 
group. It’s too big. It’s too difficult with big numbers. 
Well, they accepted us. They should have closed the 
books if they are going to go on about it so much. 

Course content I don’t think some of the stuff they give us is really 
Level 6. 
If they don’t get the course it’s no wonder that 
sessions are crap. 

Feeling undervalued I don’t feel I get any approval. Maybe it’s the child in 
me but I want to feel I’m on the right track. 
We don’t seem to fit in. I was very determined on the 
FD but many times I’ve felt like giving up and not 
bothering. 

First impressions There weren’t even enough chairs at the beginning. 
That made you feel welcome! We had to go and find 
our own. That was a good start! No wonder we found 
it hard to settle. You would think they would get that 
right. It made me feel like I shouldn’t be here. 

Guidance There’s not enough guidance. When we were on the 
FD I don’t think we were spoon fed but there was 
more guidance. 
It’s what I expected but it is difficult if you don’t know 
what’s expected of you. 
 

Feedback Because everything comes at the end of this course 
there’s nothing to tell you how you are doing. No 
feedback to let you know. 
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Relationships If it wasn’t for the other members of my college group 
that came with me I don’t think I would have stayed. 
The relationship with each other has kept us going 
really. 
I don’t feel we have the same relationship with the 
lecturers. We were only in college one day a week but 
it was different. 

Opportunities to behave as 
a student 
 

I thought we’d have more challenging things. You 
don’t expect every lesson to be fantastic but I don’t 
feel stretched. 
In the college they were always telling us that there 
was a good article on this or had we seen the journal 
about that but we don’t get that here. 
We don’t debate things like we used to. 
Being independent is fine but you need clear 
guidelines especially when you are only here once a 
week.  
I like the freedom. I like the independence. That’s HE. 

 

The general attitude expressed during this group interview was perhaps summarised 

by the following statement. 

“I’ve come this far. If I give up now it would be a waste of everything I’ve done and 

had to give up to get here. I’m not really enjoying it but I will finish, fingers crossed!” 

The group interviews highlighted the interaction between the group members. Flick 

(2009 p. 201) referred to the role of group discussions in exposing the ways in which 

‘opinions are created and above all changed, asserted or supressed in social 

exchange’. However, their dynamic nature and the social negotiations that take place 

during the dialogue, also have the potential to over-emphasise certain aspects of the 

debate at the expense of subtler nuances and individual perspectives.  

The individual interviews that followed the group sessions were planned to provide 

the opportunity to investigate individual opinions more thoroughly. 

 

The chapter has presented raw data from the four group interviews and outlined the 

initial codes that were assigned. The following chapter will aim to detail the analysis 

of the individual interviews. It will aim to demonstrate the importance of remaining 

true to the data, while attempting to conceptualise the underlying processes. It will 

seek to set out the progression through initial coding to the focused coding stage, 

and to chart the relationship between the development of the different phases of the 

analytical process and the generation of the grounded theory.  
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Chapter 6 Analysis of individual interviews 

Initially, a total of 19 individual interviews were undertaken. These were conducted 

with students at the two institutions which offered degree courses in Childhood 

Studies, the University and FEI 2. A further 5 interviews were organised with 

students in FEI 3 who were taking the part-time, top-up programme, leading to a BA 

(Hons) Social Care Studies.  

Although these students were following a different degree programme, they were 

also progressing through higher education, making the transition from FD to full 

degree study. The researcher did not intend to focus on making direct comparisons 

between the different groups of students. She hoped that the data collated from all 

interviews would contribute to obtaining a more comprehensive picture of the 

transition process. However, any differences in terms of structures, practices and 

approaches between the three learning environments had the potential to provide 

interesting insights into the most effective ways of managing the transition process. 

This chapter will use selected examples to demonstrate how the researcher moved 

from initial coding, through focused coding, and subsequently to the evaluations that 

determined the development of the conceptual codes. After reviewing the coding of 

the group interviews, the need to refine the coding process became apparent. This 

chapter begins with an explanation of the reasons for this re-appraisal. 
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6.1 Revisiting the coding process 

Certain codes were clumsily named or duplicated information contained under 

another title. Several titles did not adequately reflect the essence of the data that 

they sought to categorise, and therefore meaningful comparison proved problematic.  

The researcher decided to reassess the coding already undertaken in conjunction 

with the categorisation of new data emerging from the individual interviews. She 

believed this approach could trigger fresh connections and encourage more 

creativity than would have been achieved by reviewing the codes in isolation. 

Inclusion of new information would reduce the potential danger of forcing the data 

which might have occurred had she attempted to impose a structure without the 

stimulus of additional material. Each interview was compared with the existing data. 

The associations that were discovered dictated the direction of subsequent 

interviews.  

Although the coding system worked relatively well, on many occasions, the 

researcher did not discern the significance of what was being expressed immediately 

after the interview. In fact, even after the transcription and memo writing processes 

had encouraged reflection on what had been communicated, the essential meaning 

was not always obvious. It was often necessary to go back and re-read a substantial 

proportion of the data to understand the implication of what had been said. Going 

back into the data also enabled the researcher to overcome indecision or uncertainty 

about the future direction of the research. Charmaz (2006 p.71) referred to the 

‘theoretical playfulness’ of the coding process that encouraged researchers to 

experiment with innovative ways of looking at information.  

This iterative process is a key feature of grounded theory research and is a principal 

source of both the reward and frustration of using this methodological approach. 

Charmaz (2006 p.71) contended that grounded theory coding enabled the 

researcher to move from ‘concrete events and descriptions’ to theoretical insight and 

theoretical possibilities’ and to ‘unify ideas analytically’. She also advocated the use 

of verbatim material as providing the evidence on which to base claims about the 

veracity of the analytical process. 

The challenge of the coding process was to assign concise terms to sections of data 

which retained the intensity of their meaning, and did not detract from the impact of 

the original statements. Equally, it was important to maintain a balance between 

treating participants’ contributions with the respect they deserved, while avoiding the 

uncritical inclusion of large chunks of raw data.   

Information collated from the group interviews contributed to directing the individual 

interviews and provided many of the codes that were used to sort and categorise the 

data that emerged from them. As each interview was completed, it was transcribed, 

and the participants’ comments were analysed and coded before the next interview 

took place.  
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The researcher hoped that this sequence would enable her to follow up significant 

issues in subsequent interviews. To an extent, this worked reasonably well.  It 

allowed the researcher to build up a detailed picture of aspects of transition that 

reflected several individuals’ perspectives. However, it became clear early in the 

analysis that although this approach enabled the connections between successive 

interviews to be explored, this method did not encourage the development of a 

balanced cohesive overview that reflected all of the data. It had the potential to 

assign one issue a prominence that far outweighed its significance, to investigate it 

relentlessly in isolation, and to ignore the importance of other relationships. 

The researcher found it necessary to go back and re-examine codes, categories and 

associations to accurately determine their relative significance. This iterative 

approach produced a volume of potential constructions that threatened to obscure 

rather than reveal the most appropriate interpretation of the data. The researcher 

was reminded forcefully of the need to be able to cope with ambiguity when using 

grounded theory. 

To achieve a degree of clarity, the analysis will be presented as a sequential 

procedure rather than reflecting the vacillations of the actual process. However, the 

process was not haphazard or disorganised. The researcher appreciated the advice 

of Charmaz (2006) to aim for immersion in the data. Familiarity with all of the data 

was the only way to discern the connections that were essential to the development 

of the grounded theory.  

Each individual interview lasted approximately one hour and had elicited a great deal 

of information. Loftland and Loftland (1995) indicated that initial coding required the 

researcher to generate as many codes as were necessary to account for the data in 

a creative and analytical manner, rather than to be concerned with their ultimate 

viability. However, these ‘venturesome analytical impulses’ had consequences 

(Loftland and Loftland 1995 p. 90). They advised researchers to question the validity 

of coding ‘everything in sight in dozens of ways’. They suggested that this was 

converting ‘a means into an end’ and was likely to have a detrimental effect on ‘the 

real end’, the production of a high quality analysis. 

Some segments of data had been placed within several codes, reflecting the depth 

of meaning that even small amounts of discourse can yield. The researcher was 

anxious to ensure that she represented all contributions accurately. At times, it 

proved difficult to comprehend whether participants were using different phrases to 

describe similar experiences, or whether the nuances of speech were defining subtly 

distinct incidents and feelings. Polkinghorne (2005 p.139) advocated that 

researchers needed to be aware of the fact that ‘unlike the objects of nature, the 

layers of experience are not rigidly ordered’. 

The in vivo contributions, together with comments from the researcher, will be 

presented in narrative form. Creswell (2007 p. 119) suggested that second-order 
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narratives, constructed by researchers, had the facility of portraying ‘a collective 

story that represents the lives of many’. Charmaz (2006 p. 174) rejected the 

necessity for grounded theories to be ‘voiceless, objectified recordings’. She 

maintained that although a researcher was in the background interpreting situations, 

the voice of the researcher ‘echoes the researcher’s involvement with the studied 

phenomena’. The inclusion of in vivo material also enables the logic of the analytical 

process to be evaluated more accurately. 
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6.2 Experiences of the Foundation Degree 

The researcher began each interview by asking the student about their experiences 

on the FD. This question was not solely designed to provide a relatively comfortable 

opening gambit. The researcher hoped to explore any perceived differences 

between the programmes. The dual themes of enthusiasm for the FD and 

dissatisfaction with the degree that had been present in the group interviews were 

continued and expanded in the individual interviews.  

Occasionally, students used emotive language to register their disappointment with 

the content, structure and lecturers on the degree programmes. The current study 

aimed to reflect students’ perspectives and the frustration they expressed was 

present in many interviews. However, in recording these views, the researcher did 

not intend to give the impression that she concurred with these opinions. 

Expectations of degree study had been formed during the Foundation Degrees. 

Discrepancies between anticipation and reality had their origins in the FD 

programmes. In addition, the difficulties students were currently experiencing were 

inevitably more immediate and affecting than issues they might have overcome on a 

now-completed programme of study.   

The increase in confidence that had been built over the FD was mentioned by 

numerous students.  

“I had taken a bit of a knock from having 3 children and being out of the system for a 

while and the FD seemed perfect to fit around childcare and my lifestyle at the time.”  

                                                               (Grace, 35, learning support assistant (LSA)) 

“I felt that I was important in the group, which was interesting. Because you feel quite 

nervous when you are older don’t you? I think you sort of think – oh you’re a mother 

and what you’ve got to say isn’t that interesting, but I always felt that my input was 

good. So I just enjoyed everything about it.” 

(Vicky, 39, teaching assistant (TA)) 

“I felt very insecure about whether or not I would be able to achieve and it wasn’t 

until I started having grades back and – you know – lecturers saying little things that 

you sort of latch onto and think - Oh gosh – she thinks that I might be able to do this, 

you know, and that really builds your confidence.” 

(Beth, 47, one-to-one LSA) 

The confidence obtained from successfully completing the FD was evident when the 

students talked about their academic achievements, with one student referring to 

“that real passion for learning” which had eluded her throughout school.  The growth 

in confidence also had a marked impact on other facets of some students’ lives. 
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“Because you’re more open to stuff. I can’t really explain it…I’ve really enjoyed it. It’s 

bound to have improved other areas of my life because I feel like I’m accomplished 

in something. I get something good back from it so it has affected other things.” 

(Beth, 47, one-to-one LSA) 

Another important consequence of undertaking the FD was the contribution it had 

made to improving working practices.  

“The confidence it’s given me - and I changed job roles when I started as well. 

Myself, I’ve got to do a lot of teaching and presentations and just off my own back 

learn about certain stuff. The assignments have given me a lot of knowledge and 

confidence really to do my job. I’m so glad I’ve done these 3 years. It’s helped me a 

lot confidence wise.” 

(Kate, 35, Mental Health team) 

“When you are confident you’ve got the knowledge your whole attitude is different – 

others might not notice but you do!” 

(Tess, 22, nanny) 

“I look at things sometimes and I think, well, why have I never read this before? Why 

have I never looked at this? There are so many things out there which can actually 

support and help the job role that I’m reading now, that I should have read 15 years 

ago but didn’t. I think it’s definitely made me more confident and more aware, 

definitely.  

(Harriet, 44, crèche manager) 

One student commented on the blend of academic and practical work that had been 

a key feature of the FD.  

“It just switches something on in you, I think in a unique way.” 

(Polly, 28, worker WG project) 

Another student appreciated the ways in which the links between theory and practice 

underlined the relevance of the academic work, to the benefit of both. 

“Without working, there’s nothing to reinforce it or tag it on to. No frame of reference 

at all really. You can only imagine what it might be like. I think if you’re not working – 

if you’re not in a position to be able to apply the theory, you can’t challenge it then 

either.” 

(Laura, 42, TA) 

The practical placement element of the FD was valued for providing a context for 

academic work. It also supported the academic endeavour in other ways. The work 
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environment was a situation in which the mature student participants were 

comfortable and enjoyed a certain status. Students appeared to be able to use the 

work placement to ‘mine’ not only practical connections, but also a degree of 

confidence, which could be transferred to other areas in which they felt more 

exposed.  

The feedback from the individual interviews conducted at the University regarding 

the Foundation Degree had been universally positive. However, some participants 

expressed the opinion that the FD qualification was not widely valued.   

“There is a lot of scepticism already about FDs – that they are for people who can’t 

really access Uni any other way”. 

(Eleri, 56, co-ordinator, unit for children with special needs) 

“Initially I thought the FD might not be a proper degree and that other people might 

feel – Oh, she’s just doing the FD. I know you shouldn’t think like that but this is my 

honest opinion. It also felt as if it was half a job and I needed to finish it as well.” 

(Charlotte, 38, family support co-ordinator) 

“I wasn’t happy with just the FD. To me – if you could do that you could do the full 

degree.” 

(Amanda, 25, residential care worker) 

“I loved the FD. I thought the degree would be like it only even better.” 

(Rose, 31, LSA, primary school) 

These attitudes, together with the high level of enthusiasm for HE learning that had 

been developed during the FD, had generated high expectations of degree study. 

This had been responsible for the majority of FD students in all three FEIs opting to 

continue to degree level study. A number of different initial codes were sorted under 

the umbrella term of ‘expecting’. 

Fig. 22 Focused code – expecting 

Initial codes Focused code 

• confidence 

• confidence in academic work 

• improvement at work 

• attitudes to FD 

• differences between FD/degree 

• enthusiasm about FD 

• practical placement 

• passion for learning 

• anticipation of being a degree 
student 

expecting 
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6.3 Experiences of the Honours degree 

As the individual interviews progressed, participants moved on from reflecting back 

on their memories of the Foundation Degree to focusing on their experiences of their 

current degree course. For a number of students their attitudes towards the degree 

programme were in sharp contrast to the warmth they displayed when commenting 

on the FD. 

“I would say it (the FD) has given me good focus and good understanding of 

education that I never had before. I don’t think I’ve had that during this third year.” 

(Sally 27, LSA primary school) 

“It’s only as we’ve done this final year lots of us have said – not just me – a lot of the 

whole class have said we wish we hadn’t done this particular degree.” 

(Rose, 31, LSA primary school) 

“I might be blonde at times but I’m not stupid. It had no relevance to any of us. It 

might have been very interesting but it was nothing to do with what we were doing. 

We just felt that we’ve all left work to sit and do this. I’m sure everyone has important 

jobs like I have, and I sit there and think what a waste of my time – what a waste of 

my school’s time.”  

(Eleri, 56, co-ordinator, unit for children with special needs) 

Some of the comments were bordering on the vitriolic at times. However, many more 

students appeared to be reluctant about expressing their criticisms, communicating 

regret rather than anger. 

“I don’t like to knock people - I’m not knocking anyone in particular but I think if it was 

just me feeling this then I would think it was me but when the general consensus of 

people are feeling unhappy about things…..” 

(Emma, 25, deputy manager, nursery) 

“I haven’t not enjoyed it, but I just think if there were different things in place or things 

hadn’t been as they are then I probably would be saying something very, very 

different.”  

(Lesley, 51, community support worker) 

If you’d spoken to me at the end of the FD then I think I would have been saying – 

wow – this has been brilliant. I feel really, really good about it. It is a shame that… 

But it isn’t just me because we’ve all sort of felt like that. I feel so bad saying 

negative things.”  

(Non, 47, family support worker) 
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The last comment encapsulated the reticence many students displayed in 

expressing their disappointment about what one student described as a “lost 

opportunity”. Much of the discontent appeared to be centred on the content of the 

course in terms of the subject matter and the level at which it was taught. This 

contrasted with the concerns that students had raised in the group interviews 

conducted before they started the degree. Then they had been anxious about the 

‘step-up’ in academic standard. 

“I don’t feel that anyone has pushed new ideas or concepts on me. I don’t feel it has 

been taken on a step or two. I don’t feel that has been the case at all.” 

(Vicky, 39, TA) 

“I think I want to be empowered. I want them to say – wow, look at this, you can do 

this, or take this back into your setting, this is a great idea. Unfortunately, there 

hasn’t been much of that. I’d say probably 4 or 5 sessions out of copious ones have 

made me say wow. And I think you expect that at this sort of degree level. But I don’t 

know. I’ve got no sort of comparison.”  

(Fiona, 52, WG project worker)  

Several students appeared to have formed the impression that the shortcomings in 

the content of the course emanated from a lack of respect for their educational 

abilities, coupled with a failure to appreciate the value of a degree in Childhood 

Studies. One lecturer, who had a background in another discipline, had questioned 

what the students were hoping to do at the end of their course. This might well have 

been a genuine inquiry. However, it was imbued with negative connotations as ‘what 

could they possibly hope to do?’ 

“You constantly find yourself trying to explain what your FD was about. So then to be 

here, and have someone in the HE area say it, makes you feel awful”. 

(Rose, 31, LSA, primary school) 

“….which was quite degrading in a way (being questioned about her intentions at the 

end of the course). You may not know, but it’s all in your body language. His 

intonation – everything just sung out – what are you doing here? What’s the point?”  

(Eleri, 56, co-ordinator, unit for children with special needs) 

“I just thought, you know, it was quite patronising”. 

(Emma, 25, deputy manager, nursery) 

“I found it quite insulting.”  

(Jenny, 52, childcare project manager) 
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The major criticisms of the content of the course were related to the relevance and 

level of the information they received, and the passion with which it was being 

conveyed. Some interviews were pervaded by a powerful sense of disappointment 

that expectations of stimulating course content had not materialised. There was 

recognition that it might have been easier to come to terms with other perceived 

deficiencies if they had judged the content as high quality. 

“It was very, very basic. If you hadn’t done Forest schools or you didn’t work in the 

Foundation phase it might have been really interesting but it was really, really …it 

was so dull I just thought it was awful. I thought that maybe if we’d been taught in a 

different way or something it would have been inspiring but – you want to be inspired 

don’t you? We all want to learn, we want to engage, we want to do this. And maybe if 

that had happened then everything else would not have been as important.”  

(Vicky, 39, TA) 

“I found that very, very frustrating – that we were going to be marked at a degree 

level but that we weren’t being taught at a degree level.” 

(Kate, 35, Mental Health team)  

Some students expressed the view that the mismatch between their expectations 

and the reality of the degree programme had not only failed to inspire them, it had 

actually undermined their enthusiasm for learning, and had reduced the likelihood 

that they would engage with future study opportunities. However, the degree 

programme was not universally panned.  

One student described ‘loving’ the new-found freedom to learn that she had 

discovered on the FD and which had continued on the degree course. She also 

appreciated the improved access to facilities such as learning resources that the 

University offered in comparison with the previous FEI. 

“It feels as if I’m achieving and learning a lot more, but on a self-driven thing. On the 

FD you’d have your essay title…..and although I really enjoyed it, this time you are 

given a free reign. I’ve learned so much from it and become really interested in that 

way. I prefer that. You feel as if you’re researching and if I feel really strongly or I 

want to be proactive about this and that I can so it is very inspiring. I much prefer that 

way of doing things. But it’s harder in a way too.” 

(Beth, 47. one-to-one LSA) 

Another student also appeared to be more comfortable with the approach taken in 

the University, although she did have some issues with the way that the course was 

structured. 

“I wouldn’t knock the way that the lessons were done. I thought that when we had 

the lessons and they were given to us by the appropriate lecturers they were really 
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good. I just wish the same lecturers had kept on teaching us all the time - but it didn’t 

work out that way - rather than being overloaded with guest speakers and hardly 

ever seeing them.” 

(Lucy, 32, part-time lecturer) 

There was also some criticism that the style of sessions did not offer the scope to 

explore subject areas as anticipated. 

“I thought we’d have a lot more debates about really cutting-edge things so that’s 

been disappointing.” 

(Beth, 47. one-to-one LSA) 

 

It was clear from the individual interviews undertaken in the University that there was 

an overriding sense of dissatisfaction with the degree programme, often forcibly 

expressed. However, this was not the experience for every student. This led the 

researcher to speculate what characteristics these particular students possessed 

that enabled them to cope effectively with the progression to degree study, and in 

some cases, to positively flourish in that environment. It also called into question the 

expectations that had been generated by experiences in the FEIs during Foundation 

Degree programmes. 

Individual interviews were undertaken with students in the two FEIs delivering 

degree programmes. These students expressed similarly positive views about their 

FDs. They had not moved education settings and had retained largely the same 

team that had taught them during the FD, with the addition of one or two new 

lecturers. Students did not have to cope with the multiple transitions involved in 

moving to another institution. The progression to degree study might be expected to 

be relatively seamless in these circumstances. However, students in both FEIs had 

identified negative issues that they had not anticipated as they progressed from FD 

to degree study and negotiated the change to Level 6 work. 

Coming to terms with the difference in approach on the degree programme proved to 

be a challenge for many students whether or not they had moved institutions. The 

following comments were made by students continuing their studies in a further 

education college. 

“It is a lot more relaxed. You’re working at your own pace. Due to circumstances in 

my own personal life, I’ve found it hard because I haven’t had a deadline up to now 

to get on with that work.” 

(Liz, 36, LSA, secondary school) 
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“We are finding that we aren’t having as much help as we usually would which we 

are all used to so it’s quite hard getting into the swing of not having that support. 

We’re only allowed to hand in one draft and that’s it”. 

(Tess, 22, nanny) 

 

“I don’t know. None of us have got the oomph. It’s as if – I don’t know. Everyone is 

getting more stressed about it rather than enjoying it like we have been over the last 

few years.” 

(Sally, 27, LSA primary school) 

 

Another student also admitted to feeling the pressure of degree level study. 

“I think because it is like a step higher you feel the pressure a bit more as well 

because you’ve got to write better than last year. I’ve noticed it. Even the lecturers 

have been going on - look you need to make sure this year that you check 

everything because the marking criteria is higher.” 

(Amanda, 25, residential care worker) 

However, several students expressed a preference for the structure of the degree 

course and the changes in approach.  

“I don’t think the contact hours have been as much but I think that’s been a good 

thing for us because we’ve been able to get on with things ourselves.” 

((Charlotte, 38, family support co-ordinator) 

 “Because we’ve had more spare time and haven’t had as many taught lessons 

we’ve been able to have more time to get our heads round things ourselves. We’ve 

been left to do our own work.” 

Liz, 36, LSA, secondary school) 

“I think now you take more responsibility in making sure that you go out and research 

and find out information ready for the lecture the following week. I think you take 

more responsibility because you know if you do that, you get more out of the lecture 

the following week because otherwise it’s a bit vague.” 

(Vicky, 39, TA) 

Although some students appeared to struggle with the extra responsibility that 

degree study placed on them, others positively embraced the opportunity for more 

independence. Students following degree programmes in the FEIs were generally 

more positive about their experiences. However, there was an attitude of negativity 
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towards the degree course, even among these students, that had not been evident 

when discussing the FD.  

This lack of enthusiasm might have been because the students were currently 

undertaking the degree, and the outcome was, as yet, an unknown quantity. There 

might be a tendency to look back on events that have been successfully navigated 

with fond regard, and to underplay the difficulties involved in the process. 

Conversely, any frustrations they might currently be experiencing would be very vivid 

and immediate.  

Students in all institutions referred to the impact that rises in tuition fees had on their 

engagement with the course, and the benefits they expected to receive. Many talked 

about the importance of seeing a return on the money they had spent. In some 

cases the money had been diverted from the family budget and they were well aware 

of the sacrifices that had entailed. They had little patience with cancelled lectures, or 

irrelevant subject content. 

“I’m paying £3,500 for this course. I want my money’s worth.” 

(Grace, 35, LSA) 

 “It’s about how much money I’ve spent already. That’s a lot of it because obviously it 

has cost quite a lot of money to do the course and because I’m working I’ll be paying 

it back straight away. It’s meant going without a family holiday which they don’t mind 

but…..” 

(Jenny, 52, childcare project manager) 

“It’s so annoying when you travel all this way, use up the petrol and then they say 

you can go home after a couple of hours. I’m only here for 6 hours. I’m not enjoying it 

much but I do need to make the most of all the time I have. I’ve paid enough!” 

(Harriet, 44, creche manager) 

The reasons for the dissatisfaction with the degree programme were complex and 

multi-faceted, with different students highlighting different concerns. One student 

who had expressed real enthusiasm for the less structured, more independent 

approach to study in the University vividly illustrated this ambivalence. She hesitantly 

described the conflict she felt between not wanting to bother her lecturers, balanced 

against the fact that she had made a heavy financial investment in the course. She 

also conveyed the considerable pressure she felt to do well on the course. 

 “I feel as if I don’t want to waste their time or… And then I think well no – it’s a lot of 

money that I’m paying for this course and you think well… so I’ve got mixed feelings 

about it…..That’s the thing you know, everyone is busy but it feels like – it sounds 

very dramatic to describe it as self-harming but it does feel like that sometimes 
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because you just think – why am I doing this, why am I putting all this massive 

pressure because it is – it is a massive pressure.”  

(Beth, 47, one-to-one LSA) 

The expectations raised by the experience of the FDs had been crucial in 

considering whether to continue to degree study. However, the differences students 

descried between their expectations and the reality of the degree meant that rather 

than being enthused, they were actually hampered by the FD in some respects. The 

perceived disappointment with the degree appeared to interfere with their abilities to 

engage with the degree programme. The initial codes were analysed and combined 

under the focused code, handicapping. 

 

Fig. 23 Focused code – handicapping 

 

Initial codes Focused code 

• first impressions 

• lost opportunity 

• content of the course 

• teaching approaches 

• differences between FD and 
degree 

• thinking about future study 

• value for money 

• feedback 

• guidance 

• self-harming 

• looking back 
 

handicapping 
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6.4 Relationships between students and lecturers 

During the individual interviews, at some stage, in each of the settings, every student 

referred to the influence that the relationship with their lecturers had on their attitude 

towards their course. A common feature of all interviews, including those with 

students who were most comfortable with self-regulated study, was the necessity for 

feedback and clear guidance. 

A number of students discussed the fact that lecturers had advised them that 

because they were now Level 6 students they were expected to work in ways that 

were appropriate to this level. However, there appeared to be uncertainty regarding 

what Level 6 study actually signified. The students appeared to understand that they 

were being urged to work more independently, but did not feel that they had been 

given the information that would allow them to do so.  

“You can’t just say be level 6 and expect people to go off and know what they are 

doing which is what I think, or what I feel happens. I didn’t find my previous lecturers 

spoon fed us, but anyway you can still give guidance without spoon feeding.” 

(Jenny, 52, childcare project manager) 

 “Before, you knew what you were doing. You had a brief of what they expected of 

you and then if you had any problems, or if you had drafts and things, they were very 

accommodating.” 

(Rose, 31, LSA, primary school) 

“It’s finding out as you go along because no one’s stood in front of us and told us 

how to do that. I wish we’d had an assignment structure session right at the 

beginning on how to put it together. A bit more knowledge really. I’m fine to do my 

own research but I wasn’t sure about what they expected.” 

(Charlotte, 38, family support co-ordinator) 

The uncertainty about expectations appeared to have interfered with students’ 

engagement with their work. Some students discussed the difficulty of finding the 

motivation to start assignments when they were unsure whether they adequately 

understood, and therefore, were able to meet the module requirements. 

Although this feeling was more prevalent and intense among students at the 

University, it was by no means confined to that group. Students who had remained in 

their respective FEI to complete their degrees also commented on the lack of clear 

guidance compared with their previous courses.  

Students placed high priority on the value of feedback. Its role in improving academic 

work was greatly appreciated. However, even more significant was the impact that 

feedback had on levels of motivation and confidence.  
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“Obviously I don’t want them to say it’s good if it’s not but just that one little 

something that was written on the last piece of work  - some very interesting points 

here , sort of well done, blah blah blah. And that was – Oh that was just, just enough 

for me to carry on when I’d had a really, really bad week. So I can see how people 

drop out if they don’t get that.” 

(Vicky, 39, TA) 

 “I needed feedback to be almost told, yes you can do it. Yes, you can do it rather 

than an attitude of whatever.” 

(Non, 47, family support worker) 

One of the issues highlighted in several interviews was the perceived lack of 

communication between the students and the lecturers. 

“She (lecturer on FD) instantly knew who I was whereas I don’t feel I’ve got that this 

year.” 

(Fiona, 52, WG project worker) 

“I don’t want to be disrespectful to anybody at all. I don’t know what it is. Maybe it’s 

communication, maybe it’s support. No one has said to me - you know – that’s really 

good or that could be better. I don’t know. I don’t feel that the inclination has been 

there from the lecturers.” 

(Heledd, 37, family centre manager) 

“There’s been a lack of communication between the lecturers and the students. I 

think because we’ve paid to do this course we would appreciate things a lot more if 

they would let us know what’s going on.” 

(Joanne, 32, worker, youth offending team) 

“A couple of people were moaning about the course and getting quite explicit about 

how they felt even to the point of using some bad language. People are fed up. They 

feel they’ve paid and like me they all have the same complaints. And it’s really 

strange having all these people feeling exactly the same way as you do…”.  

(Ceri, 41, family support worker) 

Students attending the University decided to voice their concerns to the lecturer 

team. They nominated one person to go to the lecturers and discuss issues that had 

been raised at a group meeting. The meeting was productive and the student 

delegated with the task believed that it had resulted in a better understanding 

between the students and their lecturers.  
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“There was a lack of communication. It had to be highlighted because there was a 

group of say 20 of us who all felt the same. It shows that the communication barrier 

wasn’t coming from one side but from the other. But it’s been addressed and the 

lecturers are very helpful if you go to them”.  

(Grace, 35, LSA) 

The analogy of a barrier or wall was used by several students to describe the 

student/lecturer relationship. Some students continued to express reservations, 

likening the situation to a ‘wall that had been built that was difficult to break down’. 

However, they acknowledged that lecturer absences, as a result of periods of ill 

health, had been the reason that the relationship question had not been totally 

resolved, rather than a reluctance to address the concerns. 

One theme mentioned frequently during individual interviews, irrespective of the 

venue, was the need for reassurance from their lecturers. 

“You’ve got to be self-motivated but I think that as a mature student, yes, you do 

need that reassurance. Because I’m old now – my brain cells! It’s that reassurance 

all the time of knowing that you are doing OK.” 

(Jenny, 52, childcare project manager) 

“Sometimes you just need to say something to work things out. You know how it 

works really, but you just need to say it out loud. You just need to say to somebody – 

is this right – is this how I do it - because you are just not sure. Then you can go off 

and get on with things yourself”  

(Vicky, 39, TA) 

During several individual interviews, students in the University commented on the 

effect that the perceived deficiencies in the lecturer-student relationship had on 

them, in terms of being recognised as an individual within the group. 

“I don’t know them as well as I knew the main lecturer on the FD by this stage. By 

this time in my first year I knew her and she knew me.” 

(Jenny, 52, childcare project manager) 

I haven’t had that impetus from anybody but then I haven’t asked for it. A little bit of 

praise or a little bit of encouragement helps a lot, you know. Because you are quite 

anonymous in the class.” 

(Harriet, 44, creche manager) 
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“I think I’ve felt anonymous throughout the course. I think that’s probably a good 

word to describe it. A lot of people have felt like that.” 

(Polly, 28, worker WG project) 

“A lot of people felt that it was a negative thing that the main lecturers didn’t even 

know their names. They felt that was important to them - it didn’t really bother me I 

must be honest. Like a lecturer may have come in and passed a comment -oh sorry 

– I don’t know your name, but it was months into the course and they didn’t like that”  

(Lucy, 32, part-time lecturer) 

Themes derived from the initial coding process were collected under the focused 

code, relating. 

 

Fig. 24 Focused code – relating 
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6.5 Becoming comfortable with degree study 

The nature of the relationship with the lecturers appeared to exert an influence over 

some students’ ability to settle into the University. They believed that a more positive 

relationship might have supported them to feel at home in the environment. Again, 

the contrast was made between their experiences of the FD. 

“I suppose there was more support towards us personally and educationally. I don’t 

know the sense here is very different.”  

(Lesley, 51, community support worker) 

 “It was a huge change coming here, huge! I suppose, yes, I expected the work the 

work to get harder but I suppose I expected the same level of support but I don’t 

think I’ve really had it.” 

(Rose, 31, LSA, primary school) 

The students who took part in individual interviews had not contemplated applying 

directly to a university to do a degree, although as mature students, with a wealth of 

relevant experience, most, if not all, would have been eligible. This highlights the 

difficulty that many non-traditional students have in envisaging themselves operating 

comfortably and confidently within a university environment and may be one of the 

reasons they access higher education via the FD route. 

Some students talked about the importance of being able to study locally, particularly 

those who were geographically isolated from HEIs. The ability to follow a HE course 

without incurring full time fees and substantial levels of debt was also a factor. These 

issues are not confined to FD students. However, some students emphasised the 

role of the FD in easing them back in to education, an undertaking which was too 

great to attempt in one step. Even students who had always viewed the FD and the 

degree as one qualification elected to make a staged return to studying. Some 

students implied that this was a less risky option than a straight application to a 

degree course. 

“I saw it as a stepping stone. To me, the FD was just a perfect opportunity for me to 

get back on that ladder again and to hopefully complete the final degree.” 

(Grace, 35, LSA) 

“I saw it as one unit from the beginning – the FD and the degree. But I wanted to 

study here. I’d been here before when I was younger and I knew the ropes. I knew 

my way round.” 

(Non, 47, family support worker) 
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Several students expressed the feeling that the return to education was something 

that they almost needed to grow into, and which could not, and should not, be 

rushed.  

“Looking back now, I wouldn’t have liked to have gone straight in and done the 

degree. I’ve progressed and I’ve kind of found myself more. Now it’s all kind of 

clicking into place. I feel fortunate that I’ve had the opportunity to do this – to have 

the time as well. Even though it has taken me longer to get there, it’s got more of a 

quality to it.” 

 (Liz, 36, LSA, secondary school)  

The readiness to return to education, and the necessity of gradually becoming 

accustomed to its demands was a theme taken up by a number of students, as was 

the need for support to do so.   

“I think they must have worked a lot on our self-esteem thinking back now. They 

must have built up each and every one of us to get rid of our own image of self-

doubt. I really don’t think I would have coped as well coming from civvy street 

straight into a degree.” 

(Grace, 35, LSA) 

“I think it might be more that I’m just ready. It fitted in at the right time. I wish I’d done 

it earlier but maybe I wasn’t ready.” 

(Beth, 47, one-to-one LSA) 

There appeared to be a general feeling that, although managing the numerous 

competing responsibilities that formed part of a mature student’s life was demanding, 

this was counteracted by their additional life experience.  

“I don’t think I could have done it when I was younger. I think it’s better in that I’ve 

got more experiences now that you can draw on whereas when I was younger I 

wouldn’t have had those experiences. So in that way I’m better prepared but I think 

that after years of being somebody’s mum, it’s hard to get back into studying and I 

hadn’t studied for an awfully long time.”  

(Harriet, 44, creche manager) 

“It must be quite scary for younger students to spend all their time in college and 

then there’s that leap from the security of university or college into work.” 

(Laura, 42, TA) 

There was also recognition that many of the attractions of university life were not 

necessarily compatible with the lifestyle of part-time mature students.  
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“I don’t think we’ve blended in. We sort of come here, do our bit and then go home. 

Perhaps if I lived closer then I probably would come and use the library more and 

become part of university life.  Maybe if you were here more often I think you 

probably would embrace it more. Maybe it’s my age as well!” 

(Vicky, 39, TA) 

“I’m not interested in getting a social network here – well not outside the group 

anyway. It would be different if I was 18. All the things that they want from uni don’t 

fit in with my life. We all want something different from uni.” 

(Charlotte, 38, family support co-ordinator) 

 

 

Fig. 25 Focused code – adapting 
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6.6 Feeling part of a group 

Misgivings regarding the extent of lecturer support at degree level were 

compensated by the strength of the support provided by fellow students. Every 

student, in each setting, referred to this encouragement and its crucial importance in 

motivating them to persist with their studies. 

One student who had continued to study in the FEI underlined the importance of 

peer support in sustaining momentum on the degree programme.  

“We’d bonded really well and it keeps you going. It’s very important to me and I know 

that a lot of the other girls felt the same. I think it was that network thing. You know 

when you are pulling your hair out 10 o’clock at night or whatever– just to text I’m 

pulling my hair out. Somebody else will text back and say oh yeah and me. For some 

reason it makes you feel better. Even if you don’t come to a decision…and I don’t 

think we came to a decision – it’s just having that sort of back up and support.” 

(Harriet, 44, creche manager) 

The unique brand of reassurance that could be given by fellow students was greatly 

valued. One student concluded that although she might have managed the work on 

a distance learning course, it would have been more difficult, and certainly not as 

enjoyable.  

“Even though you get some great feedback from the lecturers it’s still different to 

discuss it with someone on your course because you know that they are seeing it 

from your perspective. I speak to my mum and although she listens she doesn’t 

really know where I ‘m coming from. You know that somebody else feels exactly the 

same way as you do and you can pick the phone up and have a moan.”  

(Laura, 42, TA) 

There was recognition that the content of the information supplied and received was 

not as essential as the knowledge that support would be forthcoming. 

“It’s not as important as being able to have that contact at that moment or that 

encouragement or that – don’t spend too long on that computer or whatever. To me, 

that’s more important really than - oh no I should have been doing it this way or 

that….I can go to my lecturers for that. No it’s totally different being able to talk to the 

others – have a winge, cry, scream, whatever!!” 

(Jenny, 52, childcare project manager) 

 

The strength of the friendships that had been forged on the FD was a factor in the 

decision to progress to degree level. The concerns generated by embarking on a 

new course, with increased academic expectations, were ameliorated to an extent by 
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being able to remain with the same group of people. This accounted for the some of 

the additional anxieties expressed by those students who had moved to the 

University campus for the degree course. The majority of these students had started 

the Foundation Degree programme without knowing anyone else on the course. 

However, even though they had previously experienced the strong group 

attachments that could develop, they were extremely nervous about entering another 

group.  

“Terrifying! Because I’d become comfortable with that group of people that I was 

with. Then all of a sudden you’re split up, you’re put into different groups and again 

you are saying who you are, what you do. It’s nerve racking.”  

(Eleri, 56, co-ordinator, unit for children with special needs) 

“I might well have turned around and just gone straight back out. You know because 

you’ve built up those relationships you had over the last two years and then all of a 

sudden you are in this much bigger group of people again and that’s difficult.” 

(Emma, 25, deputy manager, nursery) 

It appeared to have been difficult to establish a similar group identity with the influx of 

people from different FEIs. 

“You definitely feel you don’t belong as much. I know it’s bigger but it doesn’t feel the 

same. We don’t seem to have gelled as well.” 

(Rose, LSA, primary school) 

“Even though I’m here with people from my college, and we text and Facebook each 

other, we’ve sort of lost the group thing we had and it hasn’t been replaced by 

anything. I stay in touch with my friends – their support keeps me going - but the 

group thing isn’t as strong.” 

(Sally 27, LSA primary school) 

Students suggested several strategies that might contribute to a smoother transition. 

Some suggestions were related to improving feedback and guidance and taking a 

more structured approach to making Level 6 expectations explicit. However, most 

recommendations were concerned with the student – lecturer relationship.  

 

 “The personal lecturers should actually make appointments very, very early on. So 

that you can meet them and feel that you’ve got that relationship straight away rather 

than it being very much left to you to contact them.” 

(Jenny, 52, childcare project manager) 
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Another student advocated greater continuity of lecturers so that a rapport might be 

allowed to develop. One student stated that although certain activities had 

encouraged the group to mix and get to know one another, these had been 

infrequent and therefore less effective that they might have been. Many students 

called for group activities that encouraged debate so that they could simultaneously 

form relationships, learn from their peers and establish their abilities with the 

lecturers. 

The importance of creating a positive impression with lecturers was a recurring 

theme. There was concern that the personal capital that had been built up on the FD 

might not be recognised by the University lecturers. 

“I think the transition could have been dealt with better. The odd training day here so 

we could get to know the lecturers and they could get to know us. They are seeing 

us as a blank canvas now for the third year. I don’t know whether it will affect their 

marking or what. Whether they will even know who we are.” 

(Grace, 35, LSA) 

The students in all three settings were less enthusiastic about group relationships on 

the degree programmes, although students attending the University appeared to 

encounter more problems. The size of the groups on the degree course was a 

significant theme for many students. Students interviewed in the University were 

initially disconcerted by the larger group size which they believed affected the quality 

of their experience. In contrast to the small cohorts in the FEIs, the University group 

had started with over 40 students. Within a University, this would have been 

regarded as a small group and was perhaps indicative of the general lack of 

knowledge relating to HE. It also signified the importance of the FD experience in 

influencing and shaping the perception of a successful higher education format. 

“I think because it was a smaller group you got to know the other students that little 

bit better so it was easier to bounce ideas off. Also, because you’ve got one person 

at the front and 40 people all wanting to see her, people are not going to wait, are 

they?”  

(Vicky, 39, TA) 

“I just think if the classes were smaller I think it would have worked in a totally 

different way. I think a big class has probably been the issue all along. Before, I 

found the lecturers more approachable.” 

(Harriet, 44, creche manager) 

However, one student expressed the opinion that being taught in a lecture theatre, in 

even larger groups might have been a more efficient approach. 
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“Just to get the work done, just be told what to do and then go, just to get it over and 

done with rather than sometimes you’re sitting in the classrooms and I don’t know –

people wouldn’t come or you’d be sitting there waiting.” 

(Lucy, 32, part-time lecturer) 

She believed that even though it would have been alien, it might have been easier to 

cope with because it would have been a distinctly different experience from the FD. 

She suggested that the classroom approach had led to greater dissatisfaction 

precisely because it was familiar and the perceived shortcomings were easy to 

identify. She contended that whichever approach was adopted, it required tutorial or 

seminar group support to foster the student-lecturer relationships that were important 

to group. She likened the degree to the distance learning she had experienced on an 

Open University course.                           

“It was never an option – it was never said for tutorials. It was just if you’ve got any 

troubles give us a call. But I do think they need to concentrate a bit more on the 

students and perhaps the ones that need the relationship bit more would be happier 

perhaps if they saw their faces [the main lecturers] all the time rather than someone 

different coming in.” 

(Lucy, 32, part-time lecturer) 

In contrast to the concerns of students in the University, some students who 

continued their studies in the FEIs were worried about the smaller group size on the 

degree programme.  

“In the first 2 years we spent a lot of time in lectures – all of us. There were a lot of 

us attending and there was a lot of camaraderie about it all. Everyone was helping 

each other. There was a good atmosphere. When we came to this year’s top up 

because there are so few of us when it was break time people went their own ways. 

Because there’s so few of us we haven’t had that bouncing off each other – you 

know talking about the topics as much as we’ve had in the past.”  

(Lesley, 51, community support worker) 

 

“I think because there were so few of us we didn’t have that same relationship that 

we had previously. Suddenly, it doesn’t feel like a group anymore – you lose that 

energy.”                     

 (Jenny, 52, childcare project manager) 

This last comment was connected to an issue that was mentioned by several 

students in each setting, the level of attendance. The researcher had assumed that 

mature students would be primarily concerned with their own circumstances and 

might be less troubled by other peoples’ actions. However, it became clear that this 
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was not the case for everyone. Some students equated poor attendance with a 

diminished educational experience in terms of the opportunity for group reflection on 

lectures. Disquiet about attendance was conveyed, specifically in terms of the 

unfairness of the system that allowed it to happen.  

 “The only thing is I think a lot of people have got away with not coming in and it’s the 

same people all the time who don’t come in – it probably happens all the time in uni 

but they are reading things on Blackboard and not coming in. It seems a bit unfair on 

the rest of us who go down there and sit there for 6 hours.” 

(Grace, 35, LSA) 

“I’m used to certain standards and rules and I suppose in the big bad world at 

University you don’t have to turn up if you don’t want to which I find quite weird. To 

me if you’re told to be there you comply. So I’m one of the core students who’s here 

every week, week in, week out to learn. I’m paying £3,500 for this course. I want my 

money’s worth”.  

(Eleri, 56, co-ordinator, unit for children with special needs) 

For some students, the issue was less about perceived fairness and rather more 

about regard for the course they were following. One student compared the 

attendance on the FD with her current experience. 

“The way we were taught for the last 2 years we were told we did have to attend. It 

was very fast paced. Some weeks I would go home with a blistering headache by the 

amount of information we were being bombarded with. I think it has obviously been 

of benefit to us because we all seem to be turning up week in week out.  

(Charlotte, 38, family support co-ordinator) 

 

“I suppose we came in quite frequently for a top up because it was mentioned to us 

once. But I think that’s what we wanted. We wanted the course to keep us – to have 

that hold over us. We thought it demanded that respect as well.” 

(Liz, 36, LSA, secondary school) 

 

 

The last comment hinted at the motivation derived from connecting strongly with the 

course and the high priority assigned to maintaining that association. Frequent 

attendance demonstrated commitment. The ‘hold’ suggested the importance of 

allowing the course, or being a student, to be assimilated into an individual’s identity. 
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Fig. 26 Focused code – depending 
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6.7 Continuing on the course 

The role of the group and the group identity were extremely important in 

compensating for some of the difficulties the students encountered as they 

progressed through their degree programmes. However, they were by no means the 

only significant factors in continuing engagement with education. 

Many students referred to the stresses caused by balancing competing 

responsibilities. They believed these problems had been exacerbated by the lack of 

support provided. These issues had shaken their belief that they were suited to 

degree level study. However, despite misgivings, a strong sense of determination to 

persevere with the course pervaded the interviews. 

Some students expressed satisfaction with increased confidence at work which they 

believed had resulted from degree study. One student who had previously attained a 

vocational managerial qualification spoke about her improved ability to manage 

herself and others since doing the FD and degree.   

“I don’t think the NVQ meets the needs of the job at all. I wanted a qualification that 

matched my responsibility, not the other way around. It was important for me that I 

was gaining more qualifications than the people I work with. People look to you to be 

up to date. It’s for my own confidence and self-esteem” 

(Jenny, 52, childcare project manager) 

“I’ve got that knowledge base as to why we do things not just maybe blindly 

accepting this is what we do.  Having the knowledge as well to challenge when I 

need to. If I do disagree with it I can actually say no. And it’s not just a no, I’m not 

going to do it, it’s no – this is why I don’t think we should.” 

(Vicky, 39, TA) 

A student, who had also been in a managerial role for some years, described the 

assurance she gained from the knowledge she had accumulated while doing her 

courses. 

“I thought, my God, you’ve worked here for so long and you didn’t really know the 

background of what you were doing. So I think that was what instilled the need to 

read and research in me. I’ve learned so much and how you can do a job for so long 

and really know so little…it’s quite intriguing.” 

(Harriet, 44, creche manager) 

These comments indicated that some students believed that they were rewarded for 

the time and effort they invested in their studies. This immediate, tangible return for 

meeting the considerable challenges of higher education appeared to provide the 

impetus they needed to persevere.   
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Other students spoke of the aspiration to access a better job, and as a consequence, 

a better lifestyle.  

“There were 2 reasons. I gave up work for this. I took voluntary redundancy so if I 

hadn’t carried on doing it I would have wasted my time finishing work and coming 

here. The other reason was go back to school and educate myself, to have some 

qualifications in this field to get a better chance of a job.” 

(Lesley, 51, community support worker) 

“Basically I haven’t got a degree – I’ve got professional qualifications but I haven’t 

got a degree and just being in the working environment I am now you need a degree 

for promotion and to get somewhere.” 

(Polly, 28, worker WG project) 

Many students appeared to be acutely aware that their studies had impinged on the 

lives of their families. Some students were conscious that the cost of the course had 

diverted funds away from the rest of the family. Others expressed guilt at devoting 

time to academic work that could, and perhaps should, have been spent with the 

family.    

“I feel guilty on a Sunday if I go up and I’m working and I can hear them downstairs 

and I can hear my husband trying to sort things out and I think – oh my gosh – this is 

so hard.” 

(Beth, 47, one-to-one LSA) 

“It has been hard for him. It’s been hard for us as a couple as well because I haven’t 

dedicated the time I usually would to him and the boys. I would rather look at it the 

other way and think it’s been healthy in that it’s all about give and take.” 

(Kate, 35, Mental Health team)  

“It is difficult and I know a colleague of mine actually blamed her divorce on the FD. 

She was very conscientious – like I was. Both of us tried the best we could and 

consequently she didn’t give her husband the time he needed and he left her. It 

wasn’t anything to do with the FD really but she blames it in part. So I’m a bit 

conscious of that.”  

(Vicky, 39, TA) 

“It is very, very hard and for a woman if she’s got children, family, work and you go 

and do something silly like this on top of it all. So I think he’ll [husband] be very, very 

glad when I finish in August. I have to get my dissertation done by August. So that’s 

going to be hard as well. From now until August it’s going to be a bit hellish at home 

really. But he knows that.”                                                  (Beth, 47, one-to-one LSA) 
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The need to repay family and friends for the support received during the FD and 

degree programmes was a recurring theme. 

“If someone has been supporting you it can feel as though there should be pay back 

for them. That in itself is another added pressure really – as far as my husband is 

concerned. If I’d done it years back then I probably would have been able to get a 

job straight away but I am a little bit worried about that. I want to pay him back. He’s 

not getting a lot out of it.” 

(Charlotte, 38, family support co-ordinator) 

“It’s quite scary. There aren’t many jobs out there at the moment but I don’t want my 

family to think it’s been a waste of time. It hasn’t been for me – I’ve got a lot from it – 

but I think they need to see something too.” 

(Beth, 47, one-to-one LSA) 

Several students rationalised the time they had devoted to studying by focusing on 

the benefits that had ensued. Although they expressed anxiety about the possibility 

of being able to find better paid employment in the difficult economic climate, they 

also identified palpable advantages in terms of the example that they had provided to 

their children.  

“I think my son understands. And I think maybe it’s good for him to see me doing that 

– to see me applying myself and managing my time and giving up the immediate 

gratification of going shopping or sitting in the garden to achieve something more 

lasting.” 

(Laura, 42, TA) 

“It’s more of a personal thing because my family – none of them have got degrees, 

none of them have got qualifications behind them at all. So for me, when I had 

children, I wanted to show them it was possible whatever, you know. Because I was 

in foster care myself so if I can do it, they can.” 

(Tess, 22, nanny) 

 “I’ve got sons and now they’ve seen that you have to go to University to get a better 

job and prospects. I just hope that it’s showing them that HE hopefully will be the 

way to go. It’s teaching them as well and that’s what spurs me on. It’s just trying to 

show them that women shouldn’t just be left aside for the fathers to go and do 

everything and have all the opportunities.”  

(Polly, 28, worker WG project) 

This last comment was made by a young woman. The researcher was somewhat 

surprised that someone of her age might hold the view that women were excluded 

from opportunities. However, she explained that she had been brought up in a family 
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where the parental expectations of boys and girls were very different, as was the 

level of support provided to her in comparison to that given to her brothers. 

Several students alluded to the fact that their motivation was derived from the need 

to overcome previous negative assessments of their academic abilities, the 

consequences of which had exerted a detrimental effect on their confidence. There 

was a desire to re-write the past and to prove to others, but more particularly to 

themselves, that they were capable of achieving academically.  

“I never ever thought that I would ever be in uni or ever get a degree to be honest 

but that was a bit of damage from when I was a child I think. My father had quite low 

expectations of me…. I think initially proving him wrong mattered a lot but now it 

doesn’t seem to matter so much. Now it’s for me.” 

(Beth, 47, one-to-one LSA) 

“My brother was the clever one. I’m the youngest of the siblings so nothing was 

expected of me. Even now my husband and his family think I should be working for 

the family business and that should be my focus.” 

(Vicky, 39, TA) 

“It wasn’t an option for me when I was 18, 19. It was get out, get a job. My father was 

very much, get a trade behind you, girl. That was my sort of background.”  

(Jenny, 52, childcare project manager) 

“I suppose for years you had that chip on your shoulder that you were a little nursery 

nurse. My new job role probably gave me the confidence and now the course has 

given me even more – that I have got a couple of brain cells up there and I do know 

what I’m talking about.”  

(Harriet, 44, crèche manager) 

I did want to go to college but I didn’t know what I wanted to do. Because of my dad 

and his problems – our upbringing was happy but financially we weren’t that secure 

because of certain things that had happened so I felt I had to get a job and bring in 

some money.”  

(Liz, 36, LSA, secondary school) 

The opinions and expectations of other people weighed heavily on some students 

and added to the pressure that they placed on themselves. In many cases, the 

expectations were positive, with many students mentioning the pride their families 

had taken in their achievements. However, some students believed that friends, 

family, and acquaintances were waiting for them to fail.  
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This was indicative of the measure of risk some students felt they were taking in 

returning to education and the realisation that this could alienate them from their 

background to an extent. There was recognition that change had the potential to 

distance them from their established relationships.  

Additional pressure was felt by students who believed the onus was on them to 

justify their decision to study by achieving the qualification. 

“I did the tests and was diagnosed as dyslexic. When I was about 10 a teacher told 

my parents not to push me too much because I was never going to gain anything. I 

was not going to achieve much in my life so I’m doing a lot of it to prove to those 

people I have done something. I’m doing it for my own personal gain and to prove 

them wrong. 

(Sally 27, LSA primary school) 

“There are lots of people that I feel look at me and say. Oh, [disparagingly] we didn’t 

think she’d get there or we didn’t think she’d see it through. But I’m not someone 

who gives up…once I’ve set myself something I like to fulfil it.” 

(Grace, 35, LSA) 

“I feel the pressure because nobody made me do this – I did it to myself. It’s worse in 

a way because I can’t blame anyone else. If it turns out to be a disaster, it’s my 

mistake – and I won’t be allowed to forget it.” 

(Vicky, 39, TA) 

“I fear the failure because I started this – no one else. I don’t want to fail I’m very, 

very determined. I sort of know I can do it – I have a self- belief. I know I can do it 

and I know that I can do it well but I don’t know if I’ve got the time and that’s the 

frustration.” 

(Beth, 47, one-to-one LSA) 

One student expressed regret about embarking on the degree programme. Her 

anxieties appeared to stem from the way she thought she was perceived by her 

lecturer. She felt that she had not been able to establish an identity as an 

academically able student. This had eroded the confidence that her previous 

academic success on the FD had provided.  

“I don't think the lecturer knows me or what I'm capable of. Because I'm quiet she 

seems to think I can't do the work. I was talking to her about the dissertation and she 

seems to have made up her mind about what sort of mark I can achieve already. 

That's bound to influence her. I've always done well before and I find it frustrating 

that she doesn't seem to recognise what I can do.” 

(Emma, 25, deputy manager nursery) 
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In spite of considerable reservations, a steely determination to persevere with their 

studies characterised almost all the students interviewed. This was perhaps to be 

expected because everyone who took part in the study had already achieved a FD, 

or equivalent, evidence of their abilities to manage competing responsibilities.  

“I’m not the sort of person who would give up for a start. I’m quite determined.” 

(Tina, 44, family support worker) 

“I don’t like leaving things unfinished.”  

(Lesley, 51, community support worker) 

“I think I’m stubborn. I think it’s my personality. I don’t do failure. I like to complete. If 

I’ve committed to something I don’t take things lightly. It would have to be something 

quite drastic to stop me completing because in my mind set I’ve made that 

commitment. That’s the type of person that I am. The thought of not completing 

something would be worse than my worst night of struggling with an assignment.” 

(Harriet, 44, crèche manager) 

One student explained how her enjoyment of the course and of studying in general 

had actually made her less concerned about other peoples’ attitudes.  

“It’s been quite a challenge to step away from the security of the pension and the 

wage - you know – single mum – and I’m a student and so how do people perceive 

me. I used to have a nice house and drive around in a Z3 and now I drive round in a 

crappy Volvo. I used to be suited and booted. I just thought that really doesn’t matter 

– really doesn’t matter. That’s been a good lesson too. I think I’ve got to a point 

where I don’t really care what people think. It’s made me realise it’s not all about the 

job and it’s not all about the money. It is about commitment and challenging 

yourself.” 

(Laura, 42, TA) 

The theme of taking up a personal challenge was expressed by many students.  

“I like to have that extra challenge. I like to have lots of things going on in my life. 

This is part of the bigger picture for me.” 

(Polly, worker WG project) 

“I wanted to challenge myself as well. It wasn’t just about getting a good job at the 

end of it. I wanted to know if I was capable of doing a degree.” 

(Kate, 35, Mental Health team) 
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“To me it’s more of a personal achievement to say I’ve got a degree. I might not use 

it because I love my job so I’ll probably be there forever but it’s nice to say I’ve got a 

degree.” 

(Tess, 22, nanny) 

For some students, the challenge of degree level study was the culmination of a 

long-held ambition. Although the entry to higher education had been delayed by a 

variety of circumstances and practical imperatives, the significance of being close to 

achieving their aspirations was expressed by several students.  

“I’ve always wanted to do a degree. With the benefit of hindsight it just feels so 

natural. Even though it’s hard going, I would never have been satisfied if I hadn’t 

tried. I would always have regretted it.” 

(Liz, 36, LSA, secondary school) 

“I wish I could have done this 20 years ago and now if I never had to work again I 

could quite easily keep on doing degree after degree and keep on volunteering.” 

(Lesley, 51, community support worker) 

“I come from a very typical working class family. I’m the first one who’s ever done 

anything like this. I was never encouraged but deep down I knew I wanted to give it a 

go and I’m determined to do well.” 

(Eve, 49, deputy project manager) 

A great deal of emphasis was placed on the importance of determination in 

achieving their goals. Many students appeared to see this quality as an integral part 

of their identity. 

“I don’t think I would ever give up. I think you get cheesed off with different things 

don’t you and you think I’ve had enough of this. We all feel like that. But I don’t think I 

would ever really give it up. It’s my own self belief that keeps me on track.” 

(Beth, 47, one-to-one LSA) 

“The hardest part is the perseverance. You can, even when you have quite a 

complicated text to read you can still break that down into chunks. It’s all quite do-

able as long as you have a system and you persevere. I think that needs to be made 

more clear to students perhaps - that it’s not such a great mystery. I think a lot of 

students worry they are not academic enough.” 

(Laura, 42, TA) 

Although some dissatisfaction with the move to studying at degree level had been 

expressed, an important motivating factor in persevering with the programme was 

the element of personal development that was articulated by many students. The 
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knowledge and skills gained on the course resulted in a growth in self-assurance and 

an increased confidence in the validity of their own views. These changes were 

acknowledged and welcomed by the students, and were also noted by family, friends 

and colleagues.  

“It’s done wonders for my confidence. Before I would have sat on the fence far too 

long but now I’m not afraid to give my opinion. I knew things before but soon I’ll have 

that qualification to prove I know.” 

(Kate, 35, Mental Health team) 

“I’m much more tolerant of things than perhaps I would have been. I see things from 

a different perspective. I don’t take on other people’s views without thinking”  

(Lucy, 32, part-time lecturer) 

“I really feel I’m developing and I really feel that it’s helping me. Even people I’ve 
worked with for many, many years have said that I’m different and that’s really 
strange isn’t it? I think that’s what keeps me going.”  

(Beth, 47, one-to-one LSA) 
 
“I really feel I’m reaching my own goal and driven agenda. Even if I’ve had a bad day 

I push myself to spur myself on. I don’t want to let myself down.” 

(Laura, 42, TA) 

“I’m a happier person. I’m definitely a happier person. My husband says that to me 

all the time. Perhaps I’m a better role model for my three sons. I feel happier as a 

person. I’m more interested in life. I know that sounds quite dramatic but I really am.”  

(Grace, 35, LSA)  

Fig. 27 Focused code - persevering 

Initial codes Focused code 

• personal development 

• personal challenge 

• motivation to continue studying 

• repaying family 

• degree fulfilling long-held ambition 

• increase in confidence 

• fear of failure 

• other peoples’ attitudes 

• role model 

• re-writing the past 

• past influences 

• passion for learning 

• changing identity 

persevering  
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6.8 The lecturer perspective 

The focus of the current study has been to investigate transition from the students’ 

perspectives. However, the views of lecturers also had the potential to contribute to a 

broader understanding of the phenomenon. Their opinions were obtained through a 

group interview conducted in each of the three settings. The researcher was anxious 

that lecturer perceptions should not determine the course of the study so the 

lecturers were interviewed after the student interviews were concluded. 

Lecturer interviews were originally planned with the intention of offering an 

alternative perspective on transition. However, the importance that students placed 

on the student/lecturer relationship added another dimension to these interviews in 

terms of the relationship’s contribution to, and impact on, students’ experiences. 

Many students alluded to the impact that the numerous changes within the higher 

education system, such as the rise in tuition fees, had made on their attitudes 

towards their studies. Lecturers also appeared to be acutely aware of the reforms 

within HE. The drive to ensure that higher education in Wales met the challenge ‘to 

change, and change fast’ (For Our Future WAG 2009 p.1) certainly appeared to 

affect the working lives of the lecturers who took part.  

The lecturers detailed a catalogue of changes that had taken place within a relatively 

short time frame. One lecturer referred to ‘the constant upheaval of reorganisation’ 

that showed no sign of abating. She discussed the pressure of reapplying for her 

own job, and the tensions caused within long-established teams when certain job 

roles were modified or disappeared altogether. Those who were successful in 

maintaining their positions saw an expansion of their responsibilities. She believed 

that these additional duties had a detrimental effect on the time she was able to 

spend in direct contact with students. They did not emanate from a desire to respond 

to the needs of students, but were motivated by the imperative of achieving cost 

savings.  

Lecturers in each setting talked about the pressure to recruit more students to 

ensure the viability of courses. The need to enrol a realistic number of students had 

always been present, but the extra burden of meeting ambitious targets added to the 

concerns expressed. Within the colleges, student groups had remained small, 

possibly because the focus of these institutions remained firmly committed to further 

education. The relatively rural locations of the colleges, away from densely 

populated towns and large employers also limited the number of jobs that required 

graduate qualifications. However, the University had experienced a year-on-year 

increase in student numbers. 

A consequence of the strategy to increase participation and widen access to HE was 

the diversity of student cohorts. Some lecturers felt ill-equipped to deal with the 

range of individual needs within the large groups they were now recruiting. They 

emphasised the difficulty of maintaining a balance between ensuring academic 
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rigour, and the constant pressure of achieving a greater ratio of student attainment. 

There was a general feeling that accomplishing this goal was incompatible with 

managing rising student numbers, without a proportional increase in resources. 

Many issues were common to lecturers in all settings. However, lecturers in the 

University discussed the demands of coping with the expectations of diverse 

students who had experienced a very different learning environment within a FEI. 

The disparity between expectations and reality was considered to be a potential 

cause of discontent even if some issues raised by students were based on 

perception rather than actual practices.  

In addition to the changes that had taken place within institutions, there were 

significant changes to relationships between institutions. The policy of regionalisation 

meant that some long-established associations between education institutions had 

been dissolved and new partnerships had been forged.  

Lecturers appreciated the potential benefits relating to the geographical proximity of 

partners, particularly if this resulted in improved access to resources for students. 

However, they were apprehensive about the possible danger of isolation and 

parochialism. There were concerns that the advantages of liaising and comparing 

experiences with colleagues in other areas might be lost, to be replaced by a more 

narrow focus. In particular, these anxieties were voiced by lecturers from the two 

colleges who believed they had less opportunity to access the wider higher 

education community.  

Generally, the new relationships were accepted by all lecturers, although one 

commented that this attitude was ‘motivated by resignation rather than enthusiasm’. 

However, although the necessity to ensure that these new links operated effectively 

was acknowledged, the day-to-day practicalities of achieving this were problematic 

and time-consuming.  

College lecturers described the need to re-establish themselves as credible HE 

lecturers with the new university lecturers. Almost inevitably, the FEI was perceived 

as the junior partner in the university/college relationship because the profile of HE 

and student numbers undertaking HE within colleges was far lower. Several college 

lecturers believed that this perception pervaded meetings with their new colleagues. 

Interestingly, many of the anxieties voiced by the lecturers had also been raised 

during the student interviews. They had discussed the importance of gaining 

personal recognition, and had mentioned the challenge of coming to terms with 

different institutional approaches.  

The feeling that emerged from the interviews with lecturers was that they remained 

firmly committed to meeting the needs of students. As a lecturer herself, the 

researcher might have been inclined to draw this conclusion. The lecturers 

interviewed were previously known to the researcher, and might have been reluctant 

to express any views that might undermine their professional integrity. However, all 
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of the lecturers expressed concern that the numerous changes they were 

experiencing had detracted from the time they were able to allocate to directly 

supporting students.  

There was agreement from all lecturers that the move to Level 6 study required 

management to ensure that students were equipped to make the necessary 

changes. They highlighted the requirement for students to take more responsibility 

for their studies, the importance of feedback in improving academic performance, 

and the positive influence of having clear goals. In these respects, they mirrored 

some of the issues that had been raised by the students. However, the comments 

below indicated that their perspectives differed from those of the students in a 

number of important aspects.   

 

Fig. 28 The lecturer perspective 

Initial codes 
 

Examples of in vivo data that suggested the 
codes 

Taking more responsibility “They are Level 6 students we don’t chase them. It is 
up to them to take responsibility more than in FE 
colleges. Responsibility for their own learning.” 
“We run some sessions to say this is the transition 
and this is what you’ll be expected to do in your 
essays from now on.” 
“It helps to demarcate the difference – this is a new 
start and there are higher expectations. It was also 
enabling and for people to be able to say – I still 
haven’t cracked that.” 

Managing expectations “We say at the beginning you will have done very well 
in your FE course on the modules there. Don’t expect 
to get those grades straight away because it is a 
higher level and that makes it a bit easier for them.” 
“They often expect to get better marks initially than 
they do. They obviously have to deal with that and we 
support them through that.” 
“They often won’t put themselves out either. They 
know that we are here all week and we are here all 
the holidays but if they can’t see us for 5 minutes on a 
Monday they don’t make an effort. I think because 
they’ve done OK in their previous studies that they 
will do OK in this.” 
“There is a transition period and maybe the students 
feel in the same way when they go from level 5 – 6 in 
a different institution. They have all those anxieties 
and expectations.” 
“I think people certainly seem to expect it to be harder 
– in a strange way they almost want it to be” 
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Course structure and 
content 

“As they progress, they realise – we’ve learned a lot 
during this year.  Not always content wise but 
academic study wise.” 
“There’s a lot of confusion about FDs with students 
and the general public. I think they’ve got the 
perception they are doing some sort of preparation 
course before they actually get on the degree. 
Foundation seems to indicate a pre-course.”  
“We say this is something you could pick up if you’re 
really enjoying this. I think they start forming a view 
quite early on about what they could continue with 
and that’s about autonomy.” 

Feedback “They do value the feedback. Sometimes we find they 
are quite critical of us because they think they can do 
it and they don’t always do it as well as we would 
like.” 

Confidence “No I think they are quite keen – they are quite 
excited about doing a degree.” 
“I wouldn’t say they aren’t confident at all. Some of 
them in class are over confident. You’ve got the quiet 
ones but I wouldn’t say they are lacking in confidence. 
I suppose it fits in with adult education as well that 
they need to find out what we expect.” 
“Because they’ve come from separate groups in the 
college and now they’re merged. There’s a bit of 
competition, a bit of insecurity, a bit of they’re not 
quite sure of the other people.” 
“They are jostling for position again.” 
“Fear of a new start and having to prove their abilities 
again.” 
“There’s a feeling, quite rightly, that these people are 
quite well qualified now and they have the practical 
experience and the theoretical stuff to carry them 
forward and I think that’s quite a challenge in their 
work settings. That probably feeds into that kind of 
uncertainty that they get when they start the level 6. 
People ask - Gosh are you up to it? Are you sure you 
want to do it? You’ve already got stressed out doing 
level 5 – are you ready to do this?” 

Having a goal (the students 
who do well) 

“They are often the ones who have a focus. They 
have a goal.” 
“They have a goal and they are organised. If they 
want to do PGCE they will have applied for that by the 
start of the course.”  
“They know the grades they need. They know the 
work they have to put in. They tend to go with that 
then. 
They also haven’t usually got any outside things 
impinging on their studies. That’s a problem 
sometimes.” 
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“Yes and also have the sense that not everybody 
made it. They are really proper high level students as 
well. For some that’s a real incentive. I’m the last of 
the few if you like.  Not a very honourable thing to 
think but gosh we are still here. Quite competitive. 
You have to be comfortable with each other to do that 
I suppose.” 

Student abilities “I think they find it quite difficult to move up from Level 
5 to Level 6 because we encourage them to be more 
independent in their studying and to be more 
enquiring and they are not as spoon fed as they are in 
FE because that’s not the ethos of HE studying.” 
“They are not as independent and don’t have the 
skills as they need to be for Level 6.” 
“I think some think they can manage the work. They 
don’t give it enough respect.” 

Similarity to other 
undergraduate groups 

“The difference for us is that we are only seeing them 
for the Level 6 section whereas the other degree 
courses we teach them at Level 4, 5 and 6. So we 
can see a gradual progress.” 
“We’ve got to know them over 3 years. 
Also we’ve already identified where they need help 
and we‘ve supported them all the way through so it’s 
a bit different. We know the pitfalls with those.” 
“It’s difficult because so many variables come into it. 
You’ve got their individual circumstances whether 
they are motivated to come for supervision, the 
relationship we build up with them. If they come more 
often then it’s easier to build up a relationship and it’s 
easier to nurture them.” 
“It’s only your fellow students you’ve got that 
relationship with.” 
“Most definitely. You don’t feel like you are talking 
through your head or showing off or boasting in some 
way. You can talk with those people – we’re all in it 
together.” 
“We’ve also had students come direct into Level 6 
and that has refreshed the group and set them new 
challenges because people have studied elsewhere 
in some format to get themselves at that level and 
there’s a certain amount of challenge then within the 
group about other people’s academic performance, 
their expertise and their vocational background and 
that is very very stimulating for the group.” 

Finishing off the degree “I don’t think they are difficult to manage because 
ultimately they want to be here because they see this 
as their chance to get a degree. It’s a means to an 
end or it’s a good career progression for them and 
they see it that way. And then we tell them that they 
are perhaps not as capable as they think they are and 
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that scuppers them a bit then. But I think they do 
enjoy the course – not initially at the beginning but at 
the end they always say they’ve enjoyed the course.” 
“It’s as if they perceive they’ve done the hard work 
and this is just finishing off and they don’t think it’s 
going to be as hard and challenging as it is. They are 
not prepared for that and some students don’t want to 
put in the work. They feel that they’ve done it and 
really the third year is just a badge of honour really. 
They should be awarded that anyway.” 

 

Lecturers recognised the difficulty many students had in adapting to Level 6 study. 

Some lecturers were critical of the skill set that students possessed at the start of the 

course, particularly in respect of referencing and research skills. However, on further 

discussion they agreed that many students on other courses also required frequent 

reminders regarding skills that they had appeared to master previously.  

All settings had some Level 6 induction programmes in place. One lecturer 

commented that it was important to allow students the opportunity to admit that they 

needed additional support with certain aspects of academic work. Expecting all 

students to immediately operate at Level 6 was unrealistic and resulted in more long-

term problems. Students might feel unable to confess to any shortcomings because 

they were afraid of being perceived as incapable of degree study. 

Some lecturers referred to the fact that they had not built up a relationship with the 

top-up degree students over several years, as would be usual on most 

undergraduate programmes. This was a crucial difference. If issues arise with 

students who have recently arrived from another institution, or from another lecturer 

team, perhaps at some level it might be easier to distance oneself from any problem. 

If similar issues occur with students who have a longer-standing association with the 

teaching team, lecturers might feel more onus on them to manage any 

repercussions. This could also impact on students’ perceptions. 

Measures had been taken to ease the transition, such as arranging pre-course 

meetings to introduce any new lecturers. The timing of some assessments had been 

brought forward to provide the opportunity for earlier feedback. Generally, these 

initiatives had been welcomed by students and lecturers alike. However, there 

appeared to be a fundamental disparity between some of the interpretations 

lecturers had placed on student behaviour, and the sentiments the students had 

expressed during the interviews. 

Some lecturers regarded certain students as being over-confident, although every 

student who participated in the interviews had expressed considerable feelings of 

self-doubt. Lecturers suggested that some students did not give the work enough 

respect. This view appeared to contradict the contributions from students who, in 

some cases, appeared to treat the degree with almost too much deference. Some 
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students appeared to be burdened by the value they placed on the degree, and were 

reluctant to submit work they believed would not be up to standard. 

One lecturer commented that the lack of recognition of Foundation Degrees 

contributed to degree study being viewed differently by both students and the 

general public. She suggested that once students declared they were on a degree 

programme, this attitude changed. Some people, including work colleagues might 

feel more challenged by a degree. People who had previously been supportive of FD 

study might undermine or question the need to obtain a degree, perhaps motivated 

by their own insecurity rather than concerns about the student. 

Relationships within student groups were considered to be significant by all lecturers. 

They highlighted the importance of being able to discuss and debate with peers, 

particularly for students who knew few people with experience of HE outside the 

group. Lecturers recognised the supportive nature of student groups and the role this 

played in persisting with studying. Some lecturers described the ‘jostling for position’ 

that occurred when there were changes within groups, whether as a result of a new 

institution, new lecturers or new group members. Students appeared to feel the need 

to re-establish themselves and to impress others. 

The difficulties some students experienced when moving to degree study ‘being 

taken out of their comfort zones’ was accepted. However, the positive effects of 

change were also noted, with one lecturer referring to the stimulus of new students 

joining settled groups, with the potential to refresh long-standing associations and to 

extend and improve the learning experience. 

There was need to acknowledge the increased difficulty of Level 6 work. However, 

this was welcomed by some students as evidence of the challenge they were 

undertaking. One lecturer described the satisfaction to be gained from being one of 

the few that had made it to the end, not very edifying perhaps, but further proof of the 

scale of their achievement. 

An important factor in easing the FD/degree transition was the need to overtly 

pinpoint coherence between the two programmes. This might take the form of 

highlighting FD topics that could be extended into undergraduate dissertations, or 

reference to previously studied subject areas. It was important to underline the past, 

present and future connections between both courses. It was hoped that this could 

encourage students to view the degree with more confidence, a new opportunity, but 

one that was solidly based on previous attainment and which could provide the 

platform for continuing success.  

This chapter has detailed the analysis of the individual interviews conducted with 

students and presented a summary of the group interviews undertaken with 

lecturers. The following chapter will continue to outline the rationale that underpinned 

the process of developing the focused codes and categories that resulted in the 

generation of the grounded theory. 
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Chapter 7 The generation of the grounded theory 

 

The ultimate goal of a grounded theory study is to ‘create the product (a coherent 

grounded theory)’ (Bryant and Charmaz (2010 p.25). 

This chapter will detail the analysis of the focused codes and the development of the 

conceptual categories. It will justify the decision to conduct additional interviews to 

augment these categories, a grounded theory process referred to as theoretical 

sampling. The purpose of theoretical sampling was not to ensure that the study was 

representative of the population, or that it increased the statistical generalizability of 

the research findings. Within the current study, theoretical sampling fulfilled its 

intended function; to enhance the conceptual and theoretical development of 

categories, and to endeavour to ensure that the emerging grounded theory was as 

robust as possible. 

Memos played a central role in analysis and the subsequent move towards 

abstraction. The researcher’s initial responses to the data provided a basis from 

which to embark on the constant comparative process that characterises grounded 

theory. Memos ensured that the analysis remained firmly rooted in the data, while 

encouraging the researcher to be creative and playful in the examination of the data, 

as advocated by Charmaz (2006). Several memos were discarded because, on 

further examination, they did not adequately reflect the data and were therefore 

irrelevant to the grounded theory. Some memos were incorporated into the eventual 

theory in virtually their original form. This was perhaps indicative of the fact that 

certain aspects of the data, sometimes reiterated by several participants, evoked a 

strong response from the beginning of the research process.  However, this did not 

guarantee inclusion without rigorous examination in the light of previous and 

subsequent data.  

Further comparison of the relationships between the focused codes identified in the 

previous chapter resulted in the development of another code – ‘changing’. This was 

specifically related to the changes in self-perception that students described had 

occurred as a direct result of HE study. Continuing data analysis highlighted the 

growing prominence of the changes to identity that many students experienced, and 

in some cases, actively encouraged. The researcher became increasingly convinced 

that this had considerable impact on the transition process. She considered that 

although the focused code ‘adapting’ reflected many of the adjustments students 

needed to make when they moved to the degree, it did not adequately reflect the 

significance of this personal development. Consequently, it was assigned a focused 

code, although the theme of identity permeated all focused codes and will be 

discussed in each. 
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Fig. 29 Focused code - changing 
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Fig. 30 Focused codes that emerged from constant comparative analysis 
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7.1 Expecting 

This focused code related to the effects, positive and negative, that the expectations 

generated by the students’ experiences of their FD programmes might have on 

future study. The researcher speculated about the reasons for the largely positive 

feelings expressed by the students regarding the FD, and the far less enthusiastic 

sentiments voiced about the degree programme.   

Following a HE programme within a FEI is a very particular experience. Universities 

and colleges fulfil complimentary but distinct roles within the higher education 

system. Today, the majority of universities offer a range of flexibly delivered 

programmes in a wide range of disciplines, including vocational areas. However, 

public perception has not necessarily kept pace with the reality, particularly among 

people with little direct knowledge of higher education. Some people still tend to 

regard universities as rarefied, highly academic environments.  

Colleges are often viewed as being more accessible. Usually, further education 

campuses are smaller than universities.  They are frequently well established within 

a local community and have strong links with the local population. They are generally 

regarded as being less intimidating than universities, possibly because their focus is 

not primarily on HE. They are perceived by many as being student-centred, flexible 

and responsive to demand (Burkill et al 2008, Davies et al 2008). They also have a 

proven track record of attracting students via non-traditional routes. In addition, 

lecturers are more accessible to students than might be usual within a university 

environment. Many of the formal structures that create a measure of distance 

between students and staff do not commonly exist within a FEI.  

Data obtained from individual interviews suggested that student knowledge 

regarding higher education in general, and the university environment in particular, 

was rather vague and superficial. In the light of this rather imprecise understanding, 

students might perceive the HE experience they had enjoyed in their respective 

colleges to be the ‘correct’ approach, or indeed, the only approach. They might tend 

to be intolerant of any differences in style. The fact that the students had 

successfully achieved their FD qualifications might serve to reinforce the 

‘correctness’ of the methods employed on the FDs.  

Returning to education engendered an increase in self-confidence and self-esteem 

in all students. During the FD students had experienced significant changes to their 

self-image. In many cases, the decision to enter HE had been initiated by an 

awareness that they had not achieved their potential. The FD gave a focus to this 

feeling and acted as a catalyst in the rapid development of an ideal self that created 

strong associations between achieving identity goals and achieving the degree.    

Students were prompted to reassess their potential and to set more ambitious goals 

for their future progression. The prospect of achieving identity goals generated very 

powerful feelings. Equally powerful were the emotions aroused if barriers were 
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placed in the way of realising these dreams, as some students appeared to believe 

had happened on the degree programmes. 

Students’ evaluation of their FD experiences had raised expectations that degree 

study would continue to engender positive feelings. Indeed, as a higher level course 

with a more widely recognised final qualification, the expectation was that the 

satisfaction, achievement and increase in self-confidence would be intensified. 

Students were eager to continue to access opportunities to develop their emerging 

identities and believed that the degree would provide these. 

Students had expressed concerns about the more complex academic challenges 

they faced. Those who were moving institutions had voiced anxiety about coming to 

terms with different environments. However, they appeared to be unprepared for the 

impact the transition might have on their abilities to retain the positivity they had 

exhibited in relation to the FD. The disorientation they felt prompted them to focus on 

the negative aspects of the changes they encountered and handicapped their 

attempts to fully engage with the opportunities offered on the degree programmes. 
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7.2 Handicapping 

Some initial experiences on the degree programme, particularly for students moving 

to the university, created poor first impressions. The failure to provide enough chairs 

on one occasion at the start of the course appeared to take on a significance that 

outweighed its importance. Incidents such as this can provide a focus for negativity, 

intensify emotions and subtly affect subsequent impressions. For some students, this 

set the tone for a negative engagement with the degree, exacerbated by concerns 

about whether the course represented value for money. The confidence gained on 

the Foundation Degree did not seem to be fully embedded into the identity of some 

students, and was possibly not as entrenched as the more deep-seated feelings of 

inadequacy that some of the students communicated. 

Generally, mature students, such as those who participated in the current study, 

have been considered to possess more fixed identities than younger people. 

However, it is possible that when entering a new realm, as with the move to degree 

study, this identity becomes fluid. During a period of transition, everything might be 

subject to re-examination. However, the mutability of a person’s identity might also 

be contextual. It could be confined to certain areas of experience. For example, 

confidence, flexibility and openness to new ideas could be positively reinforced 

through praise and success. If these positive changes conformed to an individual’s 

aspirational goal, they might be assimilated into the identity. Conversely, if newly 

developed characteristics were to be regularly challenged, the loss of these new 

aspects of identity might result. If an experience failed to be as anticipated or 

expected, then an individual’s sense of confidence and control might be dissipated. 

Mature, fixed personalities might find these vacillations more problematic to cope 

with than younger students just beginning to establish an identity. Individuals with a 

previous experience of uncertainty or low confidence might also be highly sensitised 

to react in a negative manner. 

To engage with the degree, students needed to believe that its practices were 

compatible with movement towards their ideal identities. As non-traditional students 

they perceived that many aspects of degree study were incompatible with achieving 

their potential. 

Students on full time undergraduate programmes might have the time and space to 

gradually decipher the intricacies of the processes. Younger students, accessing HE 

via traditional routes, at the usual time, might consider this to be part of the transition 

into adulthood. This period might be characterised by a process of experimentation 

in many facets of their lives, with University supplying the opportunity to do so.  

The mature students in the current study were searching for a different experience. 

Although many of them were obviously excited about the prospect of researching 

new ideas, and formulating their own opinions, they wanted to do this against a 

backdrop of precise criteria. They were making up for lost time and had very little 
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space to get things wrong. In the words of one student “educationally, my clock is 

ticking”. In their eyes, their newly discovered academic abilities were based on fairly 

fragile foundations and without specific feedback, could be vulnerable to damage. 

Clear explanation of expectations appeared to represent a measure of safety and 

offered protection from destructive negativity. 

One student described the ‘mystique’ surrounding learning and attainment within 

higher education. She believed that this mystery caused people to believe that they 

were not clever enough to attempt higher level study. As she progressed with her 

own studies, she developed her own approach to untangling the enigma.  

“A lot of it is just hard work – sheer hard work, a bit of structure and brute force! And 

a system!”  

(Laura, 42, TA) 

Students in the current study were prepared to commit to the hard work needed to 

succeed. However, they also suggested that a lack of structure was preventing them 

from formulating an effective system which would allow them to maximise their 

chances of success. 

This comment regarding a lack of transparency relating to attaining a degree was 

reiterated in several interviews. Academic processes have sometimes appeared to 

be shrouded in mystery, even for those who have been successful. To someone with 

little experience of HE, the nebulous nature of degree criteria might seem to serve a 

dual purpose; to retain a measure of exclusivity, and to discourage ‘undesirables’ i.e. 

those with little understanding of the practices. If this attitude was prevalent, the 

academic equivalent of an exclusive shop might result. ‘If you have to ask the price 

you can’t afford it’, could translate into ‘if you can’t figure it out, you haven’t got the 

necessary ability’. It would be relatively easy to imagine that some students could 

feel as though everyone was in on an academic conspiracy except them, and the 

only way of obtaining information was via some form of osmosis that they were 

incapable of absorbing.  

Transparency about expectations should not be construed as ‘dumbing down’. 

Students required lecturers who were confident about interpreting and 

communicating the nuances of learning outcomes and marking grids, and who could 

articulate the required standards clearly. The process of discovery, both of subject 

and of self, should not be prevented by clarity of purpose, any more than it would be 

encouraged by imprecision. Students in the current study were ready to embrace a 

challenge but seemed to feel alienated by tacit, implied rules that they did not fully 

comprehend. This belief had the potential to allow feelings of inadequacy to re-

surface, override the FD successes, and highlight underlying doubts about inhabiting 

the HE environment.   
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The importance placed on course content was perhaps an indication of the 

determination demonstrated by many of the students in overcoming obstacles to 

studying. They did not expect HE to be easy. Indeed, in some cases, the extent of 

the struggle seemed to have a direct correlation with the satisfaction expressed in 

relation to successfully completing a task. Students expected to make personal 

sacrifices, and were prepared to invest a great deal of effort. However, they were 

frustrated by anything that was considered to add to the struggle. They did not 

expect to have to battle against impediments which they considered should not arise, 

specifically the perceived failings with the structure and content of the programme, 

and the difficulties that appeared to characterise some student/lecturer relationships.    
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7.3 Relating 

Interview data suggested that students believed that the approaches on the FD 

programmes were predicated on the quality of the relationship with lecturers. 

Students spoke warmly about the relationships formed with their FE lecturers. These 

relationships had been encouraged by frequent opportunities for student/lecturer 

contact that allowed for the informal feedback, praise, and reassurance that was 

highly valued.  

An assessment of the quality of a relationship is frequently highly dependent on the 

context in which it occurs. If a student perceived a correlation between a positive 

student/lecturer relationship and a significant increase in self-worth, even if the 

lecturer had done relatively little to earn or deserve it, this connection, however 

spurious, might be difficult to disengage. Equally, if an individual subsequently 

experienced a different relationship with another lecturer in an environment where 

they felt less comfortable, those feelings of insecurity might be projected on to the 

lecturer, again with comparatively little basis, to the detriment of the relationship. 

Some lecturers referred to having a different relationship with students who had 

made the FD/degree transition than they had established over three years with other 

undergraduate groups. Non-traditional students might be more susceptible to 

perceived distance in a student/lecturer relationship because of their FD experiences 

and underlying insecurities about inhabiting a ‘proper’ HE environment. 

Many of the issues that concerned the students were related to the level of guidance 

and the quality of feedback they received. Lecturers in all settings had 

underestimated the continuing need to create opportunities for formative feedback, 

particularly for students striving to establish themselves with new lecturer teams. 

Conceivably, lecturers had assumed that students were confident with HE study, 

evidenced by attaining the FD, and had not appreciated that this confidence was 

fragile. Interview responses from students clearly indicated that they felt they were 

‘upping the ante’ and ‘putting ourselves out there once again’. 

Interestingly, some lecturers thought that they had been giving encouraging 

feedback. On further discussion, it transpired that a great deal of the feedback was 

unspecific. Lecturers, particularly those who had previously taught the same 

students on the FD, appeared to believe that fairly vague, albeit positive, comments 

would suffice. However, the additional pressures of following a degree programme 

with the emphasis on independence meant that, ironically, students were more 

reliant on measurable feedback to enable them to monitor their own progress. 

Without quantifiable feedback, students’ responses suggested that they were feeling 

confused and uncertain of what was expected. Lecturers needed to explicitly 

acknowledge the differences in academic level and expectations at Level 6, and to 

appreciate that for many students, this transition represented a significant risk to 

their confidence and self-image.  
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Before starting their degrees, students expressed anxiety about the possibility of 

large groups, particularly those progressing to the University. The opposite was also 

a concern for HE students undertaking degrees in FEIs. They were worried that the 

size and coherence of some degree groups did not allow for the depth of debate that 

had been enjoyed on the FD. The absence of dynamic group discussions placed 

more responsibility on the lecturer to supply a forum to enable a student to analyse 

and clarify their thoughts.  

Expressing their ideas to another individual challenged the students to organise their 

emerging opinions in a rational and logical order. This had the potential to extend 

their understanding and to benefit from the perspectives of others. In general, the 

part-time, mature students in this study did not have access to this form of dialogue 

outside the college/university environment. The determination to successfully 

achieve a degree meant that many students wished to avail themselves of every 

opportunity to participate in activities that were consistent with embodying the 

student identity.  

The success and recognition that students experienced on the FD was hugely 

powerful. It coincided with growing self-belief that contributed to improved levels of 

confidence. It would be extremely difficult to replicate the intensity of that experience 

as students progressed to another course. These emotions needed to be replaced 

by something equally rewarding if the transition was to be regarded as positive. 

The collective group identity remained important. However, as degree study 

demanded a greater level of independence, the focus increasingly shifted to the 

individual. Students were motivated to establish themselves as credible degree 

students and were dismayed to feel anonymous within some degree groups. The 

establishment of a secure student identity became more related to the quality of 

social interaction that took place between lecturers and individual students. This 

dialogue needed to encourage behaviour that reflected the students’ motivations and 

acknowledge them to be realistic. 

Although the level of negativity towards the transition to degree study was not as 

pronounced in students who progressed within their college, the feeling was still 

present. Even students who had remained with the same lecturer teams described 

subtle changes in the relationship, although this did not appear to have resulted in 

the difficulties that occurred in the university. Students appeared to underestimate 

the scale and the nature of the adaptations they needed to make in order to operate 

effectively at degree level. 
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7.4 Adapting 

Although the strong desire to obtain a degree was in evidence in each individual 

interview, students found it difficult to move on from their emotional attachments to 

the FDs. The tendency was to compare elements of the degree programmes 

unfavourably with practices on the FD which resulted in a reluctance to adapt to 

degree study. 

The lack of adaptability that many students displayed had several origins. Some 

students clearly felt that the scale of the risk involved in moving to degree study was 

even greater than that experienced on initial entry to HE. Students were edging 

nearer to their goals and put simply, they felt they had more to lose. The perception 

of risk also related to the fact that a degree was a well-established academic 

qualification. There was considerably greater recognition of the degree than of the 

FD among the students’ families, friends and work colleagues. The perceived threat 

of failure was felt keenly by some students which limited the ability to take a more 

relaxed, measured and more flexible attitude towards transition.  

Many students mentioned that the Foundation Degree had been a stepping stone, 

with the full degree always being their ultimate goal. They spoke about their 

unwillingness to articulate this aspiration openly, fearing that it might be disparaged, 

or that others might think that they were over-reaching themselves. Embarking on 

the full degree programme now left little doubt as to their ambitions, and as a result, 

some students appeared to feel very exposed. Some students demonstrated their 

vulnerability by becoming less accepting of change. 

Students realised that they had to take more responsibility for their studies at Level 

6. However, some of them were confused by precisely what was entailed which 

again impacted on their readiness to engage with degree study. Several students 

discussed the anxiety that was triggered by the lack of clear guidance and described 

the frustration that this had induced. As mature students, with limited 

college/university contact hours, they were already balancing study with a variety of 

responsibilities and were conscious that they did not have the luxury of time that they 

imagined was enjoyed by younger, full time students. These concerns were 

eminently understandable. However, this dissatisfaction appeared to have more 

complex roots. 

Students on the degree programmes were accustomed to running their own lives, 

and often the lives of their families, in combination with their work responsibilities. 

These arrangements could only be managed by being organised, which necessitated 

exerting a high measure of control. The lack of guidance perhaps represented a shift 

in the locus of control, and was therefore perceived as being deeply unsettling for 

many of the students.  

Interview responses revealed that several students were conscious that other people 

might be waiting for them to fail. Some students clearly believed that they had been 
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held back as a result of previous negative assessments of their abilities. Certainly, 

students believed their prospective academic achievements were limited by the time 

they could devote to studying. Any factor that further handicapped their endeavours, 

such as the perceived failure to provide specific guidance, had the potential to 

increase the disenchantment with the course. Much of the resentment was directed 

at the lecturers who were viewed as not providing sufficient information to enable 

students to retain the sense of control. 

Students wanted to engage in activities that supported the growth of their student 

identities. Interview data indicated that many students perceived that approaches on 

the degree did not encourage behaviour that was consistent with operating 

effectively as a student and therefore, they were rejected.   

There appeared to be significant disparity between students’ understanding of 

guidance and the lecturers’ definition of the term. Students believed that lecturers 

equated asking for guidance with a request for spoon feeding, whereas they actually 

wanted clarity about the expectations of Level 6 work. Lecturers were attempting to 

encourage a more independent form of working that they considered to be 

appropriate to degree study.  

Lecturers were fully aware that at degree level, there was not one definitive 

approach to any piece of work, particularly within the subject areas covered on the 

Childhood Studies programme. It was commensurate with degree study to expect 

students to arrive at their own solutions. Rigid guidelines might restrict and inhibit a 

student’s creativity as well as being incompatible with independent study. However, 

people working in higher education, familiar with its standards and processes might 

severely misjudge the impenetrability of some of its specifications and might 

underestimate the anxiety that any perceived lack of clarity could induce. 

For some students, these factors combined to undermine their confidence levels, 

which in turn severely interfered with their willingness to engage with the changes 

that characterise periods of transition. At a time when they needed to embrace new 

opportunities their vulnerability meant that they were less amenable to change. 
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7.5 Depending 

The development and maintenance of a strong group identity was extremely 

important to students in each setting. The bonds between group members seemed 

to intensify as a result of the issues with the student/lecturer relationship. Students 

placed increasing importance on group relationships in coming to terms with the 

demands of the degree programmes. 

The absence of a close student/lecturer relationship, particularly in the university, 

facilitated the construction of a ‘common enemy’, which engendered an ‘us against 

the world’ mentality in the face of adversity. The ‘enemy role’ was assigned to the 

lecturers, to a greater or lesser extent, depending on their perceived shortcomings. 

In this sense, the negativity was not entirely a bad thing. It placed the blame on 

factors extrinsic to the individual and the group. Therefore, it could be perceived as 

far less damaging to a person’s sense of self-worth, and would leave the unity of the 

group undiminished. 

Every student in the current study referred to the encouragement that their fellow 

students had provided. Students used the group as a resource to enable them to 

share information, check understanding, give and receive moral support, and to 

reinforce their individual determination to complete the course. 

The interaction between students took many forms. Many students lived at 

considerable distances from one another. The opportunity to meet together outside 

the limited course contact hours was also curtailed by work and family commitments. 

As a result, there was a heavy reliance on modes of contact that could be used at a 

time and place to suit the individual. 

Although some courses had set up blogs within the college or University intranets, 

students preferred to communicate on social media sites that were not connected to 

the course. Perhaps college/university intranets were too closely allied with 

assessment or formality, and students might have believed that their contributions 

were being judged or monitored in some way. Communication, particularly when 

under stress, needed to be spontaneous and reflect the true concerns of the 

individual. This was easier and quicker to achieve using familiar means of contact. It 

also highlighted the social aspect of the communication and the importance of the 

form of contact being initiated and owned by the students themselves.   

Although long-distance communication was undoubtedly popular, it did not 

supersede the fundamental importance of face-to-face interaction.  Many students 

raised the issue of regular attendance, or lack of it, as a key factor in defining the 

level of satisfaction with the course and the experience of transition.   

The preoccupation with attendance was unexpected for the researcher. She 

considered that mature students would not be particularly affected by the attendance 

patterns of others. The flexibility of the degree programme, with its emphasis on a 
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more individual approach would be welcomed. A significant proportion of the 

literature relating to mature students in HE indicated that the ability to incorporate 

studying into everyday life was highly valued. To a certain extent, this was also the 

case for the students in this research study, but it did not represent the complete 

picture. Without the opportunity to study close to home, often on a part-time evening 

basis to accommodate work commitments, many students in the current study would 

not have embarked on the FD course. However, as students progressed through 

their FDs and moved to a degree programme, it became clear that the appreciation 

of flexibility did not constitute a relaxed approach to attendance. 

Interview data from the current study appeared to contradict much of the reported 

evidence. Rather than wishing to absorb their studies into their ordinary routines, 

many students seemed to exhibit an intense need to establish a designated space 

and time for their academic work. It is possible that if an individual has a strong 

family background of higher education and has entered university via a traditional 

route, at the expected time, his/her identity as a student has been firmly embedded, 

and has been reinforced by social and institutional norms. Although the student body 

has become increasingly diverse, these norms have been largely perpetuated.  

Many students in this study were the first in their families to enter higher education. 

Their identities as students needed to be recognised and nurtured. This aspect of 

their personalities needed sufficient time and contact to become established and 

assimilated. The social interaction of the group was central in providing the 

dynamism necessary to allow this student identity to survive and develop, and to 

avoid it becoming subsumed into everyday life. The roles of partner, parent, work 

colleague and carer were longer-standing and more integrated into the students’ 

personalities.  

Without the validation of the group interaction, the student identity was in danger of 

being overwhelmed by these other roles. The fragile, emergent student character 

would be under threat. An individual’s clear vision of him/herself as being 

academically able, interacting with like-minded people in an environment conducive 

to study, was crucial to success. The absence of this vision could mean that the 

aspiration to achieve a degree would be in jeopardy. 

A strong group identity was also crucial in acknowledging the importance of an 

individual’s achievements. Students needed to share their successes with someone 

who had gone through the same experiences and who could appreciate the scale of 

the effort and the sacrifices they had made. Without this affirmation, their 

achievements might be underplayed. In some cases, it might be difficult for family 

and friends, even supportive family and friends, to appreciate what had been 

achieved, and what that might represent to an individual. Interview data suggested 

that some family members had been dismissive of student’s academic capabilities. 

This provided motivation but they were understandably unwilling to communicate the 

extent of their ambitions to those who had previously doubted them. Some students 
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were more interested in gaining the approval of their peers, rather than people 

whose judgement they believed was highly suspect.  

Interview data demonstrated that, for many students, there was a correlation 

between attendance and the establishment of a secure identity as a student. Several 

students mentioned the need to show respect to the course, and implied that 

sporadic attendance denigrated the prominence that the course deserved. There 

was a sense that if they were unable to fully commit to attending regularly, then the 

entire process was undervalued.  

Attendance was particularly important to this group of mature students because of 

the nature of their work. Students in each of the settings were employed in jobs that 

demanded a high level of personal responsibility. Failure to turn up for work could 

result in a child care setting being forced to disrupt children, or even close if the 

child/staff ratio was insufficient. Non-attendance at college could be interpreted as 

signifying that the course occupied a less important position than that assigned to 

work. Yet for many students, achieving a degree was at least as pivotal to their self-

image. Interestingly, the level of attendance was not regarded solely as a personal 

issue. It appeared to have a negative impact on the rest of the group. Perhaps each 

group member needed to confirm that the course was valued by a core of people 

with whom they identified and whose opinions they trusted, and was therefore, by 

definition, valuable.  

One issue highlighted was the impact that attendance might exert on the quality of 

the learning experience. Closely allied to the need to reinforce the student identity, 

and to access mutual support systems, was the need for interaction to share ideas 

and to refine opinions through discussion with others.  

Peer learning opportunities form an important function in higher education, 

particularly when contributions are made by people from diverse backgrounds, 

offering a wide range of perspectives, as was the case with these groups of 

students. Poor attendance would severely curtail the opportunity to assess and 

reflect on subject matter with other students. The critical analysis of issues could be 

restricted as the prospect of being challenged to develop persuasive arguments to 

convince others might be lost. The opportunity to engage in activities that would 

develop the student identity was central to the concerns regarding attendance. The 

group provided support individually, collectively, and crucially, it sustained the 

student identity. 

Although there was a clear association between attendance and group identity, there 

was a need to reconcile the wish for flexibility on a personal level, with the 

requirement to maintain the group identity. Maintaining a balance between 

encouraging high attendance at college without being inflexible or draconian was 

difficult for lecturers to judge. Several lecturers commented on the strength of feeling 

expressed by some students regarding the failure of others to be present in 
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college/university, while the same students negotiated absences because of other 

commitments. 

Several students spoke about the unfairness of a system which allowed some group 

members to attend frequently while others employed an approach akin to distance 

learning, supported by online resources. The outcomes of studying usually reflect the 

effort invested, in terms of results and personal development. If certain students 

decide to pay substantial fees, and then not avail themselves of the full service, this 

might constitute a form of self-handicapping, but remains a personal choice. The 

accusation of unfairness did not seem to be motivated by a wish to criticise or 

disadvantage other students but by student’s need to establish an image of someone 

who was taking their education seriously, and who was prepared to demonstrate this 

fact through considerable efforts. Perhaps it was also a tacit indication that students 

were expecting similar commitment from the lecturers, the courses and the 

institutions. 

Students in the current study did not wish to embrace the undergraduate experience 

offered by the university. They appreciated the improved access to learning 

resources in comparison with the FEIs they had attended, but their limited contact 

hours and their out of college commitments meant that they wanted something 

different. Students who elected to continue their education in a FEI were also 

inevitably prevented from a more traditional undergraduate lifestyle. However, being 

excluded from a student lifestyle, even as a result of personal choice could result in a 

student struggling to establish a student identity. 

The group provided the opportunity to establish a new framework that was ‘fit for 

purpose’, and could adapt to their circumstances. Through group interaction and 

negotiation, the students could create a framework, or mode of operation, that would 

be relevant for them. It would provide a structure or habitus in which they could feel 

comfortable. The frameworks the students adopted encompassed a variety of 

factors. It was important that the structures made sense to the respective groups and 

were ‘bought into’ by the group members. These frameworks allowed students to 

construct their own interpretation of what being a student entailed. The rituals 

followed by group members were specific to the group and helped to foster a strong 

group identity.  

One student described the way that individuals in her group had assumed different 

roles. Occasionally these roles changed, but generally they remained remarkably 

fixed. The researcher speculated whether it was essential that people usually kept to 

the roles they had assumed, as an unspoken rule of the group. Any alteration in role 

could lead to a change in group dynamics in the same way that if a family member 

breaks out of character, it can cause repercussions throughout the entire family.  

Perhaps maintaining the status quo ensured that there was a measure of 

predictability and clarity of expectation within what might otherwise have been 

confusing surroundings. It allowed group members to highlight aspects of their 
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personalities that they considered to be most dominant or which required most 

support, and to exaggerate them. In this way, to an extent, they were able to 

determine the way in which support was given and received.  

Group identity undoubtedly exerted considerable influence over the attitudes 

expressed towards the degree by the students in the current study. Students needed 

to actively adhere to the structures provided by the group. If they were unable to 

carve out a niche in which to operate as students, it might have been almost 

impossible to retain focus in the face of other responsibilities.  

The student identity was not developed in isolation. Although it reflected an 

individual’s assessment of their potential, the perceptions of relevant others, peers 

and lecturers carried great influence. In the current study, the strength students 

gained from their peers contributed not only to the enjoyment of studying, but also to 

increased confidence, self-reliance and ultimately, personal development. However, 

in addition to deriving encouragement from the group, many students appeared to be 

able to draw on personal reserves to enable them to persevere with their degree. 
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7.6 Persevering 

Interview data revealed a number of factors that were crucial in providing the 

motivation that students required to successfully complete their degrees. For some 

people the chance to provide an inspirational role model for their children provided 

the impetus they needed. For others, it was the opportunity to demonstrate that they 

were capable of much more than had previously been recognised.  

Discussion of motivating factors highlighted the central importance of obtaining a 

degree. The course appeared to represent the possibility of personal achievement in 

many facets of life. Achieving a degree took on symbolic significance. It represented 

redressing past underachievement, overcoming the negative attitudes or 

expectations of others, and crucially, it carried the potential to become the person 

they wished to be, and to fully inhabit the student identity. 

Mature students usually make a personal investment in their studies. This was true 

of the students who decided to move to the degree. They needed to succeed to keep 

intact their identity as a student, and as a person who was capable of success. Their 

identity and ideal view of themselves seemed to be wrapped up in their ability to 

succeed on the course, not only to access improved job prospects or to repay family 

support, but also to confirm their self-assessment of their abilities.  

In many cases, this aspiration to succeed was additionally burdened by overcoming 

past limitations or restrictive definitions of what they could achieve. Some students 

clearly thought that certain lecturers continued to misread their capabilities making 

judgements without taking the time to understand them.  

The very act of the lecturer taking the time to get to know the student as a person 

appeared to be regarded as an affirmation of the student's right to be taking a 

degree, and to an extent, their worth as a person. The negative attitudes that had 

previously been communicated by people of central importance in students’ lives, 

parents, teachers or partners, could perhaps only be superseded by establishing a 

positive relationship with someone who occupied a similar position and who 

supported their ambitions, namely the lecturer. This emphasised the student/lecturer 

relationship in assessing the quality of the learning experience and as a motivating 

factor. 

Establishing positive relationships was a key factor in the development of 

confidence. This interaction contributed to a secure student identity and altered the 

way that individual students thought about themselves. The experience of finding 

something that could engender real enthusiasm, coupled with the discovery that they 

could actually be successful, was a heady mix. This appeared to have the ability to 

counter previous negative self-perceptions. 

Although some students declared that their experiences on the degree programme 

made it less likely they would want to engage with education in the future, a number 
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of other students expressed the desire to progress to other courses. However, they 

were reluctant to admit to any specific goals, possibly because it would appear too 

risky, too ambitious, or even too presumptuous to vocalise these aspirations. One 

student confessed that she was afraid to talk openly about her goals in case they 

were ridiculed. Nevertheless they remained very real. If a lecturer confirmed that 

these ambitions were realistic, a student could allow him/herself to believe that their 

aspirations might be achievable. The student would be able to avoid any explicit 

declaration of intent until more certain of the response. For some students, being 

able to discuss their academic potential was one of the motivations for forming a 

positive relationship with a lecturer. 

Several students spoke movingly about the increase in self-esteem that occurred as 

a result of complimentary feedback they had received from lecturers. They referred 

to the changes other people had noticed in them. The confidence they experienced 

altered the way that some students viewed themselves and led to improved self-

perception and increased self-reliance. 

Interview data suggested that there might be a continuum of self-reliance along 

which an individual travelled. The speed and direction of movement was different for 

everyone, and might be subject to an range of internal and external influences. Once 

a certain point was reached, the person appeared to be less affected by external 

pressures, and was more comfortable in trusting their own personal resources. After 

the critical point on the continuum had been achieved, a person’s self-assessment 

appeared to be less contingent on external affirmation, and more dependent on their 

own judgement to cope with the challenges they inevitably met during the course of 

their studies. 

This new-found faith in their acumen did not eliminate the need for positive 

reinforcement. The path along the continuum to self-reliance did not appear to be 

linear. An individual might progress or regress depending on circumstances that 

facilitated or hindered the movement. Factors that appeared to impede the advance 

were lack of clarity regarding expectations, and feeling out of control. Factors that 

appeared to encourage a positive movement towards resilience were positive 

feedback and the quality of interactions with both group members and lecturers. 

Students knew that ultimately they needed to take responsibility and to rely on their 

own judgement. However, this step was not easy to achieve.  

In some cases, students were perplexed about their on-going need for positive 

feedback and encouragement.  They recognised their growing independence and 

struggled to articulate why the opinions of others retained such a powerful influence. 

As a person neared self-reliance, they appeared to be increasingly apologetic about 

requiring support. However, as mature students, with considerable professional 

experience of sensitive situations, many students were highly attuned to the 

responses of others. The subject matter of their courses also encouraged reflection 

and self-awareness.  This understanding of the impact of one’s own social 
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interaction almost inevitably directed the spotlight on the actions of others. There 

was an acknowledgement that positive feedback from a lecturer could provide the 

necessary momentum to progress to self-reliance more swiftly than an individual 

could accomplish completely independently.  

The perceived reluctance on the part of some lecturers to reinforce and accelerate 

the progression towards self-reliance was a source of disappointment and 

dissatisfaction for students who were eager to make the most of their educational 

opportunities.  One consequence of a growing belief in their own abilities appeared 

to be an unwillingness to submit work that was ‘just good enough’, and a deepening 

frustration with anything that was deemed to interfere with their academic 

development.  

Despite the organisational difficulties inherent in combining work and family 

responsibilities with studying, students were motivated by a fierce will to persevere to 

the end of their degree programmes. Some students found the necessary incentive 

by turning their studies into a war of attrition, refusing to be beaten by the difficulties 

they encountered. Other students derived inspiration from the satisfaction that a 

more independent approach to academic work brought. All students exhibited an 

aversion to giving up and a fervent attachment to realising their goals. Whether or 

not they were actually enjoying degree study, they were determined to see it 

through. 

In some respects, as students progressed through HE to increasingly academically 

challenging undertakings, the more individual and potentially isolating an experience 

it became. The emphasis moved from modules and modes of assessment that were 

common to all students in the groups towards a more distinct, discrete direction of 

study, predicated on individual interests.  

Perhaps inevitably there was an alteration in the cohesion of the group. A re-

evaluation of the group support was necessary to reflect this change. As the group 

became more disparate in some respects, prominence moved from discussing 

specific issues to more general encouragement to provide the impetus to persevere. 

As individuals became more self-reliant, the ability to depend on internal resources 

also became more significant.  
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7.7 Changing 

The evaluation of the focused codes generated another code – ‘changing’. This code 

combined themes that had been present in other focused codes. However, the 

researcher did not consider that the personal changes that students had described 

had been adequately encapsulated by the other codes.  

Students frequently referred to the changes that had occurred since they had started 

higher education which had been noted by family, friends and colleagues. During 

transition, the changes, both positive and negative had intensified. 

However, these changes had only served to raise students’ awareness of their 

identities as an influence, in some cases for the first time. Students became 

conscious of the effects that alterations in identity, and importantly, their perception 

of that identity, could have on their emotions and behaviour. Their understanding of 

what it meant to be a student, and of the student identity in relation to other facets of 

their identity, had been enhanced during transition.  

At times, it was difficult for an observer to pinpoint exactly what had altered during 

the transition to the degree, particularly for those who had remained in the same 

institution. However, the students had registered significant changes and their 

perceptions of transition determined their emotional responses to the process. 

Although students recognised that the meaningful changes had occurred within their 

perceptions of self, some students largely attributed the differences to external 

issues, such as alterations in the student/lecturer relationship. Others realised that 

the impact already experienced on their identities was as a result of internal 

responses to external circumstances. Further development of their abilities to cope 

effectively with transition would also be dependent on intrinsic factors.  
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7.8 The lecturer perspective 

The researcher did not want the views of lecturers to direct or detract from the 

interpretation of the students’ perspectives. Consequently, their views were obtained 

after interviews with students had been completed and the broad subject areas were 

derived from issues that students had identified as significant.  Specific contributions 

from students were not directly referred to in the lecturer interviews. The researcher 

decided that to do so might result in discussions that were dominated by having to 

defend or address student concerns rather than exploring the management of the 

FD/degree transition from lecturers’ viewpoints. However, it is entirely possible that 

the inclusion of student responses would have stimulated valuable debate. 

Analysis demonstrated that the matters that concerned the lecturers were similar to 

those raised by the students, albeit from different perspectives.  

Lecturers in college and university settings were conscious that they were part of a 

large education system and appeared to believe that they were relatively powerless 

to control what went on in their working lives. These feelings were linked to the many 

changes that were taking place in higher education in Wales. One lecturer 

complained that even though she was involved in implementing change, her views, 

and the views of her colleagues had not been considered. She believed that her 

working practices and her autonomy were under threat to a certain extent. Lecturers 

appeared to have a tendency to underestimate the influence their actions might exert 

on students. They seemed to think that they had little influence over anyone or 

anything, including their own destinies. However, feeling disempowered on a 

personal level does not necessarily mean that an individual is perceived as retaining 

little control over the reactions and outcomes of others. 

Positioning the lecturer relationship near the centre of a student’s academic 

ambitions placed a responsibility on the lecturer and assigned significance to the 

quality of the association. Lecturers recognised the need to treat mature students 

according to their individual circumstances and to respect their contributions and 

experience. However, they did not explicitly acknowledge the significance of the 

student/lecturer relationship. Lecturers might consider it to be arrogant to assume 

that level of importance. Nevertheless, the current study suggested that the quality of 

the relationship was important and influenced student satisfaction with the degree 

course. 

The impact of feedback was difficult for some lecturers to fully appreciate, 

particularly if they had come from backgrounds where academic achievement was 

taken relatively lightly. They were possibly unaware of the effect their comments 

might have because they themselves would not have responded in a similar way.  

Clear communication was crucial in explaining the requirements of Level 6 study and 

was highly valued by all students. Students who were most academically able were 

often the most demanding in their request for feedback. They appeared to agonise 
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over and dissect each comment, possibly because they were so determined to do 

well. Even throw-away remarks assumed real significance. The need to fully 

understand course requirements was essential, particularly when students were 

striving to take increasing responsibility for their learning.   

Lecturers freely admitted that the changes in partnerships between the colleges and 

their respective validating universities had led to confusion. The announcement of 

the changes in affiliation had been trailed for a considerable time. However, the 

actual process of change had been rapid. There were difficulties inherent in 

combining different and distinct systems and guidance was characterised by 

generalisations, rather than supplying details about the minutiae that was necessary 

to ensure the smooth day to day management of the programmes.  

This uncertainty affected the lecturers. They were reluctant to commit themselves to 

guiding students before understanding the magnitude and implications of the 

changes. These changes in partnership were felt most keenly by lecturers within the 

FEIs. The consequent lack of clarity was identified by students who had completed 

the FD in these settings and who were accustomed to more precise information. 

During these transitions, lecturers were susceptible to similar feelings of being 

unsettled as those described by students. They were coping with alterations in 

working practices, and they too craved clarity regarding the specific management of 

the changes they were experiencing.  

Although students needed to perceive the lecturer as having the expertise necessary 

to provide a valuable and meaningful educational experience, the emphasis on 

independent learning in higher education also required the lecturer and students to 

engage in a partnership. The arrangement needed to allow the student and lecturer 

to change roles depending on circumstances. The lecturer needed to abdicate 

elements of the ‘expert’ role and pass it on to the student to allow them the 

opportunity to develop academic independence. However, this needed to be done in 

a way that would not cause students to feel that they had been cast adrift. They 

needed to believe that they were still able to relate to the lecturer to seek guidance 

and reassurance. 

Many students in the current study had not had the opportunity to determine the 

course of their academic careers in the past. These pathways had been defined, and 

in some cases, undermined by others. Students required support to allow them to 

gradually grow into this role. The lecturer needed to be confident in his/her ability to 

relinquish some control without losing his/her identity in the process. Some lecturers 

appeared to believe that if their subject expertise was circumvented by a student 

electing to focus on a different subject area, then their position would be weakened. 

However, other lecturers seemed to be entirely comfortable with encouraging 

students to assume the subject specialist role, and viewed their contribution as 

ensuring that the necessary academic conventions were clearly communicated. 
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During the Foundation Degree programmes, many lecturers aimed to gradually 

introduce students to HE study, with the aim of increasing confidence levels. 

Students appeared to perceive that this strategy was effective. Every student in the 

research study had been sufficiently positive about their FD experience to make the 

decision to embark on the full degree programme. However, there was a tendency 

for this approach to build dependence on the lecturer. There was the danger that 

rather than preparing FD students to progress to degree study, some of these 

practices could actually impede the development of independent academic skills and 

self-reliance. 

Some lecturers appeared to believe that minimising problems or differences between 

the FD and degree was the best way of being supportive. They were reluctant to 

explain the challenges of degree level study because they wanted to avoid inducing 

anxiety which might make the transition problematic. They appeared to display a 

tendency to want to gloss over some of the potentially taxing elements of the degree 

programme, perhaps in the hope that by the time students arrived at those stages, 

they would be better equipped to cope with them.  

The unwillingness to give details regarding the ‘step-up’ to degree level was 

particularly noticeable among FE lecturers. They were wary of intimidating students 

and perhaps hesitant about altering the balance of existing relationships. There were 

implications of following this approach. Ignoring the differences between the 

programmes could be interpreted as lecturers’ lack of faith in the students’ abilities to 

cope with the increasing demands. It could also be viewed as an acknowledgement 

that the preparation for degree study had not been entirely adequate.  

Reluctance to address differences in expectation ironically appeared to have the 

opposite effect to that intended. Rather than facilitating the step-up to degree study, 

it inadvertently made it more difficult. The absence of clear guidance confused and 

frustrated students. Students clearly understood that they were raising the stakes 

academically. Failure to explicitly discuss their concerns was detrimental not only to 

confidence levels and motivation, but to the rapport which they had built up, or 

wished to build up with their lecturers. However, stating that students could not 

expect to achieve similar levels of success on the degree programme, as mentioned 

in one lecturer interview, was equally unhelpful. Students required clarity regarding 

academic requirements communicated in ways that would not limit or pre-judge their 

performance.  

A key issue highlighted in some of the individual and group interviews was the 

general level of dissatisfaction with the content of the course and the level at which 

some information had been pitched. The general consensus was that students would 

have been prepared to tolerate and forgive some difficulties if they had been inspired 

by the course content.  
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One lecturer indicated that by the end of the course students acknowledged that they 

had learned a lot on the degree, although not always in terms of content. This 

highlighted another potential mismatch of expectations. The third year of many 

undergraduate programmes is characterised by an emphasis on students 

researching the necessary information. This approach is perhaps unfamiliar to 

students progressing from FEIs where traditionally more prominence has been given 

to learning and teaching strategies. The FE approach could result in allegations of 

‘spoon-feeding’. Some of the students’ disappointment regarding the content of the 

course might emanate from a lack of knowledge about degree study and the 

expectation that they should direct their own learning to a greater extent than they 

had previously experienced. 

Initially, the researcher was uncertain about the prominence that lecturers’ views 

should be accorded in a study that focused on the experiences of students. 

However, the data demonstrated that the student/lecturer relationship exerted 

considerable influence on the students’ experiences of FD/degree transition, and 

consequently on the development of the student identity. The lecturers’ interview 

responses highlighted issues that were associated with the development of a 

number of conceptual categories and as such, earned their way into the 

development of the grounded theory.  
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7.9 Additional interviews 

Gaining a detailed overview of the data allowed the researcher to identify any gaps 

in the analysis. After contributions from group, individual and lecturer interviews had 

been analysed in their entirety, several issues were highlighted that the researcher 

did not consider she had fully explored. This included the progression towards self-

reliance and the development of the student identity. The researcher was concerned 

that some categories were under-developed and took the decision that obtaining 

additional data might assist in developing the properties of the categories and 

therefore, could result in strengthening the theory. 

The researcher was aware that even if contributions from further interviews 

appeared to support the theory, a small number of additional interviews would not 

necessarily mean that her theory was the most plausible to account for the data. She 

was also aware of the possibility that she might influence the participants in future 

interviews, if her attachment to the developing theory led her to ‘force’ interpretation 

onto the data.  

The researcher decided to interview five additional students. Data obtained from 

these interviews was similar to the contributions offered by previous participants. It 

did not modify the theory, except to increase the researcher’s confidence in the 

legitimacy of the grounded theory and to confirm the emphasis she had placed on 

identity formation. A consideration of saturation in respect of grounded theory will be 

included in a discussion of the findings and evaluation of the research methodology.  

The following chapter will explore the relationships between the developed 

categories and will provide an account of the abstraction to conceptual categories 

that formed the basis for the grounded theory. As recommended by grounded 

theorists (Glaser 1978), (Corbin and Strauss 2008), the grounded theory will initially 

be ‘presented in isolation of both extant theory and the contemporary literature’ 

(Birks and Mills 2011 p.134), before being discussed in the context of both.   
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Chapter 8 The Emergence of the Grounded Theory 

 ‘Must grounded theory aim for the general level abstracted from empirical realities? 

No. In sharp contrast, I argue that situating grounded theories in their social, 

historical, local and interactional contexts strengthens them’ (Charmaz 2006 p. 180) 

The chapter will detail the emergence of the grounded theory, demonstrating how 

the conceptual categories were developed through a continuous comparative 

process of analysis and interpretation in accordance with the grounded theory 

approach outlined in previous chapters. The grounded theory represents a version of 

the process of transition through higher education that was constructed in 

partnership with the students and lecturers who participated in the research study. 

As such, it is socially constructed and contextually situated, although the issues it 

highlights offer wider application. 
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8.1 Issues that contributed to developing the conceptual categories 

Fig. 31 Summary of significant issues 

Issues that contributed to developing the conceptual categories 
 

 

• this group of non-traditional students possessed relatively little knowledge or 
experience relating to HE 

• academic success on the FD had resulted in increased levels of confidence  

• increased confidence and self-esteem was, for many students, attributed to 
external factors, rather than being assimilated into an individual’s identity 

• when students made the transition to degree study, their increased 
confidence did not necessarily move with them 

• the attachment to the familiarity and security of the FD resulted in intolerance 
and suspicion of degree level study 

• students felt doubly handicapped by the fact that their identities as students 
appeared to remain situated in the FD, at a time when they needed to access 
this aspect of their identities to provide the resilience to make a successful 
transition to the degree 

• the degree was often the culmination of long-held ambition and as such was 
central to achieving a positive self-image 

• the necessity of behaving in ways that were consistent with achieving the 
student identity was a powerful motivating factor in ensuring that an individual 
made a successful transition to the degree 

• coming to terms with unfamiliar aspects of the transition, such as a change of 
institution, lecturer team, group members or the degree itself, generated high 
levels of anxiety and loss of confidence 

• students with high levels of self-reliance were better able to manage the 
transition 

• the movement to self-reliance was non-linear, and was facilitated by positive 
feedback and social interactions with lecturers and group members; it was 
hindered by lack of clarity regarding expectations 

• the student identity was more firmly embedded in those students with high 
levels of self-reliance and was therefore less susceptible to harm 

• a resilient student identity was predicated on the perceived value attributed to 
the degree 

• this value was related to personal growth and affirmation rather than material 
benefits 

• the transition to degree study needed to be openly acknowledged by 
everyone involved 

• greater public recognition of the degree meant that students perceived a 
greater risk in admitting they were pursuing a degree programme 

• nearing the end of the degree programme, and getting closer to achieving 
their goals resulted in a period of re-evaluation for the students 

• students found the transition to degree study as challenging as the initial entry 
to HE; then they had expected to feel disorientated and more support was in 
place 
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• difficulty in managing the transition to degree study left some students 
questioning their entitlement to be on a degree programme 

• individual/small group tutorials needed to be organised early in the degree 
programme to encourage positive partnerships between students and 
lecturers 

• the key requirements of degree study needed to be clarified and 
communicated 

• it was unhelpful to play down the differences on the degree programme; this 
undermined the efforts and achievements of the students and led to confusion 
about academic expectations 

• students needed quantifiable, constructive feedback early in the programme 

• students wanted to be challenged and stretched by the course content 
because this confirmed that they were working at a high level 

• students needed to feel in control; being passive could generate feelings of 
helplessness which were completely incompatible with moving towards 
greater academic independence 

• some of the difficulties encountered by the students provided a focus for their 
discontent which allowed students to externalise the damaging uncertainties 
they were experiencing 

• relationships between group members provided mutual support and created a 
forum for discussing academic work, venting frustrations, sharing anxieties 
and celebrating successes 

• attendance was important because it allowed the group to function to its 
potential 

• the group provided the necessary framework within which the student identity 
could be developed, practiced, refined, and assimilated  

• the group was often the only place that provided the facility for this emergent 
student identity to be realised 
 

 

Comparison of the properties of the focused codes, and further examination of the 

issues listed above, identified themes that traversed codes and captured the 

essence of the data they represented. These were evaluated to determine the 

relationships between them. This process abstracted and united the data in a 

conceptual framework that provided an understanding and explanation of transition 

to degree study.  

In keeping with the stance taken throughout the study, a constructivist approach was 

adopted. This regards data and analysis as ‘created from shared experiences and 

relationships with the participants and other sources of data’ (Charmaz 2006 p. 130). 

This process questioned how and why students had constructed the meanings they 

had given to the transition to degree study, and the reason for the emphases they 

had placed on different aspects of the phenomenon.   
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8.2 Development of conceptual categories 

During each individual interview, students alluded to the personal changes that had 

occurred since they had entered higher education. The repeated presence of this 

issue highlighted its significance. Accordingly, it was given prominence and the 

emerging theory considered the nature of these changes and their potential impact 

on the transition process.  

Students understood that degree study would be challenging and were ready to 

commit to hard work. They realised that they would be required to take responsibility 

and to display increasing academic independence. It was clear that many students 

believed that they were not adequately equipped to make these changes. Those who 

coped more easily with the transition to degree study expressed the expectation that 

the process could, and perhaps should, have been managed more effectively. 

The crucial importance of interactions with lecturers and peer groups was also 

apparent in every interview and was central to students’ perceptions of the transition 

process. Students emphasised the benefits of productive partnerships in terms of 

enabling them to work at their optimum level and to stand a realistic chance of 

achieving their goal of obtaining a degree. The category of partnership, and the 

nature of its links with other categories, was identified as vital in understanding 

transition from the students’ perspectives. 
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Fig. 32 Transition to degree study – model stage 1 
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8.3 Partnership 

From their perspectives, students wanted lecturers to acknowledge that the move to 

degree study was a new start. In common with many beginnings, it had the potential 

to generate unrealistic expectations and inspire anxieties, both of which required 

sensitive management. The public recognition of the degree was greater. This 

brought increased opportunities for praise and respect from friends, families and 

colleagues if successful. However, it meant that any failure would be equally high 

profile.  

Although it built on previous endeavours, the degree programme needed to overtly 

identify and nurture opportunities for development. Students could not be expected 

to grow as independent learners unless it was acknowledged that the degree 

represented an opportunity for growth. Students needed to be reassured that the 

differences in approach between the FD and the degree, although unnerving, were  

essential to accessing greater academic opportunities.  

Lecturers were sensitive to the possible apprehension that students might have 

regarding their abilities to complete their degrees. The tendency to play down the 

demands of the degree, although well-intentioned, was counter-productive from the 

students’ perspective. Students wanted the attitudes of the lecturers to accord with 

their own in terms of recognising the significance of the degree. Diminishing the 

challenge detracted from the importance of the process. In some respects, it also 

detracted from the scale of what the students were attempting to achieve, and 

therefore the satisfaction they were entitled to feel on successfully completing the 

qualification. 

Intolerance towards anything that interfered with achieving the degree occasionally 

resulted in glaring criticism of the lecturers. In some cases, the perceived deficits in 

the relationship supplied a focal point that epitomised students’ struggles. This 

appeared to provide the extra impetus to succeed, and the resolve to continue even 

when they were not enjoying the process. 

The tenacity some students gained from this dissatisfaction allowed them to 

externalise the problems they were facing in a manner that limited the damage to 

their identities. Some non-traditional students accessing degree study might 

positively benefit from an element of confrontation to enable them to muster effective 

coping strategies. However, there were other aspects of the transition process that 

offered a more constructive solution. 

The strength of peer relationships provided the support and reassurance that some 

students appeared unable to access from other sources. Close bonds were forged 

during the transition to degree level study. They were able to share common 

experiences with people in similar circumstances. This generated great camaraderie 

and established powerful connections between group members.  
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Group members were able to acknowledge and recognise the vacillation between 

excitement and anxiety that was caused by transition, even without it being overtly 

articulated. For some students the process was largely positive. Others appeared to 

be convinced that their post-study lives would see considerable changes, not all of 

them welcomed by their families and friends. 

During transition, peer relationships provided a stable and secure framework in 

which to operate. The part-time degree programme with its limited contact hours 

meant that students could feel isolated from the degree experience. The concern 

with regular attendance emanated from a desire to maintain solidarity and to avoid 

fragmentation of the group in order to access the group ambience, energy and 

support that would maximise the learning experience. 

The framework supplied by group relationships offered a place where the student 

identity could be recognised. It provided a space where it could be openly inhabited 

and practiced away from other influences which might damage it before it was fully 

formed. In the company of fellow students, the identity could be developed and 

extended within a supportive environment.  

Group interactions cultivated the student identity. Students were involved in a 

process of re-evaluating their lives as the prospect of attaining a degree became 

more immediate. Achieving an important goal often compels an individual to examine 

his/her life and to re-assess previous modes of behaviour. Success at degree level 

might mean that an individual would now have to become accustomed to being 

regarded as having a recognised knowledge base.  Individuals might be expected to 

take control of situations and determine the course of action, rather than to stand on 

the periphery, held back by a lack of opportunity or handicapped by the absence of 

formal qualifications as might previously have been the case.  

Within the confines of the supportive group environment, students were able to gain 

confidence in their emergent student identities. Even if students had known other 

group members before entering HE, the defining features of the close peer 

relationships that formed were related to being a student.   Within their groups, they 

were recognised as people capable of achieving academic success. They were able 

to fully appreciate the successes they had achieved and would not need to 

underplay the scale of their accomplishments. Perhaps most importantly, their 

relationships were not clouded by former disappointments. The characteristics 

projected within the group confirmed their status as students, to others and to 

themselves. Group interactions held a mirror up to their evolving identities and 

reflected the positive personal changes that they were best placed to recognise in 

each other. 

Some students had been fortunate to retain a strong vision of their identity goals as 

they progressed through higher education. However, even they had expressed a 

measure of discontent that the process had not been as enjoyable or fulfilling as it 
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might have been. A smooth journey through higher education should not be solely 

reliant on the ability of an individual to draw on personal resources. It should be 

managed with the aim of providing all students with a reasonable opportunity to 

accomplish a successful transition.  

A significant number of students required greater support during transition. Some 

students decided that they were not suited to degree study and had left shortly after 

the beginning of their respective courses, before the interviews had been conducted. 

Those who remained were determined to complete their studies, even though some 

of them appeared disenchanted and somewhat alienated by their experience of the 

transition to degree study.  

It would be difficult to over-emphasise the importance of the degree for the students 

involved in the current study. As mature students, the decision to undertake a degree 

had been a conscious one. They had not ‘fallen’ into degree study because it was an 

expected life stage. They had overcome numerous obstacles to access the 

opportunity.  

Further analysis of the function of the partnerships between students and their peers 

and lecturers revealed that although some students were able to maintain a clear 

vision of their aspirations, this was greatly enhanced through clear guidance 

regarding academic expectations which allowed them to exert more control over their 

studies. Partnerships between students and lecturers served to frame the context in 

which progression could be accomplished. 

The group, which encompassed and symbolised concerns such as attendance, 

support and belonging, allowed students to behave in ways that were commensurate 

with the student identity. The motivation to form a stable student identity was 

supported by positive interaction with others who aspired to attain similar goals. This 

strengthened the collective resolve of group members without detracting from the 

individual pursuit of identity goals. Group interactions offered students some control 

over the ways in which they responded to the circumstances of transition. In turn this 

enhanced the assurance students felt in inhabiting both the student identity and the 

HE environment. 

It was important to ensure that the development of conceptual categories reflected 

not only the ways in which the categories operated and the conditions under which 

they altered, but also that it continued to focus on the actions and processes 

constructed by the students. Detailed analysis of the partnership category resulted in 

the development of conceptual codes that distilled and abstracted the data into three 

categories, clarity, control and confidence.  

Although these categories will be discussed separately, in reality, they are closely 

inter-related. The categories of clarity, control, and confidence exerted influence that 

went beyond the issue of partnership. They had an important impact on students’ 
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abilities to behave autonomously and the development and resilience of the student 

identity. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 33 Transition to degree study – model stage 2 
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8.4 Clarity 

Participants in the current study had already experienced success at Foundation 

Degree level, often after a long time out of education. By virtue of achieving that 

qualification, students had demonstrated that they were hardworking, determined, 

and had displayed commitment to their educational goals. 

They appeared to have already completed the hardest part of the process. The 

transition to a degree programme could be regarded as building on the skills they 

had developed during the FD. However, it was apparent that the students did not 

perceive this to be the case. 

Most students had little previous knowledge and experience of higher education and 

had few cultural references for HE within their family backgrounds. The level of 

knowledge about HE in general, and confidence about degree study in particular, 

was relatively limited. This exacerbated the uncertainty students experienced and, in 

turn, increased their need for clarity. 

To adapt and respond to the demands of new academic standards, students 

required a detailed explanation of expectations. Students clearly regarded imprecise 

comments at best as frustrating, with the potential to waste precious time, and at 

worst, as being in danger of entirely jeopardising their chance of success. Failure to 

provide clarification of the expectations of Level 6 study was incompatible with 

encouraging students to develop independence in their academic work.   

Students viewed regular, quantifiable, constructive and usable feedback as vital. 

This allowed students to assess and monitor their own progress, a prerequisite to 

acquiring independent study skills. Unambiguous feedback, together with 

suggestions to extend and develop skills, provided students with the tools that 

enabled them to plan, set and work towards learning goals that they themselves had 

determined. This framework allowed them to assess their performance in relation to 

identified criteria which increased a student’s tendency to trust his/her own 

judgement and hastened the path to self-reliance.  

In order to progress through higher education, students had to demonstrate clarity of 

purpose. Many of them exhibited an innate understanding that without the ability to 

define clear goals, based on unambiguous information, it would be difficult, if not 

impossible to retain a consistent vision of what they wanted to achieve. This was 

crucial in maintaining a stable identity as a student and in providing students with the 

reassurance that they were justified in pursuing degree study.  

Although clarity allowed students to be more organised in their approach to degree 

study, its real significance was the contribution it made to allowing students to take 

charge of the transition and determine their progress through it. 
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8.5 Control 

The most important facility of clear feedback was that it permitted students to take 

control. Students expected degree study to be more demanding, and were in fact, 

disappointed with aspects of the course that they considered were not sufficiently 

challenging or inspiring.  Students were eager to express their opinions and did not 

want spoon feeding in terms of subject content. They required the clarity regarding 

academic conventions that would allow them to work to their optimum standard.  

Feeling out of control was a particularly difficult emotion for students in the current 

study to experience. As non-traditional students they were perhaps less convinced of 

their entitlement to be in a higher education environment than those students who 

had entered HE via more conventional routes. Many of their job roles required them 

to operate with a measure of autonomy. In addition, their various work and family 

commitments meant that they were used to exerting control in order to organise 

complicated lives.  

Students in the current study needed to take control of their Level 6 studies. They 

needed to actively participate in their education as they aspired to reach their goals. 

Being passive could engender a sense of helplessness, and could allow the feelings 

of inadequacy that had been nullified by FD success to re-surface. This would place 

them in a position of dependency, reacting to situations rather than determining their 

own fate. 

Crucially, feeling out of control was completely incompatible with maintaining positive 

self-identity, and developing and inhabiting a student identity that could support the 

move towards academic independence and self-reliance.  

One of the key features of progressing to degree study was that students believed 

they were gradually becoming the person they felt they were capable of being. Their 

identity goals had been constructed in response to context and social interaction. 

However, they were generated by personal motivations and the exact nature of the 

identity was determined by the individual. Anything that impacted adversely on the 

ability to control the development of their identity goals had the potential to evoke 

self-doubt and a loss of self-esteem. Students were disorientated by behaving in 

ways that they felt were incompatible with supporting their student identity. A 

consequence of growing independence was an increasing belief that their academic 

progression should be under their direct control, and a reluctance to assign this 

responsibility to others. 

In attaining the desirable characteristics of a student identity, such as increasing 

academic independence and self-reliance, an individual’s sense of self was not only 

influenced by social interaction and context. The satisfaction, and therefore, the 

support that could be derived from the construction of the student identity was 

contingent on the extent to which the construction was judged to be under the 

individual’s control, rather than resulting from passive reaction to circumstances. 
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8.6 Confidence 

Students found that moving to degree study was a demanding process that had the 

potential to undermine the confidence they had gained on the FD. The anxieties 

generated by the transition appeared to interfere with their ability to inhabit the 

student identity that they had worked hard to realise. This undermined the strength 

they could draw from previous achievements and increased their vulnerability. Many 

students reacted by becoming defensive, with the result that they were less open to 

change than they might otherwise have been.  

This highlighted the importance of context in the formation of identity goals. Students 

had become accustomed to the expectations of the FD and were able to operate 

confidently in that environment. A different situation, with different approaches, could 

cause low self-esteem if the environment in which one had expected to inhabit and 

extend the student identity instead actively caused students to question its 

legitimacy.   

In essence, successful transition was at least as dependent on the appropriateness 

of the practices on the FD as it was on the practices on the degree programme. 

However, students’ academic and personal confidence was embedded in the FD and 

was evidenced by their successes and the enjoyment of that programme. Many 

students had yet to be convinced that the degree would deliver similar rewards.  The 

FD experiences acted as a filter through which other HE practices were judged.  

The transition was disorientating because it caused some students to doubt the 

identity goals they were pursuing. To function as a source of support, the student 

identity needed to retain reality for the individual. Its authenticity was nurtured by 

behaving in ways that reinforced its existence. On the FD, appropriate behaviour 

was easy to recognise. When the parameters changed on the degree, it was difficult 

to discern how to keep the identity real. Students knew that they had to display 

independence, but diminished confidence made this resource difficult to access. 

Students were surprised and disheartened by their inability to manage the transition 

with ease. Their self-esteem and confidence was context-specific and therefore, 

difficult to transport. 

Coping with this perceived regression was perplexing and induced great anxiety 

because it appeared to confirm that the students’ confidence was transient and 

unreliable. In the same way that the confidence gained on the FD had the potential 

to transfer to other areas of their lives, the self-doubt experienced during transition 

could also extend. 

Lecturers appeared to believe that the transition was relatively minor, in comparison 

with initial HE entry, particularly when made within an institution. Consequently, 

students should require less support. Students wanted their lecturers to recognise 

that although the degree represented new opportunities, it also represented new 

hazards to their confidence. Many students tended to believe that the more ‘hands-
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off’ approaches they encountered on the degree emanated from lecturer disinterest, 

or a deliberate withholding of support rather than interpreting these strategies as 

lectures’ faith in their abilities to cope.   

Social interaction was important in supporting confidence. It was crucial for students 

to have the opportunity to meet with lecturers early in the programme, either in 

individual tutorials or in small groups, particularly for those who were changing 

education institutions. There was a need to establish what had already been 

achieved, and to form a relationship that recognised individual needs and 

characteristics. Many students did not possess the reserves of inner confidence to 

be comfortable in this new venture without approval from someone who they 

considered to be better placed to judge than they were themselves.  

Notwithstanding several serious misgivings, some students were able to use their 

past education successes, determination, and the love of learning that had been 

inspired on the FD to support the student identity and to motivate them to actively 

engage with the degree programme. They were able to harness the qualities that 

had the potential to propel them towards their goals and to ignore or disregard those 

irritations which threatened to overwhelm their peers.   

Students believed that having a clear understanding of what was required to 

succeed at degree level would enable them to take control of their studies. They 

would be able to move forward with a measure of confidence towards increasing 

academic independence and more autonomous academic practices. Managing the 

transition in a manner that would maximise the opportunities to facilitate clarity, 

control and confidence should ensure that greater numbers of students would be 

better able to access the self-reliance that relatively few students in this study had 

been able to easily achieve. 
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8.7 Autonomy 

The students who negotiated the transition most effectively were those who retained 

a clear image of the student identity that enabled them to rely on their own 

judgement. They displayed considerable self-belief that although quietly expressed, 

was nevertheless palpable. Even in the absence of encouragement from anyone 

else, this inner conviction allowed them to take active responsibility for their studies, 

in a manner that eluded many of their peers. 

An individual’s self-reliance was predicated on the perceived value attributed to the 

rewards obtained through degree level study. The individual was motivated by the 

deep seated certainty that despite the inherent risks and soul-searching, the 

potential benefits of getting a degree made the process, however hard, seem 

worthwhile.  

Some students expressed a desire to gain high marks in assessments. Others were 

content with more modest grades. Several students were concerned with 

counteracting negative assessments regarding their abilities and some were inspired 

by acquiring knowledge. 

The nature of the underlying factors that motivated the cultivation of self-reliance did 

not appear to impact on the speed at which an individual moved through the 

process. The pace of the journey towards increasing autonomy was dictated by the 

importance assigned to the factors that initiated the motivation, and the scale of the 

influence they exerted.  

The crucial element appeared to be that the benefits contributed to personal 

development and recognition, rather than being situated in circumstances that were 

more external to the individual. Improved job opportunities and accessing a better 

lifestyle were significant fringe benefits and were often articulated by students. 

However, without exception, students placed far greater emphasis on personal 

growth and affirmation. Some students were able to use this intrinsic motivation to 

retain a clear picture of their identity goals and to actively select opportunities that 

supported their continuing development. 

Data analysis indicated that autonomy was achieved when students had the clarity of 

information necessary to take control of their academic careers, and the confidence 

to exercise that control in a manner that was appropriate to degree study.  

The interplay between the categories of clarity, control and confidence highlighted 

complex associations that played a role in the FD/degree transition. It was important 

to determine the significance of these relationships in terms of students’ perceptions. 

Further conceptualisation of the connections between the categories aimed to 

discover precisely how the combination of their properties enabled some students to 

adapt more effectively to the challenges of the degree. 
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8.8 The core category - identity  

 

 

Fig. 34 Transition to degree study – model stage 3 
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Students who made the most successful transition to degree study were those who 

were able to behave with autonomy. They derived this ability from a capacity to 

harness the successes they enjoyed on the FD and translate them into intrinsically 

supported self-belief which sustained the student identity. 

Many students attributed their academic success to the FD environment and were 

intolerant of approaches that did not conform to their expectations. The FD 

experience had undoubtedly generated increased confidence. The student identities 

had been situated in, and protected by, the structure and ethos of the FD. Students 

were unable to transport these external structures wholesale. The only elements of 

the student identity that were entirely transportable were those supported by their 

personal resources.  

Non-traditional students appeared particularly susceptible to self-doubt when faced 

with changes in approach that differed from those with which they were familiar. This 

emanated from unfamiliarity with the higher education culture and uncertainty 

regarding their entitlement to belong in a HE environment. 

The combination of this vulnerability, together with contextual changes, resulted in 

student cohorts who generally felt particularly exposed. They were highly sensitised 

to perceived obstacles and tended to retreat into reflecting back on the Foundation 

Degree, with its connotations of comfort and familiarity, rather than being ready to 

embrace the challenges of the degree programme, with its perceived inadequacies 

and uncertainties.  

The situated nature of the student identity, explained why students who continued to 

study in the same setting also registered the often unwelcome differences on the 

degree programme. Students placed greater importance on obtaining a degree and 

as a result the self-doubt that accompanied this aspiration was also felt more 

acutely. 

There was almost universal praise for the FD. However, the uncertainty that 

accompanied the move to the degree raised students’ concerns that perhaps the FD 

had not necessarily adequately prepared them for degree study. Students were 

unsure whether their previous achievements were a reliable indicator of success at 

degree level. This feeling was more prevalent among students who attributed their 

success to external factors rather than among those who gave prominence to the 

personal development that occurred during the course.  

At the beginning of the FD, obtaining the full degree had been a powerful but distant 

aspiration. Students were acutely aware that they were on the cusp of achieving their 

ambition. This induced anxiety that after all the effort invested thus far there was still 

the possibility that they might be thwarted at the final stage.  

Many students had been manoeuvring themselves towards the possibility of 

obtaining a degree for a considerable time. They had waited until family members 
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were less dependent or work responsibilities allowed the space and time required. 

Getting closer to realising a long term goal almost inevitably resulted in a re-

evaluation of an individual’s life to some extent, even if only to absorb the changes 

that might ensue. The process of re-evaluation might be viewed as exciting or 

intimidating. It would almost certainly be unsettling, and therefore could render an 

individual highly susceptible to other unsettling influences. The stability offered by a 

reliable student identity was invaluable in countering these anxieties. 

Many students needed to become somewhat obsessed by the process of achieving 

a degree in order to sustain their efforts. However, the more fixated an individual 

became the more intolerant he/she was regarding anything that was perceived as 

standing in their way. Students needed to be relatively fanatical about the degree to 

accord it the status it required and to prevent it from being subsumed by the long list 

of competing commitments.  

Students spoke movingly about the personal development that had occurred during 

HE study. They were convinced of the central importance of the personal 

transformation they had undergone. However, they were also aware that others 

might expect more tangible changes, such as improved career prospects. Some 

family members were eagerly anticipating a return to ‘normality’ after the demands of 

the course had ended. Many students were aware that the nature of their normality 

had undergone subtle but meaningful readjustments that could result in changes to 

the dynamics of family relationships.  

Some students were able to operate with a measure of assurance that was derived 

from a growing confidence in their student identities. This confidence allowed them 

to take some risks and to manage both high points and low points with an equanimity 

that prevented them from being deterred from their goals. They appeared to be able 

to move relatively confidently along a continuum towards self-reliance. When they 

encountered setbacks, the growing value they placed in their ability to manage their 

studies and to accomplish their aims, provided the impetus to see them through 

difficulties.  

There were several qualities that differentiated this group of students from their 

peers. The student identity appeared to be more deeply embedded in their psyche 

and appeared to be less susceptible to harm. They appeared to be more secure in 

inhabiting the academic role, although they were not necessarily those students who 

had achieved the highest grades.  

These students discovered ways of combining their personal values and goals to 

enable them to identify with the student persona. They were able to construct a 

version of what it meant to be a student that was appropriate to their circumstances. 

They were able to find a ‘fit’ between different aspects of their lives that allowed them 

to believe in themselves as students. They appeared to instinctively understand that 

the student identity needed to be actively practiced and nurtured.  
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These students also emphasised the importance of a positive internal dialogue that 

permitted them to keep intact the vision of a successful student. One student 

commented “There’s never been a point where I thought I wouldn’t complete 

because this is what I am meant to do. I won’t let go of that” The student identity was 

also encouraged by spending time with people who had the same aspirations and 

who were facing similar challenges.     

They recognised that the potential to take control and to behave autonomously could 

be instigated as a result of internal motivation, rather than being dependent on 

external factors. Although they greatly appreciated guidance and feedback, 

ultimately, they believed that they had the capacity to control their own destinies and 

to make decisions regarding the steps that were necessary to achieve their goals.                     

The key to managing the transition to degree study was dependent on a forming a 

student identity that was sufficiently robust to withstand the inevitable pressures of 

part-time study, and the challenges of handling several roles in work, family and 

social contexts outside the student environment. The vision of the student identity 

needed to be strong enough to be sustained through times when other 

responsibilities would isolate students from course contact.  

It was important to recognise that a robust, stable student identity did not equate to a 

fixed student identity. On the contrary, students who maintained the student identity 

most successfully displayed an ability to adapt to changing circumstances without 

encroaching on that identity. The student identity that had been initiated on the FD 

was able to accommodate change without disintegrating. These students were able 

to take skills acquired on the FD and incorporate them into a vivid, stable student 

identity able to cope with the different academic level. 

If activities on the FD had primarily nurtured the existing, embedded identities of 

friend or work colleague rather than developing the student identity, the student role 

might remain under-developed. In the familiar environment of the FD the potential 

impact of this might not have been challenged. However, when that individual 

entered an environment where they were expected to display greater independence 

and to take increasing responsibility for their studies, this might become problematic. 

They would embark on degree study without the protection of a solidly constructed 

student identity, and would therefore be less well-equipped to deal with its demands.  

The ability to construct a student identity enabled some students in this study to 

acquire a set of values, beliefs and attitudes that encompassed the qualities that 

were needed for academic success at degree level. They were not unaware of the 

problems that many of the other group members were experiencing. However, the 

clarity of the student identity they were able to develop and maintain appeared to 

override the contextual concerns that hampered a number of other students. A stable 

student identity was able to cope with ambiguity without losing focus or being 
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overwhelmed with uncertainty. It was able to manage setbacks without affecting 

motivation or interfering with the ambition to achieve the long-term goal.  

Some people aim to maintain identity stability by displaying resistance to change. 

The integrity of their identity is preserved by striving to remain impervious to 

situations that might alter their self-image in any meaningful way. This tendency was 

more apparent in individuals who aligned their identity goals with externally 

determined circumstances, such as the formation of the group or lecturer team, or 

the FE environment. 

If the version of the student identity is based on intrinsically motivated identity goals 

then the identity that emerges will result from acquiring and trusting intrinsic qualities. 

Subsequent behaviour will be motivated in ways that support the development of 

these qualities. The individual will be less susceptible to situational changes, such as 

those which occurred during the transition to degree study. Crucially, because the 

form of the identity has been determined by the individual, it should remain under the 

control of the individual and should be transferable. 

Data suggested that some students regarded change as positive and were able to 

focus on the opportunities rather than the threats involved in the change process. 

During interviews, individuals explained that although they registered difficulties 

during transition, this did not deter them from their goals or detract from the certainty 

that they were doing the right thing. Their student identities not only had the capacity 

to evolve, the behaviour that they generated actively embraced and valued the 

benefits that adapting to change might stimulate.  

The student identity needed to become an integral part of the person rather than an 

artificial appendage otherwise it would be difficult to conjure up in times of stress, 

such as those encountered during the transition process. To have a sense of reality, 

the student identity needed to be inhabited so that confidence in its reliability became 

second nature. This was easier to achieve if the identity was primarily developed 

from intrinsic motivations because these were under the direct control of the 

individual.  

The stability of the student identity, and its ability to adapt, provided a personal 

framework that offered protection from events that threatened to undermine an 

individual’s confidence. It remained a constant at a time when numerous changes 

were taking place, and importantly, possessed the facility to respond to changes. In 

contrast, the students who appeared to be most demoralised by the move to degree 

study were those for whom the changes adversely impacted on the student identity. 

The adjustments that were required made it difficult to retain an image of a confident 

and competent individual who could achieve academic success. 

Assigning a meaningful identity to a process of personal development renders the 

process less nebulous. An individual can adopt the identity and begin to behave in 

ways that are compatible with cultivating the desirable characteristics of that identity. 
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For example, the image of a successful HE student would suggest that he/she 

should be able to manage academic challenges on his/her terms. The almost 

tangible nature of a strong student identity encourages an individual to develop the 

skills to live up to that role. The emotional attachment to that identity, and its 

relationship to self-esteem, perseverance, and autonomy, will help to ensure that the 

identity is nurtured and remains a constant during transition.  

Students were not only coping with the transition to degree programmes, they were 

dealing with several transitions concurrently, including alterations in their identities 

and the ways in which they were regarded by others. The accumulated effect of 

multiple transitions tends to magnify their influence. A stable student identity 

provided the resilience to withstand the insecurities that might arise. However, the 

crucial component of this stability was that it did not correspond to being 

unresponsive to changing circumstances. 
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8.9 The transitional identity 

A stable student identity needed to have the facility to evolve and adapt. It needed to 

possess the capacity to link past achievements with future goals, while minimising 

anxieties in the present.  

Continuing analysis of interview data revealed that the uncertainties that 

accompanied transition created tensions that impacted on students’ emerging 

identities. Students recognised that some of the qualities they had perceived as 

positive before transition, such as being able to rely on a cohesive group identity, 

might, in some situations, be detrimental to developing qualities necessary to 

engage with degree study, such as self-reliance. Students’ awareness of 

contradictions in what they might want and what they perceived they actually needed 

to succeed at degree level added to doubts concerning their ability to succeed at and 

to enjoy degree study.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 35 Examples of the contradictions that emerged during transition 
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These tensions exerted greater influence on students whose student identities were 

firmly embedded in FD practices. They appeared to believe that significant aspects 

of their previous identities were under threat. This sense of loss exacerbated the 

uncertainties they experienced and constrained their ability to construct a stable yet 

flexible student identity that would enable them to respond more positively to 

change. 

Students who managed the transition process more effectively adopted an identity 

that enabled them to cope with the tensions they encountered between competing 

roles and situations. They assumed a transitional identity that placed heavy 

emphasis on adaptability and responsiveness to evolving demands. The transitional 

identity enabled them to bridge the gap between past and future circumstances.  The 

transitional identity not only encouraged adaptability, it was constructed on drawing 

strength from coping effectively with change. Students were able to align the 

qualities necessary to cope with change with the qualities needed to be a successful 

degree student. They could regard change as positive, a way of preventing 

stagnation and stimulating new opportunities rather than as a negative force which 

threatened to unravel past achievements and damage their well-being. In addition, 

the security and support they derived from the transitional identity could create a 

resource to rely on in negotiating future transitions. 

Students who were able to access the transitional identity displayed an ability to 

recognise and acknowledge their identity in a manner that allowed them to be aware 

of its constituents and the circumstances in which it might need to adapt. They 

understood the necessity of reflecting on their responses if they were to determine 

which behaviour might be required to maintain the stability and strength of the 

student identity. 
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8.10 The grounded theory 

When a student makes the transition from Foundation Degree to degree study, the 

experience of that move is determined by the student’s ability to create and maintain 

a student identity that provides a stable source of intrinsic support while encouraging 

adaptability to changing circumstances.  

Students who moved more easily to degree study demonstrated an ability to identify 

the constituent identity characteristics that were compatible with achieving their 

desired outcomes. These characteristics were sustained by determining the 

behaviour necessary to support them, and reinforced through inhabiting the identity.  

An integral facet of maintaining a stable identity during periods of change was the 

capacity to adopt a transitional identity that provided a bridge between the past and 

the future. The transitional identity encouraged the individual to withstand 

uncertainty, embrace change, and equipped them to engage with future challenges. 

It not only emphasised the positive aspects of change, it was predicated on drawing 

strength from coping with change. In concentrating on the opportunities that 

accompany change, the transition identity created a resource that could support 

future transitions. 

The grounded theory presented the link between the ability to recognise, form and 

inhabit an effective possible identity and a successful transition experience. It 

indicated that establishing a transition identity not only facilitated the current 

transition but might also offer assistance in coping with the process in future. This 

should resonate with individuals undertaking transitions in different circumstances, 

and therefore, have application beyond education. 

 

Fig 36 Model of the grounded theory  
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To negotiate an effective FD/degree transition, the student identity needs to be 

valued and to be at the core of the individual’s identities. It should encapsulate the 

desirable qualities of a successful potential graduate and should dictate behaviour 

that will strengthen and uphold the identity even in circumstances where it may be 

less salient. Behaving as a successful student increases the probability of an 

individual acquiring the skills to become a successful student.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 37 Characteristics of the student identity that were key in accomplishing 

an effective transition 
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The successful creation of a stable student identity is inter-related to the student’s 

capacity to take responsibility for his/her studies and to behave in an autonomous 

manner. This requires the student to draw on personal resources. However, although 

the reliability of the student identity is related to the individual’s motivations, several 

factors enable and facilitate the stability of the identity.  

The move to autonomy and the formation of the stable student identity is enabled 

through clarity: the students’ access to clear academic and institutional expectations; 

control: providing an environment that allows a student to obtain control over their 

study experience; and confidence: a student’s developing self-assurance in his/her 

own judgement and capabilities which reinforces the legitimacy of the identity that 

has been created. 

These enabling factors are further facilitated through the social interactions that take 

place between the student and the lecturers, and the student and the peer group. 

The student identity is constructed by the individual to fulfil their specific goals and is 

influenced by past and present experiences, and future aspirations. However, it is 

also shaped through the reactions and responses of others, particularly those who 

share in the academic progression of the student.  

All students in the current study regarded obtaining a degree as crucial to their well-

being. The increased self-esteem that had resulted from FD success had moved the 

student role from a place on the periphery of their identities to one of central 

importance. However, the focus on gaining the qualification meant that some 

students had the tendency to base their self-esteem on external measures, rather 

than deriving satisfaction from internally determined qualities. These individuals were 

more dependent on feedback, and less likely to feel in control. 

While these concerns are not confined to non-traditional students, they are perhaps 

particularly vulnerable to these feelings. They might veer towards this stance 

because they feel compelled to produce an end result to justify the effort and 

sacrifices that they and their families have made. To an extent, this has been 

exacerbated by higher fees and the current difficult economic climate. 

For many students there was a mismatch between the student identity they wanted 

to inhabit and their assessment of whether its’ achievement was truly possible.  They 

did not appear to genuinely believe that the student identity was attainable without 

heavy reliance on others. They struggled to find sustainable connections between 

the person they currently were and the person they wished to become. 

Consequently, they were unsure of how to identify the characteristics and behaviour 

needed to increase the likelihood of achieving their goals.  

Some students were confident about retaining a strong representation of the student 

identity. This allowed them to take control and actively select activities and situations 

that would support this identity. Crucially, this assessment was based on intrinsic 

qualities, thus reducing the dependence on external factors. They pursued 
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independence because it aligned with the qualities a potential graduate should 

possess. They recognised that if they exercised independence, they would develop 

more confidence in behaving independently which would reinforce and embed that 

aspect of their identity.   

Although belonging to the group remained important, students who achieved the 

FD/degree transition more easily acknowledged there were times when they needed 

to distance themselves from the group and devote time to their own identity needs. 

Otherwise, there was a danger that an individual’s identity might be too closely 

aligned to the group identity, and therefore more dependent on external factors 

outside the individual’s direct control.  

Some students referred to the fact that family and friends had registered changes in 

their personas. As a consequence of their cultural backgrounds, non-traditional 

students might perhaps identify less consistency between being a graduate and 

other salient aspects of their social identities. Students needed to identify 

connections between the student identity and other aspects of their identities to 

achieve identity stability. 

This was important because it was the ability to see a continuing connection 

between their current identity and the student identity that distinguished students 

who coped with transition more easily than their peers. Even when faced with 

challenges, they believed that these difficulties were congruent with what might be 

expected of a potential graduate. Therefore, this did not undermine their confidence 

in the student identity. Indeed they embraced the challenges as evidence of their 

growing entitlement to study at degree level. Students who failed to find these 

connections were disheartened by difficulties and importantly, many were confused 

about how they might behave to remedy the disconnection. 

The student identity achieved stability because it became an integral part of the 

individual’s identity. Although it was more or less salient depending on 

circumstances, elements of the student identity were constantly present. Students 

identified specific examples, citing an improved ability to consider differing views, 

and a greater tendency for analysis, whether negotiating with a teenager at home or 

with colleagues in the work environment.  There was a reassuring predictability 

about the support the identity provided which translated into increased confidence in 

its manifestation. 

This was crucial because it fundamentally altered the way in which experiences on 

the degree were interpreted and perceived. Students who were readily able to 

access and have faith in the student identity were far more inclined to interpret 

difficulties as part of degree study, which did not deter them but instead confirmed 

the student identity. As individuals made more connections between their current 

identity and the student identity, they discerned additional associations which 

cemented the reality of the identity and indicated behaviour congruent with its 
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maintenance. Essentially, they understood that the student identity allowed them to 

operate more effectively in an academic environment and actively sought 

opportunities to reinforce its effects.  

During the transition, students who adapted successfully to Level 6 were able to 

move on from attachments to externally determined support structures. They 

transferred from interpreting their academic careers from a FD perspective to 

viewing their studies via the student identity. Conversely, students who found the 

transition more problematic failed to identify connections between their current 

identities and their desired identities. This resulted in poorly formed student identities 

that were not sufficiently robust to provide support or to indicate the behaviour most 

appropriate to constructing a supportive, reliable student identity. 

Students who accomplished a more successful transition were able to use external 

factors such as grades, feedback and recognition as powerful motivators, without 

downgrading the internal qualities, such as personal development, perseverance and 

self-reliance that were within their direct control. This ensured that individually 

determined characteristics remained at the core of the student identity. They used 

motivations such as improved employability to reinforce their self-assessment as a 

person who was independent, competent, self-assured and therefore worthy of 

employment rather than focusing on the end product of employment itself, which was 

external to their control. 

Put simply, constructing a strong student identity and behaving in ways that were 

compatible with that vision provided the opportunity to become the vision. 

 

Fig 38 Developing a stable yet evolving student identity 
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Students who moved institutions when they progressed to degree study experienced 

greater levels of anxiety and greater dissatisfaction with the process. However, 

students who remained in the same institution also expressed many of the same 

concerns. Multiple transitions have the potential to cause greater upheaval because 

they involve more changes. However, the current study indicated that all students 

experienced multiple transitions irrespective of any logistical moves. They 

experienced transitions in self-perception; transitions in the perceptions of others; 

transitions to increasing independence; transitions in personal expectations; 

transitions in professional expectations; and transitions in the self-assessment of the 

risks involved. These were in addition to adopting the transition identity which 

facilitated the transition to the stable student identity and enabled the other 

transitions to be managed and placed in context. 

As advocated by proponents of the method, this grounded theory has been 

developed before being discussed in relation to existing literature. At this stage, if the 

integrated grounded is sufficiently robust, it should stand up to examination and 

should not be vulnerable to influences outside the research data. Researchers 

should be aware of developments in other research studies that might inform the 

quality of the work. Equally, they should not be resistant to modifying the theory 

following comparison with relevant studies in other disciplines although the 

methodology delays comparisons to ensure that it remains grounded in the data.  

Placing a grounded theory in the context of relevant literature allows patterns in data 

across numerous studies to be identified. This approach is integral to the 

methodology. Comparison with other work offers greater scope to discover additional 

relationships and is consistent with the ethos of grounded theory. However, it is 

essential to be transparent in detailing the ways in which the extant literature might 

amend or extend the grounded theory. 

The following chapter will explore a small cross-section of relevant literature to 

contextualise the theory and to discuss it in respect of other studies. It will also 

outline the researcher’s claims to originality.  
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Chapter 9 Discussion of findings 

The grounded theory previously outlined will now be placed within the existing 

literature. This chapter will seek to establish a theoretical framework to encourage 

the consideration of this grounded theory in relation to concepts communicated in 

other studies. Positioning the grounded theory in context should allow explicit 

associations to be identified and should ascertain the contribution it might make to 

address any gaps in knowledge.  

Discussing the relationships between this grounded theory and the concepts 

explored in other studies should stimulate an evaluation of the strengths and 

limitations of the current study. This chapter will summarise the researcher’s claims 

regarding the originality of the study and will detail the basis on which these claims 

are founded.  

This discussion will also refer back to some of the literature introduced in Chapters 1 

and 2. These chapters outlined issues relating to Foundation Degrees and transition 

theory with the purpose of increasing theoretical sensitivity. In accordance with 

grounded theory methodology, detailed exploration of the substantive areas was 

delayed until the data analysis and generation of the grounded theory had taken 

place. This highlighted specific aspects of the student experience that had not 

previously been investigated. Consequently, additional literature will also be 

presented and discussed. 
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9.1 Significant issues 

Significant issues that emerged from the current study were those that contributed to 

the maintenance of the student identity. These included the nature of identity motives 

and the development of autonomous learning practices, fostered by clarity, control 

and confidence. The influence of students’ relationships with their peers and with 

lecturers was also of fundamental importance in supporting transition. 

Many students in the current study struggled to feel at home on the degree 

programmes. As mature, part-time students they were not making the transition to 

degree study at the traditional time, or in the usual way. Their limited knowledge 

about what to expect and the restricted time frame in which to engage with degree 

study rendered these groups of students particularly vulnerable to feelings of 

inadequacy.  

Life course theory (Heinz and Krüger 2001), discussed in Chapter 2, recognises the 

potentially unsettling effects of transitions undertaken outside the usual societal time-

frames, which persist even though society has become more diverse. Bee and 

Bjorklund (2004) suggested that these experiences were potentially the most 

disconcerting but also offered the greatest opportunity for learning.  

The individual interviews coincided with a period when many students were still 

coming to terms with the loss of the assurance that had accompanied success on 

the FD. Many of them had yet to progress from this ending, through the neutral 

phase and become ready to engage with future challenges and opportunities 

(Bridges 2004). 

Students who moved to the university were coping with another layer of change that 

the students who continued studying in their FEI did not encounter. Schlossberg et 

al. (1995) referred to transition theory, suggesting that it was the scale of the impact 

of the changes on an individual that determined how the transition was perceived. 

This could be judged by assessing the differences between the pre-transition and 

post-transition environment. Therefore, multiple transitions had a greater potential to 

be unsettling than single processes, because they were likely to directly or indirectly 

affect more aspects of a person’s life. 

The particular needs of part-time higher education students were explored by 

Kember and Leung (2004).The study discovered that a key cause of stress was the 

difficulty of establishing a sense of belonging in the higher education environment. 

This resulted in a feeling of distance and isolation from HE student life. Bourdieu 

(1990) defined the term habitus to describe the ways in which individuals perceived 

the world. The greater the congruence between an individual’s habitus and the 

environment in which they operated, the greater the sense of belonging they would 

experience.  
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The concept of ‘institutional habitus’, and the influence that it might exert on a 

student’s ability to ‘fit in’ was explored by Lyons (2006). He defined the term as the 

‘complex internalised core’ of an institution, from which the actions of its members 

and associates were derived. He maintained that there was an imbalance between 

the ethos of many universities and the requirements of students from non-traditional 

backgrounds that was not being adequately addressed.  

Certainly, some of the issues highlighted by Kember and Leung (2004), Lyons 

(2006) and others (Elliot and Brna 2009), (Crozier and Reay 2011), were reflected in 

the experiences of the students in the current study. Interview data indicated that 

students felt disconcerted by the apparent lack of preparation or welcome that was 

invested in some sessions. This had an impact on the students’ perception of their 

abilities to operate comfortably and confidently in the university environment.  

Watson et al. (2009) suggested that with little knowledge of the hidden HE 

curriculum, the interplay between personal and institutional habitus was often difficult 

for non-traditional students to negotiate. However, students in the current study had 

already experienced HE, albeit in a FE environment. There was some indication that 

strategies geared to supporting the initial return to education were perhaps not 

conducive to supporting progression through higher education. The practices 

employed on some FD programmes of breaking information down into discrete 

sections might encourage engagement at the beginning of a course but were not 

helpful in developing a comprehensive overview or in discerning connections 

between differing views, abilities necessary to succeed at Level 6. Some students 

found the change of emphasis on the full degree difficult to negotiate, particularly if 

they had previously been encouraged to believe that by attaining the FD, they had 

‘conquered’ HE study. 
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9.2 Group relationships 

The importance of group relationships has been reported in the literature (Parry & 

Callender 2012, Leese, 2010), and was a significant factor in the current study. 

Whether the transition to degree study was undertaken in the university or the FEI, 

all students acknowledged that the sense of belonging they derived from their peer 

group interactions was crucial in boosting their self-esteem and sustaining them 

during transition. In some respects, constructing a group habitus that provided its 

members with a secure environment in which to operate was familiar to all students 

in the current study. As mature HE students taking their FDs in colleges that were 

largely focused on delivering FE programmes to younger, full-time students, they 

had always needed to create a distinct identity for their groups.  

In each setting, students sought to counteract and resolve the uncertainties that 

accompanied the transition to degree study within their groups. Wenger (1998) 

described the concept of communities of practice. This referred to specific situational 

learning where a group of people with a shared concern or passion came together to 

learn and develop through regular social interactions. Communities of practice 

worked towards a common goal that was determined through negotiating meaning 

based on the congruence between reification and participation.  

Wenger used the term reification in two ways. It described the treatment of 

theoretical ideas as if they were tangible objects, for example, viewing a qualification 

as a collection of course documents or certificates. However, Wenger also used the 

term to convey abstract concepts such as achievement. Reification can ‘change our 

experience of the world by focusing our attention in a particular way and enabling 

new kinds of understanding’ (1998 p. 60).  

The student groups might be described as communities of practice that functioned to 

support the reified student identity and develop new understanding. It was important 

that individuals were able to identify and focus on qualities that encouraged desirable 

outcomes. Oyserman and James (2012) suggested that identifying closely with 

negative qualities had a more detrimental effect on identity than feeling removed 

from a desired possible identity. To paraphrase Wenger, reifying failure as a 

measure of self-worth does not necessarily make an individual less likely to succeed, 

but it can exert a powerful influence on an individual’s sense of self. 

For many students in the current study  the degree represented a defining moment in 

their lives, and was crucial to their perception of self. Within the group they were able 

to ‘freeze fleeting moments of engagement in practice’ (Wenger 1998 p.60), and 

from these, formulate collective practices that allowed the group to minimise 

difficulties and offer support.  

The second aspect of Wenger’s negotiation of meaning was participation. He 

considered that the term denoted both connection and action. It referred to 

membership of a social community, and active involvement in the social interaction 
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of that community. This had particular relevance to the students in the current study. 

Much of the importance that was placed on the level of attendance could be 

interpreted as a tacit recognition of the significance of maintaining regular social 

contact between group members. This active engagement was considered to be 

necessary in order to allow the group to fulfil its supportive function. 

These concepts were relevant to the maintenance of a stable student identity. 

Reifying ‘being a student’ as an almost tangible entity, as some students had done, 

rendered it more concrete, and therefore more real. Simultaneously, reification 

allowed the student identity to represent the desirable collection of qualities that were 

synonymous with successful academic achievement; autonomy, confidence, control 

and competence. Participation actively encouraged the development of the student 

identity. It was inhabited, refined, and strengthened through group interaction.  

Regular attendance also provided the opportunity to access and draw on the 

collective academic strengths of the group. De Smet et al (2009 p. 88) referred to the 

‘peer collaboration and task-based interaction’ that was a feature of collaborative 

learning. They highlighted Vygotsky’s (1978) assertion that knowledge was 

interpersonal before it became intrapersonal and that social interaction was crucial in 

moving from one to the other.  

There were some downsides to close alignment with the group, particularly if this 

resulted in shifting the locus of control away from the individual towards factors 

which were motivated by maintaining group coherence. Oyserman and James 

(2012) suggested that most research had focused on personal identities and 

highlighted the need for research into groups, group contexts and social possible 

identities. This issue will be discussed further in relation to identity formation. 
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9.3 Differences between HE and FE approaches 

O’Donnell and Tobbell (2007 p. 313) argued that managing the transitions of adult 

students was challenging because of their ‘minority status’ in HE. They found a 

discrepancy between labelling and identity, with some individuals not really being 

comfortable with being described as students. Some students did not identify with 

the term, echoing those in Reay’s study (2002) who considered they were 

‘imposters’ in the HE environment.  

Although several students in the current study admitted to being uncomfortable in the 

university environment, most of them did regard themselves as students. They would 

probably have concurred with the students in the O’Donnell and Tobbell study who 

inwardly embraced the identity, but were reluctant to describe themselves as 

students outside the HE environment, believing it would be presumptuous to do so.  

That study described a ‘crisis of entitlement’ that had its roots in the limited prior 

knowledge about HE and competing pressures outside college/university. For 

students making the FD/degree transition, this crisis appeared to be far more acute 

on the degree programme, perhaps reflecting some misunderstanding regarding the 

FD qualification.  

The standing of the FD qualification was explored by Fenge (2011). She found that 

students perceived the FD as less threatening but were confused about whether the 

FD was a FE or HE programme. The general lack of awareness regarding FDs that 

was highlighted by Raddon and Quinn (2007) was discussed in Chapter 1. 

In the study conducted by Fenge (2011), some students believed that they were 

getting a ‘taster’ of HE study, rather than obtaining a qualification in its own right. 

Indeed, this misconception allowed them to believe that this route to education was 

accessible to them. These students were not only unfamiliar with HE systems they 

also believed that they were unsuitable to access them. Fenge suggested that this 

amounted to multi-layered exclusion, attributable to a lack of cultural capital. This 

prevented access to knowledge relating to HE and demoralised non-traditional 

students who might have considered it to be a viable option. She discovered a 

certain ambivalence to the delivery of HE programmes in FEIs, with universities 

believing that HE in FE challenged the traditional culture of higher education.  

Fenge also drew attention to what she perceived as the ‘clash of culture’ between 

the supportive approaches taken towards non-traditional students in FEIs which 

contrasted sharply with the attitudes prevalent in many HEIs. There, she suggested 

the habitus of traditional students was regarded as ‘proper’ and non-traditional 

students were viewed as ‘other’. 

This theme of transition between further and higher education was explored by 

Bathmaker and Thomas (2009 p. 3). They described the sector as ‘not only stratified, 

but….also itself in transition’. They were not convinced that widening participation in 
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higher education via this route would necessarily result in a more equitable system. 

They argued that groups who had previously been excluded from HE would find 

themselves occupying a ‘particular, stratified place’ within that system.  

In Wales, regionalisation has promoted the establishment of dual-sector universities. 

Their emphasis on collaboration should go some way to ensuring that the ‘culture 

clash’ and stratification is reduced. The opportunities to initiate working practices that 

could support students on both sides of the transition process, during FDs and 

degree programmes, should increase. However, to optimise this chance, there 

needs to be clarity regarding the management of transition. Parry and Callender 

(2012) found evidence of different or ambiguous terminologies, and very different 

institutional cultures which they considered hindered HEI/FEI cooperation. 

Many universities have invested a great deal of time and effort in attracting non-

traditional students and in dispelling some of the out-dated perceptions of 

universities as elitist establishments (Office for Fair Access (OFFA) 2011, HEFCW 

2011). They have developed strategies to respond to the needs of part-time mature 

students from under-represented groups. 

In the current study, although students who moved to the University generally 

expressed greater anxiety, the University had not been responsible for shaping the 

students’ views regarding higher education. It might be argued that some of their 

experiences in their respective colleges had encouraged students to behave in ways 

that created dependence on the peer group and lecturers. Their existing levels of 

confidence and self-esteem were connected to the FD.  This might place limits on an 

individual’s ability to develop confidence in accessing the self-reliance that was 

commensurate with successful degree study. 
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9.4 Formation of the student identity 

Lifespan theory proposes that the formation of identity is a lifelong process with 

many important influences experienced later in life (Merriam 2005). Interpreted in 

this way, it would seem entirely appropriate to engage with education at a time that 

was in accord with individual circumstances. Rather than mature students regarding 

themselves as being out of time with societal norms, these norms might be 

considered to be arbitrary parameters that limit rather than expand the opportunity 

for personal development.  

Wenger (1998 p. 268) considered identity as the ‘vehicle that carries our experiences 

from context to context’. He believed that meaningful knowledge was acquired by 

engagement with the complexities of social situations within groups where the sense 

of identity and belonging could be practiced and refined. This resulted in the ability to 

utilise information in an imaginative and potentially transformative way. He described 

the tension between the local and the global. It was beneficial for the students in this 

study to be able to connect their degree study with their previous FD experiences so 

that they could derive a measure of confidence from their past achievements. 

The current study suggested that it was also necessary to be able to detach and 

distance oneself from previous practices in order to construct a student identity that 

was more suited to degree study. Vignoles et al (2012) proposed that although 

identity construction was a personal process, it was subject to contextual constraints 

that needed to be acknowledged before they could be challenged.    

The process of identity formation that occurred as a student moved through higher 

education was itself a process of transition, made concurrently with the more overt 

changes from FD to degree study The process of personal reassessment and 

adaptation was inevitably unsettling as well as exciting and accounted for some of 

the insecurities students expressed. 

Kenny et al (2011) discussed the ‘performative’ perspective on identity. This related 

to the ways in which people identified with different circumstances at a particular 

time and performed accordingly. It was during this performance that changes in 

identity took place. The identity was actively displayed and managed, although this 

was not always a conscious act. In the current study, the students who coped best 

with transition were those who consciously connected with the student identity and 

acted accordingly. 

This perspective coalesced with the social constructivist stance of Erving Goffman 

(1922 - 1982) and was an alternative to the essentialist view of identity which 

assumed that everyone who belonged to a certain category shared a core set of 

characteristics or experiences. It might be said that the non-traditional groups within 

this study had certain inherent characteristics, and had been through similar 

transitions. However, they were not homogenous and did not react in uniform ways. 
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They exhibited very different responses that resulted, at least in part, from the 

complex variety of socially constructed processes they encountered.  

The groups provided relatively stable spaces in which members were able to 

accommodate the effects of any modifications to their identities. Duck (2011) 

recognised the influence that the behaviour and actions of others might have on an 

individual’s sense of self. He argued that relationships themselves were formative 

and that identity was constantly evolving in response to relationships. The 

associations forged within the degree groups in each setting allowed group members 

to respond to each other in ways that were uncomplicated by facets of their identities 

that had previously existed, or continued to exist, outside the group. Duck (2011 p. 

21) suggested that the identity an individual displayed to another might not actually 

exist prior to that relationship. Individuals in the current study could operate as 

students without interference from other responsibilities. 

Although strong group ties remained significant, some individuals managed to 

maintain these close associations while at the same time developing greater 

independence. The ability to break away to an extent and to take increasing personal 

responsibility characterised a more successful transition and a greater ease with 

degree study. Gastil (2010) suggested that a strong, homogenous group identity 

could lead to a regressive, inflexible group structure that might mitigate against 

creativity.  

Student groups within the current study had many common features, and shared 

many common concerns. During the group interviews, there was a great deal of 

consensus. However, the individual interviews highlighted the range of differences 

between individuals, not only in terms of family circumstances, job roles and past 

experiences, but also in terms of the ways in which they engaged with their group. 

Social identity theory provides one explanation for group processes. Abrams et al 

(2005 p.119) proposed that groups were ‘driven by inter and intra social comparisons 

through which members strive to clarify their group’s distinctiveness, positivity, and 

validity.’ Certain aspects of social identity came to the forefront depending on the 

context. Students who made the transition to the university, for example, were even 

more aware of their group’s distinctiveness in that environment than they had been 

in the FEI. Students in the other groups, as HE students in an FEI, were also 

conscious of their uniqueness. The theory would suggest that in these situations, 

students would tend to conform closely to behaviours that had been determined by 

the group. 

This was the case for some students in the current study. They derived most of their 

confidence from the group and their focus was centred on those aspects of identity 

that promoted group coherence. A strong group attachment tended to encourage 

individuals to differentiate their group and to highlight its positive qualities in 

comparison with others (Tajfel and Turner 1979). This was apparent when one 
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student in the current study stated that employers should engage students who had 

achieved their degrees on a part-time basis because she believed that they 

possessed qualities that traditional graduates had not acquired.  

However, there were drawbacks relating to being a member of a highly salient group. 

If the concerns of the group evolved into the concerns of the individual, any threat to 

the group could be perceived as a threat to the self. Abrams et al (2005) described 

this concept as depersonalisation. It could be argued that when the degree group in 

the university perceived that they were not treated with respect, this collective slight 

rapidly translated into individual group members believing that they were not valued. 

When threatened, the social processes of depersonalisation can prompt members 

who identify strongly with the group to cling to the shared social identity. This 

appeared to have happened within the current study. In the university, when the 

students were dissatisfied with certain aspects of the course, they joined together to 

communicate their shared concerns to the lecturers. They believed that the group 

could exert greater influence in addressing their issues than individual members 

could wield.  

In the current study, although some students achieved the confidence necessary to 

operate effectively outside the group, no one articulated any criticisms of their 

respective groups. This might have been because there was an understanding that 

to do so would alienate group members and cut off the possibility of group support if 

it was required in future. It would also account for the consensus found in the group 

interviews. The ‘black sheep effect’ describes individuals who defy the group’s norms 

(Marques and Yzerbyt (2006). One interpretation of the frustration that was 

expressed regarding poor attendance levels might be the concern of the group to 

retain cohesion and distinctiveness. This would be strengthened by maintaining a 

critical mass of group members and might be undermined by any individual who 

bought into the group identity only sporadically. 

An over-emphasis on group processes could undermine an individual’s progress 

towards self-reliance and autonomy. The value of a stable student identity was that it 

encouraged focus to be retained on intrinsic qualities that were compatible with 

academic success. The student identity allowed a person to engage in group 

interaction without being subsumed by it, and to exploit it to function and develop as 

an individual.  

Fung (2006 p. 6) suggested that an individual had a valuable opportunity to learn 

from the different emphases placed on aspects of identity. She proposed that people 

arrived at an understanding of their actions and perceptions through their personal 

stories which constructed ‘a sequence of experiences characterised in particular 

ways’. The value of this reflection was apparent during interviews conducted in the 

current study. On several occasions, when students were asked to reflect on the 

transition to degree study, they interpreted their experiences with greater insight than 
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had previously occurred to them. This corresponded to transitional theory which 

suggested that although the impact of some transitions might be virtually immediate, 

some transitions might go almost unremarked and their significance might only be 

discerned with the passage of time.  

Biesta and Tedder (2006) explored the relationship between agency and learning 

with particular reference to life course theory. They suggested that agency was not 

an inherent possession but something that was achieved through action. Life course 

perspective proposed defining agency as an individual’s ability to take control in 

determining the direction of his/her life. Control was a key feature of the grounded 

theory developed in the current study. Biesta and Tedder believed that attaining 

agency required a combination of individual effort and an ability to access the 

available resources.  

This might explain why some students in this study were able to manage the 

transition more effectively than others. They were able to draw on the intrinsic 

reserves of cultural, economic, or social capital that Biesta and Tedder considered 

were key factors. This highlighted the need to ensure that all students, including 

those with fewer personal resources, could access support to enable them to move 

relatively easily through higher education. However, the current study demonstrated 

that this support needed to encourage autonomy rather than build dependence. 

Biesta and Tedder (2006 p. 10) believed that ‘imaginative distancing’, (Emirbayer 

and Mische 1998), allowed an individual to gain perspective on past experiences, 

take control of present issues and shape appropriate responses. Reflecting on 

personal narratives had the potential to highlight motivations, stimulate action and 

had important implications for managing transitions.  

Schwartz (2012) suggested that transitions frequently provided the catalyst for a 

process of self-examination. He submitted that constructing an identity allowed 

existing potential to be discovered and actualised when it might have remained 

dormant. He also suggested that it was the experience of the identity, and its 

consequences that mattered, rather than whether that aspect of identity existed 

before its discovery. The student identities constructed in the current study appeared 

to have been built on abilities that had been dormant, often for a number of years. It 

was also true to say that from the students’ perspective, what the student identity 

enabled them to achieve was more important than speculating about its origins. 
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9.5 Identity motives 

The grounded theory developed in the current study proposed that creating and 

maintaining a stable student identity, supported by a transitional identity, was crucial 

to achieving an effective transition. The factors that motivate an individual to 

construct an identity have implications for its function and utility.   

Easterbrook and Vignoles (2012) argued that individuals were motivated to form 

identities that allowed a sense of continuity between their past, present and future. 

They were also motivated by a desire to find meaning; distinctiveness from others; 

self-esteem; belonging and efficacy. Their study showed that people identified with 

different groups in different ways. They identified with established groups if they 

associated membership with meaning, self-esteem and distinctiveness. However, 

when evaluating newly formed interpersonal networks, they looked for efficacy, 

belonging and self-esteem.  

This premise had implications for students moving from one group to another. This 

was the case for each group making the FD/degree transition. The motivation to be 

included and accepted within the group was understandable at a time when many 

students felt a degree of alienation towards Level 6 study. Equally comprehensible 

was the need for positive self-regard. The longing for efficacy, competence, and 

being in a position to influence and control their environment explained the emphasis 

so many students placed on clear guidance. Clarity of purpose was a pre-requisite 

for meaningful engagement with the degree programme. Students believed that an 

inconsistency existed between being asked to develop academic independence, and 

a perceived reluctance to communicate what this entailed. The stable student 

identity provided the security to cope with this perceived contradiction. 

Vignoles et al (2008) investigated identity motives in relation to possible selves and 

found that the desire to achieve self-esteem, continuity, efficacy and meaning 

exerted considerable influence on current and potential action. Possible selves have 

been defined as symbolising individuals’ aspirations and fears about what they might 

become in the future. Markus and Nurius (1986 p. 954) described them as ‘the 

conceptual link between cognition and motivation’. They acted as a powerful 

incentive for behaviour and provided an ‘evaluative and interpretive context for the 

current view of self’.  

The concept of the ideal self was central to the work of Rogers (1951). He believed 

that that the greater the degree of congruence between self-image and the ideal self, 

the more likely an individual was to achieve self-actualisation. Markus and Nurius 

(1986) extended this concept to explore possible selves. As these were imagined 

future selves they were not subject to verification through social interaction. 

However, they were still socially constructed, and were shaped by responses and 

inferences drawn from past experiences. Furthermore, precisely because possible 

selves were unconfirmed by reality, they were particularly vulnerable to any new or 
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inconsistent information relating to self-image. They needed the support of a secure 

vision such as ‘being a student’ to endure. 

Individual interviews conducted within this research study appeared to align with the 

concept of possible selves. Several students spoke in terms that alluded to having a 

clear image of themselves as graduates which had helped them to overcome 

negativity during the FD/degree transition. Possible selves theory also highlighted 

the importance of the inferences that are drawn from past experiences. These 

determine which memories are classed as significant, and the nature of their 

influence on present behaviour and motivations. 

A study conducted by Mercer (2007 p. 19), (discussed in Chapter 2), recognised the 

importance of ‘rewriting the past’ as a motivation. She indicated that although some 

studies had regarded personal growth as an ‘added benefit’, academic and personal 

developments were inextricably linked, particularly for mature students.  Wenger 

(1998) also considered that education was not only formative but transformative. He 

regarded education as an expansion of an individual’s existing identity that inevitably 

involved a re-negotiation and renewal of the self.  

If an individual’s possible self has been heavily influenced by previous academic 

under-achievement, they might be highly sensitive to criticism or a lack of positive 

feedback. Their future self might ‘morph’ from being a successful graduate into an 

academic drop-out. Their feared possible selves had a powerful impact on students 

in the current study and affected the perseverance they displayed. They expressed 

concerns regarding failure and displayed anxiety that others might be proved correct 

in underestimating what they could achieve.  

Self-dialogue, positive and negative, can influence an individual’s evaluation of their 

academic performance. Gregg et al (2012 p. 306) suggested that the concept of 

identity emerged from an individual’s capacity for symbolic language and reflection. 

These qualities allowed people to freely ‘embrace the conceptual and intangible, the 

hypothetical and counterfactual, the future and past’. They enabled individuals to 

construe complex, distinctive identities. 

Students wanted to obtain a degree because this was central to their well-being. The 

pursuit of self-esteem provided powerful motivation. However, Heppner and Kernis 

(2011 p. 332) argued that ‘all self-esteem is not created equal’. They proposed a 

distinction between fragile and secure high self-esteem.  

A fragile self-esteem was vulnerable to external influences, required constant 

support to remain high, and needed to be defended rigorously. This defence could 

take the form of anger or hostility in the face negative feedback or confrontation with 

less desirable aspects of one’s identity. In contrast, an individual with secure high 

self-esteem appeared to be genuinely happy, regardless of external factors. 
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Heppner and Kernis (2012 p. 334) described individuals with fragile self-esteem as 

‘highly reactive to self-relevant events in a destructive way’. They tended to base 

their feelings of self-worth on external factors and exhibited differences between 

implicit and explicit self-esteem, the feelings of self-worth of which they were 

unaware or conscious. 

The importance of a stable student identity, outlined in the grounded theory, echoed 

many elements of the theory relating to secure high self-esteem. Students who 

coped more easily with the FD/degree transition demonstrated secure self-esteem. 

Others displayed susceptibility to external factors and, at times, had indeed reacted 

to challenges with hostility. A study conducted by Heppner and Kernis (2009) 

showed that the security of self-esteem had implications for the responsibility 

participants took for success and failure, and to whom they attributed praise or 

blame.  

For students in the current study, the ability to take active responsibility for their own 

educational experiences was a crucial factor in achieving control. During periods of 

transition, an individual’s identity is bombarded with numerous changes, which 

influence the direction of identity formation. However, fluctuations are less apparent 

in individuals with secure high self-esteem, based on internally determined 

motivations. 

Crucially, although Heppner and Kernis (2011) identified that individuals with secure 

high self-esteem were able to function in an autonomous manner, relate effectively 

with their physical and social environment, possess a clear sense of meaning in their 

lives and were highly self-accepting, the conditions under which these qualities might 

be encouraged to dominate were less well-defined. However, what did appear to be 

clear was that external factors could interfere with autonomy. 

Soenens and Vansteenkirste (2012) explored self-determination theory (Deci and 

Ryan 1985), (discussed in Chapter 2). They implied that when active pursuit of self-

worth was the prime motive, it was likely to lead to internal pressure and conflict. The 

attachment to the FD programmes might be interpreted as an attempt to replicate the 

feel-good factor those courses had promoted, with similarly negative consequences. 

This might account, at least in part, for the preoccupation with external factors such 

as feedback and the nature of student/lecturer relationships that was apparent during 

interviews. 

Soenens and Vansteenkirste (2012) considered that positive self-esteem would 

follow when a clear and coherent identity that focused on authentic interests and 

values had been developed. Authentic referred to an individual who was able to 

behave in accordance with their true self in multiple circumstances and domains. 

Students in each group had to balance different identities depending on the context 

in which they operated. Wenger (1998) believed that when educational imagination 

was situated in a community of learning, it contributed to a lived identity and as such, 
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offered the possibility of action rather than passivity, enabling an individual to take 

control. 

The mature students who participated in the current study found it difficult at times to 

maintain a secure student identity because obligations outside their degree course 

interfered with the student role. This appeared to correspond with the work of 

O’Donnell and Tobbell (2007) who proposed that the range of activities with which an 

individual engaged might actually be in opposition to the learning curriculum. This 

might therefore complicate engagement with the student identity.   

Accessing the opportunity to behave like a student, to discuss their work, debate 

course content and spend time with other students did not normally occur outside the 

limited part-time contact hours on the course. Risquez et al (2007) highlighted the 

importance of reflection for adult learners coming to terms with transitions within 

higher education. Students who participated in the FD/degree study used their 

groups to extend and intensify the quality of reflection. Students also appeared to 

reflect and reach a deeper understanding of transition as they articulated their views 

during the individual interviews. 

The stability of the student identity was crucial. However, stability did not equate to 

unchanging. Goffman (1971 p. 249 in Burns (1992)) indicated that adapting to 

circumstances and learning from experience was essential if an individual was to 

learn to ‘be at ease in what were formerly alarming situations’. Giddens (1991 p. 

147) recognised that the move towards increasing individualisation in modern society 

encouraged individuals to actively engage in an ‘on-going process of creating and re-

creating our self-identities’. He also acknowledged that making these decisions 

carried inherent risks as well as opportunities for the individual. This risk was keenly 

felt by some students in the current study. 

Maintaining a stable student identity is predicated on the ability to respond to 

changes in salience, according to the situation, without the integrity of the identity 

becoming compromised. Vignoles et al (2012 p. 10) advocated that identity needed 

to be viewed ‘through multiple lenses’ to portray the ‘richness and complexity of what 

identity means and how identity processes operate’.  

Manzi et al (2010) suggested that transitions were characterised by changes in an 

individual’s ability to access, commit to and believe in achieving a possible identity. 

Gregg et al (2012) argued that commitment to an identity would be achieved if the 

identity became central, essential and important. Individuals would take ownership of 

the self-construed identity which would create greater psychological and behavioural 

impact.  

This appeared to be the case for students in the current study who were able to 

retain the stable student identity. They aligned with Oyserman’s view of identity 

development. Oyserman (2012) stated that if an identity felt connected to the current 

self, and the behaviour necessary to sustain the identity felt congruent with other 
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aspects of the identity, then even difficult tasks would be interpreted as important 

rather than impossible. This would encourage perseverance, and would not be 

detrimental to identity maintenance or motivation.  

The challenge was to determine which factors could foster similar behaviour in other 

students, given that the key features of identity stability were dependent on qualities 

that were internally determined. Too narrow a focus on certain factors highlighted in 

the grounded theory, such as the group and lecturer partnerships, might render 

some students even more dependent on externally generated factors such as 

recognition or feedback. Students gave prominence to these issues but they had the 

potential to create greater reliance on others, with consequent loss of autonomy. 

Therefore, they were not necessarily helpful to their progression through higher 

education. Perhaps discussion of the contribution of confidence, clarity and control in 

relation to maintaining a stable student identity might indicate an appropriate 

direction. 
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9.6 Confidence, clarity and control 

Winter and Dismore (2010) highlighted the importance of the ‘social situatedness’ of 

learning, which was particularly significant for students who had contact with both HE 

and FE learning environments. They suggested that where incongruence between 

the two models existed, students progressing to a university might have difficulty in 

appreciating the differences and reacting appropriately to the ‘learning cues’. 

This incongruence, as with any factor which had an adverse impact on a student’s 

confidence and control, had the potential to complicate the transition to Level 6 

study. Bandura (1977) suggested that individuals who felt in control were more likely 

to be self-regulating, strategic and demonstrate mastery behaviour. They were also 

more able to achieve control over any stresses they encountered.  

Some students attributed their academic successes to FD practices. This inevitably 

created difficulties when practices altered and students needed to rely on personal 

resources they had little confidence in utilising. Dweck (1986) suggested that even if 

an individual considered that their efforts had been instrumental in achieving 

success, these characteristics were not necessarily stable. One student might 

interpret success as evidence of a fixed academic ability. However, another student 

might consider success to be more transient and more dependent on circumstances.  

Toynton (2005) emphasised the importance of the ‘social, cultural and institutional’ 

practices that accompanied Level 6 study. Often, these were not communicated 

explicitly, but were important in deciphering expectations. The students in the current 

study needed to recognise and operate within these practices, whether they 

remained in their respective FEIs, or whether they moved to the university.  

There was a delicate balance to be maintained between offering sufficient flexibility 

to enable mature students to contemplate HE study as a realistic option, and 

providing enough structure and contact to enable the student identity to develop. 

Toynton (2005 p. 107) referred to higher education for mature students as ‘an 

element within life’ and stated that it required ‘a personal landscape within which it 

must find a place’. Many students in the current study appeared to discover this 

landscape primarily within the framework of social interactions rather than within the 

student identity. 

Supportive though the groups undoubtedly were, students needed to develop 

confidence in their personal resources in order to make a successful transition to 

degree study. Covington (1984) suggested that self-worth was inextricably linked to 

performance. He believed that individuals were motivated by a desire to protect their 

self-worth and argued that students would rather feel guilty because they had not 

worked hard enough than feel ashamed because they had tried hard and failed.  

Most students in the current study were open about the time and energy they were 

devoting to their studies. This placed them in a vulnerable position as poor 
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performance could not be attributed to lack of effort, but could be perceived as a 

result of low ability. This fear of failure was in evidence during the individual 

interviews. Some students attempted to distance themselves from the potentially 

negative effects of academic under-performance by procrastinating about starting 

module assessments.  

Covington (1984) believed that the fear of failure should be removed from the 

learning environment so that individuals could experience that environment, without 

being over-burdened by concerns regarding performance. However, this depended 

on the person structuring the learning environment, usually the lecturer, being 

sensitive to the psychological processes that were going on. Students making the 

FD/degree transition were often forging relationships with new lecturers. It inevitably 

took some time before these relationships were established and students felt 

confident that a rapport had been developed. This perhaps accentuated the 

exposure some students experienced on the degree. 

Siefert (2004) suggested that students who were pursuing performance goals 

measured their achievement against others and were concerned about the ways in 

which they were perceived. Students who had enjoyed success on the FD 

programmes perceived themselves to be valued in that environment, but were less 

certain about their place on the degree. Dweck (1986) pointed out that when 

confidence levels were high, performance-driven students would display adaptive 

behaviours, but if confidence was damaged, maladaptive behaviours would 

dominate, thus inhibiting an individual’s ability to adjust to changing circumstances. 

The learning goal student was more concerned with demonstrating competence and 

rising to the challenge of acquiring knowledge. This was the case for some students 

making the FD/degree transition. However, students’ contributions suggested that 

the performance/learning goal motivation was not fixed. Many of them seemed to 

move from one category to the other. The tension between the powerful drive to 

succeed and the uncertain levels of confidence was palpable during individual 

interviews.  

Weiner (1985) believed that the emotions generated by attributions were powerful 

motivational catalysts that could have substantial influence on subsequent 

behaviour. This concept was relevant to the students in the FD/degree study. 

Whether motivated by fear of failure, or a growing sense of academic competence, 

their emotional responses had an impact on their capacity to engage effectively with 

degree study. Those who felt reasonably confident demonstrated mastery which 

enabled them to adapt their strategies, to learn from any mistakes and to persist 

even when the task was difficult. Weiner contended that students who were insecure 

tended to have a weaker sense of self and engage in failure avoidance and learned 

helplessness. However, the students in the FD/degree study, although clearly 

disenchanted with some aspects of degree study, still found the resources to 
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persevere with their studies, even when the process was less fulfilling than they had 

hoped.  

The emotional responses to motivators did not take place in a vacuum but occurred 

in a social context. Weiner (2000 p. 7) argued that the emotional reactions of 

partners, lecturers and peers, ‘the involved observers’, were important elements in 

the interpersonal theory of motivation.  

Siefert (2004 p. 148) agreed that emotions influenced what he considered to be the 

pivotal factors of competence and autonomy. The perception of the student/lecturer 

relationship was significant. He believed that teachers who were perceived to be 

‘nurturing, supportive and helpful’ were able to encourage confidence and self-

determination which, in turn, would translate into students adopting autonomous 

learning practices. Data from the current study suggested that students appreciated 

encouragement. However, care was needed to prevent this relationship from 

interfering with the development of self-reliance.  

Many individuals in the current study found it difficult to achieve the confidence 

necessary to easily develop the learning-oriented behaviours of the intrinsically 

motivated student. Self-efficacy theories (Bandura 2007, Locke & Latham 1990) 

stated that people were more inclined to work towards self-determined goals if they 

were certain they had the skills to attain them. This self-belief was derived from 

previous experience or the experiences of people close to the individual. 

As non-traditional students the relevant experience was not easily accessible. James 

and Oyseman (2009) cited examples of studies conducted with college students that 

demonstrated that although certainty was helpful to an extent, high level of certainty 

could also be detrimental to student motivation. They argued that if individuals were 

uncertain of outcomes, they generated more versions of the possible identity and 

therefore, more strategies to attain the identity. However, the identity, and the 

actions necessary to maintain it, needed to be connected to the current identity and 

needed to be perceived as important rather than futile. This view reinforced the 

significance placed on the stable student identity described in the grounded theory. 

When students were on the FD, the connections between their possible student 

identities and their current identities as competent child care practitioners were 

underlined by the work-based assessments. Many students in the current study drew 

on their work status to bolster their confidence. The degree top-up did not have 

similar elements. Therefore, the connections were not acknowledged as explicitly 

and might have been difficult for some students to sustain.  

Although students in the current study had to overcome considerable obstacles to 

access higher education, in some senses they were better placed to withstand some 

issues than younger, less experienced undergraduates.  
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The advantages of progressing through higher education as a mature student have 

not been widely researched. However, the current study suggested that they exist, 

and perhaps, if they were communicated more extensively, might provide comfort 

and inspiration for others. Murphy and Roopchand (2003 p. 25) suggested that the 

life experiences of mature students gave them a clearer perspective on the purpose 

of education, which meant that they were more resilient when facing ‘complex and 

difficult life situations’. Within the current study this certainly appeared to be the 

case. The strength of their ambitions might have created anxiety or even despair at 

times, but they ensured that they persevered. 

Stevens (2003) highlighted the influence of HE participation on identity formation and 

suggested this should inform teaching and learning strategies, and support services. 

He believed that identity was not static. Individuals had to constantly attribute 

characteristics to themselves depending on the circumstances and pressures they 

were experiencing. Stevens’ study, which focused particularly on mature students, 

described significant identity changes as a result of engaging with HE. These 

included the partial loss of the former self as additional knowledge stimulated greater 

questioning of previously held assumptions. This linked to transition theory which 

stated that new beginnings almost inevitably involve a sense of loss.  

Stevens (2003 p. 242) discussed the ‘epiphany’ some students experienced when 

they suddenly perceived that being a student had become an aspect of their identity, 

a feeling of ‘authenticity and self-creation’. Students making the FD/degree transition 

in the current study also described similar moments when they felt exhilarated by the 

knowledge and understanding they had acquired.  

One student realised that her extensive research had demonstrated how much was 

left to know. However, she was comfortable with the concept that the way she 

thought about an issue was unique to her. This idea was summarised by Wright 

(2011). He described the moment he achieved confidence in himself and his actions, 

‘that teacher …knows a lot of things…but he doesn’t know what I know, and that’s 

my value’ (2011 p. 2).  

Stevens suggested that academic aspirations were fragile and even when 

confidence was relatively high, they were susceptible to damage. He recognised the 

central importance of the lecturer in building confidence. He declared that in many 

ways ‘the experience of HE is the tutor…as the conduit of “knowing” and its correlate 

“confidence” (Stevens 2003 p. 252). However, the current study indicated that the 

nature of student/lecturer relationships should not confuse support with encouraging 

dependency or interfering with autonomy in any way. 

One of the additional individual interviews, undertaken to further develop the 

grounded theory categories, focused on the lecturer relationship. This student had 

elected to follow a top-up degree programme in her FEI. The environment was 

familiar and she had established positive, supportive relationships with a number of 
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her peers. She had been taught by one of the lecturer team, but had not had contact 

with the others. These seemingly minor changes appeared to generate huge anxiety. 

She was particularly concerned about the expectations the new lecturers might have 

regarding the level of her work, and the amount of self-directed study necessary on 

the degree.  

This student appeared to be comfortable with the module delivered by the familiar 

lecturer, although its content was complex, abstract and more difficult to relate to 

practice. In contrast, she had a wealth of employment experience related to the 

subject matter of the modules taught by the other lecturers. She had previously 

proved herself to be a very capable student and had achieved high marks. It seemed 

unlikely that the style of delivery or the subject areas alone were the key factors in 

accounting for the difficulty she was experiencing.  

The anxiety of being with a new lecturer appeared to interfere with the message 

being received. The feelings of being unsettled and uncertain about expectations not 

only allowed anxieties to surface, they appeared to interfere with the exchange of 

information. Knapp and Vangelisti (2009) referred to the complex interaction 

between the two dimensions of communication, content and relationship. Hargie 

(2011) also emphasised the social relationships involved in communication and 

highlighted potential barriers to the dynamic character of communication. These 

included perception, personal characteristics, motives, knowledge and the person-

situation context. 

When she reflected on her anxieties, the student reminded herself that the FD had 

required a great deal of self-direction and self-reliance. The degree represented an 

extension of her existing abilities rather than necessitating new skills. She believed 

that she was more self-aware than she had been at the start of her FD, but that this 

was almost handicapping. Having previously experienced academic success, she 

would not be satisfied with less. The higher profile of the degree raised the stakes 

and exacerbated the scale of the risk she felt she was taking. These feelings had not 

been anticipated, and complicated her choice of strategies to deal with them.  

Luyckx et al (2012) highlighted the importance of exploration in maintaining an 

identity that was capable of adapting to changing demands. They believed that it 

contributed to strengthening the commitment to an identity and that it was related to 

being open-minded and curious. They discussed the distinction between self-

reflection and self-rumination, described by Trapnell and Campbell (1999).  They 

considered self-reflection to be motivated by genuine, positive self-interest, whereas 

self-rumination involved introspection motivated by fear or perceived threats or 

losses to the self.  

In discussion with lecturers the student was able to articulate her anxieties, and 

begin to explore which aspects of her student identity required re-evaluation to 

enable her to cope with degree study. Crucially, although the conversation with the 
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lecturers provided this opportunity, it was her perceptions that dominated. She 

identified the actions she needed to take to adapt. Luyckx et al (2012 p. 85) 

described personal growth as the ability to view the self as ‘growing and expanding 

in ways that reflect increasing self-knowledge and effectiveness’.  

This encounter highlighted the potential value of tutorial sessions. They gave 

students the opportunity to discuss academic work or raise concerns, and also 

supplied a constructive forum to encourage self-reflection. In-depth discussion and 

sensitive, precise questions could support students to become more aware of why 

they behaved in the way they did, and the consequences of these actions on their 

perceptions and subsequent behaviour. Biesta and Tedder (2006 p. 10) suggested 

that this ‘communicative evaluation’ enabled individuals to be more aware of their 

responses to given situations, and more importantly, to take control of the ways in 

which they responded. 

As students progressed through the degree, they discovered greater scope and 

freedom to pursue their own areas of interest. This was welcomed by some students 

but was particularly challenging for others to manage. There was inevitably some 

fragmenting of the group identity as work became increasingly centred on individual 

choices. Students were required to maximise their own knowledge, skills and 

resources in order to increase their capacity for autonomy. 

Wingate (2007 p. 392) suggested that students who made the transition to higher 

education had little preparation for, or understanding of, the nature of learning that 

was required. She criticised what she considered to be out-dated support systems 

and a failure to acknowledge that learning in HE called for ‘a fundamental change in 

students’ beliefs, is a complex process and requires support measures that go 

beyond ad hoc initiatives’.  

Wingate’s study concentrated on the initial entry to HE. However, some of the 

findings have relevance for the students making the FD/degree transition. She 

believed that learning in HE required students to ‘actively and critically engage with 

knowledge’ rather than being passive recipients (2007 p. 394).  She argued that 

students were reluctant to recognise the advantages of generic study skills courses. 

Her study demonstrated that discipline-specific lecturers were best placed to provide 

support. She criticised initiatives that absolved lecturers from the ‘responsibility of 

enhancing their students’ learning’.  

The development of HE study skills was essential to achieving an autonomous 

approach to learning. However, interview contributions from the current study 

suggested that even these were secondary to the benefits gained from a positive 

relationship with the course lecturers. As with many other aspects of identity, self-

esteem was, to an extent, socially constructed and was susceptible to positive and 

negative social interactions. However, as students gained greater confidence in their 
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own abilities, the probability of slipping backwards along the continuum of self-

reliance diminished and their ability to behave autonomously grew.  

The literature relating to HE experiences discussed in this chapter has not compared 

entirely similar contexts. Some studies have been concerned with the initial entry into 

HE, often exploring the experiences of traditional students. Many of those that have 

investigated non-traditional groups have also focused on entry into a three year 

degree programme. 

Winter and Dismore (2010) argued that research had centred almost exclusively on 

retention and attrition at the expense of exploring relationships between wider 

cultural, social and academic issues. The few studies that have looked at FD/degree 

transition, such as Pike and Harrison (2011), for example, have concentrated on 

direct entry students. This was a similar, but not equivalent experience. 

Several of the themes that emerged from the current study corresponded with issues 

discussed in other studies. Pike and Harrison (2011) expressed disappointment that 

the concerns raised in their study echoed the findings of other work with little 

progress made in addressing the issues. Their study highlighted the limited 

availability of information and the students’ lack of familiarity about what was 

expected of them.  

Leese (2010) and Fenge (2011) drew attention to the importance of integrating with 

peer groups. However, the focus of these studies was different. They did not aim to 

explore why the group was significant or to determine the role of the group. During 

data analysis, and the generation of the grounded theory in the current study, it 

became increasingly apparent that social interactions within the peer group were 

crucial to the transition experience. In response to this finding, this study has sought 

to establish the nature of the group support network within the context described, so 

that its function might be supported and extended with other strategies.  

The shortage of directly comparable research, particularly studies exploring the 

Welsh perspective, has highlighted the originality of this work, which will be detailed 

in the following section of this chapter.  
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9.7 Claims to originality 

The current study has taken a new approach, both in the focus of the research and 

with the methodology selected. The grounded theory presented in the current study 

has highlighted a number of issues that have not previously been described in the 

literature regarding Foundation Degrees. These issues relate specifically to the aims 

detailed in the introduction, listed below. Their originality will be outlined in the 

following sections. 

• an exploration of students’ views and perceptions relating to transition which 

resulted in a grounded theory that offers support as students move from 

Foundation Degree to Honours degree study; 

• the emergence of an integrated grounded theory which has produced 

proposals with the potential of practical application 

• the application of grounded theory methodology in an original manner that 

acknowledges and respects participants’ contributions 
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9.8 Issues relating to students views and perceptions of the transition from FD 

to Honours degree 

The significance of identity and identity construction was a crucial factor in the 

current study. This had not previously been explored in relation to negotiating the 

FD/degree transition. This emphasis on the importance of intrinsic qualities in 

supporting identity stability differed from the more usual attention on external 

motivators presented in other studies. The grounded theory drew attention to the role 

of a transitional identity in negotiating the difficult period when students need to 

relinquish attachments to one set of practices before moving on to new challenge. 

This aspect had not previously been described.  

In contrast to other FD studies which highlighted the merits of distance learning, 

students in the current study gave prominence to the importance of regular 

attendance. The structure provided by regular attendance prevented the fledgling 

‘degree student’ role from becoming overwhelmed by existing, more deep-seated 

facets of their identity. Students needed to devote sufficient time to engage in face-

to-face activities that supported individuals to inhabit the student role and to maintain 

a stable student identity. 

Maintaining a clear vision of academic success through engagement with student 

activities provided powerful support during transition. Schwartz et al (2013 p. 306) 

emphasised the importance humans placed on a ‘subjective psychological identity’ 

or construal. Students needed to actively operate as students to maintain the student 

construal. This feature of transition had not been described in other studies 

concerning progression through HE.  

Although previous research has indicated the impact that ‘possible identities’ can 

have on determining action and making sense of experiences, Oyserman (2012) 

stated that surprisingly little was understood about the cultural, gender and socio-

economic influences that affected this interpretation. The current study has explored 

this aspect of identity construction. It has made a new contribution to information 

regarding the constituent characteristics of the student identity that are specific to a 

non-traditional group and has considered rarely-explored contexts that affect identity 

formation and identity maintenance. 
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9.9 Issues relating to the practical application of the grounded theory 

The development of the grounded theory in the current study has drawn fresh 

attention to the intrinsic differences between Foundation Degrees and Honours 

degrees which might result in complications during transition. It has indicated that 

some of the approaches previously advanced to overcome difficulties may not be 

helpful and indeed may be counterproductive.  

A core aspiration of Foundation Degrees is improved accessibility to higher 

education particularly for non-traditional students. Previous FD studies have focused 

on strategies to break down barriers that might be perceived to exist against 

academia by offering learning experiences that built on existing knowledge and were 

highly relevant and closely linked to the working environment.  

The current study offered a new interpretation. The grounded theory indicated that 

although this tactic might ease initial entry into higher education, a different approach 

was necessary as students progressed to the degree. Students clearly demonstrated 

that playing down the academic challenges of the Honours degree was unhelpful. 

They were critical of lecturers who failed to clearly define expectations. Although 

well-intentioned, it was demotivating on several counts. It undermined their 

achievements and satisfaction, and detracted from their distinctiveness. It diminished 

students’ capacities to accurately assess the requirements of the degree. Crucially, it 

was not compatible with developing the student identity of an autonomous individual 

who could take control.  

A related, but subtly different, issue emerged from the grounded theory that also 

differed from the views that prevailed in other studies. A core feature of FDs is the 

identification of smooth progression routes. Students in the current study clearly 

viewed the transition to degree study as a real ‘step-up’ and wanted the scale of the 

transition to be acknowledged. Students had greater awareness of the degree and 

recognition of what it represented. This needed to be acknowledged and addressed 

before they could move on. The current study strongly indicated that the ‘seamless 

progression’ described in much of the literature was not desirable.  

The emphasis that students placed on their emotional responses to the FD/degree 

transition had not previously been examined in relation to this progression route. 

Efforts to make light of the transition not only failed to reflect the strength of students’ 

emotional responses to the degree, they actually impacted on students’ entitlement 

to feel a sense of achievement. Achieving a smooth transition needed to recognise 

and take account of the students’ emotional reactions to the degree as well as 

concentrating on facilitating academic structures, important though these were.   

The move away from the more customary focus on work-based learning found in 

other studies highlighted the need to lay the foundations for autonomous academic 

practices during FDs. The grounded theory advocated that this should be 

strengthened and supported through partnerships within and between institutions 
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with the joint planning and monitoring of programmes. This could contribute 

significantly to reducing aspects of the respective programmes which were not 

inherently conducive to building the autonomous learning practices which 

characterise degree study.    

The current study has explored the influence of positive peer and lecturer 

relationships to a greater extent than other FD/degree studies. It has explored the 

function that interaction fulfils for this particular cohort of students. The current study 

has also identified less positive aspects of group relationships, including an over-

reliance on extrinsic factors which interfere with the creation of an autonomous 

student identity. Identifying the characteristics of these relationships should enable 

their core features to be distinguished so that positive aspects might be replicated 

and refined by appropriately targeted support services, and potentially negative 

influences minimised.  

The combination of a more targeted approach to streamlining logistical matters such 

as inter-institutional planning, while at the same time openly acknowledging the 

academic demands and emotional pressures of degree study had not been 

highlighted in other studies. The current study takes a new approach in 

recommending that these measures should be central rather than peripheral to 

practice. Importantly, their purpose should be explicitly shared with students in order 

to enable them to participate fully in the management of their transitions.  
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9.10 Issues relating to the original application of the methodology 

Charmaz (2006 p. 182) advised that the social and theoretical importance of the 

study, and the extent to which it aimed to ‘challenge, extend, or refine current ideas, 

concepts and practices’  should be considered in assessing originality. The grounded 

theory developed in the current study has provided insights not previously described 

in relation to the FD/degree transition. It has contributed to a conceptual 

understanding of the issue. The grounded theory has the capacity to lead to 

developments in current thinking and therefore meets Charmaz’s criteria for 

originality in grounded theory research.  

Dunleavy also highlighted the role of ‘independent critical power’ in the pursuit of 

originality. He defined this as a capacity to organise ‘theoretical or thematic 

arguments’ coherently and to ‘explore already analysed issues from some 

reasonably distinctive angle or perspective’ (Dunleavy 2003 p.27). This researcher 

contends that the current study adheres to those principles.  

The grounded theory approach to the interpretation of information utilised within the 

current study has also provided a different perspective on this subject area. The 

concept of academic originality should encompass new ways of investigating a 

phenomenon. The literature review found studies conducted with FD students that 

utilised both qualitative and quantitative methodologies, but not one which employed 

grounded theory to explore the process of transition.  

The researcher’s aspiration to understand, interpret and apply grounded theory 

methodology in an innovative and original way was encouraged by the social 

constructivist stance selected for the current study. The approach ensured that the 

emerging grounded theory acknowledged the situated nature of the co-construction 

of meaning between participants and researcher and its open nature encouraged 

innovation. The grounded theory was specific to the context, did not replicate 

previous studies and, as such, was inherently original.  

The researcher developed her own understanding of the approach as a result of the 

importance attached to analysing data free from other influences. The focus on the 

role of the researcher at all stages of the research process enabled the researcher to 

apply the methodology in an original manner, provided that her decisions were 

conveyed with transparency. She needed to interpret and adapt the method in line 

with her ontology in order to use and evaluate it effectively. This researcher would 

argue that this inevitably constituted a measure of originality in the application of 

grounded theory concepts. This was in accordance with Dunleavy’s (2003) 

suggestion that originality might emanate from a researcher’s ability to demonstrate 

a capacity to synthesise information to produce new insights. 
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9.11 Additional issues relating to originality 

Following regionalisation, the current study was one of the first to explore students’ 

progression both within an institution and from one partner institution to another. It 

explored an area that had resulted from recent and on-going changes in policy and 

therefore corresponded with Dunleavy’s assertion  that originality was connected to 

reporting new facts which were ‘established by undertaking an investigation of 

something not hitherto available’ (Dunleavy 2003 p. 27).  

The current study has investigated two categories of transition that had not 

previously been the subject of research: the experiences of students moving from FD 

to degree within the college/university partnerships described; and the transition into 

a discreet degree programme rather than direct entry to an existing degree. Students 

in the current study operated in a HE landscape which in many ways bore little 

resemblance to that described in previous studies. They articulated concerns which 

were subtly but significantly different. The current study explored these newly 

created circumstances, and considered whether existing ways of managing 

transitions continued to be fit for purpose. The need to cope effectively with diverse 

forms of transition is likely to intensify in the light of regionalisation and recent 

changes to HE partnerships. The current study has explored new contexts of 

transition which allowed new insights to emerge. It has made an original contribution 

to the knowledge base relating to transitions in higher education. 

In summary, the originality of the research may usefully be considered in relation to 

the aims of the study outlined in the introduction: the focus on students’ perceptions; 

the production of plausible proposals; and an exploration of the methodology.  
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The focus on students’ perceptions 

• focus on identity and identity construction 

• emphasis on intrinsic qualities 

• adoption of a transitional identity 

• importance of operating as a student 

• contribution of construal and possible identities 

• characteristics of student identity specific to non-traditional students 

The production of plausible proposals 

• playing down academic challenges of Honours degree was unhelpful 

• clearly defined expectations were welcomed and allowed students to take 
control 

• autonomy was compatible with the student identity and needed to be 
encouraged across both FD and Honours degree programmes 

• students wanted the degree acknowledged as a ‘step-up’ 

• seamless progression not desirable 

• emotional responses to the degree study influenced the experience of 
transition 

• improved partnerships within and between institutions necessary to support 
transition  

• focus on both positive and negative aspects of peer and lecturer relationships 

• targeted, coherent approach to programme planning in combination with clear 
articulation of academic expectations necessary 

• proposals relating to transition should be central rather than peripheral 

• purpose of strategies to manage transition should be explicitly shared with 
students in order to facilitate their participation 

An exploration of the methodology 

• produced a grounded theory that challenged, extended and refined current 
ideas 

• provided insights not previously described 

• provided different perspective on transitions within HE 

• situated, co-construction of meaning with participants 

• grounded theory specific to context 

• original application of grounded theory methods 

 

Fig 39 Selection of issues that contributed to the originality of the current study 
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9.12 Evaluation of the current study 

The quality of the current study has been considered in respect of external and 

internal validity measures. External validity criteria include the merits and limitations 

inherent in the research methodology, and the suitability of the chosen methods to 

investigate the experience of transition. Internal validity relates to the extent to which 

the approach to research was administered in an appropriate, rigorous and 

consistent manner.   

This evaluation will address some general points relating to the validity and reliability 

of qualitative research, before discussing issues that are specific to grounded theory 

studies. Valid qualitative research needs to demonstrate that the researchers’ 

conclusions accurately reflect the data. A study should also appear plausible in 

relation to other research, although it might offer new insights. The researcher 

contends that the validity of the current study is evidenced by the chapters detailing 

the analysis, the consideration of the application of the grounded theory 

methodology and the discussion of the theory in relation to the literature. 

The reliability of research is connected to the consistency with which the same 

implications are derived by different observers or by the same observer on different 

occasions. However, Silverman (2013) drew attention to the views of Marshall and 

Rossman (1989). They argued that because socially constructed reality was 

constantly evolving, concerns regarding reliability and validity were largely irrelevant 

and were pertinent only to positivists.  

Data obtained during the current study was constructed through the interaction 

between the researcher and the students and represented views that might not be 

replicated on a different day or in a different context. However, the researcher would 

suggest that there was sufficient consistency between accounts to discern the 

themes that contributed to the grounded theory. The developed grounded theory 

satisfied the criteria for reliability on the grounds that there was a clear distinction 

between participants’ contributions and the inferences of the researcher. The 

detailed procedural record allowed the dependability of the research to be judged.      

Factors which contributed to the evaluation of grounded theory research were 

outlined by Birks and Mills (2011 p. 153). They suggested that evaluation should be 

based on three inter-related criteria; researcher expertise, methodological 

congruence and procedural precision. These criteria will form the basis for assessing 

the quality of this study. 

Researcher expertise was concerned with scholarly writing, familiarity with key 

methodological approaches and texts, acknowledgement of limitations within the 

study, and measures taken to rectify any perceived shortcomings. Charmaz (2006) 

considered that the written record and presentation of a study could enhance the 

impact of its findings. Without clear articulation, the findings might not be effectively 
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integrated into disciplinary knowledge, and the potential influence of the 

recommendations could be diminished.  

This thesis has attempted to provide an accessible, logically structured account of 

the current study, with reference to the seminal texts that relate to the development 

and evolution of grounded theory. It has engaged with current debates surrounding 

the methodology and has outlined the social-constructivist stance taken for this 

study, demonstrating an understanding of the methods that have been utilised. 

This researcher has been aware that the decisions taken at each stage of the 

research process have influenced the outcomes of the current study. Some choices 

have inevitably limited the scope of the research. Participants were selected 

because they had the potential to contribute to a better understanding of the 

particular experience of transition across the FEI and university partnership. When 

planned, it was anticipated that the current study would have internal generalizability 

within these institutions. The number of participants was relatively small, thus limiting 

the generalizability of the study to other settings. However, examination of the 

literature has discovered sufficient commonalities with other studies to suggest that 

the insights gained from this study might have wider application. 

Within small qualitative studies, Polkinghorne (2005 p. 140) proposed that multiple 

participants provided different perspectives, and could act as a type of triangulation 

that did not aim to verify a particular stance, but rather to ‘deepen the understanding 

of the investigated experience’. The comparisons made between the views 

expressed in the group, individual and lecturer interviews served this function in the 

current study.  

In line with the principles of grounded theory, theoretical sampling was undertaken to 

encourage theory generation. The direction of this process was dependent on 

judgements made by the researcher. The rationale for these decisions has been 

detailed to enable the appropriateness of the decision-making process to be 

assessed. However, the researcher was conscious that she might have assigned 

unwarranted significance to some aspects of the data at the expense of others, 

thereby altering the emphasis of the research.  

The researcher contends that the data collection methods were suited to obtaining 

the in-depth information that was necessary to generate the grounded theory. The 

richness of the interview data confirmed this impression. The researcher 

acknowledges that the interviews provided a snapshot of the transition process and 

were entirely reliant on the opinions and emotions that were in evidence on the day 

of the interviews, at a particular stage of the transition. If the students had been 

interviewed again after the completion of their courses, with the opportunity for 

greater reflection on the process, they might have expressed very different views.  

The aim of the current study was to explain the process of transition primarily from 

the student perspective, although lecturers were also consulted. This researcher was 
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aware that her decision to focus on these groups excluded the contributions of 

others who could provide valuable insights into the process. The views of family 

members and staff in student support services might have offered worthwhile 

insights which could have altered the outcomes of this research. Barber et al (2006) 

conducted research that suggested that mature FD students preferred to rely on 

lecturers and peers for advice. They avoided consulting study support because they 

were anxious that this might be interpreted evidence of academic failure. 

Investigation of this issue might have revealed attitudes that could be relevant to 

transition.   

Methodological congruence referred to matters including the suitability of the 

research strategy in achieving the aims of the study, and the production of a 

grounded theory. It required the researcher to address any inconsistencies in her 

philosophical stance. The researcher would argue that one of the strengths of this 

study is the consistent thread that links the phenomena under consideration, the 

choice of methodology and the philosophical stance of the researcher. The 

researcher’s ontology has been outlined and its influence on all phases of the 

research has been acknowledged.  

The crucial role of reflexivity in ensuring that research is conducted reliably and with 

integrity has been acknowledged. However, recognizing the influence that the 

researcher might have on the interpretation of data does not in itself preclude the 

possibility of adversely affecting the quality or validity of the research. The potential 

implication of an imbalance between the relative power of the researcher and the 

researched has been discussed previously (Chapter 4.32). The researcher has been 

mindful of the need to conduct all aspects of the study in an ethical manner. This not 

only required adherence to the conditions stipulated by the Ethics Committee, but 

regard for the self-monitoring advocated by Foucault et al (2005) and Bourdieu (2004 

p. 89), to ensure that  ‘epistemological vigilance’ was retained throughout the 

research. 

The final measure of quality in grounded theory research was procedural precision. 

This criterion related to whether the finished study provided sufficient evidence that 

grounded theory methods had been used appropriately within the context of the 

research. These included detailing whether the study was grounded in the data, 

whether the final theory was plausible and whether the move to abstraction had been 

logical and credible. It also included the use of memos and the management and 

audit of the data. 

This researcher would argue that the preceding chapters have provided evidence of 

the careful application of grounded theory methods. Delaying an in-depth review of 

the literature until the theory had been developed highlighted subjects that required 

further exploration without manipulating the theory. The theory provided the filter 

through which the literature was examined, sensitising the researcher to those 
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studies/texts that appeared to be most relevant rather than tailoring the theory to 

what was found in the literature.  

This researcher had some concern that the process of abstraction might result in an 

over-simplification of the social processes that were taking place. This thesis has 

detailed the application of grounded theory methods and has endeavoured to ensure 

that the contributions of the participants have been respected. Although the aim of 

abstraction was to conceptualise the data, every effort was made to retain the 

essence and power of the contributions.  

The researcher did not undertake communicative validation, or member checking for 

several reasons. The proposal submitted to the Ethics Committee did not request 

permission for this. Information supplied to the students did not specify this 

involvement. There was the practical difficulty of repeatedly accessing the students. 

Flick (2011 p. 208) also drew attention to the ethical consequences of ‘confronting 

participants with interpretations of their statements’.  

The researcher had also endeavoured to make clear distinctions between her 

research and her role as a lecturer and had conducted the research within a defined 

time period. Returning to ask students to check their contributions might have blurred 

this distinction. It might also have had implications for relationships between the 

students and the researcher, and students and other lecturers. However, following 

graduation, the potential impact of the student/lecturer relationships would no longer 

be as relevant. The intervening time might allow for greater reflection by students 

and researcher and could provide the scope for further research. 

Although the researcher undoubtedly developed her own understanding of grounded 

theory methodology, she relied heavily on the contributions of key grounded theorists 

to guide the process. The current study has followed the social-constructivist position 

articulated by Charmaz (2006, 2010). Her philosophy and her flexible, simplified 

approach seemed appropriate. The researcher considered that the move to 

abstraction would have been inhibited by the application of rigid procedural rules that 

might distance her from the data or detract from the instinctive discovery of 

associations between codes and categories. The current study has displayed 

respect for established grounded theory practices, coupled with the individual 

interpretation and application of the method that inevitably result from engagement 

with the procedures in a specific situation. 

As the grounded theory developed, the researcher wanted to be certain that the 

categories had been fully explored. To ensure theoretical saturation, additional 

interviews were undertaken. 

Theoretical saturation is a contentious issue within grounded theory. Charmaz 

(2006) considered it had occurred when continuing examination of the data did not 

stimulate new properties or theoretical insights. Dey (1999 p. 257) believed that a 

method which coded only the proportion of data that a researcher deemed as 
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significant could never claim saturation and suggested that the declaration of 

saturation was reliant on the ‘conjecture of the researcher’. He preferred the term 

‘theoretical sufficiency’ with its more modest overtones.  

This researcher was wary of claiming saturation, particularly before recourse to 

relevant literature. This unease did not emanate from doubts about the quality of the 

data, but from her inexperience with the methodology. She preferred to consider that 

saturation had been conditionally achieved. The grounded theory had been 

developed, following extensive examination of the data, in the light of the 

researcher’s knowledge at that time. After reflection, and further exploration of 

literature it was possible that other insights might emerge.  

This was a potential weakness of the study. However, many phenomena benefit 

from being re-visited over time. Charmaz emphasised the fluid, open-ended nature 

of the grounded theory approach which suggested that there was scope to augment 

knowledge relating to an issue through subsequent engagement with the substantive 

area. 

The strength of the current study will be judged on whether it has been able to offer 

new insights into the experience of FD/degree transition. This researcher would 

contend that it has provided another perspective on the process of transition within 

higher education. The grounded theory presented the link between the ability to form 

an effective possible identity and a successful transition experience that might 

resonate with individuals experiencing other transitions.  

This researcher would argue that although some of the issues highlighted within the 

current study have been identified elsewhere, the combination of these issues has 

not been reported. The grounded theory methodology, with its focus on relationships 

and connections within the data, encouraged and supported this researcher to 

synthesize separate issues and uncover associations which should contribute to a 

more extensive understanding of the phenomena. 

Charmaz (2006) assessed a study’s quality according to four criteria, originality, 

credibility, resonance and usefulness, declaring that if the first two were present, the 

others would follow. Claims to the originality and credibility of the current study have 

already been outlined. 

To possess resonance a study needed to fully represent the studied experience, 

account for conscious and subliminal meanings, make sense to the participants and 

offer greater insight into their situation (Charmaz 2006). She highlighted the 

importance of making explicit links between the individual and institutions, provided 

this was indicated by the data. The interplay between individual experiences and the 

wider cultures of the FEIs and the university that delivered higher education was of 

crucial importance to the current study.  
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The evaluation of any grounded theory study should be based on whether the theory 

is convincing and relevant, and its ability to produce information that will inform and 

improve practice (Birks and Mills 2011). Charmaz (2006 p. 184) contended that a 

constructivist perspective raised awareness of the implications of participants’ 

contributions and enabled policy-makers and other researchers to establish ways in 

which the theory might be used or adapted. The theory’s transformative potential 

should influence the selection of the subject matter and the approaches adopted for 

a study.  

The aim to manage the FD/degree transition more effectively inspired the current 

study. The aspiration to reflect the students’ perspectives guided the selection of the 

methodology. The grounded theory emphasis on freeing data analysis from 

preconceptions has highlighted aspects of the experience that are not evident in 

other studies.  

The focus on representing participants’ perceptions has not necessarily resulted in a 

balanced study that reflects a range of views. It has emphasised the influence of the 

situational context on the views expressed. At times, the students’ assessments of 

the move to degree study were highly critical.  

The current study does not intend to denigrate measures to widen participation or to 

criticise the support currently offered to students. Neither does it imply that the 

students’ appraisals are entirely accurate, or that the efforts of institutions that offer 

HE, whether HEIs or FEIs, are misguided. 

The struggle to obtain a degree was very real at the time the individual interviews 

were conducted. It is entirely possible that the benefit of hindsight, coupled with the 

successful attainment of their degrees, might result in students arriving at very 

different conclusions. If consulted now, they might reflect on the degree programmes 

with similar enthusiasm as that demonstrated for the FDs. 

Interview responses suggested that students who moved to the university were more 

negative about their experiences than those who continued their studies in a college 

setting. This should not imply that the FEIs managed the transition more effectively. 

On the contrary, an alternative interpretation might argue that the colleges failed to 

adequately prepare students for the transition. Therefore, they were required to 

shoulder the greater part of the responsibility for any difficulties students 

subsequently experienced.  

Students who continued to degree study within FEIs were not immune to the 

problems expressed in relation to the transition. The students who moved to the 

university had to cope with a greater number of transitions which might have 

explained, at least in part, some of the difficulties they encountered. 

Although these issues inevitably affected the interpretation of the findings, the 

current study has fulfilled its aim to explore students’ experiences of transition. The 
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resultant grounded theory suggests that there are aspects of managing the transition 

process that need to be modified if they are to respond to the needs of non-

traditional students such as those who participated in this study.  

The challenge of creating an environment that fosters the construction of stable 

student identities requires relevant HE providers, whether in HEIs or FEIs, delivering 

FD or degree programmes, to collaborate to manage the transition both between and 

within institutions. The current study has concentrated on the move to degree study. 

However, data demonstrates that FD experiences heavily influence the development 

of the student identity and if the objective is to encourage autonomy in preparation 

for degree study, then FD approaches should also respond to this requirement. 

This chapter has discussed the grounded theory in relation to a small selection of 

relevant literature. As with other aspects of the current study, the choice of literature 

has the potential to emphasize or disregard certain elements of the grounded theory, 

and therefore strengthen or limit this research study. This researcher concurs with 

Charmaz (2006), Birks and Mills (2011) and others who declared that the evaluation 

of a grounded research study lay in its ability to ‘develop policy, change practice, and 

add to the knowledge base of a profession’ (Corbin and Strauss 2008 p. 305). The 

implications, and possible application, of this grounded theory will be outlined in the 

following chapter. 
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Chapter 10 Conclusions 

Charmaz (2006) advised grounded theorists that research should not constitute an 

end in itself. Their primary concern should be to contribute towards improving 

peoples’ lives. A grounded theory should generate recommendations that had 

relevance to the phenomenon that the study sought to explore and explain. It should 

propose changes in practice that would benefit the participants whose experiences 

had been studied or others who might share those experiences in future.  

This chapter will set out proposals that were indicated by the grounded theory. 

These proposals are not intended to prescribe approaches to FD/degree transition 

across the HE sector or to over-claim the applicability and generalizability of the 

current study. The findings of the current study are based on a small-scale 

investigation of largely female, mature, non-traditional students undertaking 

Childhood Studies programmes. It would be difficult to generalise the findings to 

other cohorts of students taking courses in other subject areas, although the 

discussion of relevant literature highlighted some similarities to studies undertaken 

with other student groups. The proposals are primarily intended to inform the 

researcher’s practice in respect of the cohorts of students within the FEI/university 

partnerships identified in the current study. The proposals will be discussed in 

relation to relevant literature and will require evaluation to ascertain whether they can 

ultimately contribute to effective management of the FD/degree transition.  

Some of the approaches outlined in the following proposals might already form the 

basis of lecturers’ practices. The researcher believed that she was already using 

some of the strategies that students in the current study expressed were important in 

achieving an effective transition. However, it became increasingly apparent to the 

researcher that she was not necessarily making these approaches, and the reasons 

behind them, explicit. They might have underpinned much of her practice but she 

was not always signposting this to her students. In some respects, this limited their 

usefulness and the likelihood of students being able to replicate them. The grounded 

theory indicated that active engagement in behaviour compatible with academic 

success was essential to the continuing development of a stable student identity. 

Therefore, it was vital to ensure that practices that might facilitate this were 

communicated clearly. 

The chapter also presents a brief reflective evaluation of the researcher’s use of the 

methodology is included. A secondary aim of the current study was to allow the 

researcher to explore grounded theory and to evaluate her responses to the 

methods. 

Issues that were outside the scope of the current study will also be reported.  

Suitable topics for future research that might extend, enhance, or evaluate the 

current study will be suggested, together with proposals for research in related 

subject areas.   
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10. 1 Proposal 1 

Students in the current study regarded the move to a full degree programme as 

highly significant and were open about the importance they placed on it. They were 

equally aware of the potential damage to their self-esteem if they were not 

successful which created high levels of anxiety.  Although it was essentially a 

continuation of higher education, begun on the FD, transition to a degree programme 

represented a new start. The reasons for this perception were subtly different for 

individual students.  

There needed to be open acknowledgement and discussion of the differences 

between the Foundation Degree and full degree study. The current study 

demonstrated that efforts to minimise or underplay the challenges, no matter how 

well intentioned, were at best misguided, and at worst, had a negative impact on the 

students’ abilities to engage effectively with their studies. Maclellan (2005 p. 196) 

agreed that the stresses induced by studying should not be regarded as ‘pathological 

symptoms from which students have to be shielded’.  

These stresses could be interpreted as inevitable consequences of striving for a 

valued, potentially transformative goal. The opportunity to learn from the experience 

and to use it to develop academic independence would be negated if the challenges 

were ignored. However, once the changes in expectations had been acknowledged, 

students required specific information that would enable them to feel in control as 

they ‘stepped-up’ to Level 6 study. 

It was essential to ensure that the skills necessary to develop confidence in 

independent study were adequately and clearly communicated, particularly for 

students with little prior background of higher education. Failure to do so would 

interfere with a students’ ability to ‘actively and critically engage with knowledge 

instead of passively receiving it’ (Wingate 2007 p. 394). Hunter (2006 p. 10) also 

suggested that it was ‘unreasonable for educators to expect osmosis to convert new 

students into successful ones’. The students in the FD/degree study were not new to 

HE. However, they clearly viewed degree study as a distinct experience that would 

require a new skill-set to be successful.  

Explanations had to be specific and overtly conveyed. Railton and Watson (2005 p. 

183) described lecturer/student communication as ‘two communities divided by a 

common language’. They discovered that the expectations of lecturers ‘largely 

remained unspoken’. They considered that students needed guidance to understand 

that at degree level, their role was to learn rather than be taught, whereas in many 

cases, students appeared to believe that the opposite was true.  

The current study demonstrated that It was not sufficient to request ‘greater depth of 

analysis’, or ‘additional reading’. Those terms in themselves had little meaning 

unless they were accompanied by illustrative examples. Lecturers needed to explain 

exactly what the interpretation of terms entailed.  
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Students also needed to be made aware of their contribution in achieving the 

required level of academic competence. Lecturers needed to be confident about 

articulating precise expectations to allow students to take control, develop 

independent learning skills, and move towards autonomous study practices.  Hussey 

and Smith (2010) believed that nurturing autonomy was part of the lecturer’s role.  

Cultivating independence did not equate to lecturers being prescriptive about the 

ways in which students interpreted and presented their work. That approach could 

stifle creativity and potentially interfere with the learning process. It was unnecessary 

to simplify concepts in a manner that would not be commensurate with Level 6 study. 

Students in the current study appreciated that the responsibility to research subject 

areas was theirs, although some of them had expressed a desire for more 

inspirational course content. Primarily, students required help in coming to terms with 

the rules of degree study in order to de-code the process. Without those, they would 

not be able to fully inhabit the academic world.  

Proposal 1  

The move to a Level 6 programme needs to be marked in a similar way as the initial 

entry to HE. Lecturers need to overcome their reluctance to provide detailed 

information to students at the start of the course. Far from overwhelming students, 

they welcome and appreciate clarity.  Failure to do this deprives students of the 

ability to adequately plan ahead, and would reduce their control.  

There needs to be a structured induction programme whether or not students have 

changed institution. The induction needs to include information regarding the 

structure of the programme, assessment criteria and academic conventions. The 

information needs to be specific and should aim to provide definitions of terms that 

are commonly used in HE, but which are notoriously difficult to demarcate.  

Although detailed information should be given at the beginning of the course, this 

should be repeated and should form part of an on-going process of support. 

Information should be communicated in a variety of different ways and its application 

should be explicitly modelled by lecturers. 

Information should be communicated in a manner that emphasises the link between 

independent study skills and success at degree level. This should contribute to 

ensuring that students are encouraged to imagine positive outcomes and to maintain 

the powerful motivational influence of a stable student identity. 

Although students indicated the importance of marking the start of a new 

programme, the onus for providing clear information about degree study should not 

rest solely with the lecturer team delivering the Honours degree, whether in a 

university or FEI. The process should begin on the FD, which in some cases might 

perhaps suggest the need for improvements to joint-planning of programmes. 
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10.2 Proposal 2 

The lecturer was important in encouraging the move to self-reliance and autonomy. 

Hunter (2006) considered that understanding students was fundamental to the 

effective management of transitions. Students making the FD/degree transition had 

very diverse backgrounds which meant that identifying and understanding their 

needs was more complex than for many other undergraduate groups. This was 

further complicated by the part-time contact hours and the intensive nature of the 

top-up programme.  

A productive student/lecturer relationship had to be established relatively quickly. 

Hussey and Smith (2010 p. 160) suggested that ‘a tentative and unconfident mature 

student……may feel their self-esteem and self-efficacy grow simply because a 

lecturer takes their ideas seriously’. Students in the current study frequently referred 

to the significance of the relationship with their lecturers. It was crucial to the 

development of the student identity that previous achievements were recognised. If 

the student identities could be established with someone whose opinion carried 

weight, i.e. the lecturer, their degree aspirations would have greater substance.  

Some group members quickly became comfortable with the demands of Level 6 

study. In many ways, this determined their readiness to engage with the degree 

programme. Other students required more time to fully assimilate the changes they 

had experienced.   

Proposal 2 

If not already in place, the opportunity to meet lecturers delivering degree 

programmes should be offered to FD students contemplating degree study within 

and across institutions.  

Regular individual tutorial contact should be incorporated from the start of the 

programme to provide the opportunity for students and lecturers to develop mutually 

agreed, explicit individual learning goals. Although challenging to ensure, the nature 

of the intensive, part-time, top-up course should not be allowed to impinge on the 

tutorial programme. The nature of tutorials should evolve, with the student 

increasingly determining the agenda as he/she develops behaviour commensurate 

with growing independence and supporting the student identity. 

On-going contact would enable students to receive information at a time and stage 

when they were best equipped to comprehend and respond. It would allow them to 

gain the lecturer recognition that was identified as important in the current study and 

to encourage their student identity to develop. 

Informal opportunities to nurture the student/lecturer relationship are important in 

supporting students’ confidence in moving towards increasingly independent study. 

Crucially, this needs to be geared towards encouraging autonomy rather than 

promoting dependence.  
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10.3 Proposal 3 

It was important that lecturers recognised the need to adapt to changes in students’ 

requirements during transition.  The lecturer needed to relinquish the ‘expert’ role 

and instead mentor students to become increasing confident in their own academic 

judgements. Teaching strategies needed to focus on encouraging students to 

participate in activities that put the individual in control of his/her learning experience 

in order to encourage greater stability of the student identity. 

Active engagement with learning stimulated deep learning (Marton and Saljo 1984). 

Gibbs (1992 p. 6) defined deep learning as ‘personally meaningful’ to an individual in 

ways that enabled him/her to regard the world differently. Deep learning required an 

ability to discern associations between key features of different areas of knowledge, 

and to relate these to previous knowledge in ways that fostered understanding and 

interpretation. This contrasted with surface learning which was focused on the 

passive receipt of knowledge that did not encourage explanation or recognition of the 

connections between data. 

Students needed to possess certain skills to allow deep learning to take place. 

These skills included appropriate background knowledge of the subject area, intrinsic 

curiosity, and a determination to do well (Higher Education Academy (HEA) 2011). 

Students who participated in the current study appeared to have those qualities in 

abundance. They required teaching strategies that would encourage their 

development, and provide the opportunity to adopt and practice behaviour that 

supported the student identity.  

Wingate (2007 p.398) advocated that lecturers needed to model ‘a critical approach 

to information and a dialectic process of constructing knowledge’. She suggested 

small group activities, such as case studies, that would encourage debate and 

critical thinking. Wingate (2007 p 398) believed that the classroom ought to provide a 

context that would allow students to ‘practice knowledge construction’ and the 

‘required academic discourse’.  

This type of activity was perhaps particularly suited to the students in the current 

study. Group sizes meant that small group activities were easier to organise, 

manage, and monitor than would be possible with larger cohorts. The students 

enjoyed the stimulation and camaraderie of working in groups and had forged close 

bonds with their peers based on mutual trust and respect. Mature students, as a 

result of their work experiences, were also used to applying knowledge and relating it 

to real-life situations. These attributes could be developed to incorporate 

metacognitive skills, with students reflecting on and understanding their own learning 

processes.  

Several studies have highlighted the use of diaries in encouraging reflection, not only 

on learning processes but on the experience of transitions within HE. Penketh and 

Goddard (2008), and Winter and Dismore (2010) concluded that reflective journals 
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could contribute to improving the level of critical analysis. Although many aspects of 

transitions within HE are essentially personal, completed reflective accounts might 

also be used as a resource that could be introduced to students currently negotiating 

the transition. Students might derive comfort from reading about the experiences of 

others and might obtain some insight into strategies they could employ or adapt. 

Encouraging students to make notes on their responses to lectures, journals, or 

broadcasts can encourage them to personalise and ‘own’ the learning process. One 

of the unintended consequences of providing access to online resources, podcasts 

and professionally produced course materials, might be to downgrade the 

importance of more basic activities such as taking notes. However, to take notes is 

to set up a dialogue with the content and to begin to understand, interpret and 

engage with the information.  

This researcher benefitted greatly from memos written during the course of the 

research. They captured transient thoughts, allowing her to examine their relevance 

and significance, and to discern relationships between different pieces of 

information. The act of committing thoughts to paper or screen formalises and 

legitimises these responses, and affords them a value and status. Most importantly, 

for students making the FD/degree transition, writing notes provides tangible 

evidence of their entitlement to manipulate and interpret knowledge, and therefore, 

authenticates the validity of their opinions and their right to aspire to degree study.    

 

Proposal 3 

Lecturers need to adapt their approaches to respond to and to promote students’ 

moves towards autonomous modes of learning. 

While not unique to students making the FD/degree transition, some students in the 

current study displayed an over-deferential attitude to ‘expert’ knowledge. Loss of 

confidence during transition led some students to downgrade the worth of their 

opinions.  

Lecturers need to use teaching strategies that encourage deep learning activities 

such as critical thinking and knowledge construction. They should provide students 

with the opportunity to practise behaviour that supports the development of a stable 

student identity and to become comfortable with questioning information. 

The direct contribution that interpretation and manipulation of knowledge makes to 

the development of Level 6 academic study skills should be made explicit.  
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10.4 Proposal 4 

Although many students realised that they were ultimately responsible for 

determining whether their work was satisfactory, students in the current study 

frequently referred to the importance of feedback in maintaining their motivation to 

study. However, the grounded theory indicated that it was crucial to ensure that 

feedback encouraged intrinsic motivation rather than increasing dependence on the 

responses of others. 

Maclellan (2005) discussed the implications that differing views of intelligence had on 

motivation. Dweck (2000) suggested that some students regarded intelligence as an 

innate quality that was a fixed, finite entity. She contended that this viewpoint was 

more prevalent in adult learners as a result of prolonged preoccupation with 

measuring one’s performance in relation to that of others. It made them risk averse 

because they were afraid to attempt new things in case they failed and appeared 

unintelligent.  

An alternative view of ability assumed that intelligence was ‘malleable and 

incremental’ (Maclellan 2005 p. 199). This perspective considered that intelligence 

could be developed over time. Students holding this view were likely to regard any 

setbacks as learning opportunities that could be improved through effort and the 

correct choice of learning strategies. They tended to attribute any failure or criticism 

to ill-chosen strategies rather than as a personal attack.   

Feedback needed to be specific and quantifiable if students were to benefit fully. 

Maclellan (2005 p. 200) advocated ‘process criticism’, which had two key features; it 

highlighted the mistake, and it encouraged the student to devise the appropriate 

solution rather than relying on the lecturer. Mistakes were regarded as valuable 

because they provided a basis from which improved strategies could be generated. 

Specific, constructive feedback, handled sensitively, should enable and empower 

students. High quality work also required feedback in the form of process praise 

which ensured that the effort was acknowledged and that the strategies that 

produced the work could be identified, further refined, and repeated.   

These approaches put the onus back onto the student to practice autonomous 

learning skills and to behave in ways that were compatible with supporting a stable 

student identity. 

The current study confirmed that students making the FD/degree transition 

welcomed and valued constructive feedback. However, this form of feedback placed 

demands on lecturers. They needed to work in partnership with students to ensure 

that they modelled ways in which inappropriate strategies might be overcome, 

without removing the responsibility for problem-solving from the student.  
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Lecturers needed to acknowledge that degree study was demanding. Students 

would almost inevitably feel overwhelmed at times and as study became increasingly 

complex, they would need to come to terms with ambiguity. 

It was also important to recognise that as students’ academic skills improved, they 

might not necessarily find the process easier. One consequence of developing as a 

student was the ambition to produce high quality, increasingly complex work. This 

tendency for personal challenge resulted in dissatisfaction with anything they 

considered sub-standard. This represented personal growth rather than a lack of 

progress, but would probably ensure that studying would continue to be satisfying 

and frustrating in equal measure.   

Lecturers were required to provide specific feedback and to avoid essentially 

meaningless platitudes such as ‘very good work’. They needed to detail precisely 

what was good, and why it was good so that students would have the necessary 

information to replicate similar successes in future.  

 

Proposal 4 

Lecturers need to provide specific, detailed feedback early in a programme. This 

should be communicated in ways that support students to become increasing 

autonomous and to inhabit the student identity.  

Lecturers need to demonstrate that learning is an incremental process that is 

challenging and sometimes frustrating but that it can be improved and encouraged 

with the appropriate choice of learning strategies. Therefore, provided efforts are 

correctly channelled, they should be rewarded. 

Feedback needs to be sufficiently precise to enable students to develop their own 

solutions. This might sometimes require the lecturer to work in partnership with the 

student to facilitate the identification of the most suitable approaches. However, the 

focus should be on empowering the student and not on building dependency on the 

lecturer. 
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10.5 Proposal 5 

Recognition of the study skills that students already possessed was important in 

supporting transitions. Winn (2002) suggested that student/lecturer contact time 

should be concentrated in the early stages of a degree programme so that 

independent skills could be developed in preparation for the less lecturer-intensive 

modules that were commonly incorporated later in many undergraduate 

programmes.  

Hussey and Smith (2010 p. 161) argued that the management of transitions ‘should 

be central to the planning and delivery of the educational experience’. Their work 

with traditional, full-time undergraduates highlighted the importance of adapting 

approaches as students progressed, suggesting that what might be intimidating at 

the beginning might be welcomed at a later stage.  

Students progressing to a top-up programme were simultaneously starting a new 

course and were final year students. This underlined the importance of the FD in 

preparing for degree study.   

Plimmer and Schmidt (2007) suggested that when goals and progression routes had 

been defined, connections between the ideal and actual selves were easier to 

discern. When the possible self was made specific, the individual was able to 

prioritise and allocate the personal resources necessary to realise their ambitions, 

and to deal with setbacks in a more considered way. In the current study, actively 

inhabiting the student identity motivated individuals to develop the means to achieve 

their goals. 

Equally important as the need to acknowledge the ‘step-up’ to degree study was the 

need to highlight commonalities between the FD and the degree.  This continuity 

was potentially crucial in underlining the incremental view of ability and skill 

development, and could provide reassurance during transition.  It required 

collaboration between FD and degree lecturer teams, and where a transition to 

another institution was involved, a more strategic approach to ensure inter-institution 

compatibility. Elliot and Brna (2009 p. 115) explored transitions from HNDs to 

degrees and called for a combined approach from FE and HE sectors to ensure the 

‘academic, attitudinal and social preparation’ for students making the transition. 

Chapter 1 examined issues relating to the delivery of HE in FE, and factors that 

might impact on relationships between the two sectors. Parry et al (2006) drew 

attention to the difficulty of reconciling the traditional vocational focus of FEIs with 

practices on degree programmes.  Bathmaker et al (2008) highlighted the potential 

impact that differences in priorities might have on facilitating student transitions and 

encountered ‘conflicting views and expectations’ relating to teaching and learning 

across the sectors (Bathmaker et al 2008 p. 134).  
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Their study found that lecturers in one HEI were critical of approaches such as ‘open 

door’ policies and forms of assessment that they considered were akin to ‘spoon-

feeding’. The inclusion of these approaches was deemed incompatible with the 

demands of higher education, and ‘equally inappropriate’ on courses that aimed to 

prepare students for progression through higher education. 

This hinted at a difference between the prevalent cultures in higher and further 

education institutions which was articulated in the current study. The more ‘hands on’ 

approach that was common in many FEIs dealing with small pockets of HE activity, 

contrasted with the more ‘distant’ university procedures that were designed to deal 

with large numbers of undergraduates.  

Hunter (2006) discussed the importance of relating efforts to ease student transition 

to institutional priorities if institutional cooperation was to be achieved. She argued 

that it was necessary to determine how paying attention to student transition would 

improve the institution or enhance student success. The organisation of progression 

has been identified as an important quality measures in the review of Foundation 

Degrees in Wales (QAA 2012).   

Mature, non-traditional students are not a homogenous group. Some institutions 

might conclude that tailoring services to accommodate their disparate needs is too 

complicated and time-consuming. However, many of the proposals outlined in the 

current study, such as the call for greater clarity regarding academic conventions 

and expectations, would have application to all student groups. Many academics 

believe that the issue of plagiarism, which has proliferated with the ease of internet 

downloads, has as much to do with confusion about what constitutes academic 

integrity as it has to do with deliberate attempts to cheat (Carroll and Zetterling 

2009). 

 

Proposal 5 

Planning for transitions should be integral to the design of programmes from the 

outset. Within Wales, regionalisation should provide the opportunity for partner 

institutions to liaise over transitions.  

The relationship between the successful management of transitions and the potential 

benefits for both students and institutions needs to be emphasised.  

Collaboration between the providers of FDs and degrees, whether within or across 

institutions is necessary to ensure that students understand that the move to degree 

study will build on and extend existing academic skills.  

The need to support students to adapt to degree study would appear to be obvious. 

Equally important is the need for lecturers to adapt to the changing needs of 

students and to support their progression to academic independence.  
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It is important to create partnerships or learning communities that traverse the FD 

and degree. This could involve joint training opportunities for lecturer teams to 

support a more integrated approach to programme planning and delivery. It might 

also involve students from both courses meeting to share experiences and discuss 

any concerns. Students who had made a successful transition to degree study could 

provide powerful role models for other students who might be finding the process 

more problematic.  
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10.6 Research summary 

The current study aimed to understand and explain the transition from Foundation 

Degree to degree study from the students’ perspectives and to abstract their 

experiences to produce a grounded theory that would inform future management of 

the transition. 

The grounded theory proposed that a student’s experience of the FD/degree 

transition is determined by the student’s ability to create and maintain a student 

identity that provides a stable source of intrinsic support while encouraging 

adaptability to changing circumstances. The maintenance of a stable student identity 

is facilitated by adopting a transition identity that emphasises the positive aspects of 

change. 

Transition theory (Goodman et al 2006) (Chapter 2 p.29) suggested that an 

individual’s awareness and perception of the changes that occur during transition 

were crucial, as was the ability of the new identity to fulfil expectations. In the current 

study, students who made a more successful transition were not only aware that the 

new identity could fulfil expectations, they realised that inhabiting the identity allowed 

the fulfilment of these expectations to be maximised. 

Students who moved more easily to degree study demonstrated an ability to identify 

characteristics that would enable them to achieve their goals. These qualities were 

cultivated by behaving in ways that supported their growth and reinforced the student 

identity. This process was related to an individual’s capacity to operate with 

autonomy and was enabled by clarity, control and confidence, and facilitated through 

positive relationships with peers and lecturers. The proposals outlined earlier in this 

chapter aim to suggest approaches that might play a part in creating a learning 

environment that supports these facilitating and enabling factors in ways that 

encourage the individual to acquire autonomy and to maintain a stable student 

identity.  

The current study has fulfilled its intention to produce a theory that has explanatory 

power, is firmly grounded in the data and has a contribution to make to the 

knowledge base relating to transitions within higher education. The grounded theory 

has indicated aspects of the transition process that have not previously been 

described in relation to students making the FD/degree transition. It has the potential 

to extend the professional discussion relating to transitions within higher education 

and to supply additional information to supplement the research that has previously 

been conducted into this area. 

A secondary aim of the current study was to allow the researcher to explore 

grounded theory methodology. The approach was eminently suited to investigating a 

process such as transition. However, the researcher wanted to ascertain whether 

she could understand and apply the methodology to produce an integrated grounded 

theory. A reflective account of some of the issues she encountered follows.  
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10. 7 Reflective evaluation of using grounded theory methodology 

When I decided that grounded theory was the most appropriate approach to 

investigate the FD/degree transition, I was determined to fully embrace the 

methodology. Investigating the origins and development of grounded theory 

constituted the majority of the secondary research that was undertaken. I considered 

that this was necessary to ensure that the current study was conducted according to 

its key principles and could therefore legitimately be classed as grounded theory. I 

wanted to use the thesis as an opportunity to explore not only the subject area of the 

current study, students’ perceptions of FD/degree transitions, but also to explore the 

minutiae of the approach and to determine whether I was suited to using the 

methodology. 

I reflected on my experience of using grounded theory and identified many positive 

aspects. I appreciated the emphasis on remaining close to the data which was 

dictated by the constant comparative process of analysis. Speculating about the 

connections between data and the possible relationships between issues in the light 

of additional information felt natural, and to an extent, mirrored the way that I 

instinctively try to make sense of a subject.  

Writing memos also aligned with my usual working practice of noting my responses 

to material in order to evaluate its significance. Grounded theory encouraged me to 

formalise and organise this tendency. Integrating the grounded theory reminded me 

of a complex jigsaw, where pieces of information found the most appropriate fit until 

they completed the picture. Memos challenged me to clarify and refine my 

interpretation of the patterns and relationships in the data. This proved particularly 

useful during the move to abstraction. Memos provided the facility to return to my 

previous impressions and re-assess them in line with the process of constant 

comparison. 

I liked the prominence the methodology gave to producing outcomes that could 

contribute to improving practice. I was aware that a small-scale study such as mine 

could not over-claim its application. However, for me at least, the research had an 

identifiable purpose that I considered relevant and valuable. This added extra 

incentive to commit to the process.  

I felt the need to increase my knowledge and develop theoretical sensitivity by 

conducting a brief review of literature at the beginning of the research process. 

However, I appreciated delaying the examination of texts that were specifically 

related to transitions in HE until the grounded theory had been developed and 

presented. This kept the focus on the data and decreased the possibility that I would 

become distracted by interesting theories that might alter the course of the research 

in ways that would not accurately reflect the data. 

As a lecturer working with students making the FD/degree transition I was fully 

aware that I had formed impressions regarding this transition. The concentration on 
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data within grounded theory ensured that the developing theory remained firmly 

situated in the students’ experiences of transition and reflected their perceptions of 

the process. This requirement is not exclusive to grounded theory but the constant 

comparative data analysis reminded me of the need to put my opinions aside and to 

represent the views of the participants.  

This does not underestimate the influence that I had on the research. I was aware of 

the importance of reflexivity and the need to overtly acknowledge the impact of the 

decisions I was making. When I investigated differing interpretations of grounded 

theory I was prompted to question my philosophical stance. It was important to 

explicitly acknowledge this to ensure that my values and assumptions could be 

judged, and the consistency of approach throughout the current study could be 

determined.  

My views on the ways in which meaning is constructed meant that I was most 

influenced by Charmaz’ social constructivist interpretation of grounded theory. It 

seemed to accord with the purpose of the current study. The exploration of student 

groups progressing through higher education necessitated an examination of 

experiences which were influenced by and constructed within social contexts. The 

current study highlighted the significance of identity construction and the importance 

of identifying and engaging in behaviour that would encourage its maintenance. 

Therefore, the social constructivist stance appeared increasingly pertinent. The 

current study also emphasised the imperative of appreciating contextual sensitivity.  

Some elements of grounded theory presented a challenge. I found that it was difficult 

to assign names to categories that adequately accounted for the information they 

contained. In search of reassurance and guidance, I referred to other grounded 

theory studies. I found that in many cases it was quite difficult for me to understand 

why one term had been selected over another. Although some studies detailed the 

grounded theory process in diagram form, I still struggled to follow the researchers’ 

thought processes in respect of the relationships between categories. I consoled 

myself with the view that, to some extent, provided the names captured the essence 

of the data for me, allowing me to make meaningful comparisons, the precise 

terminology was of secondary importance. 

I found that I was less comfortable with describing my findings as theory. A theory is 

only an idea or speculation by another name, but it has connotations of importance 

that I was not certain were appropriate for the scope and scale of the findings 

generated by this modest study. I had some sympathy for the views expressed in the 

literature that accused grounded theorists of arrogance in elevating their findings to 

the stature of theory.  

I appreciated the idea that a grounded theory could have the potential to capture 

complex ideas in a concise form. This might mean that the findings would be more 

accessible, understandable and therefore more likely to be acted upon. I had some 
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misgivings about the reduction of the material. These were connected with 

questioning my ability to achieve sufficient abstraction while continuing to reflect the 

students’ contributions respectfully.  

Some of these concerns were associated with my inexperience in using a grounded 

theory approach. As with most aspects of research, expertise in applying grounded 

theory methods is developed over time. Each encounter with the methodology has 

the potential to extend understanding. Greater familiarity with the methodology 

should promote greater confidence in its application. Becoming more practiced in 

using the methodology should allow more freedom to concentrate on immersing 

myself in the process without needing to refer as frequently to the literature to check 

and confirm my interpretation of grounded theory approaches.  Further use of the 

methodology should hopefully provide the opportunity to become increasingly skilled 

in its application. 

I enjoyed discussing the grounded theory in relation to other literature. I was able to 

make connections that strengthened my confidence in the theory. Although my 

interpretation and analysis might be flawed, the grounded theory had emerged 

directly from the data before comparison with other work. This increased the security 

I derived from believing that the current study reflected the participants’ views and 

should be directly relevant to their circumstances.  

The current study has already begun to have an impact on my own practice. I look 

forward to implementing and evaluating some of the approaches suggested by the 

grounded theory.  

I believe that I now have a greater understanding of students’ motivations and 

frustrations. I would like to believe that I have always had a good appreciation of 

their responsibilities outside their studies and the difficulties they experienced in 

finding time to study. What I had not anticipated was that my attempts to minimise 

these difficulties was counterproductive. Rather than making them feel more worried 

or intimidated, an honest dialogue about the challenges they faced was cathartic.  

I try to stop myself from doling out bland platitudes and make sure that I give clear, 

precise feedback. I attempt to give information that allows the student to take 

responsibility for finding the most appropriate strategies to improve their work if that 

is what they want.  

I now realise that there should be some limits on the feedback I give. In my 

eagerness to be supportive, I sometimes felt the need to supply students with 

solutions rather than providing the information that would allow them to arrive at their 

own. I now realise that this is a short-term fix. Even if it appears to be what the 

student wants, ultimately it is de-motivating and disempowering, and builds 

dependence. This approach does not allow students to develop the strategies and 

skills that are required to behave autonomously and maintain a stable student 

identity.   
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So much of social care, including child care, is based around empowerment. I 

recognised how disorienting and demoralising feeling out of control can be. I 

understood the necessity to be clear about course structure, content and 

assessments but I had not adequately acknowledged the overt connection to 

academic processes. I had not realised that some of the things I did, with the best of 

intentions, took control away from the students.     

I realise that it is important to explicitly acknowledge that producing good quality 

academic work is hard, and will probably always continue to be so. As individuals’ 

expectations of their own abilities expand, struggling can often accompany 

engagement with increasing complex work. Learning, like knowledge is not finite and 

is never fully or easily accomplished. Students appreciate being reminded of this 

otherwise they might interpret their struggles as a personal failing. Honest 

student/lecturer dialogue confirms this challenge as a feature of inhabiting the 

student identity. 

I had always been slightly puzzled by students’ preoccupation with other people’s 

attendance. I now have a better understanding of the need students have to 

establish a space in which the student identity can develop and flourish. A strong 

peer group plays a crucial role in supporting this endeavour, provided that the group 

identity does not impinge on an individual’s transition to independence. 

There is a danger inherent in regarding non-traditional students as being less able to 

cope with the demands of higher education. The current study provided me with 

ample evidence to the contrary. In addition to being patronising, characterising non-

traditional groups in this way could allow lecturers to distance themselves from any 

responsibility for students’ difficulties and to locate the blame firmly within the 

student. 

Other disciplines, notably sport, use positive visualisation to help individuals set clear 

goals and to retain focus on achieving them. The grounded theory suggested that a 

clearly defined, stable, student identity indicated behaviour appropriate to supporting 

and reinforcing the emerging identity and encouraged students to practice and refine 

these skills. 

I appreciated that students making multiple transitions were likely to experience 

greater effects and had wondered why students who remained in the same institution 

also expressed many of the same concerns as students who moved to a different 

institution. I now have a better understanding of the multiple transitions that occur 

irrespective of any logistical moves.  

The initial impetus for the current study came from a desire to understand the 

transition from Foundation Degree to Honours degree. I had been aware that the 

process appeared easier for some students than for others and that the experience 

of transition did not seem to be based on academic ability. There were some aspects 

of the grounded theory that I recognised, such as the need for clear guidance. 
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However, the emergence of the grounded theory highlighted issues that were highly 

significant for students and of which I had not been fully aware. The grounded theory 

suggested approaches that had been peripheral rather than central to my practice. 

Investigating transition and developing the grounded theory gave these issues the 

prominence they deserved.  

The goal of developing a grounded theory placed emphasis on the relationships 

between issues and highlighted the importance of the combination of factors that 

contributed to creating and maintaining the student identity. Without the challenge of 

the constant comparative process and attempting to achieve abstraction, I might 

have overlooked important aspects of transition. For example, I might have explored 

the importance of the group as a single issue and concluded that it was a positive, 

supportive factor without recognising that certain aspects of group cohesion might 

mitigate against developing independence. 

The similarities between the students in the current study and my own experiences 

of doing a PhD have not gone unnoticed. I am also taking a part-time qualification, 

with substantial work and family commitments. I am the only person currently 

undertaking the qualification within my department or within the School in the partner 

university. This means that I am unable to share my experiences with anyone in 

similar circumstances. Therefore, I identify with the feelings of relative isolation that 

were expressed by some of the students in the current study. I also relate to their 

need to understand the expectations of the programme they are following, and have 

shared their anxieties when I feel uncertain of whether I had achieved that goal. 

I understand the impossibility of being completely objective about one’s own thought 

processes. The crucial importance of reflexivity has been mentioned. Undoubtedly, 

being a student has brought me closer to the participants and allowed me to 

personally identify with some of the issues they raised. My interpretation may have 

been influenced by my own experiences. However, the methodological focus on the 

data kept the concentration on the participants’ contributions. I believe that 

developing the grounded theory in the current study has enabled me to understand 

my own experiences, rather than my experiences manipulating the grounded theory. 

As with many research projects, the current study has raised many more questions 

than it has answered. I would welcome the opportunity to explore some of these 

issues further in future research projects. 
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10.8 Future research 

The current study has explored the experiences of small cohorts of students across 

two academic years and has followed their transitions from Foundation Degree 

courses to full degree programmes.  

The core feature of the grounded theory was the link it established between forming 

and maintaining a stable student identity and achieving a successful transition. The 

adaptability of the student identity was encouraged by a transitional identity. The 

current study suggested the significance of intrinsically motivated behaviour in these 

processes. However, further investigation is needed to determine which qualities are 

most valuable and in what circumstances they might be stimulated. The role of 

external factors in influencing the selection and expression of these qualities would 

have implications for the provision of the most appropriate support.  

The importance of creating and maintaining an identity could well have application 

beyond education. With further development through research, this approach could 

resonate with individuals undertaking transitions in different circumstances. 

The alterations in self-perception and the ways in which they were viewed by others 

were integral to the formation of the student identity. These multiple transitions had 

greater impact on individuals than changes in the physical environment. Further 

investigation of this aspect of transition could usefully be undertaken. 

A transition can hinge on a single event or be a continuing process of adaptation and 

revision. Transition theory indicates that repercussions relating to transition 

constitute part of the process and might reverberate for far longer than the actual 

changes. The perception of the transition, crucial to the assessment of the 

experience, might undergo re-adjustment over considerable time. Its significance 

might not be fully understood or assimilated until subsequent events occur.  

A longitudinal study that followed students after their degree courses were 

completed should highlight issues that were outside the scope of the current study. 

These views, expressed with the benefit of longer-term reflection might inform the 

management of transition and lead to improved understanding of the process. 

The institutional partnerships that were in place at the start of the current study have 

now been dissolved and replaced by new collaborations. Future research could 

explore whether these factors might have an impact on students’ experiences of 

transition. The advent of regionalisation with its emphasis on close institutional 

partnerships and integrated educational provision might have alleviated many of the 

differences in institutional cultures.  

The rapid changes that are occurring in the HE sector will probably impact on 

students’ experiences. In order to keep pace with these changes, it might be 

necessary to repeat the current study as any consequences of change become more 

apparent.          
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The current study has focused on the experiences and perspectives of students. 

Although it has referred to the prevailing cultures within HEIs and FEIs, in relation to 

the context of studying, it has not investigated institutional responsibilities towards 

the effective management of transitions. Data from the current study suggested that 

the particular experience of higher education within a college could contribute to 

some of the difficulties expressed. Further research needs to be undertaken to 

determine to what extent this might be the case, and importantly, whether specific 

measures might ameliorate these problems. Research might usefully explore the role 

of programme design in supporting desirable transitions. 

Although the current study has presented proposals designed to address issues that 

emerged from the grounded theory, it has focused primarily on students’ 

experiences. It did not include an evaluation of the support mechanisms or strategies 

that were already in place. Any implementation of the proposals presented in the 

current study would need to be evaluated to ascertain whether they are effective, 

whether they could be incorporated into existing support systems, and whether they 

might have application for other cohorts. One aspect of this might be to investigate 

the views of lecturers in greater depth. Their opinions were relegated within the 

current study because of the focus on students’ experiences. Their assessment of 

the ways in which they adapt and interpret their role to support student autonomy 

would extend the debate. 

The student voice has guided the current study and has been of central importance. 

However, future research into transition could be conducted in full partnership, with 

students identifying the research question(s), the issues which should be explored 

and the methodology which should be employed.  

Potentially, this could shed further light on the priorities of students providing them 

with the chance to determine which issues should be investigated. It would also 

allow students to be included in collating the information which would frame the 

decisions that influence their experiences. This would be entirely consistent with 

encouraging autonomy and creating opportunities to inhabit the student identity, 

highlighted in the current study.  

Determining the substantive research area might also minimise the possible 

consequences of being categorised as a minority group, described in some studies 

conducted into the experiences of part-time non-traditional students (O’Donnell and 

Tobbell 2007, Marandet and Wainwright 2010). A study which used a different 

methodological approach would almost inevitably lead to different interpretations, 

extending the knowledge relating to the phenomenon. 

The aim of the current study was to produce findings which were relevant to the 

context rather than to claim wider generalizability. However, the crucial issue of 

transition within higher education would benefit from research which sought to obtain 

a much wider range of student opinions across a number of institutions, rather than 
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concentrating solely on specific cohorts. Further research might establish whether 

the issues and concerns that were raised would be replicated or whether they 

represent a specific experience. Conducting a study on a wider scale might also lead 

to greater confidence in the findings and provide the comprehensive overview of the 

phenomenon that was outside the scope of the current study. 
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10.9 Concluding thoughts 

As a result of the policy initiatives and the changes to funding mechanisms outlined 

in Chapter 1, it is anticipated that the rise in the number of students making the 

transition from Foundation Degree to full degree study will continue. Therefore, the 

need to manage this transition effectively will become proportionately more 

significant.   

The current study has highlighted the critical importance of maintaining a stable 

student identity in achieving a successful transition. Students who were able to 

preserve a strong vision of being confident and in control found the intrinsic 

resources to behave accordingly and demonstrated the capacity to cope more easily 

with the transition process. Some students were able to access this facility readily. 

Other required more support. All students indicated that having the opportunity to 

inhabit the student role contributed to boosting confidence levels and to confirming 

their right to aspire to degree study. 

The grounded theory presented in the current study has emphasised the importance 

of supporting students to develop autonomous learning practices and to become 

active partners in their higher education careers. One aspect of this increasing 

independence would include the ability to play an active role in determining the 

course of the transition.  

Students and their concerns should be at the centre of any measures. However, the 

responsibility to achieve a smooth transition should not be theirs alone. There is a 

need and a responsibility to initiate strategies that will support transition, both at 

lecturer and at course level, and ultimately, within and between institutions. If 

strategies to encourage autonomy were consistently in place, both on FDs, during 

transition and on degree programmes, students should be empowered to play a 

greater role in determining the course of their individual transitions through HE.  

Maintaining a stable student identity is dependent, to a large extent on the 

opportunities an individual has to operate as a student. Mature, part-time students 

with demanding extra-curricular commitments find these opportunities more difficult 

to access than is generally the case for their younger, traditional counterparts. To 

sustain and develop the student role, students need to engage in activities that 

promote independent academic skills. They need the clarity regarding both academic 

expectations and institutional procedures that will enable them to take control of their 

learning experiences and to feel fully included in higher education.   

Consideration, implementation and evaluation of some of the proposals outlined 

previously in the chapter might support an easier progression to degree study, and 

might alleviate some of the anxieties expressed by the students in the current study. 

Transition periods will always evoke some uncertainty and readjustment. The 

importance placed on obtaining a full degree, together with the greater academic 

challenge will almost inevitably generate a measure of apprehension. The role of 
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students in coming to terms with this process has been acknowledged. However, a 

greater awareness of the issues involved, and students’ perceptions of those issues, 

should contribute to better preparation of all those involved in the process. 

The current study has adopted a social constructivist stance. It seems appropriate 

that the grounded theory which has been presented has highlighted the importance 

of identity construction and social interaction in supporting the transition process. 

The relationships between students and their peers, students and their lecturers, and 

students and the institutions they attend are important factors in formulating an 

adaptable yet, stable student identity that increases the probability of achieving a 

successful transition.   

 ‘For all students studying is challenging, angst-ridden work, but for some it is made 

easier than for others. Moreover, getting students in and leaving them to it does not 

work for those who have no prior experience of university. Higher education not only 

needs to address the widening of access to university but it needs to get to grips with 

what goes on inside the hallowed grounds’ (Crozier et al 2008 p. 176). 
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